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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR
The article following my comments ﬁrst appeared in the July, 1983 CFTF. I wrote it because I was tired of the weak, insipid,
and cowardly hypocrites, along with the outright false teachers at that time who were wrongly labeling the late brother Ira Y. Rice,
Jr. to be a hobby rider. The truth is that cowardly brethren and false teachers hated brother Rice with a passion for routinely and
regularly exposing them and their errors in no uncertain terms. Of course, the weak-kneed brethren who sought peace at any price
judged bro. Rice for judging, condemned him for condemning, and hated him for not practicing their hypocrital, revolting subjective, sick, syrupy, unscriptural sentimentalism that they then (and now) thought to be love. In reality, what these spiritually corrupted
characters strongly sought to do was stop Rice’s exposure of their evil works and his marking them for the false teachers they were
and are. Furthermore, with one exception these false brethren were willing to say or do about anything to reach their goal—they were
not about to mount the polemic platform to openly and honestly attempt to prove their charges against him.
To accuse one of hobby riding is much like charging one with unbalanced preaching, or being unloving, and/or being mean
spirited and the like. These subjective, generic labels permit those hearing them to deﬁne them as it suits them—none of their labels
being complimentary. Furthermore, do not expect such characters to even attempt to prove their charges (1 Thess. 5:21).
In the last few years, some who previously appeared to oppose all error, uphold all Truth for Truth’s sake, and do it without
respect of persons, have turned to making the same devilish charges because their favorite sugar stick(s) was shown to be something
other than sugar. Possessing the same crooked mind-set as those earlier false teachers, they now engage in the same labeling that
characterized their compromising predecessors. But that is the nature of the beast they have chosen to ride. Thus, with some alterations, we publish again this very timely article that orginally appeared in CFTF almost 28 years ago. —Editor

Will the Real Hobby Rider Please Stand Up?
David P. Brown
Those who label others hobby riders fully intend
to cause those who accept their labeling to view those
so labeled to be obnoxious and distasteful sinners.
But accusations must be proven to be true. With these
matters in mind, let us investigate the sacred writings
concerning early hobby riders.
A deﬁnition of the title is in order before the
intended lesson can be properly studied. Webster
deﬁnes “hobby” to be “a topic to which one constantly
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reverts.” “Ride” is deﬁned “to sit or travel on the back
of an animal that one directs.” Our conclusion as to
the meaning of hobby rider is one who sits on the back
of a constantly reverted to topic or issue. We would
say that such an individual is obsessed. By obsessed is
meant an intensive preoccupation or even an abnormal
preoccupation with a certain subject.
The early church was greatly troubled by
those who constantly sat on the back of man-made
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As is yesterday, yesteryear is gone forever. All we ever
have is today. We will not live yesterday or tomorow, but
only today. We will not die yesterday or tomorrow, but today.
Thus, we trust that this day in 2011 is a happy and
prosporous one. We thank all for your prayers, encouragement, and continued support in our work of contending for the
faith (Jude 3). —DPB


CURTIS CATES, DAVE MILLER, AND
MAC DEAVER
We have known of the following account since the
Spring of 2010. In June it was related by someone else in
one of the open forums of the 2010 Bellview lectures, Pensacola, Florida. The facts in this case are:
1. In the spring of 2010, a young brother in Arkansas
was negoiating with a denominational preacher who possessed graduate academic degrees in an attempt to set up a
public oral debate with him.
2. The denominational preacher stated that he would
only debate someone who also had graduate academic degrees.
3. A fellow member of the church where said young
brother is a member suggested that he contact brother Curtis
Cates, EdD, about the matter.
4. The young man phoned Cates, explaining to him the
facts as noted in above points one, two, and three.
5. Cates recommended that said young brother contact
brother Dave Miller, PhD, of Apolgetics Press about debating said preacher.
6. The young brother phoned Miller, informing him
about matters in the above points one through ﬁve.
7. Miller declined to debate, but recommended Mac
Deaver, PhD, to orally debate said preacher.
8. When said young brother phoned Cates to report that
Miller declined to debate and who Miller had recommended
to debate, said young man reported that Cates seemed surprised that Miller recommended Deaver to do the debating.
This report can be veriﬁed by said young man. Moreover, if Cates and Miller will speak pubicly (now that is a
novel idea for them in such matters), they too can verify
their parts in the previous account.
Many years ago, Cates orally and in print labeled Deaver’s teaching on the Holy Spirit’s work with and on man’s
inward man to be false doctrine. In the 1998 Sevententh Annual Denton Lectures, he strongly condemned Mac Deaver’s
teaching in his lecture and in the lectureship book. He then
wrote a book opposing Mac Deaver’s views on said issue.
But now the Forest Hill church elders, MSOP, and friends
(Continued on bottom of Page 7)
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commandments. Judaizing teachers steadfastly plagued
the body of Christ by reverting to “Jewish fables, and
commandments of men, that turn from the truth”
(Titus 1:14). John wrote of antichrists saying,
They went out from us, but they were not of us; for
if they had been of us, they would no doubt have
continued with us; but they went out, that they
might be made manifest that they were not all of us
(1 John 2:19).

In dealing with hobby riders Jude penned,
These are murmurers, complainers, walking after
their own lusts; and their mouth speaketh great
swelling words, having men’s persons in admiration
because of advantage (Jude 16).

These ﬁrst century hobby riders were habitually and
radically immersed in their desire to indoctrinate God’s
ﬂock with their false doctrines.
Was the Apostle Paul a Hobby Rider?
How many of us would label the Apostle Paul a
hobby rider? Did he not sit on the back of a constantly
reverted to topic? Was he not preoccupied intensely or,
as far as the world was concerned, abnormally with
magnifying Christ in his mortal body? We believe the
apostle Paul to be a prime example of one who, if living
today, would be branded by many to be a hobby rider
of hobby riders. Concerning Paul, the worldly-minded
Festus “said with a loud voice, Paul, thou are beside
thyself; much learning doth make thee mad” (Acts
26:24). To Festus, Paul was preoccupied intensely or
even abnormally with a certain subject. He constantly
reverted to the same subject. He was to the unbelieving
Jews a hobby rider of “the sect every where spoken
against” and “a pestilent fellow, and a mover of
sedition among all Jews throughout the world, and
a ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes” (Acts 24:5;
28:22).
Paul wrote concerning himself, “For me to live
is Christ, and to die is gain” (Philippians 1:21). Paul
was so obsessed with living, teaching, and defending
the Gospel that he wrote,
But what things were gain to me, those I counted
loss for Christ. Yea doubtless, and I count all things
but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord: for whom I have suffered the loss of
all things, and do count them but dung, that I may
win Christ” (Philippians 3:7, 8).

Paul was Christ saturated! He was in the eyes of the
enemies of the Truth, not just a hobby rider, but a
radical extremist of the deepest die!
Not only was Paul interested in his own life, but
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also the spiritual state of others.
For I am jealous over you with Godly jealousy:
for I have espoused you to one husband, that I
may present you as a chaste virgin to Christ. But
I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled
Eve through his subtilty, so your mind should be
corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ. (2
Corinthians 11:2, 3).

Should Christians not have the same intense interest in
themselves and others? If not, why not?!
Yes, in the ﬁrst century church there were brethren
who did not care for Paul the hobby rider. As Paul
wrote, he was “in perils among false brethren” (2
Corinthians 11:26). He reverted to the same subject so
much that he wrote,
Behold, the third time I am ready to come to you;
and I will not be burdensome to you, for I seek not
yours, but you ... And I will very gladly spend and
be spent for you; though the more abundantly I love
you, the less I be loved (2 Corinthians 12: 14, 15).

Paul’s intense concern for the Truth is further seen
in confronting his fellow apostle, Peter. “But when
Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the
face, because he was to be blamed” (Galatians 2:
11). Peter, like so many today, could have called Paul
an extremist seeking preeminence. But, because Peter
loved the same Truth loved by Paul, he was humble
and honest enough to see his error and repent of it.
Yes, later he referred to Paul as “our beloved brother
Paul” (2 Peter 3:15).
Paul told the Galatians, “I am afraid of you, lest
I have bestowed upon you labour in vain.” Then he
pleaded, “Brethren, I beseech you, be as I am; for
I am as you are.” Paul then asked, “Am I therefore
become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?”
(Galatians 4:11-16). Yes, Paul’s zeal for the Truth
burned brightly for himself and for others. As the
apostle wrote, “But it is good to be zealously affected
always in a good thing” (Galatians 4:18). Would that
all Christians believed this!
Applying the Foregoing to the Church Today
At this point in our study, the following question is
in order. COULD IT BE THAT SOME TODAY HAVE
LABELED THE WRONG PEOPLE HOBBY RIDERS
(as that term for the most part is deﬁned and used
today)? IN DOING SO, HAVE THEY ALLOWED
THE REAL OBNOXIOUS AND DISTASTEFUL
PEOPLE (HOBBY RIDERS) TO HAVE A FIELD DAY
IN THE CHURCH OF OUR LORD? Both Paul and
the Judaizing teachers sat on the back of a constantly
reverted to topic or topics. Was Paul a hobby rider
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in its derogatory meaning because he did so? The
difference in Paul and the Judaizing teachers is easily
distinguished. IT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
TRUTH AND ERROR! Remember, Paul said, “BUT
IT IS GOOD TO BE ZEALOUSLY AFFECTED
ALWAYS IN A GOOD THING” (Galatians 4:18).
The Difference that Makes a Difference
Who are some modern day hobby riders? Is it
the preacher who steadfastly puts the people “in
remembrance” by “preaching the word” to address
any and all moral and spiritual topics; the preacher who
is “be[ing] instant in season, out of season; reproving,
rebuking, exhorting with all long suffering and
doctrine” (2 Timothy 3:14; 4:2)? Is he a hobby rider
who obeys Paul’s command to “speak thou the things
which become sound doctrine” ... “These things
speak and exhort, and rebuke with all authority. Let
no man despise thee” (Titus 2:1, 15)?
Paul and the Judaizing teachers were zealously
affected with their beliefs. Both constantly, regularly,
steadfastly, and tenaciously preached and contended
for their doctrines. They reverted to them time and time
again in their teaching. Both were tireless workers in
spreading their doctrines. Neither would be silenced.
That being the case, what was the real signiﬁcant
difference in Paul and the Judaizing teachers? The
answer to this question is simple and clear—Paul
preached the Truth, but the Judaizing teachers
preached false doctrine. Paul proved what he afﬁrmed
but they could not prove their case. Today, what brethren
are ready and willing to prove what they afﬁrm?
Are not the real hobby riders those who, like the
Judaizing teachers, by example and word of mouth,
constantly refuse sound doctrine? Instead, they
tirelessly revert to their errors as they reject the Truth
of God’s Word and strive to silence those who expose
their errors. What about those who advocate that it is
Scriptural for the guilty party in a divorce to remarry, or
that people may divorce and remarry for any reason and
remain in good standing with God; those who advocate
premillennialism, mechanical instruments of music in
the worship of God, those who think that humming and
such like constitute acceptable music in the worship
of God; those who fellowship with the Christian
Church/Disciples of Christ, other denominations, those
advocating and practicing women leading prayer,
preaching, serving as elders, or other areas where they
exercise dominion over men; those who teach and
practice the re-evaluation and reafﬁrmation of elders as
was believed and practiced by the Brown Trail Church
of Christ in Bedford, Texas; those who do not teach
4

or practice error, but who defend extending Christian
fellowship to unrepentant false teachers; those who
measure by their own standards what is important
doctrine and what is not, or what errors to confront and
what errors to ignore; what about the Christians who
refuse the teaching of the Bible on corrective church
discipline because they refuse to understand that the
true love of God and true love of the brethren leads
one to obey the commandments of God in every case?
What about those preachers who preach no error but
who refuse to preach against any and all error, who
fail to mark and avoid their friends who are in error?
What about those defending and supporting a college
or preacher school at the expense of the Truth? All of
the aforementioned errors and more exist in the church
today and many of them have for a long time! At best,
they have made and are making the church into a “betterfelt-than-told”, spineless, and subjective church that
fellowships about anything. At worst, they are turning
the church into another human denomination.
False teachers always sit on the back of constantly
reverted to errors. They are tenacious, determined,
unrelenting, and will not be silenced regarding the
propagation of their errors in the Lord’s church. The
need today more than ever is for faithful brethren to
boldly defend the faith and every component part of it.
But certain lectureships, preachers schools, preachers,
and elders have choosen to turn a blind eye and deaf ear
to error unless ﬁrst they have conferenced with each
other agreeing that this is the error they want to oppose.
But they make a concerted effort to oppose those who
without apology or respect of persons boldly continue
to do what they once did—expose and refute any and all
error, while at the same time identifying the source of
the error and the name of the person(s) who are guilty
of teaching it. The Christian who routinely, with great
emphasis, frankness, candor, clarity, boldness, and
steadfastness to the Truth, identiﬁes false teachers by
name, exposes their false teaching, and refutes the same,
is not a hobby rider—formerly sound preacher schools,
their directors, faculty, and elders notwithstanding. To
see who has changed in the last six or so years, all one
needs to do is note who has changed in doctrine and
practice—sometimes only in their practice. Simply put,
and in conclusion, many brethren (not a few preachers
and elders) have become more fearful of what men
think about them than what God thinks of them.

—DPB
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THERE ARE NONE SO BLIND
AS THOSE WHO WILL NOT SEE
Charles Pogue
For the past forty years, the pencil, pen, typewriter, and
ﬁnally the computer keyboard have been my ever present
companions. I have written songs, poems, articles, tracts,
books, even an unpublished novel to which someday I may
return. I mention those, because of all of the things I have
ever written, the words I am placing on the paper now are
among the hardest, if not the hardest, I have ever written
for publication. Their difﬁculty is enhanced, because they
involve family.
Jesus answered the question, “Why speakest thou unto
them in parables” (Mat. 13:10)? Jesus’ answer included the
words:
“Therefore speak I to them in parables: because they
seeing see not; and hearing they hear not, neither do
they understand. And in them is fulﬁlled the prophecy of
Esaias, which saith, By hearing ye shall hear, and shall
not understand: and seeing ye shall see, and not perceive:
For this people’s heart is waxed gross, and their ears are
dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed; lest at any
time they should see with their eyes, and hear with their
ears, and should understand with their heart, and should
be converted, and I should heal them” (vv. 13-15).

Those words of the Lord are the closest I know to
explaining the origin of the saying, There are none so blind
as those who will not see. Among those who refuse to see are
many former Memphis School Of Preaching students and
graduates. One of those is my son-in-law, Larry Elliott, who
attended the school of preaching from 1994-1996. I want
Larry to know, should his eyes ever fall upon this page, that
I love him as my own son, and I am concerned for his soul,
because he has chosen to take a stand in opposition to God’s
law of fellowship so clearly revealed in 2 John 9-11.
For 10 plus years Larry and I often sat and discussed
our mutual concern about the apostasy of so many
congregations and members of the Lord’s church. With
complete agreement, we lamented how many people refused
to measure themselves by the ruler of God’s Word, and had
they been willing to do that, would have found themselves
wanting.
Beginning with the ouster of Dub McClish as the editor
of The “Original” Gospel Journal, things began to change.
At ﬁrst, Larry asked for information regarding the Dave
Miller situation, and I supplied it, including Internet sources
where he could read Miller’s bogus repentance letter of
September 3, 2005. Whether he followed up by reading that
information, I cannot say. If so, he rejected the evidence.
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On December 21, 2010 Larry and his family were
preparing to move from Missouri to Port Lavaca, Texas.
He was engaged by that congregation to be an outreach
person. I expressed my concern that the position had been
advertised with the Sunset International Bible Institute, but
that unease was answered with stone silence. In the past, I
had mentioned several times the concerns I had with MSOP,
and that I intended, once he had moved, to write him more
on the matter in a letter. He replied that he did not want
my letter. I wanted to put on paper for him the evidence
showing that MSOP is not only complicit in the defense of
a false teacher, but also that other actions of MSOP clearly
demonstrate the negative changes that have transpired there.
So, as we stood near the recently burned out shell of my
son’s house, I pointed out to him that MSOP has begun to
use men on their lectureship that they would not have used
when we were there. I mentioned Phil Sanders and his public
admission that he believes members of the Christian Church
denomination are our brethren.
I reminded him of the infamous February 10, 2009,
Forest Hill Irene bulletin, a manifesto of the change in the
eldership at Forest Hill, and in the administration and faculty
of MSOP. I reminded him that Tommy Hicks, who recently
expressed his view that some of us are in danger of becoming
a cult, would not print in Southside’s lectureship book, or
release on CD, the same material which was delivered orally
in an act of rebellion, by Tyler Young. The dead giveaway
of change inhered in this quote from the bulletin material:
“Which translations of the Bible are permissible for teaching
and preaching.” How blind are those who will not see!
Instead of considering the evidence I presented, Larry
made personal attacks and false allegations. I am guilty, I was
told, of closing the door of fellowship on almost everyone. I
let one little error immediately become a test of fellowship. I
refuse to attend the congregation where we live, which Larry
himself will not attend! I only write on fellowship issues and
error. On and on the outlandish assaults continued, but not
one attempt to answer the evidence.
What is the proper conclusion of the discussion? Those
who refuse to answer the evidence except with personal
attacks, like those waged by the Forest Hill elders against
David Brown and Dub McClish, are among those who are
blinded by their unwillingness to see.

—P.O. Box 592
Granby MO 64844
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IT’S THE
“SERIOUSNESS OF THE CHARGE”!
Ken Chumbley
In his book, October Surprise: America’s Hostages in
Iran and the Election of Ronald Reagan (Random House/
Times Books) 1991, Gary Sick, a Columbia University professor, charged that George H. W. Bush had ﬂown to France
prior to the 1980 election to convince the Iranians to keep
the American hostages until after the election. After the
book was published, the liberal media “took off” with the
story. The then speaker of the House, Tom Foley, called for
hearings on the charges even though he stated there was not
a shred of evidence to support them but “the seriousness of
the charge” warranted investigation!
It seems like such tactics are not solely the province
of liberal politicians! The statement of Tom Foley came
to mind recently as a result of a discussion with two other
preachers, one being a graduate of the Memphis School of
Preaching.
In the discussion I posed a hypothetical question. I
asked if church “A” marked the preacher from church “B”
and the church “B” elders asked the church “A” elders for
evidence to prove their case regarding their marking of the
church “B” preacher, but the church “A” elders refused to
provide the requested evidence, was church “B” scripturally obligated to honor said marking? Additionally, I asked
if other congregations requested such evidence from church
“A” for evidence supporting said marking, and had not received it, were they obligated to honor said marking?
The MSOP graduate was silent for a time and I am conﬁdent that he knew where I was heading by putting the questions that I did. When he eventually made some response,
it was to the effect that the context of Romans 16 had to be
considered—speciﬁcally that of causing of division. When
asked again about the need for providing evidence, he indicated that it might be impossible to provide evidence to substantiate such marking. However, since the elders of church
“A” had agreed that such division as referenced in Romans
16 had occurred, and they had marked the preacher of congregation “B”, he basically indicated that other congregations were obliged to go along and honor said marking. A
new version of “the seriousness of the charge”!
I then pointed out that this was the situation that had
occurred relative to the marking of Dub McClish and David
P. Brown on December 9, 2009 by the elders of the Forest
Hill church in Memphis, who oversee the work of the Memphis School of Preaching. The elders at the Spring, Texas
congregation had written asking for evidence to support that
marking, as had other congregations and individuals, but the
6

Forest Hill elders failed to provide any evidence regarding
their very public action. Clearly, the MSOP graduate’s position was that since the elders at Forest Hill had made the
determination that McClish and Brown should be marked,
other congregations and Christians were obligated to go
along, even when there was no evidence, or the evidence
was not made available. How sad!
Romans 16:17 states: “Now I beseech you, brethren,
mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary
to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them.”
Those divisions that give reason for marking are those that
are “contrary to the doctrine” which they had learned.
Clearly, if those to be marked are being divisive and causing
offences “contrary to the doctrine,” then those doing the
marking should be able to give adequate evidence to show
where those marked were doing that which was contrary
to the doctrine. Surely, the Forest Hill elders are learned
enough in the Scriptures that they could provide adequate
evidence should such exist? After all, two of the elder are
lawyers. This is especially important respecting graduates
of the school the Forest Hill elders oversee. Thus, when
MSOP students and/or alumni are asked for and about the
evidence regarding said marking, they not only will know
for themselves what the evidence is but be able to adequately and Scripturally inform others accordingly. Surely they
are taught such by their learned MSOP instructors. The unwillingness and/or inability of the Forest Hill elders to provide evidence to support their actions is very telling! This is
the act of desperate men but not that of faithful children of
God.
I am sure that this MSOP graduate to whom I put the
previous question did not think about the following. Maybe
he did not think about it because he has never taken the time
to examine the available evidence, which evidence the Forest Hill elders will not or cannot supply. This is the same
evidence the elders of the Spring Church of Christ, Spring,
Texas, and others have requested from the Forest Hill elders,
but to no avail. They will not or cannot supply any evidence
to prove that their said marking is authorized by the New
Testament. The brother to whom I put said question seems to
have decided to ignore anything that might be said to counter the actions of the Forest Hill elders.
In the response that Dub McClish and David Brown
made to the Forest Hill elders, that was mailed to many of
the Forest Hill members and her elders as well as published
in the January 2010 issue of Contending for the Faith, they
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stated that they had not been in fellowship with MSOP and
Forest Hill, et al., since they decided to fellowship and defend a false teacher in his unrepentant state (Dave Miller).
Desrespecting the Bible’s teaching on such matters and
engaging in the sick “logic” of this MSOP graduate goes a
long way toward proving one’s dishonesty; especially when
those who have opposed Miller in his errors have openly,
and publicly, by various means, published much more proving Miller to be in error than has Forest Hill, et al., regarding their unproven charges that McClish and Brown have
caused division contrary to the doctrine (Rom. 16:17). The
reality in this matter is that the Forest Hill elders have offered no proof to justify their actions of Dec. 2009 toward
McClish and Brown—even when asked for such. However,
according to this MSOP graduate, even though they fail to
offer such evidence, brethren are obligated to honor said
marking. Where did he learn such nonsense? No doubt it
was from the MSOP and the Forest Hill elders who will not
or cannot make such evidence available—even to those who
request it from them!
This MSOP graduate (as well as others), in order to be
faithful to God, must act in harmony with the Word of God.

Thus, they should accept the adequate evidence made available to the public by McClish, Brown, the Spring elders, et
al. Instead, this preacher to whom I put my question, as well
as others who have the same weak faith and “ill” logic, have
chosen to blindly follow the Forest Hill elders, MSOP, et
al’s., allegations without proof that such brethren are correct
in their decisions and actions. Remember, neither the MSOP
nor the Forest Hill elders for whatever reason are willing to
provide such proof.
Clearly, this MSOP graduate, and others, do not believe
what Paul wrote to the Thessalonian brethren: “Prove all
things; hold fast that which is good” (1 Thes. 5:21). Is
this what he was taught as a student at MSOP—the preacher
training school operated under the oversight of the Forest
Hill elders? Are the school and the elders beyond questioning? Are they allowed to issue some kind of “Papal Bull”
dictating what all Christians must believe on this matter
without their taking the ﬁrst step to offer credible witnesses
and/or adequate evidence to prove their actions are right
with God?
—1131 Terrace Circle
North Augusta, SC 29841-4350


(Editorial Continued From Page 2)

are supporting and defending Miller who recommends Mac
Deaver to represent brethren in a debate with a denominational preacher. According to the logic employed by MSOP,
et al., in their apologies for Miller, they had just as well embrace Mac Deaver as they have done Miller, for Miller has
no problem recommending Deaver to represent brethren in
a debate with a denominational preacher. Does anyone have
to wonder what Deaver would say if the direct work of the
Holy Spirit on the inward man of the Christian were to be
broached in such a debate by the denominational preacher?
Clearly, Dave Miller has no problem fellowshipping Mac
and his doctrine on the alleged work of the Holy Spirit on
the inward man of the Chrisitan.
Thus, we were not surprised to learn some time ago of
of Miller’s fellowship with brother Dick Sztanyo who is in
Miller’s backyard and vice verse. Sztanyo gladly fellowships
Mac Deaver to the point of accepting an invitation to speak
on a lectureship in New Hampshire in 2009, the theme being
“The Holy Spirit and the Providence of God” wherein Mac’s
views were taught and promoted (See http://wdeaver.wordpress.com/2009/10/13/lectureship-wrap-up/).Why do Cates,
Bobby Liddell, Garland Elkins, et al., adamantly refuse to
see that Miller, Sztanyo, and Deaver are in fellowship with
one another? Thus, MSOP and others of their dispostion of
heart and action toward Dave Miller are encouraging fellowship with erring brethren. This is more evidence of how
large these men are willing to draw brother Barry Grider’s
liberal fellowship circle. And the people love to have it so!
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It is a strange and sad spectacle to see men corrupt themselves as the Forrest Hill, MSOP, et al., brethren have done.
They have sold their spiritual birthright for whatever mess
of pottage they hold dear to themselves—far more dear than
the New Testament’s teaching regarding fellowship.
In this issue of CFTF, we have printed a great article
by Robert R. Taylor, Jr. As far as I can tell, it continues to
represent what he, MSOP, and other brethren teach, but what
those same brethren willingly fail to consistently practice.
Therein is their great problem in the area of fellowship—they
say and do not, at least where they deem it advantageous to
their cause. How much more weak can brethren become,
especially when they have fallen so far away from where
at least it appeared they once were? Is it the case that they
have always been of this persuasion but we just did not have
all the facts to make a correct decision about them? Whatever the case, it is a sad day in Israel when men who, like
apostate King Saul, who knew he was disobedient to God,
nevertheless declared to Samuel, “I have performed the
commandment of the Lord” (1 Sam. 15:13)? As Samuel
responded to Saul’s stated lie with, “What meaneth then
this bleating of the sheep in mine ears, and the lowing of
the oxen which I hear?” (verse 14), so, we ask MSOP, et
al., what means then the continued fellowship between you
and those who are out of fellowship with God? And, if such
persons are not out of fellowship with God, then what would
it take for them to be so?

—David P. Brown, Editor
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The Ways Of A False Teacher
Roelf L. Ruffner
In the apostle Peter’s second epistle, chapter two, he
does not mince words in his denunciation and description
of the false teachers/false prophets of his day. “But these,
as natural brute beasts, made to be taken and destroyed,
speak evil of the things that they understand not; and
shall utterly perish in their own corruption” (2 Pet. 2:12).
Whether it was the “Judaizers” who were trying to bind the
Law of Moses on the Christians (Acts 15:1) or the “proto-Gnostics” who were beginning to deny that Jesus had a
physical body (2 Jn. 7), Peter and the Holy Spirit are reminding us of the destructive way taken by those who depart
from New Testament Christianity.
Like a modern day microscope, the Bible reveals to us
the way of depravity of the false teacher. And the word of
God is as revealing today concerning false teachers as it was
2,000 year ago. “Neither is there any creature that is not
manifest in his sight: but all things are naked and opened
unto the eyes of him with whom we have to do” (Heb. 4:
13).
The Way Of The False Teacher
Is The Way Of The Irrational
God sees false teachers as they truly are, “as natural
brute beasts” (v. 12). He sees them as irrational creatures
that “speak evil of the things that they understand not”.
Christianity is a rational, objective religion of absolute truth.
“Prove all things; hold fast that which is good” (1 Thess.
5:21). False doctrine is basically irrational. For example, the
falsity of “faith-only” salvation is readily apparent to the
honest reader of the Bible. “Ye see then how that by works
a man is justiﬁed, and not by faith only” (Jas. 2:24).
The Way Of A False Teacher Is
The Way Of A Spiritual Bum
The false teacher is basically a sensualist who seeks to
live in luxury at the expense of others (v. 13). For example,
many so-called “televangelists” are just professional beggars who either live off “love offerings” of the naive or seek
to peddle their books at Wal-Mart to gullible buyers. Behind
their masks of piety are lust and covetousness.
False teachers have “a heart trained in covetous practices” (Verse 14, NKJ). In fact, their downfall is often either
ﬁnancial or sexually immoral in nature.
These spiritual bums live off other’s weaknesses. “For
of this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead
captive silly women laden with sins, led away with divers lusts” (2 Tim. 3:6). The dividend or “reward of unrighteousness” (v. 13) of the false teacher will be eternal
damnation.
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The False Teacher’s Way Is To Forsake The Right Way
“Which have forsaken the right way, and are gone
astray...” (v. 15). The “right way” Peter mentions is the
“living way” (Heb. 10:20) or “the way” (Jn. 14:6) of Jesus
Christ—the teachings of New Testament Christianity.
In this life there is a spiritual choice to be made.
Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad
is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be
which go in thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow
is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that
ﬁnd it (Matt. 7:13-14).

That “strait gate” is salvation through Jesus Christ.
The “wide gate” leads away from God toward Hell. False
teachers opt for the wrong way by forsaking the right way.
That wrong way is also the “way of Balaam” (v. 15).
Like Balaam, the false teacher forsakes God’s Word for
money. Even though rebuked by the Angel of the Lord for
his lawlessness, Balaam followed money rather than the
Word of God (cf. Num. 22:32; 1 Tim. 6:10). Likewise, modern false teachers forsake the right way by not teaching the
necessity of baptism for remission of sins (Mk. 16:16; Acts
2:38) to make themselves acceptable to the denominational world. Compromising the Truth of the Gospel also sells
more books and merchandise. Peter describes such a departure as “madness” (v. 16).
The False Teacher’s Way Is One
Of Empty, Inﬂated Rhetoric
False teachers are “wells without water” (v. 17) who
“speak great swelling words of vanity” (v. 18). Their false
doctrines make them spiritual wells of lies and deceit. Their
teachings are Satan’s bait to lure an unwary soul into his
trap. They often mask their treachery in ﬂowery language
and emotional appeals. “For they that are such serve not
our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good
words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple”
(Rom. 16:18).
Contrast this with the “living water” (Jn. 4:10) of Jesus
Christ, the Gospel, which is simple and easily understood.
Those who truly proclaim it have no hidden agenda of covetousness. “Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after
the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ” (Col.
2:8).
The Way Of The False Teacher Is The Way Of Slavery
To those trying to escape sin, the false teacher promises
“liberty” (v. 19) or a supposed license to sin. Whenever we
devalue the necessity of living a morally upright life, we
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pervert the Gospel. “For, brethren, ye have been called
unto liberty; only use not liberty for an occasion to the
ﬂesh, but by love serve one another” (Gal. 5:13).
Today, some false teachers preach a “grace-only” salvation that says that there is nothing we can do to gain salvation, thereby excluding obedience to God. This is merely
“cheap grace”. True liberty is the freedom to do God’s will
— not serve our own selﬁshness. “But now being made
free from sin, and become servants to God, ye have your
fruit unto holiness, and the end everlasting life” (Rom.
6:22).

hath the Father and the Son” (2 John 8-9, ASV–1901).

The false teacher goes beyond what the Scriptures teach.
Peter sums up God’s revulsion for false teachers and
their pernicious doctrines in a proverb. “The dog is turned
to his own vomit again; and the sow that was washed to
her wallowing in the mire” (v. 22). This is the only time in
the New Testament we ﬁnd the words “vomit,” “sow” and
“mire”. God does not want us to have anything to do with
false teachers and we should try to get others involved with
them out of their grasp. Souls are at stake.

Peter pictures the false teacher as someone who has left
“the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ” (v.
20) and “turned from the holy commandment delivered
unto them” (v. 21). In other words, they know the Truth of
the Gospel but have regressed to false doctrine. False doctrine takes a soul backward, not forward to Heaven.

Does the church you attend preach and practice the doctrines found in the New Testament? If not, you are being
fed false doctrine and are in fellowship with false teachers
(Eph. 5:11). Flee that situation as if your life was in danger (because your eternal life is) and ﬁnd the church of the
New Testament—the church that Jesus built. “Wherefore
come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the
Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive
you” (2 Cor. 6:17).

Look to yourselves, that ye lose not the things which we
have wrought, but that ye receive a full reward. Whosoever
goeth onward and abideth not in the teaching of Christ,
hath not God; he that abideth in the teaching, the same

—2530 Moore Court
Columbia, TN 38401

The Way Of The False Teacher Is
The Way Of Regression



“BE KINDLY AFFECTIONED”
David P. Brown
Be kindly affectioned one to another with brotherly
love: in honour preferring one another” (Rom. 12:10).

“Kindly affectioned” translates the compound Greek
word Philostorgos. Philos, means “friend”, and storge, means
“love of kindred, especially parents for children and children
for parents.” “Honour preferring” translates the compound
Greek word Progeomai. The preposition pro means “before, in
front of, in advance.” Egeomai means “to lead the way: to take
the lead” (Bagster’s lexicon).
In the previous verse, Paul is saying each Christian should
genuinely and constantly strive to lead the way in exercising
friendliness one toward another; a friendliness best described as
love of parents for their children and children for their parents.
The apostle John wrote:
He that saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness even til now. He that loveth his brother abideth in the light,
and there is none occasion of stumbling in him (1 John 2:9, 10).

However, John also wrote: “For this is the love of God, that
we keep his commandments: and his commandments are
not grievous (1 John 5:3). To abide in the light is to obey God.
It is obvious that a Christian’s love, tenderness, and kindness toward his brethren does not grant him license to allow
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these marvelous principles to degenerate into permissiveness.
Such may be the concept of the world regarding what these
Truths entail, but it is not the Lord’s concept of them.
When Paul withstood Peter to the face because of his sin
(Gal. 2:11), he did not violate his own inspired writing in so doing (Rom. 12:10). Paul loved God, the Gospel, the church and
Peter’s soul. Thus, he could not in the name of love, etc., stand
idly by while Peter and others acted contrary to the doctrine of
Christ (Gal. 1:14). It is not love or kindness for brethren to allow each other to teach false doctrine or practice sin without
any effort on the part of the faithful to correct the erring. For
fear of appearing rude, uncouth, intolerant, undigniﬁed, etc., we
dare not let sin go unchecked, whether in our brethren’s lives or
in the doctrine they teach.
Remember this one guiding truth—the love principle never
sets aside nor rises above obedience to God’s commandments.
Thus, Jesus said: “If ye love me, ye will keep my commandments” (John 14:15, ASV, 1901). Hence, John wrote telling us
how the love of God is brought to maturity in Christians. He
penned: “But whoso keepeth his word, in him verily is the
love of God perfected: hereby know we that we are in him”
(1 John 1:6). Do not let anyone tell you otherwise! 
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Is Elder Re-Evaluation and Reafﬁrmation
Really a Matter of Indifference?
Danny Douglas
In the last ﬁve or so years there have been numerous

excuses offered by brethren, who should know better, as to
why the Dave Miller doctrine on the re-evaluation and reafﬁrmation (reconﬁrmation) of elders does not need to be exposed, opposed, rejected, refuted, and condemned. Although
there is absolutely no Scriptural authority for it, various men
erstwhile known as soldiers of Truth have been amazingly
silent. Rather than offering Biblical refutation against it,
or even attempting to present Scriptural justiﬁcation for it,
“they all with one consent began to make excuse.” It is as
if they have forgotten that silence in the face of sin is sinful!
They have caved in to pressure in the brotherhood, rather
than opposing it for what it really is—a false doctrine! Evidently, favor among men is more important to them than the
Divine charge to expose, oppose, and rebuke sin, when darkness and error appear: “And have no fellowship with the
unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them”
(Eph. 5:11; cf. 2 Tim. 4:1-2). Indeed, error must be rebuked,
refuted, confuted, and efforts must be made to convince and
convict those teaching, practicing, or believing it, by wielding “the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God”
(Eph. 6:17; cf. Tit. 1:9-13; 2:15; Jude 22; 1 Tim. 5:20; 2 Tim.
3:16-17; 4:2).
Do Not Forget the Curse of Meroz
In the song of Deborah and Barak, after the defeat of
God’s enemies, the Canaanites, a curse was pronounced
against the inhabitants of Meroz, because: “they did not
come to help Jehovah when He was ﬁghting with and for the
Israelites” (Keil & Delitzsch). The Divine pronouncement
was: “Curse ye Meroz, said the angel of the LORD, curse
ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof; because they came
not to the help of the LORD, to the help of the LORD
against the mighty” (Judges 5:23). In like manner, silence
is sinful when the Truth is at stake!
This brings to mind those who refuse to stand up with
those who are ﬁghting with the Lord against the many errors
facing the Lord’s church. This includes, but is not limited to,
the false doctrine of changes agents, such as: Rubel Shelly,
Mike Cope, Max Lucado, Jeff Walling, and others. However, a more imminent danger to sound brethren is the inﬂuence of men who are not overtly teaching error themselves,
but who are bidding God speed to those who do, or to their
supporters. This is a violation of 2 John, verses nine through
eleven and other passages, which declare God’s law on fellowship. It is an insidious danger because certain men of
sound reputation, are refusing to speak out on such cutting
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edge issues that are slowly creeping into the church, such as
Miller’s elder re-evaluation/reafﬁrmation and marriage intent doctrines. This new “unity in diversity” movement, as
practiced by the Memphis School of Preaching and others,
is sweeping the brotherhood, wherein men formerly known
for soundness are extending fellowship to congregations,
schools, and preachers, who are in violation of God’s law
on fellowship.
If it is their “righteousness” that forbids such brethren to
oppose elder re-evaluation and reafﬁrmation, why does their
“righteousness” not demand their defense of it? If there is
nothing to it, why not oppose those who charge Dave Miller
with fatal error? Moreover, if they sincerely believe that all
this is much ado about nothing, then why not attempt to set
forth Scriptural arguments to correct and refute those who
are in opposition to this matter of “indifference”? Furthermore, why does not the astute and articulate Dave Miller
himself rise up and defend his bizarre ideas about the eldership and marriage intent?
True men of God in the past who have been attacked
for what they believed and taught were unafraid to mount
the polemic platform and do battle by laying out their Biblical and logical arguments as they mightily contend for their
convictions in public debate. Yet, we see none of this on
the part of brother Miller and those who defend him. Why
are they silent as the tomb in attempting to logically justify

FREE CD AVAILABLE
Contending for the Faith is making available a
CD-ROM free of charge. Why is this CD important?
ANSWER: It contains an abundance of evidentiary
information pertaining to Dave Miller’s doctrine and
practice concerning the re-evaluation/reafﬁrmation of
elders, MDR, and other relevant and important materials and documents directly or indirectly relating to
the Brown Trail Church of Christ, Apologetics Press,
Gospel Broadcasting Network, MSOP, and more.
To receive your free CD contact us at Contending for
the Faith, P. O. Box 2357, Spring, TX 77383-2357, or
email us at dpbcftf@gmail.com.
If you desire to have a part in the distribution of
this important CD you may make your ﬁnancial
contributions to the Spring Church of Christ, P. O.
Box 39, Spring, TX 77383.
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a practice which heretofore was unknown among faithful
churches of Christ. If it be a Scriptural and wise way to conduct congregational matters, when will his adamant supporters implement this novel idea for the eldership? When will
Forest Hill (home of MSOP) and Getwell in Memphis, and
others, set into motion that which has brought chaos and
division into the Brown Trail church of Christ, Hurst, Texas,
where it has been practiced on two occasions? Hopefully,
never, but why defend and promote one who has helped to
introduce it into the Lord’s true church? In love, we pray that
he and they will repent. Does not the Bible still say:
Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause
divisions andoffences contrary to the doctrine which ye
have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such
serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and
by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the
simple (Rom. 16:17-18).

The Bible Does Not Authorize Elder
Re-evaluation / Reafﬁrmation
Attempts were made to justify Brown Trail’s practice of
the re-evaluation and reafﬁrmation of elders because there
were men in the eldership who needed to be removed. If that
were the case, then God has given the church instruction
whereby to remove such men, without concocting a new and
unauthorized practice. Paul instructed Timothy:
Against an elder receive not an accusation, but before two
or three witnesses. Them that sin rebuke before all, that
others also may fear. I charge thee before God, and the
Lord Jesus Christ, and the elect angels, that thou observe
these things without preferring one before another, doing
nothing by partiality” (1 Tim. 5:19-21).

The Bible nowhere authorizes men to rid the church of
a Scripturally qualiﬁed elder simply because some members
refuse to follow him, or do not perceive him to be a leader.
Yet, the Brown Trail leadership and Dave Miller implemented this very thing. In the process of carrying this out, brother
Miller taught the following while working with the Brown
TraiI church of Christ:
Not only may a man no longer meet the qualiﬁcations, but
conceivably a man could meet the qualiﬁcations, brethren,
and yet not be perceived by that ﬂock as a shepherd. Not be
a man to whom they would submit themselves. Shepherds
cannot lead where sheep will not follow.

However, holding elders to the scrutiny of human perception would submit the Lord’s church to mere human subjectivism, rather than the absolute authority of the New Testament of Christ.
The Miller philosophy, stated in his own words above,

is faulty in more than one way. First, members are to submit
to the eldership. No elder on his own has any authority, but
collectively the elders of the congregation have authority to
rule and oversee the ﬂock (cf. Acts 20:28; 1 Pet. 5:2-3). Secondly, members who refuse to submit to Scripturally qualiﬁed elders need to be rebuked and disciplined—not catered
to. “Obey them that have the rule over you, and submit
yourselves: for they watch for your souls, as they that
must give account, that they may do it with joy, and not
with grief: for that is unproﬁtable for you” (Heb. 13:17).
Rather than putting Scriptural elders out of the eldership, it
is the child of God who refuses to respect them and follow
their lead who needs to be dealt with, and not vice versa
as the Miller doctrine implies. Rather than the church rebel
being responsible for his own rebellion, the Miller doctrine
would hold Scriptural elders responsible for the rebel’s behavior. According to this reasoning, the obedient Moses and
Aaron should have been swallowed up by the earth, rather
than the disobedient Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, who rebelled against the authority of God (cf. Num. 16).
Such an idea is completely foreign to the Scriptures. According to this ﬂawed logic, preachers to whom stiff-necked
brethren refuse to listen should quit preaching, and preachers
who are not perceived as Gospel preachers by men should
not attempt to preach at all. Nevertheless, thanks be to God
that elders, preachers, and Christians alike are found pleasing to God, not based upon human perception, but upon their
adherence to the Word of God! Paul instructed Timothy to:
“Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season…”,
even when people would not endure sound doctrine and turn
away their ears from the Truth (cf. 2 Tim. 4:1-4). Gospel
preachers today are to obey that same charge. Furthermore,
God commanded Isaiah to keep preaching even when the
people would not listen:

Also I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall
I send, and who will go for us? Then said I, Here am I;
send me. And he said, Go, and tell this people, Hear ye indeed, but understand not; and see ye indeed, but perceive
not. Make the heart of this people fat, and make their
ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with their
eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their
heart, and convert, and be healed. Then said I, Lord, how
long? And he answered, Until the cities be wasted without
inhabitant, and the houses without a man, and the land
be utterly desolate, And the Lord have removed men far
away, and there be a great forsaking in the midst of the
land (Isa. 6:8-12).

Another Qualiﬁcation for Elders Has Been Added
During the same sermon, brother Miller further stated:
“What follows then that one of the qualiﬁcations of a shep-
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herd is that the membership perceives him to be such, and
is willing to submit and to follow, to respect and to trust.”
Whether he admits to this or not, by making such a statement brother Miller added unto the qualiﬁcations for elders
laid down in the New Testament. Nowhere in Titus chapter
one or in First Timothy chapter three can this qualiﬁcation
be found, that members must perceive a man to be an elder.
Some members of the church do not perceive the importance
of faithful attendance, but that does not make faithful attendance unnecessary. Some do not believe in withdrawing fellowship from the disorderly, but it still is required by God.
No doubt, there have been congregations with a several
worldly or rebellious members who did not consider a godly
elder to be a true elder. Consequently, they sought to oust
him from the eldership, but were unable to do so; but if they
had succeeded, such congregations would have long gone
by the wayside. Yet, had the re-evaluation and reafﬁrmation
of elders doctrine been practiced in these congregations, the
carnally minded would have succeeded and the devil would
have had a heyday! We are warned not to add to, or take
away from the Word of God (cf. Rev. 22:18-19)!
Where Is the Scriptural Authority
for Voting to Expel Godly Elders?
One might argue that there is nothing in the New Testament forbidding such a practice. However, the same argument
could be made in behalf of using mechanical instruments in
worship. Yet, there is as much Scriptural authorization for
worshipping with the mechanical instrument as there is for
elder re-evaluation/reafﬁrmation—None! We are to do all
“in the name of the Lord Jesus” (Col. 3:17), that is, by His
authority and according to His Word.
When the Brown Trail elders ﬁrst practiced this in 1990,
one of the forms they presented to the membership was a
Biblical Rationale For Evaluation of Elders. In harmony
with brother Miller’s sermon, it included the following declaration:
Shepherds cannot lead where sheep will not follow. Even if a
man is technically qualiﬁed to be an elder, if the membership
where he attends does not perceive him as a leader whom they
respect and trust, he cannot shepherd effectively.

In fact, they said that an elder had to be approved by 75%
of those members who chose to participate in the re-evaluation/afﬁrmation process, whether such a man was Scripturally qualiﬁed or not. That means that 26% of the members
who participated is this action had the power to expel a godly
elder from the eldership by popular vote. Also included in the
process was a statement to the members entitled: Procedure
For Implementing Elder Evaluation/Selection Process. Two
of the items stated:
3. Distribute evaluation/selection forms to the membership
(April 22). Give membership one week to carefully/prayerfully evaluate present eldership as well as potential new elders
and submit forms to the committee no later than April 29.
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4. Tabulation of forms by the committee. Present elders must
receive 75% support of those submitting forms. Individual
interview appointments will be scheduled. Interviews will
facilitate introspection and review biblical qualiﬁcations.

The fact is, this practice is nothing short of an opportunity
to vote a Scripturally qualiﬁed elder out of the eldership;
there is no authority for it!
Where is Brother Miller Now?
Brother Dave Miller, current Director of Apologetics
Press, Montgomery, Alabama, has stated recently that it is
not an unscriptural practice and that he would do it again.
His 2005 statement regarding this doctrine nowhere repudiates the practice as erroneous. Moreover, one may search
the same document until doomsday and one will ﬁnd no
indication that brother Miller has repented of this error.
The practice known as Re-evaluation and Reafﬁrmation of
Elders was derived from change agents and liberals, whose
basic problem is that they “despise dominion” (authority).
Jude warns of such in Jude 8: “Likewise also these ﬁlthy
dreamers deﬁle the ﬂesh, despise dominion, and speak
evil of dignities.” This hallmark of the liberal is readily
seen in this false doctrine which robs the eldership of its
authority.
Sadly, brother Dave Miller, whose excellent book, Piloting the Strait, is an effort to oppose change agents, has
cast his lot with them in the practice of Re-evaluation and
Reafﬁrmation of Elders. Students of Church History are
well aware of the fact that the ﬁrst major departure from the
faith in the early centuries of Christianity, which led to the
full-blown development of the papacy and Roman Catholicism, was the destruction of the scriptural organization of
the church. God has ordained that a plurality of elders are to
oversee the local church (cf. Acts 11:30; 14:23; 15:2, 4, 22,
23; 16:4; 20:17; 21:18; 1 Tim. 5:17; Tit. 1:5; James 5:14; 1
Pet. 5:1).
God has vested in the local eldership the authority to
carry out the work which He has charged them to do (cf.
Heb. 13:17; 1 Thess. 5:12-13; 1 Pet. 5:1-3). Moreover, the
Scripture teaches that the Holy Spirit makes overseers (elders), and that they are to feed the blood-bought church
of God, as Paul stated to the Ephesian elders: “Take heed
therefore unto yourselves, and to all the ﬂock, over the
which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed
the church of God, which he hath purchased with his
own blood” (Acts 20:28).
Conclusion
The bottom line is that the re-evaluation and reafﬁrmation of elders is unscriptural in nature. It is an innovation
that brings subjectivism into the Lord’s church. It is a process that, if accepted and practiced, will ruin any faithful
congregation. Therefore, it cannot be sound and Scriptural.
It is shocking that some brethren, including some who
at ﬁrst opposed the process, are now defending it and/or
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defending those brethren who practice it. Brethren, we cannot defend error or those who do not practice the error but
defend those who do practice it, and be right. There is no
Scriptural authority for it. We cannot practice the re-evaluation and reafﬁrmation of elders in the “name of the Lord
Jesus” (Col. 3:17). Furthermore, in “the name of the Lord
Jesus.” we cannot fellowship those who extend their fellowship to a false teacher. Let us be warned about introducing practices into the Lord’s church which would result in
transgressing the Biblical pattern for church organization.
Let us stedfastly and consistently practice Scriptural fellowship, repudiating and opposing any other “fellowship”. Let
us be warned:
For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the
prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these
things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are writ-

ten in this book: And if any man shall take away from the
words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away
his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city,
and from the things which are written in this book (Revelation 22:18-19).

Let us also remember that if we do not abide in the doctrine of Christ, then we cannot have the Father and the Son:
Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine
of Christ, hath not God. He that abideth in the doctrine of
Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. If there come
any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not
into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that
biddeth him God speed is partaker of his evil deeds (2
John 9-11).

—704 Azalea Dr.
Mt. Pleasant, TN 38474



THE CONSEQUENCES OF IGNORING 2 JOHN 9-11
Robert R. Taylor, Jr.
This trio of valiant verses reads,

Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine
of Christ, hath not God. He that abideth in the doctrine of
Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. If there come
any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not
into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that
biddeth him God speed is partaker of his evil deeds.

CAN ONE REMAIN FAITHFUL WHILE
IGNORING THIS TEACHING?
A gigantic NO and for reasons both cogent and convincing at least to the mind that loves truth and loves it supremely, to the mind that loves righteousness and hates iniquity as our blessed Lord did (See Psalms 45:6; Heb. 1:8,9).
Ten reasons will now be numbered and noted.
1) These three verses constitute a portion of God’s Word.
If one can ignore three verses with impunity, why not three
hundred verses, three thousand verses or thirty thousand
verses which gets nearly all the 31,102 verses from Genesis 1:1 to Revelation 22:21? John did not write these three
verses to be ignored. The Holy Spirit did not inspire these
three verses to be ignored. God the Father and God the Son,
the real originators of all truth, did not direct the Holy Spirit
to convey them to John to be ignored when once written.
2) To ignore a potent passage like this shows spineless toleration for error and no real regard for maintaining a
sound faith and a faultless practice. Please recall that there is
only one acceptable stance for any soldier of Christ toward
any error, toward all error—EXPOSURE AND OPPOSITION.
Contending for the Faith—January12010

3) To ignore such shows that one is not really concerned
with the doctrine Christ taught and/or had others proclaim in
his name so faithfully and fervently. To despise the doctrine
of Christ is to despise Deity who authored the doctrine or
teaching.
4) To ignore such means that one thinks as highly of error and the errorists, who push and promote such, as of Truth
and the dedicated soldiers of Calvary who preach and practice such. A person of such disposition surely cannot love
righteousness and hate iniquity as did our Lord.
5) To ignore such makes impossible our abiding in the
doctrine of Christ and this means that we forfeit both God
the Father and Christ the Son. We cannot have one without
the other and we cannot have either minus the doctrine of
Christ.
6) To ignore such means that we are giving our stamp of
approval to every ﬂagrant falsehood and “erroneous error”
that comes along. It means that we are supportive of those
who would destroy the very cause of Christ on earth.
7) To ignore such means that we are really more inter-

FIRST 35 YEARS OF CFTF ON DVD
$50.00
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ested in the spread of error than in the spread of saving truth
and this defeats the very purpose of our being.
8) To ignore such means that our homes would soon become the very citadels of every corruptible error that comes
along. The concept of CHRIST IN THE HOME could NOT
remain in such surroundings at all. Children would soon
be corrupted by such devious inﬂuences ever surrounding
them.
9) To ignore such would place us in the position of
inﬂuencing all others to ignore this same passage and its
weighty warning. We would thus become a millstone around
the necks of others pulling them down into the waters of
destruction.
10) To ignore such is the equivalent of erecting a sure
blockade toward our going home to heaven at last. Ignoring
Scripture and going home to heaven are incompatibles.
HOW SHOULD THE FAITHFUL REGARD
THOSE IGNORING THIS PASSAGE?
The very same way that John would have regarded the
elect lady and her children had they responded back with a
rousing rejection of this sage, apostolic counsel. John did
not write it for the initial readers to reject it, ignore it or defy
it. He wrote it to be believed and practiced with dedication
and permanence. Had they rejected or ignored it, it would
have produced a very serious rupture between John and this
Christian family. No longer would John have designated her
as “the ELECT lady” (v. 1). No longer would he have commended her children because they walked in truth (v. 4). No
longer would he have referred to this family as ones “whom
I love in the truth; and not I only, but also all they that
have known the truth...” (v. 1). John would still have loved
them but they would no longer have been fellow-dwellers
in the righteous realm of kingly truth. No longer would he
have referred to the fact that truth indwelt this lady and her
children (v. 2). No longer would he have anticipated a fullness of joy in a face-to-face meeting (v. 12). No longer could
he have conveyed joyful greetings from the children of her
elect sister—her faithful nephews and nieces. Rejection of
truth always mars such family ties in Christ. It would have
broken the heart of the aged apostle had he learned that this
esteemed lady and her children treated with contempt and a
sneer such precious points as he incorporated into this trio
of truthful admonitions, these needed exhortations. John
would have surmised promptly that the whole scope of Biblical teachings relative to discipline would have been in serious jeopardy with this lady and her children. This would
have been inclusive of instructive discipline and corrective
discipline and both of these get nearly the whole of apostolic doctrine. Instructive discipline is very comprehensive
including all New Testament truth designed to keep us in the
way that is holy and right.
But even more important than John’s disappointment
would have been Deity’s view of such. Can anyone imagine that the Timeless Trinity would view such rejection with
ardency of approval, with pleasure ready to be pronounced?
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Jesus pleased the Father by honoring his will. This is the only
way we can please God now—by heeding and honoring his
will and that will is intently inclusive of 2 John 9-11.
Deep suspect should be our attitude toward any person
who would tamper with truth as set forth in these three verses of towering truth. What about those who once knew the
truth of these passages, believed these passages, faithfully
proclaimed them, defended them when they came under attack and lived in harmony therewith but now have rejected
them or rewritten them. The reason is very evident why
some have turned from these passages or have rewritten
them. They want to join hands with denominational groups
like the Independent Christian Church. They wish to count
them as long lost brethren. With others, they want to be invited to their growth seminars and teach them how to grow a
thriving denominational church. They wish to be in full fellowship with such. The principles of 2 John 9-11 condemn
in forthright language such compromises and so these spiritual weaklings have rewritten or outrightly ignored what
John wrote here. Such people have left the truth PERIOD!!!
They should be warned. If the marking works no change
for the better, they should be avoided as per Romans 16:1718. Some of our hedging brethren evidently have ignored
the Romans passage as well as 2 John 9-11. A rejection or
ignoring of these passages cannot be treated with lightness.
It is a momentous matter that is solemn and serious. We are
to have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness
as per Ephesians 5:11 and these are deﬁnitely of that order
when they come with their Christ-denying doctrines of ﬂagrant falsehood and fatal errors. We are straitly forbidden to
receive such or convey to such God speed or good speed in
the spread of their nefarious notions of wrong and wickedness.
—P.O. Box 464
Ripley, TN 38063


Applied Truth
Bro. Taylor’s important article originally appeared in Seek The
Old Paths, ed. G. Robinson, Vol. 11, No. 11, Nov., 2000. It is true to
the New Testament on the topic studied.
Wherein lies the problem? It is found in Taylor’s failure to practice what the article teaches concerning extending fellowship to an
unrepentant false teacher. In this case, Dave Miller and those who
fellowship him. Paul gives us an example of how we are to deal with
hypocrites who do not abide by the the New Testament’s teaching regarding fellowship (Gal. 2:11-14; Also see 1 Cor. 9:21).
Sadly, bro. Taylor is not alone in this kind of “dissimulation”.
Many brethren with whom he fellowships play the hypocrite in their
failure to practice what they teach on fellowship when it comes to
Miller, et al. He and they need to put into practice the following words
of the children’s song—“O, be careful little feet where you go.” It is
our prayer that these brethren repent of teaching one thing and practicing something different regarding fellowship.

—DPB
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2011 SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST CFTF LECTURES

Proﬁles In Apostasy #2
FEBRUARY 27—MARCH 2, 2011
David P. Brown, Director

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27
9:30 AM David P. Brown: The Holy Spirit Makes No Earthly Sense by Terry Rush
10:30 AM Lester Kamp: Theology Simpliﬁed by Lonzo Pribble
NOON MEAL PROVIDED BY THE SPRING CONGREGATION
2:00 PM Terry Hightower: The Battle Over Hermeneutics in the Stone-Campbell Movement, Edited by Casey & Foster
3:00 PM: John West: Seeing the Unseen by Joe Beam

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

9:00 AM Skip Francis: A Gathered People:by Hicks, Melton, and Valentine
10:00 AM Gene Hill: The N. T. Church is Foreign to The Church Described by Hicks, et al., in “A Gathered People”
*10:00 AM Linda Pogue: An Expose of Selected Chapters from Trusting Women..., edited by Billie Silvey
11:00 AM Bruce Stulting: A Church that Flies: New Call to Restoration in the Churches of Christ by Tim Woodroof
LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM Brad Green: The Forgotten Treasure by Gary D. Collier
2:30 PM Roelf Ruffner: The Church in Transition by James S. Woodroof
3:30 PM OPEN FORUM
DINNER BREAK
6:30 PM CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 PM Danny Douglas: The Power Within by Jesse E. Fonville

TUESDAY, MARCH 1

9:00 AM Don Tarbet: The Cultural Church by F. LaGard Smith
10:00 AM Johnny Oxendine: Renewal For Mission by Helsabeck, Jr. (Christian Ch.), Holloway, & Foster
*10:00 AM Linda Pogue: An Expose of Selected Chapters. from Trusting Women..., edited by Billie Silvey (Part 2)
11:00 AM Michael Hatcher: The Second Incarnation by Rubel Shelly & Randall J. Harris
LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM Paul Vaughn: One Church: A Bicentennial Celebration of Campbell’s Declaration & Address, Editors: Carson, et al.
2:30 PM Wayne Blake: Is Christ Divided?: A Study of Sectarianism by Monroe Hawley
3:30 PM OPEN FORUM
DINNER BREAK
6:30 PM CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 PM Daniel Denham: The Holy Spirit: Center of Controversy—Basis of Unity by Mac Deaver

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2

9:00 AM John Rose: Together Again by Rick Atchley and Bob Russell (Christian Church)
10:00 AM Jimmie Gribble: Navigating the Winds of Change by Lynn Anderson
11:00 AM Charles Pogue: The Churches of Christ by Richard T. Hughes
LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM Ken Chumbley: American Origins of Churches of Christ by Richard T. Hughes
2:30 PM Jess Whitlock: Discovering Our Roots, by C. Leonard Allen and Richard T. Hughes
3:30 PM OPEN FORUM
DINNER BREAK
6:30 PM CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 PM Dub McClish: Illusions of Innocence by C. Leonard Allen and Richard T. Hughes
* LADIES ONLY
Lunch Provided by the Spring Church • Hardback Book of Lecs. Available • R. V. Hook-Ups • Video & Audio Rec. • Approved Displays

Elders: Kenneth D. Cohn, Buddy Roth, and Jack Stephens
Spring Church Secretary: Sonya West

SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST ~ PO BOX 39 (Mailing Address) ~ 1327 SPRING CYPRESS ROAD, SPRING, TX 77383

E-mail: sonyacwest@gmail.com § Phone: (281) 353-2707
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Directory of Churches...
-AlabamaHolly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly Pond,
AL 35083, Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256)
507-1776, (256) 507-1778.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-EnglandCambridgeshire–Cambridgeshire—Cambridge City Church of Christ,
meeting at The Manor Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge,
CB4 2JF. Sun., Bible Study--10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible
Study--7:30 p.m. www.CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel
Preacher. Contacts: Keith Sisman [From USA, Toll Free: (281) 475-8247);
By phone inside the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing
Address - PO BOX 1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

-FloridaOcoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Sauﬂey Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Pensacola–Eastgate Church of Christ, 2809 E. Creighton Rd.,
{emsacp;a. F; 32504, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Tim Cozad, evangelist, (850) 477-4910
-North CarolinaRocky Mount–Schefﬁeld Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Schefﬁeld Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-South Carolina-

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.
org; e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00
a.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-TexasDenton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr. (Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ, Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208. Email: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday
7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; tgjoriginal@verizon.net.
Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Ofﬁce: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.
Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box 39,
Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last Sunday in February and the
internet school, Truth Bible Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.
Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.
New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.
Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

THE OLD PROPHET THAT LIED
David P. Brown
In 1 Kings 13 the sacred record informs us that God
sent a young prophet to Bethel to speak against the idolatrous practices of Jeroboam. The young man faithfully complied with God’s directions concerning Jeroboam. His work
completed, Jeroboam invited him into his home to rest and
receive a reward. But, when God commissioned the young
prophet to do the work he had recently completed, He also
commanded him to “ ... Eat no bread, nor drink water,
nor turn again by the same way that thou camest. So he
went another way and returned not by the way that he
came to Bethel” (1 Kings 13:9, 10). Accordingly, the young
prophet faithfully responded to Jeroboam.
However, there was an old prophet who lived in Bethel.
His sons witnessed the events previously recorded involving
the young prophet and reported them to their father. Learning from his sons the way the young prophet had taken in
returning to Judah, the old prophet went after him. Having
found the young prophet, he invited him to his home. The invitation was rejected with the same words the young prophet
had spoken to Jeroboam (vss. 16, 17). All was well with the
young prophet until this time.
In order to get his way with the young man, the old
prophet lied to him. After revealing that he, too, was a prophet, he said an angel told him that God wanted the young
prophet to return with him to his home to “ ... eat bread and
drink water” (vs. 18). Not judging the old prophet according to the teaching of the Law of Moses concerning how to
verify the veracity of prophets and their sayings, alas, the
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young prophet believed and obeyed the old prophet’s lie.
He died as a consequence of his disobedience (Deu. 13:1-5;
18:20-22; Jer. 28:9).
“PROVE ALL THINGS”
Besides the teaching of the Law of Moses regarding
such matters, the young prophet should have remembered
how he proved to Jeroboam that his message was from God.
When the young prophet prophesied to Jeroboam, God gave
a sign (a miracle was worked) that proved the young prophet’s message was God’s message (vss. 4-6). If the young
prophet had sought divine veriﬁcation of the old prophet’s
report (that an angel had delivered the message he reported
to the young prophet), the young man would have known
that the old prophet lied to him.
This account reminds us of the apostle Paul’s comments
to the Galatian churches—“But though we, or an angel
from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that
which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed”
(Gal. 1:8). Indeed, we have the obligation to be sure that the
message we are hearing is God’s Truth and not man’s lies
(John 7:24). As Paul admonished, “Prove all things, hold
fast that which is good” (1 The. 5:21). Later in this article
we will return to the teaching of Paul in the preceding passage.
Referencing the problems that false prophets of the Old
Testament brought upon Israel, the apostle Peter wrote to
(Continued on Page 5)
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Guest Editorial...

ACCUSATIONS
David P. Brown, Editor and Publisher
dpbcftf@gmail.com
COMMUNICATIONS received by CONTENDING FOR
THE FAITH and/or its Editors are viewed as intended FOR
PUBLICATION unless otherwise stated. Whereas we respect
conﬁdential information, so described, everything else sent
to us we feel free to publish without further permission being
necessary. Anything sent to us NOT for publication, please
indicate this clearly when you write. Please address such
letters directly to the Editor David P. Brown, P.O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383. Telephone: (281) 350-5516.
SUBSCRIPTIONS RATES
Single Subscriptions: One Year, $14.00; Two Years,
$24.00. Club Rate: Three One-Year Subscriptions, $36; Five
One-Year Subscriptions, $58.00. Whole Congregation Rate:
Any congregation entering each family of its entire membership with single copies being mailed directly to each home
receives a $3.00 discount off the Single Subscription Rate,
i.e., such whole congregation subscriptions are payable in
advance at the rate of $11.00 per year per family address.
Foreign Rate: One Year, $30. NO REFUNDS FOR CANCELATIONS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
ADVERTISING POLICY & RATES
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH was begun and continues
to exist to defend the gospel (Philippians 1:7,17) and refute
error (Jude 3). Therefore, we are interested in advertising
only those things that are in harmony with what the Bible
authorizes (Colossians 3:17). We will not knowingly advertise
anything to the contrary. Hence, we reserve the right to refuse
any offer to advertise in this paper.
All setups and layouts of advertisements will be done by
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH. A one-time setup and layout
fee for each advertisement will be charged if such setup or
layout is needful. Setup and layout fees are in addition to
the cost of the space purchased for advertisement. No major
changes will be made without customer approval.
All advertisements must be in our hands no later than
two (2) months preceding the publishing of the issue of the
journal in which you desire your advertisement to appear. To
avoid being charged for the following month, ads must be
canceled by the ﬁrst of the month. We appreciate your understanding of and cooperation with our advertising policy.
MAIL ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADVERTISEMENTS AND
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, P. O. Box 2357, Spring,
Texas 77383-2357. COST OF SPACE FOR ADS: Back page,
$300.00; full page, $300.00; half page, $175.00; quarter page,
$90.00; less than quarter page, $18.00 per column-inch.
CLASSIFIED ADS: $2.00 per line per month. CHURCH DIRECTORY ADS: $30.00 per line per year. SETUP AND LAYOUT
FEES: Full page, $50.00; half page, $35.00; anything under
a half page, $20.00.
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH is published monthly.
P. O. Box 2357, Spring, Texas 77383-2357 Telephone: (281)
350-5516.

Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
August 3, 1917-October 10, 2001
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Michael Hatcher
Webster’s dictionary deﬁnes accusation as: “1: the
act of accusing: the state or fact of being accused 2:
a charge of wrongdoing”. The New Oxford American
Dictionary deﬁnes accusation to be “a charge or claim
that someone has done something illegal or wrong.”
There is nothing wrong with making accusations.
Ask yourself, is there any Old Testament prophet that
did not make accusations against kings, priests, the
people, and/or others? Jesus certainly made accusations against the Jews of His day. A casual reading of
Matthew 23 reveals Jesus making numerous accusations against the scribes and Pharisees. In the preceding
chapter, Jesus accused the Herodians of being hypocrites and tempting Him, then accused the Sadducees
of erring and not knowing the Scriptures nor the power
of God. In Matthew 15, He accused the Pharisees of being blind leaders of the blind. The entire epistle of Jude
is ﬁlled with accusations and is parallel with 2 Peter 2.
Paul certainly made several accusations throughout
his writings. He even went so far as to call the Judaizing
teachers dogs (Phi. 3:2). In view of the false doctrine
they were attempting to bind on the Gentile brethren
concerning circumcision, in graphic language he made
it clear that church would be better off if they mutilate themselves (Gal. 5:12). Furthermore, the apostle
accused Hymenaeus and Alexander of blaspheming (1
Tim. 1:19-20). He also charged Hymenaeus and Philetus with overthrowing the faith of some by teaching
the false doctrine that the resurrection is already past (2
Tim. 2:17-18)—the same error Max King and his followers teach today.
Generally speaking, brethren are not concerned
with such accusations even though we know some
would oppose any accusations made against anybody
about anything. However, we know that the previously noted Biblical accusations are true as are any other
accusations made by Deity. We also know that some
take the untenable position that although the Bible will
identify false teachers (make accusations against false
doctrines and erring individuals who teach them), they,
nevertheless, oppose anyone doing the same thing today. Thus, they refuse in these matters to take the Bible
as our example to follow in dealing with error and false
teachers today.
Contending for the Faith—February/2011

ACCUSATIONS MADE AND
PROVEN TO BE TRUE
Beginning several years ago, we began making
public accusations against Dave Miller, charging him
with being a false teacher. This began at least as early
as 1997 when I asked Dub McClish to review elder reevaluation/reafﬁrmation (show the error of it and refute
it) for the Bellview Church of Christ, Pensacola, FL lectureship book and in his lectures that year. In his 1997
review, brother McClish examined the sermon Dave
Miller preached for the Brown Trail congregation and
their implementation of this error back in 1990. When
Brown Trail practiced this error again in 2002, brother
McClish was editor of The Gospel Journal and ran an
article by Marvin Weir exposing this error. The theme
of that issue was “The Change Agent Movement” and
it was widely praised by faithful brethren. Although
brother Miller was in the process of moving to work
with Apologetic Press (hereafter AP) when the Brown
Trail congregation again practiced it in 2002, he continued to be a member of the Brown Trail church. During
these times, no one seemed to be in the least bit bothered by the accusations against Dave Miller as being a
false teacher because of the error he willingly espoused,
defended, and in which he participated. If they were
bothered by the accusations, they certainly kept their
displeasure to themselves.
However, things changed! In 2005 the sins of the
director of AP (where Dave Miller worked) caught up
with him. Brother Bert Thompson had to resign from
AP. Many brethren then went into a mode of protecting
and saving AP as some type of work that must survive
no matter what. Sixty men agreed to allow their names
to be used in a “Statement of Support” for AP. But AP
named the same false teacher Dave Miller to be its executive director. With these events, certain brethren
who had no problem with the accusations against Dave
Miller were forced then to defend him and attack those
who continued doing what they had been doing for a
number of years—exposing and refuting Miller and his
errors.
ACCUSATIONS MADE BUT NO
ATTEMPT MADE TO PROVE THEM
Some have made accusations against those of us
who have exposed Dave Miller. However, simply because accusations are made against anyone does not
make the accusations true! Although we have provided
ample evidence of the false teachings of Dave Miller,
we have also called upon those who have made accusations against us to provide the evidence proving their
accusations. For example, Keith Mosher, in answer to a
question regarding the accusations made against Dave
Contending for the Faith—February/2011

Miller and if MSOP supported him, said:
I teach logic, and this is the kind of question that
says, “Have you stopped beating your wife?” It
doesn’t matter what we say; somebody’s going to
write about us. I’ve been preaching for 42 years,
brethren, and I stand right where I stood 42 years
ago. And my friends will believe that, and my enemies won’t, but these people are as vile a group,
and I do mean vile, as I have ever read after in
my life. I have never seen the kind of attitude they
have.
He also stated, “If you’re going to believe some of
these publications, you’re going to have a problem because those brethren are lying to you.” Mosher made
these statements in the 2006 West Kentucky Lectureship. In the August 2007 issue of Defender, we stated
to brother Mosher:
It is very easy to get up in a friendly environment
and make accusations against someone. It is another matter to prove the accusations. I am presenting
a challenge to brother Mosher to document and
prove any lies Defender has printed about Dave
Miller!
To this date brother Mosher has not even made an
attempt to prove his accusations made against those
of us who have proven the accusations we have made
against Dave Miller. (Brother Mosher, the challenge is
still open for you to prove the accusations you made! I
do not expect him to attempt to prove them because he
cannot prove them.)
UNPROVEN ACCUSATIONS
FROM THE WEST COAST
Now we have another brother who is making accusations against us. Brother Wayne Jackson wrote to
brother Doug Post the following and we quote:
I know Dave Miller very well and I believe he has
been misrepresented quite maliciously. I am convinced that he holds no position on the eldership,
or on the marriage “intent” matter, that is contrary
to the Scriptures, nor to that which our brethren
have entertained for many years. There is a small
clique who have a personal grudge against Dave,
and they have a mediocre group of disciples who
mindlessly walk in lock-step with them. Dave has
not “repented” of anything in connection with the
false accusations made against him to my knowledge.
Brother Jackson makes several accusations, yet
offers no proof. He asserts that Dave Miller “has been
misrepresented.” If he has been misrepresented, then
certainly that misrepresentation is wrong and sinful.
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Thus, as is the case with any and all misrepresentations, correction needs to be made. Jackson’ statement
regarding Miller is in the context of Miller’s position
on the eldership and his marriage “intent” doctrine.
Just as we have challenged brother Mosher to prove the
lies he claims, we call upon brother Jackson to prove
that brother Miller has been misrepresented regarding
these matters.
Then, he boldly asserts that we have done this
“quite maliciously.” Malicious is deﬁned to be “characterized by malice; intending or intended to do harm.”
Malice is deﬁned as “the intention or desire to do evil;
ill will.” Will brother Jackson prove that those who
have exposed Miller’s false teachings have done so
with malice? If I know my heart, there is no malice
intended, but a desire to stand for Truth and the Lord’s
church as we oppose and all error that stains the beautiful bride of Christ. Maybe brother Jackson thinks he is
omniscient, knowing the hearts of others. Apparently
he must consider himself such because he also says we
“have a personal grudge against Dave.” Again, brother
Jackson, can you prove (not just make accusations)
that I have, or anyone else who has, exposed brother
Miller has “a personal grudge against Dave”? Do you
not know that you are obligated before God and those
you accuse to prove your accusations (1 The. 5:21)?
You must know my heart better than I do, because (if I
know my heart) I have no personal grudge against him.
This is a matter of Truth as opposed to error.
In derogatory terms, brother Jackson labels all
those who oppose Miller as mindless. Is it not possible
that someone can look at evidence and come to the conclusion that Dave Miller is a false teacher? Please do
not simply accept what we say about Dave Miller! We
do not desire anyone to blindly follow anyone or anything. Surely brother Jackson does not desire for anyone to follow his comments without him proving his
case to be true. Instead, closely examine the evidence.
Then follow what the evidence proves. That approach
to any matter is right and cannot be wrong, even though
in doing so some will falsely accuse you of walking
“mindlessly” in lock-step with others.
Brother Jackson said we have made “false accusations.” Brother Jackson, have you looked at the
evidence? Have you examined the review of Miller’s
sermon and Brown Trail’s actions that Dub McClish
wrote that ﬁrst appeared in the 1997 Bellview Lectureship book Leadership? (The material in that chapter
was also delivered at the Florida School of Preaching
Lectureship in 2001.) Has he examined the material I
presented in the Spring Church of Christ Contending
For The Faith Lectureship in 2010? Brother Jackson,
have you listened to the recording of Dave Miller’s
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sermon? Have you examined the four forms that were
handed out to the Brown Trail members regarding their
elder re-evaluation/reafﬁrmation? We certainly welcome brethren to examine the evidence! Do not take
our word for it. Brother Jackson, we have not made
“false accusations” against brother Dave Miller. Have
we made accusations against brother Miller? Absolutely! However, the accusations we have made against
him are true.
Brother Jackson wrote the following regarding
Miller:
I am convinced that he holds no position on the
eldership, or on the marriage ‘intent’ matter, that
is contrary to the Scriptures, nor to that which our
brethren have entertained for many years.
Either brother Jackson has not considered the
available evidence or he is in agreement with the false
positions of Dave Miller. Thus, we state to him: Since
you are convinced of these matters, are you willing to
sign a proposition regarding them so you can defend
them in public debate? Others have lost any backbone
they may have had when challenged to defend what
Dave Miller preached and what Brown Trail practiced
resulting from his sermon. Dave Miller himself will not
defend it in an honest, open, public debate; are you willing to do so, brother Jackson? We stand ready and willing to oppose the practice in a 4-night public debate (I
know you have publicly debated others regarding what
they believe, so why not sign a proposition regarding
this subject). If you are not willing to engage in a public
four night debate on this matter (you would be defending what Dave Miller preached and Brown Trail practiced), then we are also ready to engage you in a written
debate on the subject. Either way brother Jackson, will
you have enough courage to defend these practices or
do you expect brethren to simply be a “group of disciples who mindlessly walk in lock-step with” you?
HAS MILLER REPENTED OR NOT?
Since we are so often told by Miller’s defenders
that brother Miller has repented of his teaching regarding the errors discussed in this article, how is it that
brother Jackson states he (Miller) has not repented? I
do wish these brethren would make up their mind—has
he repented or not? You brethren really need to get your
act together on this.
—4850 Sauﬂey Field Road
Pensacola, Florida 32526


The wise carry knowledge as a watch—not for
display, but for personal use.
Contending for the Faith—February/2011

(Continued From Page 1)

Christians, saying:

But there were false prophets also among the people, even
as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily
shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord
that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction. And many shall follow their pernicious ways;
by reason of whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of.
And through covetousness shall they wish feigned words
make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long
time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth not”
(2 Peter. 2:1-3).

Also, in the same vein and with the same urgency the apostle John wrote, “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try
the spirits whether they are of God: because many false
prophets are gone out into the world (1 John 4:1).
This young prophet, so faithful in discharging his obligation to God in the matter of Jeroboam, now succumbs
to a lie told him by one he should have been able to look
to for exemplary conduct and encouragement in his faithful
service to God. Thus, we should learn that when we put our
trust in people, even brethren, to the point of not verifying
or proving their reports or teaching, we are food for Satan’s
table as was this young prophet. As Peter wrote, “Be sober,
be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour”
(1 Pet. 5:8).
WHAT HAD THE OLD PROPHET DONE?
Have you ever wondered why God sent a prophet from
Judah to cry against the wickedness of Jeroboam’s ways
in his newly formed northern kingdom of Israel when the
Scriptures reveal that, “there dwelt an old prophet in
Bethel” (vs 11)? One is not being presumptive to conclude
that the old prophet knew what the Law of Moses taught
concerning idols and the correct worship of God under
the Mosaic economy. Had the old prophet failed to see the
pressing need to speak “against the altar in the word of
the Lord” (vs. 2)? Had he blinded himself to the departures from the Law that Jeroboam had decreed? Also, did he
not know the consequences of departing from God’s law?
Maybe he, as some brethren have espoused regarding certain errors today, arbitrarily decided that although Jeroboam
had violated the teaching of the Law of Moses, Jeroboam’s
sins did not warrant creating all sorts of trouble by publicly,
strongly, consistently, and steadfastly exposing and refuting
them—especially when such actions would bring trouble
to him. Was it the case that he was a coward, fearing what
would happen to him if he spoke out boldly and publicly
against the apostasy Jeroboam had authorized and carried
out (vs. 4a)? Is it possible that preceding the events involving the young prophet’s public denunciation of Jeroboam’s
sins that the old prophet had spoken against the king’s apostasy? Could it be that in his work among the people the old
prophet had grown weary in well doing in speaking against
Jeroboam and, therefore, had ceased his opposition to JeContending for the Faith—February/2011

roboam’s errors sometime before the young prophet came
to Bethel (Gal. 6:9; Heb. 12:3)? Is it possible that the old
prophet feared the loss of friends, income, etc., if he publicly
opposed Jeroboam’s sins?
Furthermore, having invited the young prophet to visit
in his home and having heard from the young man of God
the reason he could not accept his invitation (vs. 17), why
did the old prophet brazenly lie to the young man in order
to get him to accept his invitation (vs. 18)? Did he not care
that the young man must suffer the consequences of his disobedience to God—in this case his believing and obeying a
lie? Perhaps it was the case that the faithful conduct of the
young prophet forced the old prophet to face the fact that
he no longer possessed the love he once had for God and
Godly things; that he had lost the burning desire to preach
the whole counsel of God and confront any and all error, no
matter his personal cost (Psa. 119:104,128, Acts 17:16, 17).
By the great and faithful work done by the young prophet,
could it be that the old prophet felt the prick of a guilty and
shamed conscience? In the very presence of apostasy, had
the old prophet sought to save his life by remaining silent?
Had he digressed to the pitiable state of lying in the name
of God in order to stay in favor with Jeroboam? Had lying
become so commonplace with him that he had no pangs of
conscience when he lied to the young prophet in order to
achieve what he desired? Whatever the case with the old
prophet, why would he resort to a lie in order to persuade the
young prophet to come with him?
We cannot know the answers to the previous questions
for the Bible does not reveal them to us. But, we do know
that God used the old liar to rebuke the young prophet for
allowing himself to be deceived and, thus, disobey God. In
doing so, the old prophet reminded him that he must suffer
the consequences of his sins. Indeed, following the death
of the young man, the old prophet stated that he knew the
young man had sinned in believing and obeying the lie he
originated and by which he deceived the young prophet (1
Kin. 14:20-32). No wonder we have so many warnings in
the Bible admonishing us not to be deceived (1 Cor. 6:9;
15:33; Gal. 6:7; Eph. 4:14; 5:6; 2 The. 2:3; 2 John:7).
SOME LESSONS LEARNED
Let us notice some valuable lessons found in this tragic
Old Testament account that are proﬁtable to us in our conduct in the church (Col. 3:17; Rom. 15:4). Among other
things, this account teaches us that some elderly religious
people, even some long-term preachers, elders, etc., under
given circumstances and situations are not beyond lying
to get their way with others. In a culture and religion that
highly respected and honored age, experience, and the wisdom that should come with many years of faithful service
to God, did the old prophet use his inﬂuential position to
take advantage of the young prophet’s respect for him? We
do not have to know the reason the old prophet lied to the
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young prophet to know that he did have a reason for doing
so. Moreover, the reason that was behind the old prophet’s
lie was so important to him that it motivated him not to care
about the consequences for lying to the young man and the
consequences the young prophet must suffer for believing
and obeying his lie.
Are we so Biblically ignorant, or so weak in faith, or so
naive that we think some church members today will not lie
to their brethren? Today, do we really think that those brethren who allow themselves to be deceived into disobeying
God will escape punishment? Also, if this old prophet did
not care about being punished for telling a lie, or care about
the young prophet being punished for believing and obeying his lie, why do we think that certain brethren today will
not conduct themselves toward their brethren as did the old
prophet toward the young prophet? Surely these are some of
the lessons God intended us to learn and apply to our lives
that we might remain faithful to Him.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REHOBOAM
AND THE YOUNG PROPHET
It is interesting to remember that Rehoboam rejected
the counsel of his older and wiser advisors to follow the
council of the younger, inexperienced, and less wise men
with whom he grew up. The young men’s foolish advice the
King followed and it brought hurt to all of God’s people at
that time and far into their future (1 Kin. 12:6-11). But in
the case herein studied the young prophet listened to and
was persuaded by an old prophet. However, simply being an
old man’s message did not mean that his message was truthful. The young man received the old man’s message to his
own hurt. Thus, because one is chronologically old does not
guarantee that person’s message to be truthful or wise.
We must not overlook an important difference in the
case of Rehoboam and his acceptance of the advice of his
young advisors, and the case of the young prophet believing and obeying the old prophet’s lies. Please keep in mind
that one of the obligations of the king was to keep the unity of the kingdom through his faithful adherence to God’s
Word and making very sure that the affairs of the kingdom
and the conduct of the people were directed only by God’s
Word. Indeed, the king was to have his own copy of God’s
Word. Clearly, God expected him to study and know it (Deu.
17:18-20; Please note the good example of King Josiah in 2
Kin 22:8-13; 2 Chr. 34:20ff).
Rehoboam had two options from which to chose by
which he could discharge his obligation to keep the unity
of the kingdom—(1) the advise of the old men, or (2) the
council of the young men. He was to chose the most expeditious (advantageous) option (in this case advice) through
which he would discharge this obligation to God for the
good of the kingdom. Which option was the most expeditious (advantageous) for Rehoboam to employ in discharging said obligation? Was the most expeditious option (1) the
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advice of the older men, or (2) the advice of the younger
men? Rehoboam chose the advice of the young men. Their
advice did not expedite the discharging of his kingly obligation—the preservation of the unity of Israel. Please note
that Rehoboam’s choice was in the area of options, but not
obligation. He had the obligation to preserve the unity of Israel, but the question was, “How was he going to discharge
that obligation?” Sadly, the option Rehoboam chose did not
expedite his kingly obligation to keep Israel united.
However, in the case of the young prophet and the old
prophet of 1 Kings 13, we are not dealing with optional matters. We are dealing with obligatory matters—in this case
the authorized prohibition (obligation) God placed upon the
young prophet through His Word and the obligation God
placed upon the young prophet to return by a different route
from the way he traveled in his journey to Bethel (vss.8-10,
16, 17). When the young man believed and obeyed the lie
of the old prophet, he violated a God-given obligation that
he was to faithfully discharge without any addition, subtraction, or alteration of it. He violated what he was authorized/
obligated before God to do (1 John 3:4; Col. 3:17).
CONCLUSION
Whatever his reason for doing so, the old prophet lied
to the young prophet and God executed the young prophet
because he believed and obeyed that lie (1 Kin. 13:20-24).
Clearly, because brethren today are preachers, elders, deacons, Bible class teachers, editors, college presidents/professors, preacher training school administrators/instructors
or, for that matter, any church member who disseminates
information, does not mean they are beyond telling lies in
order to get their way! Yes, some brethren have lied, do lie,
and will continue to lie in order to keep another’s fellowship, friendship, ﬁnancial contribution, admiration, promotion, and about any thing else they think will magnify, extol,
and advance their cause before the church.
Many hundreds of years after the Old Testament account of the two prophets studied in this treatise, Luke gives
us the account of Ananias and Sapphira—the husband and
wife Jerusalem church of Christ members who conspired to
lie and did so before the apostle Peter (Acts 5:1-10). Had
they never heard about the old and young prophet of 1 Kings
13? If they knew of them, they learned nothing beneﬁcial to
their spiritual well-being from that account—and Old Testament account written for the spiritual beneﬁt of all Christians then, now, and until the Lord returns.
That being the case with them, why do some seem to
ﬁnd it difﬁcult to believe that certain church members today—yes, even and especially those who are reputed to be
“somewhat”—will lie as a means to justify the end they
seek? Have we also failed to learn from these Old and New
Testament accounts, as well as the speciﬁc teaching of the
Bible concerning deception and lying? How is it that some
fail to see that God punishes liars and those who allow themContending for the Faith—February/2011

selves to be deceived by them. Furthermore, are we blind
to the fact that such sinners can and do occupy places of
leadership in the Lord’s church? When church members
about whom Paul wrote, “who seemed to be somewhat,
(whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter to me: God
accepteth no man’s person)” (Gal. 2:6), commit sin, their
“somewhat” status must not must not stop us from faithfully performing our duty to God concerning such sinners.
This means rebuking their sins as publicly as they were

committed, as we plead with them by the mercies of Christ
to repent in as public a fashion as their sins were committed.
Moreover, when they persistently and obstinately refuse to
repent, but instead attempt to justify their disobedience to
God, this too must be publicly noted and kept before the
Lord’s church as long as they refuse to repent of their sins.
This is the way that is right and cannot be wrong, “somewhat” brethren, whomever they may be, notwithstanding.
—David P. Brown, Editor



SOBERING SOUNDS

“WE MAKE HIM A LIAR”
Charles Pogue

Among others, the following facts are presented us in
1 John 1:6-10: (1. God is light. (2. If we walk in the light
we have fellowship one with another. (3. If we say we have
no sin we deceive ourselves. (4. If we confess our sins He
will forgive us. (5. If we say we have no sin we make Him
a liar. How, one asks, does one make God a liar by claiming
to have no sin? It is God, His very nature, and His Law that
determines what is sin. If one does a thing that is contrary
to God’s His law (1 John 3:4), yet claims he has not sinned,
he is asserting that what God has said is sin is, in reality, not
sin, therefore accusing God of being a liar. That cannot be,
because it is impossible for God to lie (Tit. 1:2).
Why, then, would one (particularly a child of God) who
has committed sin, deny that he has sinned? John clearly expresses one reason in the above context: the Word of God is
not in him. It goes without saying, if one asserts sin is not sin
when the Word of God says it is, clearly God’s Word is not
in him. Another reason is found in a prerequisite to confession—humility. Amidst a world that focuses on self-esteem,
claims truth is subjective, and promotes the idea of “you are
okay, I am okay” humility is becoming an increasingly rare
commodity. However, as part of the new man, we are to put
on humility (Col. 3:12). One who rises up against God, by
claiming he has not sinned, has cast forth part of his spiritual
clothing, and stands before God exposed as arrogant and full
of pride.
God said of Israel of old,
If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from
their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will
forgive their sin, and will heal their land (2 Chr. 7:14).

In order for God’s children to receive forgiveness of sin,
they must humble themselves, which calls for admitting that
Contending for the Faith—February/2011

sin is sin, turning from it, and praying. Watch out for old Mr.
Pride! Here he comes planting the thoughts of “I didn’t do
it” or, “Yes, I did it” but there is nothing wrong with it. Pride
may even turn the guilty one into a liar who claims he did
not do it at all when in actuality he did.
Whatever happened to humility? Did some lose it when
backed into a corner by their guilt? Then from their corner
they chose to defend their actions, only later to ﬁnd themselves even farther from God and denying some other sin to
be sin, and, thus, embracing that too. Did they, for the sake
of friends or acquaintances, deny that sin is sin, or deny it
has been committed, and thus not only fail to receive God’s
forgiveness for themselves, but also, stand in the way of humility and forgiveness on the part of another? Sin is serious
business, so is the humility required to confess it, bend the
knee in prostration, and lift the pleading voice to the Almighty on high.
Though Jesus did no sin nor was guile in His mouth (1
Pet. 2:22), yet He remains the ultimate example of humility.
He did not count equality with God a thing to be so held on
to so much that He would not take upon Himself humanity
and live among us (Phi. 2:7). That humility led Him to the
cross where in obedience to His Father, in humility, He sacriﬁced Himself for us (vs. 8). But just before Jesus faced the
mob, the illegal trials, and the humiliation of dying as the
lowest of thieves, He set a supreme and timeless example
of humility by washing the apostles’ feet (John 13:5). If Jesus, who knew no sin, could humble Himself to the extent
of doing the task of a servant, when He was really Lord of
all (and He did), why do brethren deny or defend the wrong
they commit rather than humbling themselves before God
and seeking His forgiveness? Pride is a robber and thief, depriving men of humbleness of mind, the forgiveness of God,
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and ultimately a mansion among mansions, while ﬁlling the
pitiful void of character with the arrogance of conceit.
One other reason men will deny their sin, thus having
it remain, is one’s standing among others they hold in high
regard—“If I admit I’ve done wrong, I’ll lose my standing
among brethren.” There he is, old Mr. Pride rearing his ugly
head once again. Hopefully, we can have higher regard for
the Truth and our brethren than that! If you have sinned, and
your brethren are what they ought to be, they will fellowship in the joy of heaven over the sinner who has repented,
not think less of you. Who has the respect of his fellows, the
man who denies he has sinned when his loved ones know
he has, or the man who confesses his wrong under the same
circumstances? It is the one who shows the strength of character and the lowliness of mind to confess his wrong and
seek God’s mercy.

of being a liar by denying that sin is sin? Oh, that those who
have lifted themselves up with pride after the semblance
of the Prince of Tyrus, falsely painting themselves in the
frame of perfect beauty, would humble themselves as Saul
of Tarsus did when confronted with his sins. Why will they
persist in their sins all the time portraying their position as
invincible when they are the mere antithesis of invincibility?
Would to God they would bow the knee to the Almighty,
mourning for and repenting of their sins that separate them
from God and fractures the blessed fellowship with those
who care for nothing else but the salvation of men’s souls.
But whether such brethren humble themselves before God,
repenting of their sins or not, we have our duty to God to be
humble and continue to submit to the New Testament principles of Godly conduct.

—P.O. Box 592
Granby, MO 64844

Who is a weak man? Is it the one who admits it when
he has sinned, or the one who denies it? Is the humble man,
the one who confesses his sin, or the one who accuses God



SOFT-PEDAL JOURNALISM
Foy E. Wallace, Jr.
Personalities in journalism, which means naming teachers of error along with systems of error, are not any violation
of courageous, digniﬁed, religious journalism. Naming the
men who teach error and practice deception in religion, even
in the church, “can be done in a courteous and Christian
manner,” but it should be done.
To talk and write of courageous, digniﬁed, courteous
methods of religious journalism is to deal only in broad generalities. For some of our old landmarks as Gospel papers to
recede from former drastic policies and retreat behind the
verbiage of carefully worded resolutions of editorial committees to restrain the powers of pens, is a keen disappointment to many of us who have looked to these papers to take
the lead in a major ﬁght, without generalities, relentless offensives against false movements and the men who promote
them.
Whether some “temptation or scheme of intimidation”
has “seduced” and “provoked” the editors and publishers to
modify policies we cannot say, but it is obvious that something has caused them to seek retrenchment. Our only point
here is that it is no time to be saying pretty platitudes and
dealing in generalities. We are in a ﬁght for the Truth and
the cannon ﬁre cannot cease until the enemies of the church
stack arms.
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Calling names of false teachers and their aides and sympathizers is neither undigniﬁed nor discourteous, because
Paul did it, and he was courteous, digniﬁed and educated.
He said, “Demas forsook me, having loved this present
world.” Again he said that Hymenaeus and Philetus had
shipwrecked their faith and were overthrowing the faith of
others by their theory of the resurrection and he wrote it
down in the New Testament (a rather digniﬁed book) that he
had turned those brethren of his over to Satan. He clashed
with Barnabas upon one occasion and withstood Peter to his
face and rebuked him publicly. Neither incident ruined the
church, nor marred the dignity of the New Testament. He
further said that Alexander the coppersmith did him much
evil and declared that the Lord would reward him for what
he did. Paul did not seem to covet the kind of reward he intimated Alexander would get. He told a perverter of the Truth
one time that he was fun of guile and villainy, called him the
son of the devil, and asked him if he ever intended to quit
perverting the way of the Lord.
When a paper develops better manners than the New
Testament and a preacher becomes more digniﬁed than the
apostles, neither is worth anything to the defense of the Truth
nor to the cause of Christ.

—Deceased
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RAT POISON
Donald E. Davis
Recently I approached an area preacher concerning the
featured speaker of a men’s retreat he was coordinating. The
speaker was to be a brother whose teaching and book on
marriage, divorce and remarriage is erroneous according to
Scripture. The brother in question was reputed to be an eloquent speaker and very knowledgeable.
The preacher, whose eldership is responsible for bringing this false teacher to the area, assured me that “he would
not speak on marriage, divorce and remarriage ... and that
he was coming.” He was to speak on “how to lead people to
Christ,” as if this could solve the problem.
It is not enough that a man whose teachings are plainly
erroneous on one doctrine says the “right thing” most of the
time. Much, in fact, most of what a false teacher says may be
true. Billy Graham is a good example. However, rat poison
usually is at least 98% good grain; it is the 2% poison that
kills every time. His accuracy in an isolated engagement is
one thing, but what he may say in private conversations, or
an examination of the overall slant of his teaching is quite
another matter.

deadly poison of false doctrine? Our ﬁrst love must be to the
Truth and sound doctrine (John 8:31-32). A form of it cannot
save. Jesus prayed for unity based upon Truth, and not for a
union palatable to most (John 17: 17-21; cf 2 Tim. 4: 1-5).
One hears the phrase “we be brethren” used a lot today
(Gen. 13:8). No doubt much division has been unnecessary.
Without question a great challenge before the church always
will be learning to live together as brethren. However, there
are brethren we cannot fellowship as faithful brethren and
still be faithful to God (cf 1 Cor. 5; 1 Tim. 1:18-20; 2 Tim.
4:14-15; 1 John 2:18-19; 4: 1-6; Rev. 2: 12-29). Neither their
actions nor dispositions can be tolerated. Unless we expose
them, then we are approving their false teaching.
We cannot show love and allow one intentionally to
spread spiritual death, however subtle. Truth has no middle
ground; it cannot be known by compromise or fabricating
doctrine we can “live with.” It ought to be evident that the
simplicity of the Truth does not always appeal to the intellectual pride of some brethren (2 Cor. 11 :3; cf. 1 Cor. 2:
1-5).

GIVING CREDIBILITY TO FALSE TEACHERS

SOME LESSONS OF PRINCIPLE

The real danger of such a false teacher being afforded
a public opportunity to speak is that it gives him credibility and respectability before innocent and often immature
brethren who may be overwhelmed and deceived. Such is
allowing brethren to sip deadly poison. (cf. Tit. 1: 10-11).

Let us consider some lessons of principle found both
in the Old and New Testaments (Rom. 15:4, cf. Jos. 24:31;
Jude 2:10).

The most tragic thing is that elderships and preachers
allow this to happen and be put on the spot, rather than putting the speaker on the spot as rightfully should be the case.
To insist that the Truth be taught unﬂinchingly in love is not
legalism (Eph. 4:11-16). It is acting from love. The struggle
for sound doctrine is often very painful, but is a labor of love
for Truth and people; a failure here is Satan’s delight. Some
“issues” are for sound doctrine (1 Tim. 6:3-4).
Within our brotherhood, whatever has happened to the
love (agape) to “test the spirits”? (1 John 4: 1-6). Have we
drifted so far from the Truth that we apply this exclusively
to “radical denominational teachers”— and this seldom uniformly? God never intended that love (or a current brotherhood facsimile of it, more like an esprit de corps) cover or
ignore even one false teacher or his teaching (Gal. 2:4-15).
In fact, mature love demands that they be identiﬁed and exposed by name, at least to those who have the need to know.
(Cf. Acts 20:28-32; 1 Tim. 1: 18-20, 2 Tim. 4: 14-15).
IS IT REALLY LOVE?
Do we love the brethren if we allow them to sip the
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1. God’s people have never remained faithful to Him
for very long.
2. Most of God’s people always have been unwilling
to accept the simple authority of His written Word for very
long.
3. Most of God’s people always have been unwilling
faithfully to proclaim His message, or allow it to be faithfully proclaimed for very long.
4. Most of God’s prophets (preachers today) always
have been willing to say about whatever the people want to
hear, or that seems to the advantage of their security.
5. Most of God’s people always have done just about
whatever they wanted to.
6. We can be deceived by thinking that the church today is an exception. All warning in the New Testament is for
eternal vigilance (cf. 2 Peter 1 :5-11).
The time is far past when we ought to start applying
these principles to the churches of Christ and not merely the
denominations. If we do not, we will be a denomination.
The New Testament “thoroughly furnishes” the
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church to discern false brethren and their doctrine (2 Tim.
3: 16-17). Are we no longer able or willing to do this? Love
or “a grace-oriented church” cannot excuse error not being
identiﬁed, exposed, and biblically dealt with. God’s people
are to be distinct because of their unalterable loyalty to the

simplicity of His Word (Titus 2:11-14). We must serve God
and His way only (Rom. 10:1-3).

—Deceased



LEAVE IT TO DEAVER (PART 1)
Gary W. Summers
For the past sixteen years many faithful brethren have
been opposing what has come to be called “the Deaver doctrine.” It ﬁrst surfaced in a debate that Mac Deaver had with
Marion Fox in 1994 and has been evolving ever since. The
position emerging from that discussion was the subject of
succeeding debates, the last of which occurred ten years
ago. Several brethren have dealt with certain aspects of this
false teaching at various lectureships, and the Gospel Journal, when edited proﬁciently by Dub McClish, devoted an
entire issue in February of 2002 to exposing the various fallacies of Deaver’s ideology. The Defender, Contending for
the Faith, and a few other papers likewise devoted articles
to this heresy during that same month.
In 2007, Deaver published what is purported to be the
latest version of his beliefs, without which no one could
understand his position. He assured this writer that, unless
one had read this volume, he would not fully comprehend
his view and thus would be misrepresenting him. Therefore,
not cheerfully, but grudgingly and of necessity, this disadvantaged scribe purchased a copy and now (with all of the
wonderful knowledge not heretofore possessed) is ready
to examine and comment upon The Holy Spirit (Center of
Controversy—Basis of Unity) by Mac Deaver.
The very ﬁrst chapter contains many errors, but the main
concern of this examination will be chapter two, “The Gift of
the Holy Spirit—Its Meaning.” This topic has been debated
for more than 100 years. Entire chapters have been written
on the meaning of the phrase from Acts 2:38—and you shall
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. Only Mac Deaver could
have the temerity to cover all three positions in ten pages
and act as if anyone who would possibly disagree with him
is unscholarly. Leave it to Deaver and his arrogance to think
he has thoroughly analyzed everything pertaining to the subject and drawn the correct conclusions in so short a space.
The approach of these articles will be to deal with the
shortcomings of this chapter. Later comments made in the
book, if any, that relate to this topic will not be addressed
here so that the analysis can be as brief as possible. Some are
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intensely interested in this subject, but others are bored by
it. It is important, however, that we understand this phrase—
what it means—and what it does not mean.
ACTS 2:38 AND 10:45
The purpose of Mac’s second chapter is to determine
the meaning of “the gift of the Holy Spirit” as found in
Acts 2:38. Deaver rightly says that the only other time this
expression is found in the entire New Testament is in Acts
10:45. “And there the reference is indisputably to the Holy
Spirit Himself (see vs. 44)” (27). On the basis of this one
verse, then, Mac and many others conclude that the Holy
Spirit has given Himself as the gift in both passages. How
simple things are for Deaver. It only took him four sentences
to explain what (apparently unenlightened) brethren are still
wondering about. After repeating that the phrases in both
verses are identical, Mac hurriedly concludes: “This much
is settled. The gift of the Holy Spirit is the Holy Spirit” (27).
What an unsettling remark! This hasty bit of analysis cannot
go unchallenged.
First, Acts 10:44 does say that the Holy Spirit fell on
all who were listening to Peter preach the Word, but the gift
of the Holy Spirit they received was not the Holy Spirit personally. Notice that immediately after saying that “the gift
of the Holy Spirit had been poured out on the Gentiles
also,” the text continues: “For they heard them speak with
tongues and magnify God” (Acts 10:46). We know from 1
Corinthians 12-14 that speaking in tongues is a spiritual gift
given by the Spirit. The text in Acts 10 tells us that the Jews
who were with Peter were astonished because these Gentiles
had received the gift of the Holy Spirit.
And how did they know that the Holy Spirit had fallen
(a ﬁgure of speech) upon them? They heard them speak in
tongues. Thus, the gift of the Holy Spirit is not the Spirit
Himself, personally—but in this instance the ability to be
able to speak in tongues. It may have dawned upon the reader that what was settled for Mac is not at all settled when
looking at the text.
Second, the Holy Spirit falling upon them, in light of
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the next two verses, is a metonymy of the cause (Dungan
271) where the Holy Spirit stands for what He has imparted
to them—i.e., a spiritual gift. The same thing occurs later in
Acts 19:5-6. Paul baptized twelve men who had only known
the baptism of John. “And when Paul had laid hands upon
them, the Holy Spirit came upon them, and they spoke with
tongues and prophesied.” Once again, the Spirit came upon
them, and people could observe this fact by the spiritual
gifts that they then showed. In both cases, these two groups
received a miraculous gift—a gift of the Holy Spirit.
Third, according to Mac’s logic, if the phrase, the gift
of the Holy Spirit, is only found one other time in the New
Testament, and it refers to a miraculous gift being given,
then it must mean the same thing in Acts 2:38. So, leaving it
to Deaver–logic, the gift of the Holy Spirit in Acts 2:38 that
Peter promised to the people was that of a miraculous gift.
If Mac were to concoct a syllogism, it would probably read
something like this.
1. If the same author uses the same phrase twice in a
book of the New Testament, then whatever the phrase means
in one context, it means in the other, also.
2. Luke uses the same phrase in Acts 10:45 that he uses
in Acts 2:38.
3. Therefore, what the gift of the Holy Spirit means in
Acts 10:45 it must also mean in Acts 2:38.
Although the form of the syllogism is valid, the ﬁrst
premise cannot be proven to be true. But if it were true, it
would not help Mac because it would establish that Luke was
referring to a miraculous gift in Acts 2:38. Oddly enough,
however, Mac does not hold that view. The fact is, though,
that he must either adopt that view or give up his argument.
“That much is settled.”
“THE GIFT OF GOD”
The problem with making an argument of this type is
that two usages of a phrase is not enough of a sampling to
be certain of drawing the correct conclusion. Had the phrase
been used ﬁve or ten times, with the same obvious meaning each time, then one would have a case, but twice is not
necessarily conclusive. Take, for example, the phrase, the
gift of God. Although it is found 6 times in the English, the
expression is found only twice when the Greek word translated “gift” is dorea. In Acts 8:20, it clearly refers to the
miraculous.
Simon the sorcerer had become a Christian in response
to Philip’s preaching. Peter and John went to Samaria and
prayed that these new Christians “might receive the Holy
Spirit. For as yet He had fallen upon none of them. They

had only been baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. Then
they laid hands on them, and they received the Holy Spirit”
(Acts 8:15-17). Observations about this text should prove
helpful.
First, Peter and John were sent to Samaria for a speciﬁc
purpose—to give these brethren the Holy Spirit. They did
not automatically receive the Holy Spirit upon being baptized. Both here and in Acts 19, those who had been baptized
needed to have an apostle lay hands on them to receive the
Spirit. Second, when they received the Holy Spirit (metonymy again), such was visible to others present. In Acts 10
and 19, people observed the recipients exercising a spiritual
gift. Although neither speaking in tongues nor prophecy is
mentioned in Acts 8, it is evident that Simon saw some evidence that they had received the Spirit because he wanted
to buy the power to do what Peter and John had done (Acts
8:18-19).
Peter chastised Simon severely because he thought “the
gift of God could be purchased with money!” (Acts 8:20).
What is the gift of God? It refers to the ability that Peter
and John had as apostles to impart a spiritual gift (the Holy
Spirit) to Christians. Simon wanted to buy that ability, that
gift. Certainly, this dorea (gift) of God refers to a miraculous
ability.
However, the other time the expression occurs is in John
4:10. Jesus said to the woman at the well, “If you knew the
gift of God, and who it is who says to you, ‘Give Me a
drink,’ you would have asked Him, and He would have
given you living water.” What is “the gift of God” here?
It is the same expression in the Greek as in Acts 8:20, but it
is certainly not the miraculous ability to lay hands on someone and impart a gift. Neither is it a miraculous gift; Jesus
may be referring to Himself (He certainly is God’s gift to
us—John 3:16), to the salvation that comes through Him, or
both. The same expression is used, but the meanings of both
are different. Likewise, the gift of the Holy Spirit has two
different meanings.
ACTS 10:45
Deaver knows that his argument on Acts 10 and Acts 2
is fraught with difﬁculties. Therefore, he tries to head off the
obvious conclusion that the gift of Acts 2 is miraculous (27).
Of course, it only stands to reason that it would be, but he argues that the only point of similarity he is concerned about is
that the gift of the Holy Spirit is the Holy Spirit, whether or
not a miraculous gift is involved. He asserts what he cannot
prove, and he does so by failing to study the entire context
and refusing to acknowledge common ﬁgures of speech. He
repeats that no one can question his conclusion, but it has
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already been questioned—and successfully at that. Merely
repeating a point (which lacks evidence) cannot replace careful exegesis.
THE PROMISE
Mac next turns his attention to the word promise; once
again, his analysis is very thin and superﬁcial. His main
points are these.
First, Jesus told the apostles to wait in Jerusalem for
the promise of the Father which is explained to be the Holy
Spirit (Acts 1:4, 5) (28).
Mac has begun this section with a true statement. He
could also have included Luke 24:49 in which Jesus also
made that statement. Both of these statements were made
after Jesus was raised from the dead, the one in Acts being
spoken the day of His ascension. But Jesus had promised the
apostles that the Holy Spirit would come upon them on the
night of His betrayal. At that time He promised that the Comforter, the Holy Spirit, would come, and when He did, He
would bring to remembrance all things whatsoever that Jesus
had taught them. He would also guide them into all truth and
show them things yet future (John 14:25-26; 16:12-13).
That ﬁrst point holds true, but it does not mean that every time the word promise is used, it refers to that particular
promise because God made others that are referenced in Acts
2. The cognate forms of the word promise are used 70 times
in the New Testament. Only three times does promise refer
to the Holy Spirit being given, and two of those were cited
above. Over 50% of the time, the promises made to Abraham
are referenced, and that includes the spiritual promise of salvation. The apostles, at the time of the Day of Pentecost, were
looking for the Holy Spirit as Jesus had promised them, but
the nation of Israel was looking for the One through Whom
all the nations of the earth would be blessed, the message
which Peter proclaimed that day.
IN HIS SECOND POINT,
MAC MISHANDLES ACTS 2:33.
Second, Peter in his sermon explained that whereas Jesus had gone back to heaven and was exalted by God’s right
hand, he had received of the Father “the promise of the Holy
Spirit” which he had poured out, the evidence of which was
discernible to the people (Acts 2:32, 33) (28).
While it is true that the manifestation of the Holy Spirit
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had been seen by the multitude and, in fact, was responsible for the people gathering together, Peter had already
explained (by the time of verse 33) that those things were
a fulﬁllment of what the prophet Joel had written. From
verse 22 onward, Peter’s intention is to proclaim that Jesus had arisen from the dead—also in keeping with what
the Scriptures had taught. The apostle now sets forth two
crucial facts: 1) Jesus has been raised from the dead; and 2)
He has ascended into heaven to sit on the throne of David.
However, as this latter subject has been introduced into the
text, it is important to stop and remind ourselves of some
crucial details regarding that event.
In 2 Samuel 7:12-13, God had Nathan speak to David:
When your days are fulﬁlled and you rest with your
fathers, I will set up your seed after you, who will
come from your body, and I will establish his kingdom. He shall build a house for My name, and I will
establish the throne of his kingdom forever.
This prophecy of Jesus and His kingdom was very
much in the minds of the people. Peter explains that Jesus is
the Person of the prophecy: “Therefore, being a prophet,
and knowing that God had sworn an oath to him that
of the fruit of his body, according to the ﬂesh, He would
raise up the Christ to sit on the throne…” (Acts 2:30).
The people were expecting the Christ to sit on the throne of
David. Peter explains that Jesus fulﬁlled David’s prophecy
of the resurrection, but now he refers again to what David knew—about the throne and the kingdom. “Therefore
being exalted to the right hand of God, and having received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit,
He poured out this which you now see and hear” (Acts
2:33).
What promise of the Holy Spirit did Jesus receive? He
was given the throne and the kingdom of David—one of the
reasons He was able to endure the cross. Jesus, “for the joy
that was set before Him endured the cross, despising the
shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the throne
of God” (Heb. 12:2). The way Mac interprets this verse,
when Jesus ascended into heaven, the Father gave Him the
Holy Spirit, and He in turn poured Him out on the apostles.
This interpretation ignores the signiﬁcance of what Peter
was preaching concerning the resurrection and the ascension into heaven.
Furthermore, it makes the same mistake that Pentecostals do. They are more excited about the Holy Spirit Whom
they erroneously imagine gives them spiritual gifts today
than about Jesus, the One Who redeemed them from their
sins. Mac also thinks that the Holy Spirit and His manifestations on Pentecost are more important than the message concerning Jesus. As Paul taught to the Corinthians,
the spiritual gifts were not the important thing. They were
inferior to love and would soon disappear anyway. The gifts
were to authenticate the Gospel message and to edify the
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church. They were a means to an end—not the end itself.
The rushing mighty wind, the cloven tongues as of ﬁre,
and the speaking in tongues likewise were not the message;
they were used to call attention to the gospel. The message
was that Jesus died for our sins and rose again. He was resurrected and ascended into heaven, where He received the
kingdom, the throne of David. As evidence of that unique
event, the Holy Spirit was poured out upon the apostles. Peter again mentions the exaltation of Christ in verses 34-36.
This is not just a day of signs; the crucial thing is the message that the signs were sent to conﬁrm. Leave it to Deaver
to miss the signiﬁcance of the message in Acts 2.
BIZARRE INTERPRETATIONS
The observation has often been made that, when people
go overboard on the Holy Spirit, they begin to see every
passage through the prism of their newfound theology. They
enthusiastically embrace new and even bizarre interpretations in an effort to substantiate their views and export them
to others. One example of such unchecked exuberance was
that of Todd Deaver at the Open Forum at Freed-Hardeman
in 2003. The following is an excerpt from him (as recorded
in an article from Spiritual Perspectives May 11, 2003):
I just wanted to address the comment about the question, whether or not we should worship the Holy Spirit. I
certainly don’t claim to have all the answers concerning
that, but let me just offer one observation. Possibly, one
of the reasons that you don’t ever ﬁnd, in the New Testament, worship being directed speciﬁcally to the Holy
Spirit is that the Spirit is viewed in the New Testament
as being within the Christian and helping him to offer
it—his worship. For example, in Jude, verse 20, you
have a reference to praying in the Holy Spirit. There are
several other passages that talk about the same thing.
John 4:24 refers to worshiping in the Spirit. I believe
that’s the Holy Spirit there. He is in the Christian (1
Cor. 6:19-20), helping us in our worship. He is interceding for us within our hearts (Romans, chapter 8). And
so, possibly, how that’s supposed to be looked at in the
New Testament is that the Holy Spirit is not in heaven
receiving our worship but is in our hearts helping us to
offer the worship.
In the history of Christianity, probably no one had ever
alleged that worshipping God in spirit and in truth (think of
all the sermons preached on this passage) referred to worshipping God in the Holy Spirit. Does even one commentary
suggest such an interpretation?
Ralph Gilmore, hosting the forum, should have explained the fallacy of the statement (along with the other
errors), but instead he said, “Todd, that’s a great point.” He
ought to have said, “Todd, the idea that Jesus was teaching
that the Holy Spirit helps us in our worship is totally foreign to the context of the conversation with the woman at
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the well.” As brethren have pointed out over the centuries,
Jesus is talking about Truth and sincerity of attitude (from
the heart).
Once one begins to take an unscriptural position, however, everything becomes skewed, and all passages must be
re-interpreted to ﬁt the false theory. What Dan Billingsly has
done in making all the Scriptures ﬁt his error is precisely
what Mac Deaver does with respect to the Holy Spirit. Objectivity in understanding passages of Scripture evaporates.
PROMISES, PROMISES
When Mac Deaver reads Acts 2, all he can see is the
Holy Spirit. As already noted, the Holy Spirit had been
promised and received on the Day of Pentecost. Certainly,
the prophecy of Joel was fulﬁlled that day, along with the
promise made by John and Jesus to the disciples. But that
is not the only promise that is in play; Mac however, cannot see the other two. The ﬁrst, as already mentioned, was
the prophecy about Jesus being raised up to sit on David’s
throne. The second is the promise made to all mankind of
salvation and its attendant blessings. Others readily understand these promises as being present in the text.
After Jesus ascended into Heaven, He was exalted to
the right hand of God, where He received the promise of the
Holy Spirit (Acts 2:33). Leave it to Deaver to, with a wave
of the hand, dismiss any interpretation but his. He writes:
“The only promise explicitly mentioned as a promise in the
whole context is the promise of the Holy Spirit” (28).
The very wording of this sentence indicates that Deaver
is aware that other promises are implicitly included, such as
the one about Jesus receiving a kingdom when He ascended
to the Ancient of Days (Dan. 7:13-14). Peter mentions that
God had sworn to David that He would raise up Christ to
sit on his throne (Acts 2:30). This promise is in the context
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about as strongly as anything could be—without being explicit. When Peter proclaims that the Jesus they cruciﬁed
is now both Lord and Christ, he is also afﬁrming that Jesus
has taken His place at the right hand of God and has begun
His reign on David’s throne! Thus, the apostle has brought
them to the point of discussing—not the Holy Spirit—but
salvation.
Deaver wants us to believe that, when Jesus received
the promise of the Holy Spirit, He received the Holy Spirit
Himself—and then in turn poured Him out upon the apostles
so they might speak in tongues. Where was it ever promised
that Jesus would be given the Holy Spirit when He returned
to Heaven? What He was promised (in the Old Testament
Scriptures) was that He would receive a kingdom, which He
had. Having received that promise, it was time to declare
that fact; thus the Holy Spirit was poured out (metaphorically, not literally) upon the apostles in order to gather the
multitude together to hear that salvation was now available.
Deaver acts as though the Holy Spirit is more important than salvation being available to all mankind. When
the Jewish men were convinced that Jesus was the Messiah,
they did not ask, “How can we get the Holy Spirit?” They
asked, “Men and brethren, what shall we do?” Their question is not, “What shall we do to get the Holy Spirit?” Their
question is, “What shall we do about the fact that we have
cruciﬁed the Son of God, whom God has raised up to sit on
the throne of David?”
“THE GIFT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT”
Peter’s answer is familiar: “Repent, and let every one
of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit.” The two conditions listed in order to receive salvation are easily understood—repentance and baptism for the
forgiveness of sins. But what is meant by that promise that
Peter gave—of receiving the Holy Spirit? Brethren have generally adopted three views to attempt to explain the phrase.
Some have argued that the gift is the Spirit while others contend that the gift is something that the Spirit gives.
An important question to ask is, “What would the multitude have thought when hearing this phrase?” Two basic
ideas come to mind: 1) That they would, if baptized, receive the ability to speak in tongues, as they had witnessed
earlier (Peter had identiﬁed the occurrence as pouring out
the Spirit on all ﬂesh); or 2) That they would, if baptized,
indeed receive salvation, concerning which the Holy Spirit
had prophesied through the writers of the Old Testament.
Mac Deaver, however, speciﬁes four possibilities (all
on page 29). The ﬁrst of these is that the multitude believed
they would “receive the Spirit with all nine miraculous endowments that characterized the apostles.” Although he
rejects this view as what Peter meant, it certainly was not
something anyone would have thought. They had only seen
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one manifestation of the Holy Spirit at that time and did not
know how many gifts the apostles might have possessed.
The second meaning that Deaver suggests is that they
could receive the Spirit Himself with miraculous power, a la
Cornelius. He rejects this option, but the people might have
thought this to be a possibility, since they had observed it
happen. The third option is the same except that the spiritual
gift would come by the laying on of the hands of an apostle.
Those on Pentecost could hardly have imagined that possibility since they were as yet not familiar with the way it
would later be done.
The fourth choice is that Peter meant that the people
would receive the Spirit Himself but “without accompanying
miraculous power but with non-miraculous spiritual power.”
What? “This would be supernatural non-miraculous power.”
If anyone on the Day of Pentecost would have so understood
Peter to mean what Deaver alleges here, he would outrank
Einstein. Why would anyone observe a miraculous manifestation of the Holy Spirit (i. e., speaking in tongues) and conclude that Peter referred to a non-miraculous manifestation
of the Spirit? Actually, with the knowledge that the people
had at that point and their brief, limited experience, the only
option that makes sense is number 2—that they would receive the same thing they had seen in the apostles (and without the laying on of hands).
Mac Deaver rejects this view though, if the gift of the
Holy Spirit is the Spirit Himself, it would surely be the one
that crowd would have envisioned. He rightly points out that
only Cornelius and his family receive what he describes as
position #2 and that it was the exception. Of course, students
of the Word do not learn that fact until the book of Acts unfolds itself.
Because many brethren hold to position #3, Mac spends
four pages refuting that position, after which he afﬁrms that
the fourth position is the correct one—the one concerning
the non-miraculous indwelling. Up until this point he has
not dealt with the possibility of the gift of the Holy Spirit referring to salvation. In fact, he made it clear that there were
no other choices. After listing the four options, he asks, “Are
there any other possibilities? I think not” (29). Leave it to
Deaver to suggest that the four possibilities he sets forth are
the only ones that can possibly exist—and then reverse himself. “Before concluding this section, let me mention one
other alleged meaning of the expression ‘the gift of the Holy
Spirit’ which some preachers have advocated” (34). Well,
which is it? Are there four and only four possibilities, or is
there another? There is another, and it is one that the crowd
would have had in their minds, thus giving it credibility.
SALVATION
Mac hates to stoop to discuss this non-existent option
(in his mind). After all, he has already proved his case; why
bother to mess up his perfect construct? Concerning the idea
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that the gift of the Holy Spirit refers to salvation, he writes:
“Given the foregoing explanation, this is false. But let me
offer a few comments anyway” (35). He does not seriously
examine this view. Why does he not quote someone who
has actually written on the subject or comment on a few related Scriptures? Does he not know how to do research? It is
much easier to deﬁne another’s position in one’s own terms
and then discredit it than to let someone who holds that position speak for himself.
Therefore, the position shall be set forth before we look
at Mac’s refutation of it. First, a summary is in order.
1. The apostles were ﬁlled with the Holy Spirit and
spoke in various languages, as the Spirit gave them utterance (2:4).
2. Many were appropriately amazed at what they saw
and heard, but some mocked, accusing the apostles of being
full of new wine (2:12-13).
3. Peter refuted the charge and claimed that what they
had observed was what Joel had prophesied (2:15-16). The
passage mentions such spiritual gifts as prophecy. Nothing
in Joel’s words suggests a gift “without accompanying miraculous power but with non-miraculous spiritual power.”
4. Then Peter begins to preach Jesus, who was attested
by God to them “by miracles, wonders, and signs,” which
they had seen (2:22).
5. They had put Him to death, but He was resurrected
(2:23-24).
6. David had spoken of the resurrection (2:24-31).
7. God had sworn to David “with an oath to him that
of the fruit of his body, according to the ﬂesh, He would
raise up Christ to sit on his throne” (2 Sam. 7:12-13; Acts
2:30).
8. Jesus had been raised up; the apostles were witnesses. Jesus had been highly exalted at the right hand of God
(given David’s throne), and the Holy Spirit had poured out
the miraculous gift they had observed (2:32-33).
9. Peter quotes Psalm 110:1, a Messianic kingship passage (2:34-35).
10. Peter reafﬁrms that Jesus is both Lord and Christ,
after which the men ask what they should do (2:36-37).
Neither the question nor the answer revolves around the
Holy Spirit. The answer is devoted to salvation. God used
the Holy Spirit to do something miraculous to gain people’s
attention. The purpose, however, was to teach a spiritual
message—that of salvation. Jesus had fed 5,000 on one occasion, and they wanted to make him a king, mistaking the
sign for what the sign pointed to. The Holy Spirit is prominent in Acts 2—but only as a means to preach the gospel
to the people. In answer to their question, Peter mentions
repentance and baptism for the forgiveness of sins. Does he
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mention the gift of the Holy Spirit to reintroduce the subject
of the Holy Spirit?
Such is unlikely for two reasons. First, everything in
verses 38-42 centers on salvation. Second, in another passage, one without the prominence of the Holy Spirit and
spiritual gifts, the parallel response is also entirely on salvation. However, Acts 2 deserves further examination. Notice
verse 39: “For the promise is to you and your children,
and to all who are afar off, as many as the Lord our God
will call.” To what does the promise refer in this verse? Certainly it was not the promise made to David of Christ ruling
on his throne. Is it the promise of the Holy Spirit Jesus made
to the apostles? No. Does it refer to what Peter just promised
about the gift of the Holy Spirit? After having told them how
to be saved, did Peter then think it was important to tell them
about a gift “without accompanying miraculous power but
with non-miraculous spiritual power”? Having broached being saved, would he take an excursion into another subject
area, which would possibly only confuse them?
No, it is our contention that the gift of the Holy Spirit
here is the same thing as the gift of God in John 4:10—the
salvation that comes through the sacriﬁce of Jesus on the
cross, and the blessings that accompany it. Why it is phrased
that way may relate to the fact that it is the Holy Spirit who
prophesied of the salvation to come all through the ages.
Furthermore, salvation (resulting in eternal life) is a gift of
God (Rom. 6:23).
Notice too that the promise of salvation is made to all
(2:39). Peter said many other things to the people, exhorting
them, “Be saved from this perverse generation” (2:40).
The emphasis is clearly upon salvation. Acts 2:41 does not
say, “They that gladly received his word were baptized, and
they all received a gift ‘without accompanying miraculous
power but with non-miraculous spiritual power.’” It speaks
only of salvation and being added to the body of Christ.
Among the things in which brethren continued steadfastly
in Acts 2:42, there is no mention made of a non-miraculous
gift—but rather things that pertain to salvation.
In Acts 13 the references to the Holy Spirit that had to
be made on Pentecost are absent. Paul arrives at the fact that
God raised Jesus from the dead and His post-resurrection appearances (Acts 13:30-31). Then he says: “And we declare
to you glad tidings—that promise which was made to the
fathers” (13:32). After recounting the resurrection further
in light of prophecies, Paul says that “through this Man is
preached to you the forgiveness of sins…” (13:38). The
promise (the glad tidings) is clearly salvation, the forgiveness of sins.
—5410 Lake Howell Road
Winter Park, FL 32792
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Directory of Churches...
-AlabamaHolly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly Pond,
AL 35083, Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256)
507-1776, (256) 507-1778.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-EnglandCambridgeshire–Cambridge City Church of Christ, meeting at The Manor
Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge, CB4 2JF. Sun., Bible Study-10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible Study--7:30 p.m. www.
CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel Preacher. Contacts:
Keith Sisman [From USA, Toll Free: (281) 475-8247); By phone inside
the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge
contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing Address - PO
BOX 1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

-FloridaOcoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Sauﬂey Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Pensacola–Eastgate Church of Christ, 2809 E. Creighton Rd.,
{emsacp;a. F; 32504, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Tim Cozad, evangelist, (850) 477-4910
-North CarolinaRocky Mount–Schefﬁeld Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Schefﬁeld Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-South Carolina-

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.
org; e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00
a.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-TexasDenton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr. (Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ, Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208. Email: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday
7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; tgjoriginal@verizon.net.
Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Ofﬁce: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.
Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box 39,
Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last Sunday in February and the
internet school, Truth Bible Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.
Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.
New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.
Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

LEAVE IT TO DEAVER (PART 2)
Gary W. Summers
The Israelites had great expectations at the time Jesus arrived, although they did not know how everything would ﬁt
together. They anticipated a king (2 Sam. 7:12-13; Ps. 110:1),
but few (if any) anticipated that the kingdom would be spiritual. They expected “that prophet” like unto Moses (Deut.
18:15-19). The seed of woman was still going to bruise the
head of the serpent (Gen. 3:15). And the third promise that
God made to Abraham had yet to be fulﬁlled.
God stated this third promise in two different ways on
various occasions. Its ﬁrst pronouncement was: “And in you
all the families of the earth shall be blessed” (Gen. 12:3).
In Genesis 22:18 God said: “In your seed all the nations
of the earth shall be blessed….” To Isaac and Jacob were
those words repeated (Gen. 26:4; 28:14). After Jesus died on
the cross, was buried, arose again, and ascended into heaven,
Paul referenced this verse:
And the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the
nations by faith, preached the gospel to Abraham beforehand, saying, “In you all the nations of the earth shall be
blessed” (Gal. 3:8).

Notice that Paul continues to explain this promise made
to Abraham and that it is the promise referred to by Peter on
the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2:39) and the promise Paul mentioned in Acts 13:32. Consider Galatians 3:13-14:
Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law, having
become a curse for us (for it is written, “Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree”), that the blessing of Abraham
might come upon the Gentiles in Christ Jesus, that we
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might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith.

The promise is not that of receiving the Holy Spirit (a
subject left behind after verses 1-5); rather it refers to what
the Spirit had promised—salvation to the heirs of Abraham—whether Jew or Gentile! Paul examines this subject
further, concluding with the great text in Galatians 3:26-29.
For you are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus.
For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have put
on Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
slave nor free, there is neither male nor female; for you are
all one in Christ Jesus. And if you are Christ’s, then you
are Abraham’s seed, and heirs according to the promise.

This is the promise to which Peter refers in Acts 2:39,
which dovetails perfectly with the text of Galatians 3. It is
also the promise of salvation to which Paul refers in Acts
13:32 and 38. Therefore, when Peter says that if they repent
and are baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of sins, they shall receive, in fact, salvation—the gift of
the Holy Spirit—for that promise is to them, their children,
and those who are far off—even as many as the Lord God
should call.
Brother Warren used to teach that, in interpreting Scripture, we not only consider a verse but both the immediate and
remote texts of the Bible. We have done so in examining Acts
2:38. The promise of salvation (and all the spiritual blessings
that come through Christ) ﬁt the text and harmonize with all
remote texts. Certainly, it carries fewer problems than Peter
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The excellent article immediately following my
comments was written by the late Thomas B. Warren.
It was his editorial for the May, 1958 issue of what was
then a new journal, The Spiritual Sword. At that time
the “anti” cooperation/orphan home/helping non-saints
out of the church treasury/kitchen in the building controversy was at its peak. Along with brother Warren,
the late brethren E. R. Harper, Guy N. Woods, Roy C.
Deaver, Gus Nichols, G. K. Wallace, Sterl Watson, W.
L. Totty, to name some, rose up to meet this error. Sadly,
at that time there were other church members (elders,
preachers, and others) who did not believe these “anti”
errors, but who did not desire to come to the forefront
of the battle and oppose them. To quote the old gospel
hymn—“In the ﬁght for the right” they were not about
“to dare and do”. Some did not desire to take a public
stand for fear it would cost them their jobs, ﬁnancial
support, friends and/or their families. Others held the
false view that brother Warren addresses in the following article—ignore the error and it will go away, or
leave it alone and it will die out.
Fifty-eight years have come and gone since Warren’s article originally appeared. The Spiritual Sword
ceased publication, only to be revived by brother Warren not many years later. It was then revived to address
the false doctrines of an ever growing liberalism (doctrines that loose men from what God in the Bible has
bound on them). Brother Warren did a great job in selecting, studying, and refuting the errors that continue
to greatly trouble the church.
Although the issues today in the church and nation
for the most part pertain to liberalism rather than “antiism”, the church continues to have those members who
think that error will die out if it is ignored. That being
the case, brother Warren’s article is as needed today,
if not more, than when it was originally published in
1958.
The liberals have to one extent or the other captured the schools of higher education operated by the
brethren. The sentiment that set up the colleges (now
universities) to accept liberal false teaching is working
in the preacher training schools and schools of Biblical studies to the point that today they are about where
the colleges were 40 years ago. (Some such as Sunset
in Lubock, TX are much more to the left of Truth than
are others.) These preacher training schools are no longer willing to stand for the Truth, the whole Truth, and
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nothing but the Truth of God’s Word while militantly
opposing all error in and out of the church as they once
did. With each day that passes, they, along with the congregations whose work they are (one of them operates
under a board as do the universities), become more and
more like their spiritually adulterous higher education
sisters—all about money, numbers, and their secular
sisters. Where in times past, at all costs they upheld all
Bible Truth and aggresively opposed, exposed, and refuted all error as they proclamed the Gospel to a world
drowning in sin, they now follow a policy of seeing
how closely they can walk with the world/denominations and continue to represent themselves as faithful
to God.

error promote and support the school, or does it not?
If opposing the error will be good for the school it will
be opposed, but if not, it will be ignored. Any student,
alumus, or anyone else who opposes such an error is
anathema as far as the shool is concerned—and the
school expects everyone to follow their lead in such
matters. The Bible ceases to be the ﬁnal standard in
determining what and who to support and/or oppose.

Their students are being “trained” to pick and choose
what errors they will oppose and what errors they will
arbitrarily ignore. They demand that their students and
alumni be faithful to them or suffer the consequences of
being “blackballed” by their alma matters. The guideline for deciding what and who to ignore and what and
who to oppose is measured by: Does opposing a certain

Thus with the previous comments before us, we
commend the late brother Warren’s ﬁfty-three year old
article to you. It is as relevant today as it was the day it
was written. All one has to do is apply it to the issues
troubling the church today.

All of the aforementioned being stated, where are
the schools when it comes to teaching and training men
to militantly oppose any and all error and those who
propagate it. They are basicly developing good humor
men who are about as militant toward the devil and his
henchman as a cold wet noodle.

—DPB, Editor



Will Error “Die Out” If “Left Alone”?
Thomas B. Warren
There are those among us who, even though they believe church cooperation and orphan homes to be right, have
an erroneous idea of what to do about opposition to these
matters: they believe that if such error is “left alone” (with
nothing being said about it) it will “die out” of its own accord.

and Protestantism to be drastically wounded by their tactic
of “letting it alone”? (7) Do they expect worldliness in the
church (dancing, drinking, fornication, immodest apparel,
etc.) to “die out” if they will only be careful not to “say
anything about it”?

Do They Accept this Theory on Other Matters?

If the above questions are to be rightly answered with
“Yes” then will someone please tell this editor why we are
preaching at all! If we preach God’s Word at all, there is
something that is not going to be “left alone”! If one doctrine will “die out” if “left alone”, why will not all false doctrines “die out” if “left alone”? If such is true, we all should
immediately stop preaching so that there) will be a soon end
to all error!

It is to be wondered: do these men accept this theory on
other matters? If their house were on ﬁre, would they expect
the ﬁre to “die out” if they just “left it alone”? (As Brother Jack Meyer pointed out: the ﬁre will “die out” when the
house is burned to the ground!) (2) If a rattlesnake were in
their home, would they just “let it alone” expecting it to “die
out” of its own accord? (3) If they were suddenly stricken
with pneumonia, would they “let it alone” while expecting it
to “die-out” of its own accord? (4) Do they expect atheism;
agnosticism, and modernism in general to “die out” while
they “let it alone” and do not “stir it up”? (5) Do they expect
the doctrine of salvation by faith only to “die out” if they will
just “say nothing about it”? (6) Do they expect Catholicism
Contending for the Faith—March/2011

What of the Answers to These Questions?

On the other hand, if the above questions are to be
rightly answered with, “No”, then why will not brethren apply that same reasoning to the questions of orphan homes
and church cooperation? Someone, at some time said something about like this: “Evil grows and spreads because good
men do nothing.” Think of the good men among us who
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have done almost nothing in ﬁghting this destructive hobby
which has divided churches, alienated brethren, and shackled brethren with its human creeds. May God help them to
awaken!
What Does the Bible Say on These Matters?

learned: and turn away from them. For they that are such
serve not our Lord Christ, but their own belly; and by
their smooth and fair speech they beguile the hearts of the
innocent” (Rom. 16:17, 18).

Application of Passages

“For I know that after my departing grievous wolves
will enter in among you, not sparing the ﬂock; and from
among your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse
things, to draw away the disciples after them” (Acts 20:29,
30).

As relates to the present controversy, the previous passages have at least the application: error must be met. We
cannot be pleasing to God by adopting an “ostrich” attitude,
expecting the error to “die out” if we only “let it alone”.
Bible teaching shows such an attitude to be a wrong one.

“For there are many unruly men, vain talkers and deceivers, specially they of the circumcision, whose mouths
must be stopped, …” (Titus 1:10, 11).

What the Lord Needs: Soldiers!

“ ... I resisted him to the face, … I said unto Cephas before
them all …” (Gal. 2:11-14).
“... because of the false brethrn privily brought in, who
came in privily to spy out our liberly which we have in
Christ Jesus, that they might bring us into bondage: to
whom we gave place in the way of subjection, no, not for
an hour” (Gal. 2:4, 5).
“Them that sin reprove in the sight of all, that the rest
may also be in fear” (1 Tim. 5:20).
“... mark them that are causing the divisions and occasions of stumbling, contrary to the doctrine which ye

Paul said: “FIGHT the good FIGHT of the faith...” (1
Timothy 6:12). Further, he said, “Suffer hardship with me,
as a good soldier of Christ Jesus” (2 Timothy 2:3). The
Lord needs MEN and CHURCHES who will dare to stand
up and be counted ON THE SIDE OF TRUTH AND RIGHTEOUSNESS in spite of the hardships which one may have
to suffer at the hands of the exponents of error! My brother,
what about you?
We can thank the Lord that this movement has been met
and turned back. Let us now stand together and complete
the job.



He Died Thinking
Foy Smith
A story was told recently about a ﬁght between a game
rooster and an Owl. It was amusing to me and made me think
of many things other than the point the speaker was making on that occasion. The two birds were placed in a circle
and the respective owners stood by to cheer their bird on to
victory. The rooster circled the owl and the owl just turned,
robot like, to keep an eye on the rooster without making any
indication of putting up a ﬁght himself. The owner of the
rooster asked, “What’s he doing now?” “Oh, he’s thinking.”
The rooster made another thrust or two and when the same
question was asked for a second time regarding the owl’s
behavior the owner again replied, “He’s still thinking.” Suddenly the rooster lunged, threw his steel covered spur, it glistened in the sunlight for a second and shot straight through
the owl’s head. The bird quivvered a time or two and was
dead. Now the moral of the story is: “HE DIED THINKING!”
There are some preachers and brethren in the brotherhood today who have been thinking for a good many years.
Ask them where they stand on some present-day issues and
they will reply, “Oh, we’re still thinking.” They’ve been
thinking for eight or ten years and the only thing we can get
4

out of them is that they’re still “thinking” things over.
Now thinking is good but it looks to me like they should
have reached some decision in eight or ten years of “thinking”. Could it be that they intend to see where the biggest
pile of chips fall and fall that way themselves later on? some
no doubt are waiting for that to happen. Then they’re going
to make up their minds, after victory is won, and talk about
how “we whipped that bunch!”
Now it might happen that way. At least they hope it will.
On the other hand they could be like the owl. They could die
thinking. It is time for everyone to make up his mind about
troublesome issues. Not that he has to make up his mind as to
just how some things must be executed that are in the realm
of judgment, but a decision either for a group that are intent
upon destroying the church or against against them. Now everyone can go that far and make up his mind to that extent.
Some “thinking” is really not thinking at all—it is a cover up, a politicall “putoff” hoping that the majority will make
up their minds for them sooner or later. If I have to die thinking I want to know how I’m thinking and what I’m thinking
about. I also want others to know the what and how of my
thinking. —Deceased
[Brother Warren placed bro. Smith’s article after his
editorial in that 1958 issue of The Spiritual Sword. Does
anyone wonder why he did?—Editor]
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(Continued From Page 1)

allegedly telling the people they would receive a spiritual
gift, and it is miles ahead of Deaver’s explanation that the
apostle was promising them a gift “without accompanying
miraculous power but with non-miraculous spiritual power.”
Remember that Mac did not think the salvation explanation
was even worthy of consideration since he had advanced the
only four possibilities that could possibly explain “the gift
of the Holy Spirit.” Leave it to Deaver to overrate his own
thoroughness.
Objections to the Meaning of Salvation
We will consider his second objection ﬁrst. He says that
if the “gift of the Holy Spirit” is salvation, then it must either be salvation from past sins or salvation in heaven. But
it cannot be salvation in heaven, he avers, because “neither
Peter nor any other preacher could guarantee heaven to any
obedient believer unless the obedient believer died immediately following his baptism” (35). While this observation is
true, it does not mean that heaven was excluded from their
thinking. Being saved from one’s past sins is necessary to
go to heaven—and probably the motive for obedience to the
Gospel. Surely, the 3,000 knew that more was necessary than
being baptized, since “they continued steadfastly in the
apostles’ doctrine…” (Acts 2:42).
If Deaver were entirely right about his second objection
against Peter referring to heaven, then what could possibly
be his criticism of “the gift of the Holy Spirit” referring to
salvation from past sins? He claims that it would be “needless repetition.” He writes:
Does anyone still in control of his mental powers think that
the Holy Spirit inspired Peter to say, “Repent and be baptized
everyone of you in the name of Jesus Christ unto the remission of your sins, and ye shall receive the remission of your
sins” (35)?

This writer will have to plead guilty. Has Mac read Joshua 13:1 lately? “Now Joshua was old, advanced in years. And
the Lord said to him: ‘You are old, advanced in years….’”
To paraphrase Mac: “Does anyone still in control of his
mental powers think that the Holy Spirit inspired Joshua to
write that he was old, advanced in years and then have the
Lord repeat the same thing to him?” Leave it to Deaver to
think he knows God so well that he knows how God would
or would not write.
Parallelisms
In all of his years of study, has Mac never noticed the
Holy Spirit’s use of parallelisms, which amounts to saying
the same thing in different words? One has only to read as
far as Genesis 4:23-24:
Then Lamech said to his wives:
Adah and Zillah, hear my voice;
O wives of Lamech, listen to my speech!
For I have killed a man for wounding me,
Even a young man for hurting me.
If Cain shall be avenged sevenfold,
Then Lamech seventy-seven fold.
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Notice that Adah and Zillah are the wives of Lamech and
that “hear my voice” is equivalent to listen to my speech.
Wounding and hurting are equivalent; young man ampliﬁes
man.
Parallelisms are generally found in the poetic books but
obviously may be found in any book of the Bible. The type
under discussion here is called Synonymous Parallelism.
Despite Mac’s protest of “needless repetition,” the Holy
Spirit chose to use many parallelisms to communicate the
same idea in different words. A few are provided below.
“God has delivered me to the ungodly,
And turned me over to the hands of the wicked”
(Job 16:11).
“Oh, praise the Lord, all you Gentiles!
Laud Him, all you people” (Ps. 117:1!)
“A fool’s lips enter into contention,
and his mouth calls for blows” (Pr. 18:6).
“Woe to him who builds his house by unrighteousness and
his chambers by injustice” (Jer. 22:13).
The earth is violently broken,
The earth is split open,
The earth is shaken exceedingly (Isa. 24:19).

“Does anyone still in control of his mental powers think
that the Holy Spirit inspired Isaiah to say the same thing
three times in a row?” These parallelisms could be multiplied several times over from the poetic and prophetic books,
but someone might point out, “All these examples are from
the Old Testament, and maybe the Hebrews wrote that way,
but what about the New Testament?”
One of the standard works on Bible interpretation is D.
R. Dungan’s Hermeneutics, published originally in the second half of the 19th century, although many editions have
followed. He was cited earlier with respect to “metonymy of
the subject.” He lists Genesis 4:23-24 and many other parallelisms from the Old Testament, but he also mentions Mary’s
praise of God from Luke 1:46-55, after which he makes the
following comment: “A careful reading of this address will
cause any one to see the parallel lines and rhythm in the heart
wrought to the highest tension with love for and praise for
God” (334).
Would that “anyone” include Mac Deaver? Even in
non-poetic passages the New Testament includes parallelisms also. What about 1 Thessalonians 5:19-20? “Do not
quench the Spirit. Do not despise prophecies.” The second
sentence is at least one way the Spirit could be quenched, although there could be other ways. The next two verses comprise an antithetical parallelism: “Test all things; hold fast
what is good. Abstain from every form of evil” (1 Thess.
5:21-22).
One might anticipate Mac saying, “While all of this is
true, it is irrelevant. It does not prove that ‘the gift of the
Holy Spirit’ is salvation.” This statement is true; this information does not prove the case, but it certainly allows for it
to be the case.
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Luke and Acts 2
It would be appropriate to ask if Luke had ever used parallelisms when recording the facts of history. The answer is
that he did—and not far from Acts 2:38-39. Although separated by six verses, Luke writes that “the multitude came
together, and were confused, because everyone heard
them speak in his own language. They were all amazed
and marveled….” (2:6). Later he records: “So they were all
amazed and perplexed, ‘What could this mean?’” (2:12).
Although these bits of information are not in the style of a
parallelism, they do repeat the same information that had already been provided. Was Luke unnecessarily redundant?
But consider Acts 3:14-15: “But you denied the Holy
One and the Just, and asked for a murderer to be granted
to you, and killed the Prince of life, whom God raised
from the dead, of which we are witnesses.”
The people had denied Jesus, to whom Luke refers as the
Holy and Just One. Antithetical to that, the people embraced
someone else, whose character was the opposite of holy and
just; he was a murderer. Peter puts in one more antithetical
twist and contrasts a taker of life with the Prince of Life.
They killed the latter but asked for the former. The ﬁrst and
third descriptions are parallel with an opposite in between.
But why use three descriptions to refer to Jesus—two in the
same sentence? Jesus is the Holy One and the Just, as well as
the Prince of Life. All three are accurate and refer to the same
Person, but they bring out different aspects of His character.
Likewise, when Peter says, “for the forgiveness of
sins,” and also identiﬁes it as “the gift of the Holy Spirit,”
he is merely emphasizing different truths about that salvation. Using different descriptions to refer to the same entity
is not uncommon but frequent in writing. For that reason
we ﬁnd such expressions in poetry, prophecy, and everyday speech. The use of synonyms or equivalent expressions
simply keeps our speaking and writing from becoming boringly repetitious. Peter refers to salvation and its attendant
blessings as “the forgiveness of sins,” “the gift of the Holy
Spirit,” and “the promise.”
Speaking of Acts 3, Peter arrives at a point in his sermon
where he feels compelled to tell those listening how they
ought to respond to the Truth that they had killed the Prince
of Life. “Repent therefore and be converted, that your
sins may be blotted out, so that times of refreshing may
come upon you from the presence of the Lord” (3:19).
The word translated “repent” is the same word that is
used in Acts 2:38. Many are surprised to see “be converted”
for “be baptized.” The two words are not the same or even
related. To be converted is to turn from one side to the other. Jesus said that He spoke in parables so that certain Jews
would hear but not understand, “lest they should turn, and
their sins be forgiven them” (Mark 4:12). This is the way
Peter also uses the word. The Jews needed to give up their
hardness of heart and turn fully to Jesus. In doing so, they
would be baptized, since the apostle had already preached it
6

that way. The fact that 3,000 people were baptized in the city
of Jerusalem could hardly have gone unnoticed.
Those who were scattered in the persecution after the
death of Stephen went everywhere preaching the Word (Acts
8:4). “And the hand of the Lord was with them, and a
great number believed and turned to the Lord” (Acts
11:21). This description of conversion is also found in Acts
15:19. Again, turning to the Lord or being converted, of necessity includes baptism—especially since the purpose for
being converted is “that your sins may be blotted out.”
Probably, we are all in agreement on this point. But one more
example is instructive. As Jesus told Saul of Tarsus what He
expected of him before his sins were washed away, He included that Saul was to go the Gentiles— “to open their
eyes and to turn them from darkness to light, and from
the power of Satan to God, that they might receive forgiveness of sins and an inheritance among those who are
sanctiﬁed by faith in Me” (Acts 26:18).
The word translated “turn” is the same word as “be
converted” in Acts 3:19 [1994]. When people turn from
darkness to light, they receive forgiveness of sins, which
comes through baptism. Paul says that he preached that message—that all should “repent, turn [1994] to God, and do
works beﬁtting repentance” (Acts 26:20).
The purpose of bringing these facts to light is to note
that in Acts 3:19, the people needed to repent (as on Pentecost), and being converted corresponds to being baptized
(not that they are identical but the former includes the latter). So, what corresponds to receiving “the gift of the Holy
Spirit”? The answer is—“times of refreshing” that come
“from the presence of the Lord.” As has been our thesis
all along, these times of refreshing (“the gift of the Holy
Spirit”) refer to salvation and all that comes with it, such as
the inheritance mentioned in Acts 26:18 (cf. Gal. 3:29).
Unlike the Day of Pentecost, no emphasis on the Holy
Spirit is present to confuse the reader. No one on this day
would confuse “times of refreshing” with a gift “without
accompanying miraculous power but with non-miraculous
spiritual power.” Mac’s objection to “the gift of the Spirit”
being salvation does not hold. In fact, his analysis is little
more than a quibble. He could not have thought through
what he was writing very thoroughly, or he would not have
mocked the fact that the Spirit can indeed use similar expressions to communicate the same thought. He will need to
make a more serious effort to undermine this view when the
entirety of the New Testament corroborates it. He undoubtedly will make a reply. Leave it to Deaver!

—5410 Lake Howell Road
Winter Park, FL 32792

If they only measured the distance, some people
would be amazed how little they had
traveled when they came to their wits’ end.
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Our 2010 lectureship and book were well received. We thank all of those who purchased the
book. The 2011 lectureship book compliments
last year’s book and we trust you will obtain it
to complete the two volume set of Proﬁles in
Apostasy.
Literature, books in particular, is one of the
tools of Satan, and in the last several years false
teachers in the church have produced many of
them. Aided by the internet, error abounds and
permeates the church.
In continuing with our efforts to expose and
refute error no matter who teaches it and wherever it may be found, we have produced this
second volume exposing those who seek to
change the Lord’s church into a human church.
As in our 2010 book, in the 2011 book you
will ﬁnd information that will help the faithful
child of God remain faithful and successfully
combat those who are exchanging the Truth for
a lie. The change agents in the church must be
stopped. The 2011 book along with our 2010
book will help one to stop their mouths.

—David P. Brown, Editor

This 553 page hardback book is available for:

$20.00 plus $3.00 S/H
Texas residents add 7.25% tax
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DOES ANYONE KNOW WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
THE MAN WHO WROTE THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES?

THE SIN OF COWARDICE
Garland Elkins
“And the ofﬁcers shall speak further unto the peoIf there were fewer of these hinderers in the world, it
ple, and they shall say, What man is there that is faithful would be easier to keep heart. When the heathen learned that
and fainthearted? let him go and return unto his house, Nehemiah was rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem, they did
lest his brethren’s heart faint as well as his heart.” (Deut. everything within their power to hinder the work.
But it came to pass, that when Sanballat, and Tobiah, and
20:8). There is a very interesting story in connection with
the Arabians, and the Ammonites, and the Ashdodites,
this verse. Instructions were given to the priests and ofﬁcers
heard that the walls of Jerusalem were made up, and that
about the preparation for a battle. The ofﬁcers were to go
the breaches began to be stopped, then they were very
among the soldiers and talk with them, and if they found
wroth, And conspired all of them together to come and to
there any man who was a coward, they were to send the
ﬁght against Jerusalem, and to hinder it (Neh. 4:7,8).
cowards home lest they exert a bad inﬂuence on the other
The one talent man failed at least partially because he
soldiers, lest their cowardice spread throughout the army and
defeat result. Gideon, at a later time was instructed to send did not have faith in himself. He was unsure of himself and
all cowards home before he went to battle. “Now therefore of his abilities. He could not do as much as the ﬁve and two
go to, proclaim in the ears of the people, saying, Whoso- talent men, therefore he did nothing. He said, “And I was
ever is fearful and afraid, let him return and depart ear- afraid, and went and hid thy talent in the earth: lo, there
ly from mount Gilead. And there returned of the people thou hast that is thine” (Mt. 25:25). His lord did not contwenty and two thousand; and there remained ten thou- sider his cowardice a valid reason for his failure. In fact his
sand” (Jud. 7:3). These two
lord described him as “wicked
2010 CFTF BOUND VOLUMES AVAILABLE
cases show what God thinks of
and slothful” and “unproﬁtcowards. He not only consid- WRITE, PHONE OR E-MAIL US TODAY FOR YOUR able.”
ers such a one useless in a ﬁght
His Lord answered and
COPY. ORDER AN EXTRA COPY FOR A FRIEND
said
unto him, Thou wickbut a positive hindrance and a
ed
and
slothful
servant,
thou
knewest
that I reap where
dangerous person to have in an army. Someone has said, A
I
sowed
not,
and
gather
where
I
have
not
strawed: Thou
coward is like a rotten apple in a barrel; it not only is of no
oughtest
therefore
to
have
put
my
money
to
the exchangvalue, but it starts the other apples to rotting.
The Coward--A Discourager
I have read of a soldier in the army being court-martialed’ for acting as a discourager. He struck no blows for th€
enemy. He was not’ disloyal to his country. But he was a discourager. It was a critical time. The welfare of the country
was at stake. Instead of encouraging the men on whom the
defence depended and seeking to make them stronger and
braver, he made them less courageous by putting faintness
in their hearts. The court-martial judged it a crime to speak
discouraging words at sucp a time.
It is sad but true in most every community there are
people who are continually committing this same crime.
Fortunate indeed is the home that does not contain one or
more such members in it. Happy is the congregation which
does not have one or more such members in its membership.
Blessed indeed is the community which does not contain
such citizens.
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ers, and then at my coming I should have received mine
own with usury. Take therefore the talent from him, and
give it unto him which hath ten talents. For unto every
one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance:
but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that
which he hath. And cast ye the unproﬁtable servant into
outer darkeness: there be weeping and gnashing of teeth
(Mt. 25:26-30).

I have read that at some points in the Alps the guides
warn tourists not to talk, or sing, or even whisper, lest the reverberation of their words in the air start an avalanche on the
mountains and bring it down upon the villages. And likewise
there are men and women who are carrying such heavy loads
of duty, sorrow, illness, bereavement, etc., that the slightest
addition to their weight would crush them. They are buildling against great odds. They are holding on against great
pressures with the hope of overcoming ultimately. They do
not need a discourager to dishearten them. They need a word
of cheer and encouragement to help them along the way. Let
Contending for the Faith—March/2011

us carefully avoid being guilty of the sin of hindering. Let
us not commit the crime of cowardice. Let us not fall under
the condemnation of being a discourager.
Courage Can Be Cultivated
Many people who are naturally fearful have overcome
their fear and have forced themselves to stand bravely for
the truth. God exhorted Joshua to have courage as he was
about to take the mantle of leadership of the nation of Israel,
which Moses had worn so well. God said to him,
Be strong and of a good courage: for unto this people shalt
thou divide for an inheritance the land, which I sware
unto their fathers to give them. Only be thou strong and
very courageous, that thou mayest observe to do according to all the law, which Moses my servant commanded
thee: turn not from it to the right hand or to the left, that
thou mayest prosper whithersoever thou goest. This book
of the law shall not depart out of thy mouth; but thou
shalt meditate therein day and night, that thou mayest
observe to do according to all that is written therein: for
then thou shalt make thy way prosperous, and then thou
shalt have good success. Have not I commanded thee? Be
strong and of a good courage; be not afraid, neither be
thou dismayed: for the Lord thy God is with thee whithersoever thou goest. (Jos. 1:6-9).

Courage puts heart into others. If cowardice is contagious, so also is courage. We are ﬁghting with Christ, the
great Captain of our salvation (Heb. 2:10). We have not rea-

son to fear, He has never lost a battle. We have an armor that
will prove a sure and adequate defence.
Finally, be strong in the Lord, and in the strength of his
might. Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be
able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For our wrestling is not against ﬂesh and blood, but against the principalities, against the powers, against the world-rulers of
this darkness, against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in
the heavenly places. Wherefore take up the whole armor
of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day,
and, having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having
girded your loins with truth, an having put on the breastplate of righteousness, and having shod your feet with
the preparation of the gospel of peace; withal taking up
the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench
all the ﬁery darts of the,evil one. And take the helmet of
salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word
of God: with all prayer and supplication praying at all
seasons in the Spirit, and watching thereunto in all perseverance and supplication for all the saints, and on my
behalf, that utterance may be given unto me in opening
my mouth, to make known with boldness the mystery of
the gospel (Eph. 6:10-19).

Let us cultivate courage, and by putting courage into
our own hearts we shall also put courage into the hearts of
others. “For God gave us not a spirit of fearfulness; but
of power and love and discipline” (2 Tim. 1:7).
[The Getwell Reminder, Sept. 20, 1979, Vol. 20, No. 38]



THE NEED FOR COURAGE
Courage is deﬁned as: “The attitude or response of facing and dealing with anything recognized as dangerous,
difﬁcult, or painful, instead of withdrawing from it; the
quality of being fearless or brave; valor; pluck.” Courage
is that quality which enables one to encounter danger, risk,
criticism, or to face difﬁculties without turning back. The
quality of courage is necessary in order for one to become a
Christian, and it just as indispensable in living the Christian
life. It is an outgrowth of faith, and supplements it: “In your
faith supply virtue” (2 Pet. 1:5). Virtue means” “general
moral goodness; right action and thinking; uprightness; rectitude; morality.” One of the reasons our word “virtue” is
used as a synonym for purity as of a virgin is that it takes
strength of character to maintain chastity. Courage has been
required in all ages. Though the masses have often shown a
deplorable lack of courage, there have been noble souls in
all ages which have possessed this priceless treasure.
Courage In The Patriarchal Age
Abel was a courageous follower of God (Gen. 4:1-8).
Even though Cain killed him, courageous Abel exerts treContending for the Faith—March/2011

mendous inﬂuence for good even until now, and will continue to do so as long as time continues.
By faith Abel offered unto God a more excellent sacriﬁce
than Cain, through which he had witness borne to him
that he was righteous, God bearing witness in respect of
his gifts: and through it he being dead yet speaketh (Heb.
11:4).

Abraham is another good example of a courageous follower of God during the patriarchal age. The Holy Spirit
highly compliments him for his courageous obedience.
By faith Abraham, when he was called, obeyed to go out
unto a place which he was to receive for an inheritance;
and he went out, not knowing whither he went. By faith
he became a sojourner in the land of promise, as in a land
not his own, dwelling in tents, with Isaac and Jacob, the
heirs with him of the same promise: for he looked for the
city which hath the foundations, whose builder and maker is God. (Heb. 11:8-10).

Moses is another eloquent example of a courageous obedient servant. The Lord commanded him to return to Egypt
and he went. “And the Lord said unto Moses in Midian,
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Go, return into Egypt: for all the men are dead which
sought thy life.” (Ex. 4:19). He demonstrated tremendous
faith and courage in all of his decisions and actions.
By faith Moses, when he was born, was hid three months
by his parents, because they saw he was a goodly child;
that they were not afraid of the king’s commandment. By
faith Moses, when he was grown up, refused to be called
the son of Pharaoh’s daughter; choosing rather to share
ill treatment with the people of God, than to enjoy the
pleasures of sin for a season; accounting, the reproach of
Christ greater riches than the treasures of Egypt: for he
looked unto the recompense of reward. By faith he forsook
Egypt, not fearing the wrath of the king: for he endured,
as seeing him who is invisible. By faith he kept the passover, and the sprinkling of the blood, that the destroyer of
the ﬁrstborn, should not touch them. By faith they passed
through the Red sea as by dry land: which the Egyptians
assaying to do were swallowed up (Heb. 11:43-29),

Courage In The Mosaic Age
The Mosaic age also abounds with men of courage. It
was courage born of faith which enabled Elijah to oppose
Ahab, Jezebel and the four hundred and ﬁfty false prophets
of Baal (1 Kings 18:18-22). This is the high courage demonstrated by David as he ran to meet Goliath (1 Sam. 17:45). It
was courage born of faith which fortiﬁed Moses as he went
before Pharoah. It was this same courage produced by faith
in and love for God which enabled the Hebrew Children to
obey God even though they were cast into the ﬁery furnace
(Dan. 3:16-18). Daniel demonstrated great courage in the
face of the threat of being cast into the den of lions. Time
and space fails us to tell of Joshua, Gideon, Samuel and a
host of other examples of strength and faith under the Mosaic dispensation.
Courage In The Christian Age
The names of Peter, James, and John, Stephen, and
Paul, Antipas, and multitudes of others are examples of
strength and faith. Paul, and many others who faced death
rather than give up faith in a cruciﬁed and resurrected Savior
all convince us of their great courage. Jesus is the greatest
example of it. He, the innocent, “resisted unto blood, striv-

ing against sin” (Heb. 12:4).
Courage Is Needed To Live The Christian Life
It takes courage to renounce all and follow Jesus; yet
this is required. “So therefore whosoever he be of you that
renounceth not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple” (Lk. 14:33). It requires courage to resist temptation;
yet this can be done. “There hath no temptation taken you
but such as man can bear: but God is faithful, who will
not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able; but
will with the temptation make also the way of escape,
that ye may be able to endure it” (1 Cor. 10:13). Courage
is demanded to add the Christian graces, one of which is
courage or virtue (2 Pet. 1:5-7).
Courage Is Needed In The Hour Of Death
All of us possess a strong desire to live. Of Jesus it is
written: “And he went forward a little, and fell on his
face, and prayed, saying, My Father, if it be possible, let
this cup pass away from me: nevertheless, not as I will,
but as thou wilt” (Mt. 26:39). Our Lord prayed and wept
before His death, but He also obeyed.
Who in the days of his ﬂesh, having offered up prayers
and supplications with strong crying and tears unto him
that was able to save him from death, and having been
heard for his godly fear, though he was a Son, yet learned
obedience by the things which he suffered; and having
been made perfect, he became unto all them that obey
him the author of eternal salvation; named of God a high
priest after the order of Melchizedek (Heb. 4:7-9).

Heroic courage has been seen in all ages; it is necessary
now both to live and to die. Let us all follow the Lord so
faithfully that we can say with the peerless apostle Paul:
According to my earnest expectation and hope, that. in
nothing shall I be put to shame, but that with all boldness, as always, so now also Christ shall be magniﬁed in
my body, whether by life, or by death. For to me to live is
Christ, and to die is gain (Phil. 1:20,21).

[The Getwell Reminder, July 26, 1979, Vol. 20, No. 30]
—3950 Forest Hill-Irene Road
Memphis, TN 38125


[EDITORIAL COMMENT: Over thirty years ago I reprinted the preceding excellent articles in the church bulletin where I then preached.
Recently I came across them and decided to print them in CFTF with my remarks to follow. As I read through them again a feeling of sadness
came over me. That sadness was not because of the subjects addressed therein, or the approach taken in addressing them, or any misuse of the
Scriptures, or the logic they employed, or the conclusions reached, but because of the change in the one who wrote them—Garland Elkins. As the years
have come and gone the articles’ author and his MSOP co-laborers, et al., have ceased to objectively, consistently, and without respect of persons
apply the articles’ meaning and message to all circumstances, situations, and people to which and to whom they apply.
The preceding being the case, I ask him and his fellow travelers a question put by Paul to the Galatians, “You did run well; who did hinder
you that ye should not obey the truth?” (Gal. 5:7). They have lost sight of the fact that Truth is the begining of all things with God—certainly that includes
salvation, faithfulness, the unity of believers, and who Christians Scripturally should, and who they should not fellowship (John 8: 31, 32; 17;17). The horse on which
their error has boldly ridden out into the church is their compromise of the Truth in order to fellowship unrepentent false teachers—such as
Dave Miller, Stan Crowley, those who fellowship and defend them. Of course this includes anyone else who extends fellowship to those not in
fellowship with God. However, the very thing that causes them to compromise the Truth so they may fellowship these urrepentent brethren has
opened the door for the same to happen over and over again. With honesty and objectivity such people need to reread these articles and take a big
dose of the spiritual healing medicine found therein. But if they will not do so let us remember that Jesus said of such people, “Let them alone:
they be blind leaders of the blind. And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch” (Mt. 15:14)—DPB]
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THE DOCTRINE OF CHRIST
Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God.
He that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. If there
come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither
bid him God speed: For he that biddeth him God speed is partaker of his evil deeds.
(2 John 9-11)
The foregoing Scripture is one of the most abused, misused, and wrested passages in the Bible—especially John’s
inspired expression in verse nine, “the doctrine of Christ”.
That being the case, we want to study it for the purpose of
determining the absolute Truth of it.
The late false teacher Carl Ketcherside contended that
the expression “doctrine of Christ” pertains to the doctrine
about Christ, not the doctrine that Jesus authored. For some
time now a number of liberal false teachers in the church
(change agents who by their false doctrines seek to loose
brethren from what God in the Bible has bound on them)
have continued to espouse and press Ketcherside’s view on
the deﬁnition of “the doctrine of Christ”. The question for
us to answer is: Are Ketcherside and his doctrinal friends
correct in believing that this expression means the doctrine
about or concerning Christ?
The English expression “the doctrine of Christ” translates the following transliterated Greek expression tei didachei tou Christou. What did John desire for the recipients
of his letter (those who understood, spoke, wrote, and read
Greek) to understand when they read or heard what he wrote
to them? Surely as an inspired apostle of Christ who was
writing part of his Savior and Lord’s last Will and Testament
could say of his inspired writings what the apostle Paul wrote
to the Ephesians concerning his letter to them: “Whereby,
when ye read, ye may understand my knowledge in the
mystery of Christ” (Eph. 3, 4). If we have a correct English
translation of the Greek New Testament, we can understand
it. If we do not do so, it is not God’s fault, but our own.
Tou Christou is in the genitive case. It is the case of
genus or kind—the case that speciﬁes (See pp. 493-501 of
A. T. Robertson’s A Grammar of the Greek New Testament
In the Light of Historical Research). However, the question
that concerns us is this: in what way does it specify? If tou
Christou means the doctrine about Christ it must be in what
Greek gramarians call the “objective genitive” case. However, if it is the doctrine that is from Jesus, or what He authored, it is in the “subjective genitive” case.
The liberals want tou Christou to be in the “objective

genitive”. This is the case because they do not think one
must be compliant with all New Testament obligations (if
they believe there are any obligations in the New Testament
for one to discharge) before fellowship can exist beween all
those who assent to the fact that Jesus is the Son of God. Of
course, the problem even the liberal runs into with this kind
of thinking is this—what particulars must one believe about
Christ before fellowship can exist between one and God and
those who ascent to the fact that Jesus is God’s Son and others who are of the same persuasion. Usually they reduce this
belief to the bare essentials concerning Jesus—His eternal
Deity, Virgin birth, His sinless life, etc. However, as to what
a liberal holds that one must believe about Christ in order for
fellowship to exist between those who acknowledge Jesus’
existence in history (past time and space) depends upon with
which liberal one is dealing at the time. Rest assured they do
not know where to draw the line concerning who is in fellowship with God and, thus, who it is they can fellowship.
Further, the same thing may be said regarding how much
genuine concern any of them have about the matter.
The genitive case can be used with a noun that precedes
it. In 2 John 9 the noun is didachei rendered doctrine in English. Connected with a noun or substantive, the genitive case
can denote possession, describe, or deﬁne (Ibid, A. T. Robertson). It also ﬁnds usage in what is called “subjective” and
“objective” genitive.
Dana and Mantey inform us that, “We have the subjective genitive when the noun in the genitive produces the action, being therefore related as the subject to the verbal idea
of the noun modiﬁed” (A Manual Grammar of the Greek
New Testament, p. 78).
Regarding the objective genitive, the same men tell us
that, “We have this construction when the noun in the genitive receives the action, being thus related as object to the
verbal idea contained in the noun modiﬁed” (Ibid, 78, 79).
Now back to 2 John 9 and the expression “the doctrine
of Christ” (tei didachei tou Christou). Did Jesus produce
the action of the noun “teaching”—subjective, or is He the
object of the teaching—objective? In answering this ques-
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tion, we begin by referencing several Greek authorities and
commentators.
Joseph Henry Thayer in his Greek Lexicon states that
“The doctrine which has God, Christ, the Lord, for its author
and supporter: John 7:17; Acts 13:12; 2 John 9...” (p. 144).
In his Word Pictures in the New Testament, A. T. Robertson writes: “‘And abideth not in the teaching of Christ’
which is the standard of Christian teaching as the walk of
Christ is the standard for the Christian’s walk. (I Jno. 2:6;
Jno. 7:16-19.)”
Robertson goes on to say:
these gnostics claim to be the progressive, the advanced thinkers, and were anxious to relegate Christ to the past in their
onward march.” (Page 254.) Furthermore he writes: “If anyone cometh and bringeth not this teaching, receive him not
into your house and give him no greeting.” But here the
point turns on the stranger bringing into the house, or trying to
do so. This is heretical and harmful teaching which seems to
be after the salutation is over. The usual greeting to a house is
given in Luke 10:5. This, he says, can very well be understood
of the peril of allowing these gnostic propagandists to spread
their pernicious teaching (compare Mormans or Bolsheviks)
in home and church usually meeting in the home.

Commenting upon the phrase, “partaketh in his evil
works,” Robertson writes:
“Associate the instrumental case with Koinonei, as in I Timothy 5: 22, common verb from Koinonos (partner) is to be born
in mind that the churches often met in private homes. (Rom.
14:5; Col. 4:15), and if these traveling deceivers were allowed
to spread their doctrine in these homes and sent along with the
endorsement as Apollos was from Ephesus to Corinth, (Acts
18:27) there was no way of escaping the responsibility of the
harm wrought by these propagandists of evil.” (Word Pictures
in the New Testament).

The late professor of New Testament Criticism, Union
Theological Seminary, New York, Marvin Vincent states:
“Of Christ. Not the teaching concerning Christ, but the
teaching of Christ Himself and of His apostles. See Heb. 2:3.
So according to New Testament usage. See John 18:19; Acts
2:42; Rev. 2:14, 15” (Word Studies in the New Testament).
Coeditor of Westcott and Hort’s Greek Testament,
Brooke Foss Westcott wrote:
in the doctrine of Christ, the doctrine which Christ brought,
and which He brought ﬁrst in His own person, and then
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through his followers (Heb. 2:3). This sense seems better
than the doctrine of (concerning) the Christ, and the usage of
the New Testament is uniformly in favor of it (Rev. 2:14, 15;
In. 18:19; Acts 2:42, The Epistles of St. John).

One of the original members of the English Revised
Version committee 1881, Henry Alford states:
And not abiding in the doctrine of Christ (i.e. in Christ’s doctrine) ... that truth which Christ Himself taught. This is far
more likely than that the genitive should be objective ... “and
thus we have the personal genitive after didache wherever it
occurs in the New Testament ... (The Greek Testament, Revised by Everett F. Harrison).

Johann Edward Huther writes:
tou christou is not the objective (Sander, Ebrard, etc.) but the
subjective genitive (Duesterdieck, Ewald, Braune); the doctrine which, proceeding from Christ, was proclaimed by the
apostles (Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the General
Epistles of James and John, edited by H.A.W. Meyer).

Concerning 2 John 9, A. E. Cook wrote:
There is nothing in the context or the usage of the New Testament to suggest that tou christou should be regarded as an
objective genitive, the writer meaning by the phrase ‘the apostolic teaching about Christ’. Such an interpretation would
seem to be the outcome of preconceived notions of what the
author ought to have meant rather than of what his words indicate. Cf. Jn. 18:19;7:16; Mt. 7;28; Mk. 4:2; Li. 4:32; Acts
2:42; Rev. 2:14, 15. The ‘teaching’ no doubt includes the
continuation of Christ’s work by His apostles, but it begins
in the work of Christ Himself (A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on Johannine Epistles).

Alfred Plummer declared: “tou christou. The doctrine
which He taught (John xviii. 19; Rev. ii. 14,15), rather than
the doctrine which teaches about Him” (The Epistles of St.
John).
Commenting on Kerygma (preaching), Gerhard
Friedrich wrote of the: “preaching of Jesus Christ” in
Rom. 16:25. He states that it referenced the message Jesus preached. He concluded: “Hence the preaching of Jesus
Christ can only mean the message which Jesus Christ proclaimed” (Theological Dictionary of the New Testament,
Vol. 3, p. 716).
In examining the word didache, Karl Rengstorf concludes that the New Testament usage of it references the
whole of Jesus’ teaching in form and content. To illustrate
his point he shows that Mt 16:12 “has in view the whole of
what the Pharisees and Sadducees teach.” He then points out
that Acts 2:42 pertains to “the whole of what the apostles
were teaching.” He then points out that “the same is true of
the Johannine literature...” As an example of the same he
cites 2 John 9ff (Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Vol. II, p. 164).
John Peter Lange states:
...The Genitive is subjective. Agreeable to constant usage, it
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cannot be the Genitive of the object. It is the doctrine which
Christ Himself brought and taught and caused to be propagated by His apostles. But, of course, the principal part of
its contents, is Christology (Commentary on the Holy Scriptures).

R.C.H. Lenski says:
didachee = ‘doctrine’ (A.V. is correct); ‘teaching’ (R.V.)
would be didaskalia. ‘Of Christ’ is the subjective genitive:
the doctrine Christ taught and still teaches through His apostles. John 1:18 (The Interpretation of the Epistles of St. Peter,
St. John, and St. Jude, p. 568).

J. R. W. Stott writes:
The Christian seeks to abide not only in Christ but in the doctrine of Christ. At ﬁrst sight this phrase, literally ‘the doctrine of Christ’ (N. E. B.) might be taken as meaning ‘the
teaching which recognizes Jesus as the Christ’ (Smith), and
this would suit the context well. But the ‘usage of the New
Testament’(Westcott, Brooke) requires that the genitive be interpreted not as objective, ‘the teaching about Christ,’ but as
subjective, ‘Christ’s teaching.’ This no doubt includes what
Christ continued to teach through the apostles (Cf. Acts 1:1;
Col. 3:16; Heb. 2:3). Such authoritative apostolic doctrine is
equivalent to what in his First Epistle John called ‘what you
heard from the beginning’ (2:24 RSV; Cf. 2:7; 3:11; Jn. 8:31;
2 Tim. 3:14 and 2 Jn. 5, 2). The Christian’s development
is not progress beyond Christ’s teaching, whether direct or
through the apostles as recorded in the New Testament, but a
progressive understanding of it (The Epistles of John).

W.E. Vine informs us that:
The signiﬁcance of the word rightly rendered ‘goeth onward,’
(transgresseth in KJV—DPB) is not that of progress itself
but an advance in teaching that goes beyond the teaching of
Christ; that is to say, not only the teaching concerning the
person of Christ, but that which He gave and commanded His
followers to teach (The Collected Writings of W.E. Vine).

Guy N. Woods informs us that,
The ‘teaching of Christ’ here is not teaching about Christ,
or teaching which is Christian in substance or nature; it is
the teaching which Christ did personally and through those
whom he inspired. It is the teaching of Christ, because he is,
in the ﬁnal analysis, its author, and from him it issued. It is
thus an infallible standard, and no deviation from it is possible without apostasy (A Commentary on the New Testament
Epistles of Peter, John, and Jude).

THE SUBJECTIVE GENITIVE IN
OTHER NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES
Numerous are the New Testament passges where the
subjective genitive occurs with “doctrine” or equivalent
words to it. To follow are several of these passages. Kerygma (preaching) exists with the subjective genitive in “the
preaching of Jonas” (Matt. 12:41). In Rom. 16:25 and 1 Cor.
2:4 Paul writes of “my gospel”—literally “the gospel of
me”. He writes to the Corinthians of “our preaching”—
again, literally “the preaching of us” (1 Cor. 15:14). DidasContending for the Faith—March/2011

kalia (doctrine) also appears with the subjective genitive in
Col 2:22: “doctrines of men”. It is the same in Paul’s warning to Timothy about those who depart from the faith by listening to and believing “doctrines of devils” (1 Tim. 4:1),
and when he references “My doctrine” in 2 Tim. 3:10. The
following verses containing didache appear with the subjective genitive—Matt. 7:28; 22:32; Mark. 1:22; 4:2; 11:18;
12:38; Lk. 4:32; John 18:19. Also, consider that doctrine appears with the subjective genitive in “doctrine of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees” (Matt. 16:12); “My doctrine”
(John 7:16); “the apostles’ doctrine” (Acts 2:42); “your
doctrine” (Acts 5:28), “the doctrine of the Lord” (Acts
13:12); “the doctrine of Balaam” (Rev. 2:14), and “the
doctrine of the Nicolaitanes” (Rev. 2:15).
In view of the usage of the subjective genitive with the
word doctrine in the preceding verses and the comments
from some of the foremost Greek scholars about the genitive (subjective and objective), we ask on what legitimate
grounds would one honestly contend that “the doctrine of
Christ” in 2 John 9 is not the doctrine taught by Christ and
his apostles? However, we understand why those who seek
fellowship and unity beyond the authority of the New Testament (Col. 3:17) refuse to believe that “the doctrine of
Christ” in 2 John 9 means anything other than the doctrine
that is about Christ. They want to fellowship people who are
not in fellowship with God and they cannot do that if they
admit that “the doctrine of Christ” in 2 John 9 means the
doctrine Christ and His apostles taught (Jude 3; John 12:48;
James 1:25).

—David P . Brown, Editor

It is sad to see the wicked behaviour
of so many about us; but it is even more
disheartening to see them unashamed.
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Who Sets The Terms And Limits Of Fellowship?
Harrell Davidson
The original word for fellowship is “joint participation.” Another word that describes fellowship is “partners”
(cf. Luke 5:7, 10). These disciples were partners in the occupation of ﬁshing, but we are not talking about ﬁshing. We
are talking about what the word fellowship means and how
it is used in the Scriptures. The church in Jerusalem “...continued stedfastly in the apostles’ doctrine and fellowship,
and in breaking of bread, and in prayers” (Acts 2:42).
If we can ascertain what the apostles’ doctrine was/is,
we will know the answer the question posed above. Jesus
said, “For whosoever shall be ashamed of me and of my
words, of him shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he
shall come in his own glory, and in his Father’s, and of
the holy angels” (Luke 9:26). Jesus said, “My words.”
Were the words He spoke His own? No they were not!
Jesus plainly said, “For I have given unto them the words
which thou gavest me; and they have received them, and
have known surely that I came out from thee, and they
have believed that thou didst send me” (John 17:8). Now,
please notice with me the following. The apostles’ words or
teaching and the words or teaching of Christ was received
by Christ from God the Father. They were not His words in
that they originated with Him, but the very Words of God
– the words God gave Him. Therefore, the apostles’ doctrine was the doctrine of Christ which was the doctrine that
God gave Him and He to the apostles. Anyone who can see
through a ladder can see this.
Let us back up to Acts 2:42 and ask, was one not following the apostles’ doctrine in fellowship with them? A resounding “no!” Okay, was one not following the apostles’
doctrine in fellowship with Christ? Again the answer is “no.”

We ask again, was one who was not following the apostles’
doctrine (teaching) and the doctrine (teaching) of Christ, in
fellowship with God? Again, the answer is absolutely “no!”
Since the saved were added to the church (cf. Acts 2:47),
those who did not obey the apostles doctrine would not be
in the church, would they? “No!” There were no saved ones
outside the body of Christ. One may ask, what if one had
obeyed the Gospel and was added to the church but followed
not in the doctrine of the apostles, Christ and God, are they
in fellowship with the faithful in the Lord’s church? “No!”
Did not Paul and other inspired writers warn the church
about fellowship practices? Of course they did! Consider
Paul’s letter to the Ephesians when he commanded, “And
have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them” (Eph. 5:11). We wish to
ask, was this Paul’s doctrine alone? No, it was the doctrine
of Christ. Was it the doctrine of Christ alone? No, it was the
doctrine of God. What is/are “works of darkness?” This is
any work or practice that is not authorized in God’s eternal
Word. How, then, can we fellowship those who do not follow the teachings of Christ?
What about those who bid God speed to one who does
not abide in the teachings of Christ (cf. 2 John 9-11)? The
Scriptures say that such a one does not have either the Father
or the Son? Someone might say, “Brother so and so does
not believe the error nor does he teach the error of the false
teacher. Why he only speaks on the same programs with the
false teacher.” God says in essence that such a one has left
God behind.
—506 N. Seventh St.
Obion, TN 38240



SOBERING SOUNDS

HOW PLEASANT IT IS
Charles Pogue

The Psalmist penned the familiar words, “Behold, how
good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together
in unity” (Psa. 133:1). Unity produces pleasant feelings for
both the intellect and the emotion. Unity provides us with a
sense of strength, and makes it possible to perform tasks that
would be otherwise far more difﬁcult, if not impossible. It is
no wonder that Jesus prayed for the sanctiﬁcation and unity
that comes only through God’ Truth (John 17:17-21).That
very unity was realized on the day of Pentecost, when about
three thousand repented and were baptized for the remission
of their sins. That they realized the pleasantry of the kind of
14

unity of which the psalmist wrote is manifest in Acts 2:44,
“And all that believed were together…” Consequently,
they were of one accord and ate their bread with gladness
and singleness of heart (v. 46).
In contrast to the pleasantry resulting from unity, sowing discord among brethren is one of the seven things that
are an abomination to God (Prov. 6:16-19). We can understand why that is so, because we have all at one time or another experienced the stress, worry, and tension that results
from a breach. Strife between spouses, parents and children,
or just friends is as unpleasant a thing of which the human
Contending for the Faith—March/2011

heart can imagine and the life can experience.
I once had a brother say to me about another brother,
“He isn’t happy unless he is involved in controversy.” The
brother insisted that the targeted brother thrived on the same.
The accusation was as ridiculous as it was false. Friends, if a
person sought division among brethren, because it made him
happy and caused him to thrive, he would not be a faithful
child of God. Good brethren do not get involved in controversy where error is concerned because they thrive on it, but
to keep the command to “earnestly contend for the faith”
(Jude 3). Anyone who asserts they enjoy, desire, and want
division is at best guilty of a false judgment, or at worse on
the wrong side of the issue that disrupted the pleasantness of
unity and yielded division.
Division among brethren is hard. Withdrawal of fellowship is harder on those who must withdraw than it is upon
the withdrawn from brother or brethren. It is sad when the
person or persons who have been withdrawn from do not understand that, and hurl their barbed accusations at those who
are interested in nothing more than restoring the severed
unity upon the only basis it can be–the Word of the Lord!
For two people to no longer be able to participate together, and have the closeness of mind and purpose that
once existed, because one of them has begun to walk disorderly, results in a broken heart. It is not the heart of the one
that has swerved from the Truth whose heart is broken, but
the one who must say, “Here is your sin, you must repent of
it, or our fellowship must be disrupted,” who has the broken
heart. The other, more than likely, is just angry. That is not
very pleasant either, so as far as the once close relationship
is concerned, no one wins. Anyone who has been scripturally withdrawn from and who thinks otherwise is wrong.
It is always the one who is in the right who suffers the
most. If an individual is improperly withdrawn from, then
he has the broken heart. Take notice. When withdrawal of
fellowship is done properly, the persons withholding their
fellowship show compassion. If withdrawal of fellowship is
done without scriptural basis, there is often no compassion,
just harsh, bitter, and reckless allegations
Who is the most hated man in the Bible? Surely, it was
Jesus. Jesus said the world hated Him because He testiﬁed
of it, that its works were evil (John 7:7). Then in John 8:40,
He said, “But now ye seek to kill me, a man that hath told
you the truth, which I have heard of God: this did not
Abraham.” Was it pleasant for Jesus that the world rejected
the Word He spoke of the Father? Did He thrive on the controversy that resulted from the ignorance and blindness of
His own people? Certainly not! But He was the one in the
right, and the one hurt the most.
Luke records these sad words: “And when he was
come near, he beheld the city, and wept over it, Saying, if
thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the
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things which belong unto thy peace! But now they are
hid from thine eyes” (Luke 19:41, 42). Matthew records
Jesus saying:
“O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee, how often
would I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen
gathereth her chickens under her wing, and ye would not
(Matt. 23:37).

Jesus came to His own, but they did not receive Him
(John 1:11). The Lord pleaded with His own; He showed
them their error with a thus saith the Lord, yet their continued disobedience broke His heart: and they killed Him.
Division is not pleasant and it always hurts those who
are in the right the most. Whether it is over a point of Truth,
methodology, pride, or insistence that one have his own way,
when fellowship is severed and division exists, it is nothing
over which the faithful rejoice, but weep.
Here may be the saddest thing of all: sometimes just a
simple admission of, “I did wrong” is all it takes for unity to
be restored. Yet, the haughty spirit stands in the way. How
anyone can claim to stand against anything taught in error,
defend the one who taught or teaches it, and yet say, “I did
nothing wrong of which I need to repent,” is as incredible as
it is mysterious. Then when it becomes apparent that the defense of one error leads to fellowship with those embroiled
in some other error, one just wants to sit down and cry. While
they redraw their circle to include a larger and larger contingent of false teachers, and false teacher defending crowds,
they hurl their accusations that those who rebuke them are
binding where God has not. How strange, that until they defended that ﬁrst false teacher, they bound the same things,
and that, not by their own human standards, but by sound
reasoning from the Word of God.
Division, even when it is necessary, is unpleasant. It is
most unpleasant to those who stand for the Truth and must
withhold their fellowship from those who no longer do. Division hurts, and it hurts those who are in the right more
than those who are in the wrong. Do not believe it? Just ask
Jesus; He was nailed to a tree at Calvary’s brow and for all
time proved that it is true.
—P. O. Box 592
Granby, MO 64844
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

HISTORY OF THE
RESTORATION MOVEMENT
Earl West
The impressions that you and I should get from a study
of the restoration movement will be helpful to us today as
members of the New Testament church. I want to suggest
at the outset that in these lessons there is one principle that
ought to be kept in mind. I think it is always wise to preface
any study of the restoration movement with a reminder that
the movement is not, in any sense of the term, an authority
for us today.

restoration movement, before the days of the Campbells.
The reason we do that is simply to make clear the causes of
the restoration movement. The second lecture will deal with
the European background of the restoration movement, going back to the days of the Campbells in Scotland; then we
shall study the activities of Barton Stone and the Campbells
in America and conclude with restoration activities that have
occurred since the Civil War.

How many times is it true that people go back to Alexander Campbell, to Thomas Campbell, or other great pioneer
preachers and say, now this is what he believed on a certain
point, so it is what we should believe today. Anyone that
takes that attitude, whether he means to do it or not, is simply
taking the authority away from the sacred Scriptures. Thomas
Campbell was not an authority on anything, nor was Alexander Campbell or Barton Stone. While you and I should take
the attitude that we can learn from these men, nevertheless,
it ought not to be our interest to try to look to them with the
idea that “this is what so and so said, therefore it is true.” Very
frankly, there are a number of things that Campbell said and
taught that I think are absolutely wrong from the standpoint
of the Bible. While it may seem presumptuous for a young
man to say that concerning a man of the intellectual capacity
of Alexander Campbell, yet any one of us can study the Bible
and compare his teaching with it, and come to an understanding of the Word of God. So we should remember that the
restoration movement is not for us any kind of an authority.
It is a valuable thing for us to study, and I believe next to the
Bible it is the most important study for a preacher to acquire,
but nevertheless it is not our authority.

Now, to understand the causes of the restoration movement we will notice the “Christian connection.” In the early
days of this nation a group of people who formed a part of
the restoration movement found a pleasure in using the term
“connection” instead of “denomination.” An individual might
be asked, “what denomination are you a member of,” or “to
what denomination do you belong?” If the reply were, “I am
of the Christian connection,” he simply meant that he was a
Christian and a Christian only.

I will very brieﬂy outline the points which we intend to
cover in these lectures. First, we will discuss the “Christian
connection” which will get us back into the early American

There were deﬁnite causes for the existence of the
“Christian connection.” There are those that insist that every
movement owes it origin to a chain of circumstances, or environmental factors. And there are those that insist that this
[is] the only thing that has anything to do with the production
of a movement. They would say that the factors that were
in existence in colonial America brought about the “Christian connection” movement. And of course it is true that the

(Continued on Page 3)
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Beginning on the ﬁrst page of this issue of CFTF is an article that is a chapter in the 1950 Harding College Lectureship
book. It was printed in 1951 by the Harding College Press,
Searcy, Arkansas, pp. 30-65. The theme of that lectureship
was Restoration of The New Testament Church—A Present
Need. The author of the chapter herein reprinted was the then
young historian Earl I. West. At that time he had authored his
ﬁrst in what turned out to be a four volume set of books titled
The Search for the Ancient Order. He also authored many articles and several other books on the restoration movement
and personalities thereof. He was 90 years old when he died
earlier this year. It seems that the lectures were recorded then
transcribed for the book. Possibly this is one reason West’s
lecture ends so abruptly.
The liberal change agents in the church are declaring that
the church of Christ is only another denomination, originating in the United States in the very late 1700s and coming
into its own in the ﬁrst 30 to 40 years of the 1800s. They
refer to it as the Stone-Campbell movement. They strongly
desire and regularly work for fellowship with the Independent Christian Church and the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ). This is the case, they say, because all three churches
are a part of the Stone-Campbell movement. They repudiate
the restoration principle that is nothing less or more than the
fact that a seed produces after its kind (Gen. 1:11,12; Luke
8:11; 1 Cor. 3:5-9). Thus, they despise and reject the New
Testament as a divine pattern, spurn the steps in the plan of
salvation, and the divine exclusiveness of the church of Christ
wherein is found “Christians only and the only Christians.”
These change agents are truly “Campbellites” because they
make Stone, the Campbells, et al., the sum and substance on
religious matters. Moreover, they think of the church as only
a “Johnny come lately” man-made denomination. Thus, they
also have no problem fellowshipping the denominations.
The preceding is the basic reason the late brother West’s
material is herein printed. We think it helps to make clear that
Stone, the Campbells, et al., never intended what the change
agents, who, regarding their view of restoration history, are
revisionists. Fundamentally, when these change agents write
about restoration history they write what they wish had been,
rather than what the facts are in restoration history.
If one desires to engage in more reading from the same
author in this area of history I especially recommend all of
West’s books on The Search for the Ancient Order, but especially the ﬁrst two volumes. Having been a student of history
for many years, and obtained two academic degrees pertaining thereto, I strongly recommend the study of West’s books.
Gospel Light Publishing Co., Delight, AR publishes the
four volume set of The Search for the Ancient Order.
—David P. Brown, Editor
Contending for the Faith—April/2011
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conditions of a nation reﬂect themselves within the condition
of the church. That was certainly true in Revolutionary War
days. Back then one thought was predominant in the minds of
men. Everybody was thinking in terms of liberty, the individual’s right to think for himself and act. So the idea of liberty
was certainly a factor in bringing into existence the “Christian
connection” movement.
There were people who thought that liberty was needed
in religion. They were tired of the tyranny of human creeds
and an overbearing clergy. They were beginning to believe
it was the right of an individual to study the Bible for himself with full liberty to understand it, without some clergyman
telling him what it has to mean. Now we know that the desire
for liberty had been active even back in the days of the reformation movement. Martin Luther led the rebellion against
the tyranny of the papacy and the priestcraft in Romanism. It
was Luther, and men like him, who insisted that men ought to
read the Bible without obligation to accept the interpretations
of the clergy. Yet Luther held to conceptions closely allied
to Roman Catholicism, even after he broke with Romanism.
He believed in the “divine right of kings”, that the earth and
all that was in it belonged to the king, that every person who
was a member of a nation belonged to the king, and he must
do as the king said, whether he wanted to or not. That idea is
something that has clung in the German mind from that day to
this. I remember reading a statement in Time magazine, from
Dean Inge back during the war, that if we ever expected to
keep Germany from being a war-like nation, the people must
be broke from the shackles of Lutheranism; they must get rid
of the idea that they have to follow the leader or king, whether
he is right or not.
John Calvin, another reformer, who came into prominence as Luther passed off the scene, had a very different
idea from Luther. Calvin was one who believed in democracy in religion. John Knox, from Scotland, received this idea
from Calvin, and you remember he had quite a ﬁerce battle
with Mary Queen of Scots. On one occasion Queen Mary demanded of Knox: “Just who do you think you are in this commonwealth, anyway?” Mary had the idea that all the people
belonged to the ruler and ought to submit to her. Knox’ reply
was: “I am a citizen of the same, and though I be neither earl
nor baron, nevertheless God has placed me in this relationship
that I might serve him.” Someone has commented that with
those words we have the beginning of modern democracy.
But it was the idea of liberty in germ form, and gradually it was extended larger and larger and had its effect on
people’s thinking. People were desiring both political and religious freedom.
And so in colonial America the Revolutionary War broke
out, a rebellion against the dictatorship of King George. And
in ﬁghting for political freedom they began to desire religious
freedom, too. They could see the discrepancies in the Bible
and what the clergy told them to believe and they began to
reason: “We can’t do that; we are free people and God holds
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us responsible. We must be honest with ourselves and do
what God says.” This spirit began to manifest itself in colonial America ﬁrst in the Methodist Church. Most of you, I
am sure, know the history of Methodism. John and Charles
Wesley, over in England, broke with the state church because
they believed it too cold and formal. They could not see any
religion of God in it. But John Wesley, strange to say, was
never a member of the Methodist Church. He lived and died
an Anglican priest and was buried in his Anglican robes.
But he paved the way for the establishment of the Methodist
Church. Contrary to popular belief, the Methodist Church is
really of American origin, not European. It has its roots in
England, but it began right here in America.
But back to the “Christian connection” movement.
The state church of England had been transported over to
America. It was supported by public taxation. But here in the
colonies there were people who didn’t like Britain. That’s
the reason for the Revolution. They were rebelling against
the British, and against the British political and religious setup. They were against paying taxes to support a clergyman
transported over from England.
Meanwhile, over in England, John Wesley had begun
to form groups known as Wesleyan societies. These were
groups of people right within the Church of England, still
part of the Church of England, who set themselves apart and
determined to follow the scripture rather than the Church of
England.
Here in America, within the Anglican Church, the Wesleyan societies were also formed. In these Wesleyan societies
there were to be found a great number of preachers. These
preachers here in America had had to undergo considerable
embarrassment because of a certain doctrine of the Anglican
Church. The Church of England taught that no man could
perform the duties of a bishop—administer the sacraments,
preach a funeral, baptize, perform marriage ceremonies,
etc.—unless he had been duly ordained (had hands placed on
him) by another who had been duly ordained, etc., on back to
the apostolic age. It was the idea of apostolic succession.
But these preachers in America could not perform any
of these functions because they had not been duly ordained,
and being members of the Wesleyan societies, they looked
to Wesley for an answer. Wesley was a duly ordained man,
so he ordained a young man, Thomas, and sent him over to
America. He went to Barrett’s chapel in Delaware and called
a meeting of the preachers, Francis Asbury being among the
leaders of that day. Asbury was made superintendent of all
the Wesleyan societies in the colonies. This was in 1784. On
Christmas Day of that year, in the city of Baltimore, a meeting of all Wesleyan preachers was held, some 68 Methodist ministers attending. Coke and Asbury presided over the
meeting.
During the course of that meeting it was decided that
Wesleyan societies should have some form of government,
so they organized a government and called it the Methodist
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Episcopal Church. That was in reality the birth date of the
Methodist Church.
In setting up this government of the societies a compromise was made. From their point of view, it was a move that
would make the church popular here in the colonies. They
knew that the people had just ﬁnished a war and that they
would not have the church government that they had been
under before, yet they were reluctant to overthrow the idea
of the episcopacy. So they did this. They discarded the idea
of apostolic succession. But in order that there might be an
element of democracy in this new government, to please the
people, they decided to transact their business in a Conference, with certain people having the right to vote on any legislation proposed. So they retained the Episcopacy to please
the British loving people, and injected a little democracy to
please the others. Out of these events the government of the
Methodist Church was formed.
Among those present at the occasion was a hot-headed
Irishman, James O’Kelly, who rebelled against it. O’Kelly
had been active in the Revolutionary War, had fought against
the British, and had a tremendous love for personal liberty,
and having acquired liberty from political forces, he was
determined not to surrender it in religion. O’Kelly charged
Asbury that the whole proceedings were just a means of putting himself in absolute control of the church, by taking away
from the people authority that belonged to them. Asbury denied it, of course.

the petition. Another meeting was held in Manikintown, Virginia. At this meeting a man called Rice Haggard stood up,
pointed to his New Testament and said:
Brethren, this Book ought to be our only rule of faith and
practice. When I read my New Testament, I read that the disciples were called Christians, and I hereby make a move that
we be Christians and Christians only.

Haggard’s motion was passed unanimously and the
group decided to be known as Christians and to take the New
Testament as the only rule of faith and doctrine.
A committee of seven was appointed to draw up, in accordance with the teaching in the New Testament, a rule of
government for the churches. As they drew up the rule, it was
presented that in the Conference every person should have
a right to express himself. There would be no dictatorship.
They called themselves Republican Methodists. (The word
“republican” to them denoted freedom. They had a motive
in attaching it to their name. The prominent political party in
Virginia at that time was the Republican, and they hoped to
gain in popularity by using the name.)
So we have in these events the beginning of the “Christian connection” movement. Let me say regarding this movement there were ﬁve different principles on which it operated.
They were:
1. The Lord Jesus Christ as the only Head of the
Church.

But O’Kelly’s revolt brought immediate protest against
the new church government. He said the new government
was not at all the kind of government ordained in the New
Testament Church. But for the time being, he and a few others just voiced their protests and went their respective ways.

2. The name Christian to the exclusion of all party and
sectarian names.

From 1784 to 1792 a number of different meetings was
held and always some friction arose about this matter of liberty. In 1792 an especially famous meeting was held. At one of
the sessions O’Kelly brought up the matter of liberty again.
He introduced it this way. Suppose the superintendent gives
each one of us an appointment of a circuit to ride. Well, suppose we don’t like it. What can we do about it? Can we appeal to the Conference? Opinion was divided. The Southern
preachers thought they should be able to do so, and some of
the others thought so, but some didn’t. The matter came up
for debate which lasted three days.

4. Christian character, or vital piety, the only test of
church fellowship and membership.

Of course Asbury knew that O’Kelly was actually striking against his rule, so he left the room. O’Kelly introduced
the motion because he felt he had Thomas Coke, the chairman of the meeting, on his side, but Coke was not behind him
as he later found out. When a vote was taken O’Kelly was
defeated, so he said, if that’s the kind of situation you want,
a one-man rule, I rebell. He did leave and a few others went
with him. O’Kelly and his followers began to hold conferences and the next year they met at Reese Chapel in Charlotte
County, Virginia. They sent a petition to Asbury, asking to
reunite, if he would surrender his rule, but Asbury ignored
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3. The Holy Bible, or the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testament as the only creed, and a sufﬁcient rule of faith and
practice.

5. The right of private judgment, and the liberty of conscience, the privilege and duty of all.
I think that all of you can see that there were weaknesses
in those principles. Some places were pretty hard to deﬁne.
For example, vital piety was to be the only test of Christian
fellowship. Who is going to say what is vital piety? Who can
say whether a man is pious and another man is not pious?
Later, there was some difﬁculty on the question of what constituted opinion, what constitutes a matter of judgment, and
what is a matter of faith. But we have here an early effort in
America on the part of some people to get back to the Bible.
The European Background
We have called attention to man’s demand for liberty
as one of the leading motives bringing about the restoration
movement. People were ﬁghting in Revolutionary War days
for liberty, politically speaking, and the same motive led
them to inquire into their religious beliefs, to see the tyranny
of creeds, the clergy and the priesthood, and demand liberty
in their religious life.
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Of course there were other factors at work, too. The Bible itself was gradually coming to have a greater emphasis on
men’s minds. Many people have observed that the nineteenth
century is the only Bible reading century in the history of
mankind. If you will stop to think, you will see the truth in
that. Never in any other century has the Bible been so prominent. For one thing, the nature of frontier life helped it along
a great deal. People living along the frontier were in homes
almost isolated from each other. In the evening the main pastime was to sit around the ﬁreplaces in the old log cabins and
read the Bible. And as men began to pore over the Scriptures
they began to see that they were not practicing in their denominations the religion ordained by God. So that reading of
the Bible was a fundamental reason for the restoration movement. In reading the Bible these men could not help but compare and contrast what they found with their own religious
practice and see their error.
The religious division in existence then was another contributing factor to the restoration movement. Men began to
see that the only remedy for the religious divisions existing
was to get back to the Bible as the only basis for Christian
unity. Sometimes we say today that the object of the restoration movement was to restore the New Testament church.
Well, now strictly speaking, that is not true. The real object,
in the minds of both Alexander and Thomas Campbell, was
the bringing about of Christian unity. But they thought that
the only cure for religious division, the only basis for unity,
was to get back to the Bible. The method which they proposed was restoration of the New Testament church.
Now let us notice some of the religious conditions in Europe. You know, of course, that both Alexander and Thomas
Campbell came to America from Europe, and so far as the
crystalization of their thoughts, this had taken place in Europe. So we should notice their European background. Both
the philosophy and the religious environment of that day had
their effect on the Campbells. Sometimes today, and I think
perhaps we rightly do it, we look upon philosophy as something foolish. In a sense we are right about it, if we mean
by philosophy that we ought to go preach what some human
philosopher or thinker has brought into existence in some different line. We ought to recognize that there isn’t anything
infallible about philosophy, no saving power behind it, and
therefore it ought not to be preached. But if we are to be logical in our study, we must realize that such forces are at work,
even if we think they ought not to be at work.
In the study of history there is a prevalent danger that
we will try to make certain persons ﬁt into certain molds we
have made for them. It is not a matter of what you think a
person ought to have been, but it is simply a matter of what
he actually was. Such a tendency is prevalent in studying
Alexander Campbell. We may like to think he was a great
man, and therefore could not have been favorable to missionary societies. We may take his writings and try to make them
ﬁt our ideas of him and have him speaking out against missionary societies. But it cannot be done that way. Alexander
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Campbell was in favor of missionary societies, and it does
not hurt me to say so, because I am not a Campbellite. The
only thing I am interested in is to ﬁnd what he did believe and
what inﬂuenced him. Once we have determined that, we have
to be honest with the facts, whether we like them or not. The
same should apply to these other men, Walter Scott, Robert
Milligan, etc.
Alexander and Thomas Campbell studied philosophy
a great deal. And there were things in the philosophy they
studied that inﬂuenced them throughout their entire lives. In
Germany 200 years before either of the Campbells lived the
idea of rationalism was very prominent. The old rationalists
had always ended with a strict denial of the existence of God,
and they deiﬁed intellectualism altogether. It was their God.
You will recall John Locke and his school of empiricism, as
it was called. Locke was reacting against the rationalism particularly of Germany and France. Locke raised the question,
what is the origin of knowledge? What is its source, and how
can we be sure that we know something? Locke wrestled with
these questions and he came up with these ideas. The only
way that we can know anything is by the experiences that we
have. If we could somehow take all the experiences of men
and bring them together, we would have the only source or
origin of knowledge. This was the empiricism of John Locke
which held a great sway in intellectual circles in Europe and
in England.
Time went on and men began to react against the empiricism of Locke. The reaction was particularly forceful in
Scotland. David Hume studied the philosophy of Locke and
he arrived at these conclusions. If, what Locke says is true,
then in the ﬁnal analysis, we can never get to the point where
we could arrive at absolute knowledge. David Hume didn’t
believe that, but to him that was the logical end of Locke’s
reasoning. So Hume began to think, and he turned to skepticism, becoming the father of skepticism in Scotland. At the
age of 23 Hume went to France where he became acquainted
with a Jesuit priest. The old priest came to him one day bragging about some miracle that had occurred in a cave outside
the city. Hume laughed at the idea, and began to investigate
the subject of miracles. He concluded with some prominent
writings in which he denied emphatically that there ever
could have been any such thing as a miracle. So Hume, like
the Frenchman Voltaire, went to extremes on things. (But personally I have a bit more tolerance for both these men when I
realize the background from which they came. Voltaire was a
rank atheist after he saw the corruption of the Roman Catholic Church. He saw its corruption and said, if this is from
God, I do not believe in God. It never occurred to him that
there might be a religion in the New Testament that in no
way compared with Roman Catholicism.) Neither did Hume
think to go back to the New Testament church, but he saw the
corruption in the church of his day and he turned completely
from it, becoming a skeptic.
Then in Scotland there arose a reaction against David
Hume. This reaction was led by a man named Thomas Reid
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who taught at Glasgow University and after Reid there was
his disciple, Dugald Stuart. Reid became the founder of what
was known as the Common Sense School of Philosophy,
sometimes called Universal Reasoning. Reid had tried as
hard as he possibly could to make his philosophy ﬁt into the
pattern of the teachings of Jesus Christ. As a matter of fact
Dugald Stuart and Thomas Reid were about the only philosophers of their day who maintained even a semblance of belief
in the Bible and the inspiration of the Scriptures.
That was the kind of thinking in Glasgow University
where Alexander Campbell went to school. When Alexander
Campbell was there all the students were drilled in Reid’s
common sense philosophy. It was a philosophy that, instead
of taking their minds away from God and into inﬁdelity, had
a tendency to draw them closer to God and to a profound
conviction and belief in him and his son, Jesus Christ, and the
inspiration of the Bible.
I have been interested to know something about the men
who taught Alexander Campbell. One of his professors there
at Glasgow University was Dr. George Jordan, who taught
Logic. They say that, as a teacher Jordan never could teach
the students much logic, but he did have one prominent ability: he was able to teach the students to speak or write in such
a manner that they could make their thoughts perfectly clear.
No doubt more than one of his students owed his success in
writing and speaking to George Jordan.
Turning from that side of the picture, I believe we will
ﬁnd of interest the religious environment in which Alexander
Campbell lived. It would take a long time to get a complete
picture of the religious conditions in Scotland in those days.
It was a very complicated thing and hard to understand completely. Some of the names and the titles and the controversies mean nothing to us today, but they were very vital in that
day.
In 1707 there came a unity between the Scottish and
British parliaments. Now in Scotland religion had altogether a different aspect than in Britain. The church in Scotland
held the tenet that it was the right of the people to select their
preachers. Dissension arose in 1712 when the Union Parliament took away the right of the people to select their preachers and restored patronage. As time went on religious conditions in Scotland grew worse. But even long before this, there
had been controversy in the Scottish church about the form
of church government. Some people were in sympathy with
the episcopacy form of government, or the rule of the bishop
over the church, and others believed that the church should be
ruled by elders in the local church. And there began to emerge
two different religious groups, one of them calling itself the
Moderates and the other called itself the Evangelicals. The
former fell in with the spirit of the times and the latter stayed
loyal to the old orthodoxy. What did they believe? The Moderates insisted the secular and cultural aspects of life should
be emphasized. The Evangelicals maintained the majority.
Theirs was the orthodox faith.
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They continued to preach Calvinism and predestination.
The Evangelical group began to grow and the Moderates diminished. But a controversy arose within the Evangelicals in
about 1731. The General Assembly passed an act declaring
that when a vacancy was to be ﬁlled by a Presbytery, the election should lie with the “heritors, being Protestants and the,
elders.” The Evangelicals considered this a virtual surrender
of their rights, and so, led by Ebenezer Erskine and three others, they strongly objected. Erskine was promptly expelled
from the ministry of the church. The next year he and others formed an Associate Presbytery and thus the Secession
Church, or the Seceder Presbyterian Church, was born. As far
as belief, they still held to the old Calvinistic doctrines. After
a few years the Seceders began to divide among themselves.
Now Thomas Campbell was a member of the Presbyterian
Church. He was an Old Light in the Seceder Church. So he
was a man that knew religious division well.
In the heart of Thomas Campbell there was a desire to try
to bring about unity. He grew up where all he heard was people dividing and quarreling and ﬁghting among themselves.
So more and more he came to the conviction that unity could
be achieved only by getting back to the Bible.
Alexander Campbell said that when he was a boy many
times he came in and found his father reading the Bible. In
those days it was common for a preacher to delve in to all
kinds of theological works, and he marveled at seeing his
father study just the Bible. So he became more and more
convinced that if men would follow the Scriptures there just
would not be any such thing as the division that prevailed.
Well, there were other groups that inﬂuenced Campbell
in a religious way. You may have heard of the Glasites. It
was an independent movement started by John Glas in about
1710. Glas believed in what he called extraordinary and ordinary ofﬁcers in the early church, the extraordinary ofﬁcers
being the apostles and prophets, and the ordinary being the
elders and deacons and evangelists. The extraordinary, he
thought, went out of existence with the close of the apostolic
era; the ordinary had stayed in existence.
Then there was Robert Sandeman who believed a number of things similar to Alexander Campbell’s belief. He believed in the weekly observance of the Lord’s Supper, and
that faith was the acceptance of testimony (something revolutionary for that day). Campbell was sometimes accused of
being a Sandemanian. He joked about it, but he said he had
gleaned truth wherever he could ﬁnd it and from any man, no
matter whom the individual might be.
Barton Stone and The Campbells
Anyone who has ever done any study of history, whether
of a political or religious nature, has come to understand there
is a certain kind of history that cannot be fully understood
without studying the biographies of the men who made it.
That is particularly true of the restoration movement. There is
a sense in which you cannot get all of the truth out of the restoration movement, nor can you appreciate all of that moveContending for the Faith—April/2011
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Our 2010 lectureship and book was well
received and we thank all of those who purchased it. 2011’s lectureship book compliments
last year book and we trust you will obtain it
to complete the two volume set of Proﬁles in
Apostasy.
Literature, books in particular, is one of the
tools of Satan and in the last several years false
teachers in the church have produced many of
them. Aided by the internet, error abounds and
permeates the church.
In continuing with our efforts to expose and
refute error no matter who teaches it and wherever it may be found, we have produced this
second volume exposing those who seek to
change the Lord’s church into a human church.
As in our 2010 book, the 2011 book contains
information that will help the faithful child
of God remain faithful and successfully combat those who are exchanging the Truth for a
lie. The change agents in the church must be
stopped. The 2011 book along with our 2010
book will help one to stop their mouths.

—David P. Brown, Editor
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ment, without some understanding of the men who make it.
We will study now Barton W. Stone’s contribution to the
restoration movement. In Barton Stone we ﬁnd an outstanding person, while in intellect he was far from being the equal
of Alexander Campbell, and though in his general approach
to the whole problem of his day he was different from Campbell, nevertheless the two men arrive at very nearly the same
conclusions. It has been said that Campbell opposed denominationalism because he considered it a sin and an affront to
God, whereas Stone opposed denominationalism because to
him it was a social inconvenience. Well, they both came to
the same conclusions, they both opposed denominationalism,
but for different reasons.
As we study Stone I believe it would be wise for us to
perface our thinking with an understanding of some of the
threads of Calvinism that had come on down from the reformation movement and inﬁltrated into the thinking of Protestantism in colonial America. We have said on a previous
occasion that Luther’s inﬂuence in Germany in effect established a state church. Martin Luther held the idea that the religion, the people, and the territory belonged not to the Pope,
as the papacy had claimed for so long, but to the emperor. A
tenet of Lutheranism was that every person ought to submit
himself unto the king no matter whether the king was right or
wrong. This philosophy inﬁltrated the thinking of the German
people and it is still there. You cannot understand the German
mind at all unless you know that.
Then there was John Calvin who followed after Luther
and was the leading thinker after Luther’s death. Calvin was
born in Picardy, attended the University of Paris, and became
known by the nickname “the accusative.” When he left the
University of Paris he went down to Geneva, Switzerland and
took up the work started there by Zwingli, building the system of Calvinism. People came from all over Europe to hear
his teachings.
On the “divine right” theory Calvin differed from Luther.
Calvin believed that every person is responsible to God and
that each individual belongs to God. He believed that God’s
all-seeing eyes are over the activity of every person, and further, that each person’s thoughts and activities are foreknown
by God from the beginning of time.
Have you ever observed that in countries where Lutheranism is predominant dictatorships arise the easiest, whereas,
in those countries that are dominated by Calvinism, dictatorships are unknown. The people who believe in Calvinism will
not tolerate dictatorships. They are keenly conscious of their
responsibility to God and do not allow such things to arise in
their country.
It was through the inﬂuence of Calvin that Protestantism
grew in Europe. It spread all over Scotland and to a large extent in England. Calvin’s teachings permeated Protestantism,
and when the people of Europe began to colonize America,
naturally, they brought with them their Calvinistic ideas. They
believed that their lives were absolutely under the control of
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God at all times, so much so that they could do nothing of
themselves to please God. They held that it was up to God to
in some way point them out or identify them as the elect. That
attitude in Protestantism prevailed for over a century. They
believed also that they had no way of extending themselves;
they had no evangelistic fervor. Calvin had said, “there is no
need to study the Bible, go to church, or pray to God. If you
are one of God’s elect, he will let you know, and if you are
not one of his elect, you can do nothing about it. All you can
do is just thank the Lord that you are condemned to an eternal
Hell, if that is His Will.” That was Calvinism. Consequently,
people were not evangelistic.
In the meantime there were some who came forth with
the idea that this teaching of Calvinism was at least in part
wrong. They thought they should try to do something to extend themselves, to make converts. And there arose a party of
people in Protestantism who held the idea that people should
try to persuade God to consider them as his elect; that instead
of not going to church and being irreverent, people should begin to ask God to make them his elect. In England it was John
Wesley who took up that idea. Wesley saw the coldness and
formality of the Church of England and decided that a kind
of evangelistic fervor should be inculcated into their religion.
This was the doctrine which helped to form the Methodist
Church.
The same thing was taking place in the Presbyterian
Church about the time that Barton Stone grew up. The Presbyterian Church was divided into the New Lights and Old
Lights, the latter group being the orthodox Presbyterian people. The New Lights were those who had accepted, in part,
Wesley’s theory that man should try to come to God. This
idea permeated the Baptist Church also.
Stone was born in 1772 in Port Tobacco, Maryland, a
little town on a navigable creek where boats traveled hauling
tobacco. Stone’s childhood was typical of any boy of his time.
The Revolutionary War had been fought in his childhood days
and he had been close to the ﬁghting, though not actually involved. His family moved south to the state of Virginia when
he was just a boy. It was in Virginia that his thoughts and
ideas began to take form and he decided to become a statesman, or a lawyer. It was natural for a boy in Virginia to plan
that way. After all, the state had given to the colonies some of
its leading people. Patrick Henry, for example, was then living, and it had been his ﬁery eloquence that hastened the war
with, “Give me liberty or death.” It was natural for Stone to
want to become a statesman.
His father died and his mother plead with him to “get
religion.” She wanted him to become a Methodist like herself. Stone had a very poor opinion of religion in general and
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preachers in particular. He looked upon them as a corrupt lot
of men, and so did not give any consideration to religion at
all, and ﬁnally, to get away from his mother’s interest in his
religious welfare, he decided to go down into North Carolina
to a school. A man named David Caldwell had come from
Princeton University into the hills and had opened up a little
log cabin school house. He lived up in the top of the thing
and down below carried on classes. Caldwell was thoroughly
Presbyterian.
Stone entered Caldwell’s school and made some very
close friends. But some of the boys got a little worried about
his religion and they urged him to become religious and join
the Presbyterian Church. He found out that he was as bad off
at school as at home on that score. He got tired of it and decided to leave it all behind. He got ready to go one evening,
but it began to storm, so he decided to wait until the next
day. But the next day his roommate persuaded him to go hear
James McGready preach. Stone gave in just to silence the
boy, more than anything else. But he heard McGready and
before he left the meeting he “got religion.” He had some sort
of feeling that made him think he was one of the “elect” of
God, and so he went back to school thoroughly determined to
spend his life as a loyal Presbyterian.
Stone began to study the Bible and read the Confession
of Faith. This he studied very thoroughly. He was to appear
before the Conference and be given license to preach. As a
part of the examination he was to preach a sermon. He had
had no experience preaching so he went to Isaac Watt’s old
book of sermons called, “Glories of Christ,” and began to
study it. He practically memorized it, and when he went before the Conference he preached one of Watt’s sermons. (I
wonder sometimes just how much enthusiasism a young fellow could put into a sermon, preaching it like that.)
The Conference asked him: “Do you thoroughly subscribe to the Westminister Confession of Faith? Stone replied: “I do insofar as it agrees with the Bible.” (He thought
that was a pretty good way to get out of it because, actually, he did not know what the Westminister Confession of
Faith said, and what he did know, he did not understand.) He
passed the examination and received his license to preach for
the Presbyterian Church.
Stone left David Caldwell’s school, went over into Georgia and began to teach there. He did not stay long, but went
back to Virginia. For some time he roamed about, not knowing what he wanted to do, preach, or teach school, or if he
wanted to settle down at all. He ﬁnally ended up over on the
Virginia border in the little community of Fort Chisiwell. He
preached for the Presbyterian Church there for about a month.
This particular fort was a sort of gateway between the east
and the badlands of the west, and every day, going through
the fort, were long wagon trains of people headed west. The
fever got him, and he decided to go along. He reached the
city of Nashville, Tenn., stayed a while there, then went to
Concord, Kentucky, where a little school had been started.
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Concord is about 10 miles northeast of Cane Ridge, over
north of Lexington. He taught school in Concord, preached
on Sunday and held meetings in the school houses and brush
arbors round about. He was there about a year.
In his religious life Stone was beginning to get an evangelistic fervor in his heart and soul. He felt that this idea of
doing nothing in the way of converting people was all wrong.
This was about the year 1800 and James McGready, the fellow who had preached when Stone got religion, was in Logan
County, KY., holding a revival meeting. Hundreds of people
attended. Stone decided to go over there and hear McGready.
He did. As was customary, McGready’s sermons were intensely emotional. He would take an emotional theme and
stir the audience to hysteria. Men and women would scream
and pull their hair and cry out. Stone saw this and thought,
“these folks have something here.” So he went back to Cane
Ridge and decided he would introduce the McGready type of
evangelism there. You possibly know the story of the Cane
Ridge revival. Thirty thousand people assembled for about
six days, about the ﬁrst of August in the year 1801. They
came on horsebacks, in buggies, and by wagon loads, camping in a large grove near Cane Ridge. There were preachers
from everywhere—Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists—all
of them preaching at the same time. A Methodist preacher
would occupy a stump here, with people gathered around
him, and a distance away another preacher would be on a
stump blazing away. Well, naturally, in all this, the folks began to get religion.
When we look back on those camp meetings today, the
things that took place may seem humorous and ridiculous.
But they were very serious to those people. Conversion was
quite literally a convulsion. Converts went through a series
of bodily agitations. There were about ﬁve general types of
these physical contortions: (1) the falling exercises, the most
common. The subject would cry out in a piercing scream,
fall ﬂat on the ground and lie for several minutes as though
dead; (2) the jerks, in which various parts of the body would
jerk violently; (3) the dancing exercise, which began as jerks,
then passed into dancing; (4) the barking exercises, when the
person’s body jerked violently, causing a big grunt; (5) the
laughter and singing exercise, which was just what the terms
signify.
These things went on at Cane Ridge.
After the camp meeting was over Stone sat down and
began doing some serious thinking. He did not feel quite
right about things. He thought there was something wrong
somewhere. In the ﬁrst place, he reasoned, we are telling the
people to come here and get religion and come to God, and
on the other hand, our Calvinism says that they cannot get
religion. He read in the Bible that in New Testament times
the preachers demanded that men and women believe upon
Christ, and that they go further and act in accordance with
their faith. He knew that he and his associates had not been
doing that. So he began working to change it. In his preach9

ing he began to pled with people to believe in Christ and then
act in obedience to the commands of Christ. Well, when he
did that the presbytery began to prick up their ears, and they
noticed that Stone and others were beginning to do the same
thing. They said, “You men are Armenians, and we are not
going to tolerate that in the Presbyterian Church. You will
have to change your views.”
About the same time Richard McNemar was called on
the carpet by the Synod of Kentucky. They brought McNemar forth and asked, “What are you teaching?” He told them
what he and Stone and the others were preaching, that they
were telling people to believe on Christ and act in obedience
to that faith. They accused him of Armenianism and demanded that he renounce it. He said, “I cannot renounce it, because
I believe it is so.” He was promptly excommunicated by the
Synod of Kentucky.
News of McNemar’s excommunication came to Stone,
Robert Marshall, and John Thompson, and they began to talk
among themselves. They knew that what had happened to
McNemar would happen to them, so they decided to beat the
Synod to the job. They withdrew from the Synod of Kentucky. They joined with McNemar and decided the next move
was to form a presbytery of their own. This they did, calling
it the Springﬁeld presbytery. This presbytery took in the same
territory as the Presbytery of Washington, which extended
from Lexington around to Cincinnati and over into Kentucky. Because of this overlapping some of the people began to complain against them, and they issued what is known
as the Apology for the Springﬁeld Presbytery, by which
they defended their action. But this set them to thinking and
they realized what they had done. They had renounced the
Washington Presbytery and the Synod of Kentucky on the
ground that there was no Bible authority for them, and they
had started another of the same. So they decided to dissolve
the Springﬁeld Presbytery. They wrote that classic document
The Last Will and Testament of the Springﬁeld Presbytery, by
which they dissolved the organization to become a part of the
church of Christ as a whole.
The next few days were hard ones for Barton Stone. He
had made a great number of enemies, and his own ranks began to dwindle. The men who had stood behind him, Dunlavey, Marshall, McNemar, now abandoned him and began
to follow the Shaker religion. Stone was alone. Opposition
came from every direction—men saying that he was trying
to form a party of his own, and Stone insisted that he wanted
only to restore the church of the New Testament. In Millersburg, KY, in 1821, Stone held a meeting and preached a
powerful sermon. When he had ﬁnished he stood up in confusion before the people and cried, “There is something wrong
with us. I read in the New Testament that when the apostles
preached the Gospel they told them that believed to repent
and be baptized. We are not doing that.” The audience froze
at his outcry, and some said that he was “beside himself.”
Stone met Alexander Campbell for the ﬁrst time in 1824.
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He recognized Campbell as the outstanding leader of this
restoration movement. In 1831 there came about in Kentucky a union of the forces of Stone and Campbell. Stone had
gone along without even knowing of Campbell’s work, and
Campbell did not know about Stone. There were churches all
through Ohio and Kentucky and in part of southern Indiana
that followed the teachings of Stone. Soon these people began to ally themselves with the congregations that had come
up through the inﬂuence of Campbell. In principle the groups
were together. So they decided to unite. In 1831, over in Lexington a big meeting was held with “Racoon” John Smith
as leader. Smith had cleaned out an old factory building on
North Broadway in Lexington and invited the preachers and
members together. He told them, “Brethren, let us all understand that we ought not be Stone-ites, or Campbell-ites, or
New Lights or Old Lights, but we ought to take the Bible and
follow it.” In consequence of that, the two forces merged.
John Rogers, as he wrote the biography of Stone said, there
was no surrendering of anything in this union. The groups
were on common ground, and they decided to move forward
together.
Stone died in 1844. He began in 1826 publishing a paper,
the Christian Messenger, which he published until or near the
time of his death. He spent his last years at the home of his
son-in-law in Hannibal, MO. Shortly before his death he was
visited by Jacob Creath, who asked him, “Do you have any
regrets for anything you have taught or done religiously?”
Stone replied, “We’ve made mistakes, of course, but I do believe we are on the right road back to the apostolic church and
to pleasing the Lord.” That was their ﬁnal conversation.
Thomas and Alexander Campbell
As we approach the study of an individual like Alexander Campbell, we should realize that he is no authority for us
in any sense of the term, nor did he want to be. Rather he was
interested in directing us back to the pages of the Bible and
getting us to focus our attention upon the scriptures alone.
An incident from the life of “Racoon” John Smith seems
to illustrate this point, that we should not consider Campbell
an authority, very well. Smith lived in an old log cabin out
in the wilderness. If you have read his biography, perhaps
you remember this story. Smith was reading from Campbell’s
Living Oracles the translation that had been given to a certain passage of Scripture. He turned to his wife and said,
“You know, Brother Campbell made a mistake in interpreting
the Greek word here. It doesn’t mean what he says at all.”
Making fun of him, she said, “John what on earth do you
know about Greek? You wouldn’t know a Greek letter from a
chicken track.” He replied, “I may not know one Greek letter
from another, but nevertheless, I have a little bit of common
sense, and I know from the context that this passage could not
mean what Alexander Campbell says it does.” He went on to
say: “You know, we need to be careful when reading from
great men like Campbell, lest we take them as the authority, instead of the Bible.” There is good advice in that for all
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Christians, and I commend it to you as we begin a study of
the Campbells.
Thomas Campbell was a preacher in the Seceder Presbyterian Church, of the Old Light and Anti-Burgher group. In
1807 he left Ireland, for his health’s sake and came to America, landing at Philadelphia. He at once presented himself to
the Synod that was then in conference, and because of certain
prejudices of American Presbyterians against Irish preachers,
he was sent far out into Western Pennsylvania. He obediently
went. He presented himself to the Chartiers Presbytery and
began to receive weekly appointments from them. One Sunday he was sent to Pittsburgh, another to Buffalo, and he was
kept pretty busy preaching.
Time passed and one day in a meeting of the local presbytery a matter concerning a fellow named Anderson was
brought up for discussion. Anderson had not kept an appointment, and he was called for questioning. (The Chartiers Presbytery disciplined any preacher who failed to conform. For
example, if a preacher did not keep an appointment, unless
he had a good excuse, he was punished by being sent out into
the woods to stand on a stump and preach a sermon.) Anderson was asked why he did not keep the appointment, and he
replied, “Because of this fellow, Thomas Campbell, you were
sending with me. He is not sound, according to the Presbyterian Confession of Faith.” They began to look into the matter
and found that Campbell had been preaching to the people
that they should come to the Bible as the only and sufﬁcient
rule of faith and practice. In private conversation Campbell
had pointed out that the only means of unity in religion was
a return to the Bible and the renouncing of human creeds.
Anderson objected to this. He said, “I’m orthodox and I can’t
go along with such a man.”
The Presbytery looked over the audience and asked if
anyone else had heard anything like this about ThomasCampbell. A fellow in the audience stood up and made another report. He said he had been with Campbell once when he had
insisted that the Lord’s supper be taken on that particular day,
and further, that Campbell had been trying to get churches to
practice it every Lord’s Day. The Presbytery decided to investigate Campbell. He was brought in and confessed: “I am
guilty as charged. I do believe we must follow the Bible, and
furthermore, I believe that faith is nothing more than the acceptance of testimony, which testimony is found in the Word
of the Lord.” “But that is not according to our creed,” they
objected. “But it is according to the Bible,” Campbell said.
Some argument followed that and they decided to penalize
Campbell by taking away his next appointments.
But Campbell was not stopped after he had served his
penalty; he continued teaching the same thing, and again he

was called before the presbytery. This time they decided on
a more severe penalty. They expelled him from the presbytery. Campbell appealed to the higher synod in Philadelphia.
Their decision was that Campbell was in the wrong, but they
agreed to be lenient with him and withdraw the disfellowship
penalty if he would go back and not cause any more trouble.
Campbell went back but he continued preaching as he had
before. He was called again before the presbytery, and by this
time he had decided that he could no longer work under them,
so he resigned and started out as a preacher on his own.
He began preaching in the groves, in the schoolhouses
and under brush arbors and shade trees, anywhere that folks
would come listen to him. His friends began to rally around
him and he acquired quite a following. A meeting was held at
the home of Abraham Altars at which Campbell got up and
made a speech which he concluded with that now famous
motto: “Where the Bible speaks we speak; where the Bible is
silent, we are silent.” For a moment after he uttered that statement everybody was silent, then one man, William Munro,
a book seller, spoke up, “But Mr. Campbell,” he said, “if we
adopt that as a basis, then there is an end of infant baptism.”
And another man in the audience arose and said, “I hope
I may never see the day when my heart will renounce that
blessed saying of the Scripture, ‘suffer little children to come
unto me, and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of
heaven.’” The meeting closed with a little bit of anxiety, but
still the majority of them thought that they were deﬁnitely on
the right road.
Another meeting was held. In August of 1809 they
formed what they called the Christian Association of Washington. Now this association, they strictly emphasized, was
not a church, but “a society for the promotion of Christian
unity.” Shortly after this Campbell wrote the Declaration
and Address, containing the purpose and plan of the association. One point in this document was that the church of
Christ on earth is essentially, intentionally, and constitutionally one. Another was that the Scriptures and the Scriptures
only should be the sufﬁcient rule of faith and practice; another, that men should have liberty in matters of opinion, and
that no one should follow anything for which there is not an
expressed declaration in the Bible.
With that the movement began to grow. They decided to
establish a congregation. A Mr. Sinclair, who owned a farm
over near Buffalo creek, offered lumber and the land to build
a meeting house. The house was built and the congregation
meeting there was known as the Brush Run Church. After the
church had been meeting there for a while it was noticed that
certain ones were not participating in the communion service.
Campbell wondered why and asked about it. He found that
they were worried about the sprinkling they had received as
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baptism. From Bible study they had concluded that sprinkling
was not valid baptism, hence they felt they had no right to
participate in the Lord’s Supper. Campbell decided to do some
study of his own on the matter.
In the meantime, his wife and son, Alexander, and other
members of the family had arrived from Ireland. Campbell
had talked with his son about these things and had let him read
the Declaration and Address. They had gone over the points
together, and Alexander had said to his father: “I want you to
know that I believe in this cause that we have espoused here,
and I am going to spend my life in preaching these things.”
Furthermore, he said he was going to do so without accepting pay. To this part his father replied, “Son, I’m afraid if you
do it on that basis, you’ll go about with many a ragged pair
of pants.” I do not know that he ever did that. In one way he
was more successful than the average preacher—he married a
wealthy woman.
But the point in this is that Alexander Campbell believed
as his father did. The question of baptism arose again, the immediate cause being the birth of Alexander’s ﬁrst child. He
was undecided about whether to have the child sprinkled, so he
decided to give the matter a lot of thought and study. He went
to Munro, the bookseller, and collected all the books available
on the subject of infant baptism. He studied the Bible and he
began to read what others had written on the subject, and he
came to the conclusion that immersion was baptism. He contacted a preacher by the name of Mathias Luse who agreed to
immerse him. Shortly after practically the whole Brush Run
church followed suit.
The local Baptists became interested in this turn of events
and issued an invitation to have the Brush Run people join
them. Campbell was hesitant at ﬁrst, and then later the Baptists were not so fond of Campbell’s preaching that people
should follow the Bible instead of creeds.
The Red Stone Association was a Baptist organization
popular in that community. A while later, over on Cross Creek,
the Red Stone group was having a meeting and the Baptist
preacher in charge of the meeting as host had invited preachers from everywhere. From over in Ohio he had called a Baptist preacher by the name of Stone who was to speak at the
meeting. Stone had heard a lot of Alexander Campbell, about
his ability as a speaker, and so he went to his host and offered
to relinquish his time so that Campbell might speak. The host
objected, even after much persuasion, so Stone became “sick”
just before his time to speak and suggested Campbell as a sub-
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stitute. Some of the others agreed with him, and so the host
was overruled.
So Alexander Campbell began to speak. He started off
in an impromptu manner on his famous sermon on the law,
discussed the fact that the old law had been abolished and
that the new law of Christ is in force. As he was speaking
two of the Baptist preachers went outside the building, one
of them the host, who was pretty angry. He said that Campbell must be stopped, but his companion argued that to stop
Campbell would do more harm than good. An old lady in the
audience got sick and caused quite a disturbance, but Campbell continued preaching with people trying to ﬁgure out a
way to stop him. The sermon that Campbell delivered on that
occasion has been preserved. Some 30 years later he wrote
it down from memory and it was printed in the Millenial
Harbinger.
The Brush Run Church ﬁnally was admitted into the
Red Stone Association, but as time went on Campbell began
to see that they were becoming unpopular and likely would
be expelled from the organization. Meanwhile over in the
Western Reserve there was started the Mahoning Baptist Association. Adamson Bentley anad Sidney Rigdon were the
two most inﬂuential men in that organization. The Brush Run
Church was invited to join this group and they did. There
was some reservation though; they made it expressly known
that they were following nothing except the New Testament.
In 1830 the association disbanded because there was a growing concern among the members that it was an organization
without Bible authority.
Campbell continued to study and grow and use his inﬂuence to spread the cause of the restoration. Though he did
not like religious debates he was persuaded to enter his ﬁrst
one, in 1820, with John Walker, a Presbyterian preacher, on
the purpose of baptism. At the close of the debate Campbell
issued a challenge to debate anybody who occupied a similar
position as Walker. This resulted in a debate with W. L. McCalla in 1823.
About the time of the McCalla Debate Campbell began
a paper which he called the Christian Baptist. In issues of
the Christian Baptist is to be found some of the ﬁnest material that ever came from the pen of Alexander Campbell.
The name of the paper, Christian Baptist, was not at all
Campbell’s preference for a name. He wanted some other
name, preferably just the name Christian, but Walter Scott,
who had become a very close friend of Campbell, persuaded
him to use the term “Baptist” because of its possible inﬂuence on the Baptist people. The paper continued for about
seven years, but was dropped at the end of 1829, and in 1830
Campbell began another publication, the Millenial Harbinger. Campbell had his reasons for making this change. He
was concerned about the trend in the congregations to band
together, and he was fearful the name “Christian Baptist”
might cause them to adopt a denominational name.
The articles in these publications give a good insight
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into some of the things Alexander Campbell believed. For
instance, Campbell held some revolutionary ideas on mission
work. He believed that the way to do mission work was for
a whole congregation to move to the new place and start a
church. Such a thing actually happened. Campbell lived at
Wellsburgh, and he persuaded several families of the congregation to move with him over to Zanesville. That was his
method of doing mission work.
But back to the Millenial Harbinger. Campbell had
some very deﬁnite reasons for giving the paper this name.
His theory went something like this. The ultimate goal of
Christianity is the conversion of the entire world to Christ.
But before that can be accomplished, there must be unity
in the religious world, and the only way to have unity is to
destroy denominationalism. (Now there was a difference in
Campbell’s point of view, and, as was suggested yesterday,
Barton Stone’s. Stone was against denominationalism, but to
him it was more of a social inconvenience. Campbell, on the
other hand, considered denominationalism a sin before God.)
Campbell believed the day would come when there would be
a perfection on earth, with the entire world being converted to
Christ. To him this was the millenium, and since the only way
to reach this goal was the destruction of denominationalism,
and the only way to destroy denominationalism was to preach
the Word of God, he published the Millenial Harbinger as the
“harbinger” of that “millenium.” It was the purpose of the
paper to help bring about the era when all men and women
would be Christians.
The Beginning of Digression
We will notice now the events of the restoration movement that occurred between the year 1849 and those following the Civil War, with particular emphasis on the beginning
of digression. We will notice especially three different occurrences—the missionary society, the introduction of instrumental music in the worship, and the rise of liberalism.
The American Christian Missionary Society was established in October, 1849, in the city of Cincinnati at a meeting
of various brethren at the old church building, corner of Walnut and English Streets. Its beginning immediately set off a
wave of opposition. Of course it was not something that just
occurred over night. It was not a matter of a few individuals
getting together and in a moment’s time establishing a society. It had been worked on and advocated by certain men a
number of years before it came into existence.
Alexander Campbell’s inﬂuence in the movement is not
to be underestimated. I know there is a tendency among us today to think of Campbell as a man who was inﬂuenced in his
dotage to favor the missionary society, when he was actually
against it, but the facts do not substantiate the idea. If you were
to take the time, you could go back into the ﬁles of the Millenial Harbinger and ﬁnd the very principle of the missionary
society is one that Alexander Campbell advocated very thoroughly. As far back as 1831, for example, Campbell began to
plead with the brethren to establish an organization through
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which all of the churches might concentrate their efforts in
getting evangelistic work done. Campbell was interested in
it. He presented his missionary ideas through the Harbinger,
but met with a great deal of opposition. Brethren objected
on every hand, so Campbell was quiet for a while, thinking
that later on the time would come when brethren would be
more lenient and accept it. He waited for about 10 years, then
decided that the time was right to go into the subject again.
He wrote a series of articles in the Millenial Harbinger on
the subject of church organization. He was not writing of the
local congregation, but rather of an agency through which all
of the churches might concentrate their evangelistic efforts.
Now it ought to be remembered that this particular agency
that Campbell had in mind was not just a missionary society.
Rather, he planned an agency that would regulate and control
all the various activities of the brotherhood—for example,
education, publications, and mission work. This organization
would be one large agency through which all the churches
would work, and it would be dedicated to religious education,
the distribution of Bibles, mission work, and other religious
activities.
Campbell ﬁnally got his way, in part, but the brethren did
not go all the way with him, because they concentrated upon
a society that would attend to missionary activities solely.
There was an undercurrent of opposition to Campbell
in those days. Some people thought he was trying to be a
bishop over the whole church. He was called bishop. In the
days around Bethany College Campbell was referred to, not
as Brother Campbell, but as “the bishop.” Well, there was
some reason for people thinking Campbell wanted to control everything. Campbell was an enthusiastic booster of
Bethany College, but other schools he fought. In 1854 there
was a move on to establish what is now Butler University
in Indianapolis. (Then it was called Northwestern Christian
University.) Campbell opposed the school and argued that all
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support should go to Bethany College. Then in the matter of
religious publications Campbell argued that not many were
needed—just a monthly, a weekly, and quarterly. Of course
the monthly would be his own Millenial Harbinger. The
brethren resented all this, and so you can see why instead of
establishing an agency such as Campbell wanted, they established instead a missionary society.
In the summer of 1849 Campbell wrote of the proposed
organization in the Millenial Harbinger, “We have heard
from far and distant places and interests in the establishment
of this organization.” (He never referred to it as a missionary
society until after it was established.) He said brethren from
far and wide wanted to establish the agency, and he asked for
a meeting of brethren. Other papers took up the idea, which
was favored generally, and a meeting in Cincinnati in October of that year was proposed. But Campbell objected to this
because there was an epidemic of cholera in Cincinnati. He
was overruled, however. They had the meeting there anyway,
but Campbell became “sick” and didn’t attend. Many thought
he did not go because he did not get his way.
Afterwards, of course, a wave of opposition arose. A
church in Pennsylvania wrote the Millenial Harbinger opposing the society as unscriptural. Other congregations took
the same action, and still others kept quiet, showing their opposition by their refusal to support the society. Jacob Creath,
Jr. was the ﬁrst and foremost leader in the opposition. Creath
wrote to Campbell and accused him of changing positions. In
the days of the Christian Baptist he had written against such
an organization. But Campbell said that all he had opposed
was the misuse and harm that can come in such an organization. He never seemed to realize that he had made any change
in position, whatsoever.
Here are some of Campbell’s arguments for the society.
His reasoning began with the conception of the church
in its universal aspect. (And unless you follow along that line
you cannot begin to understand how he could favor a missionary society.) Campbell said that the Bible refers to the
church in a local sense and also in the universal sense. He
said the responsibility of doing mission work was committed
to the church, but not to the local church, the universal church.
Then, he reasoned, it is the duty of the church in its universal
aspect to do mission work, but what is to be the method? God
has not stipulated. Therefore, Campbell argued, it is a matter
of expedience, and a missionary society is expedient. To him,
any method that would do the job was all right.
Opposition against the missionary society followed
along different lines. Some said it was unscriptural, that by
implication it was a substitution of human wisdom in the
place of divine wisdom; an implication that man can improve
upon the wisdom of God; and an institution based on that
principle could not bring men closer to God.
There was opposition because of the membership terms,
too. The constitution stated that members of the society must
pay a stipulated amount of money. Against that Jacob Creath
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said, “I read in my Bible that the Lord didn’t have any place
to lay his head; Peter and John had no silver and gold to give
to the lame man. Therefore, the Lord Jesus Christ, Peter and
John, his apostles, couldn’t be members of the society if they
were living. Any society that would keep out the Lord and his
apostles will keep me out.”
It would be an interesting thing if we had time to trace
the history of the society. I am sure you know some of its activities. The ﬁrst missionary was James T. Barclay who was
sent to Jerusalem. The brethren selected Jerusalem as the ﬁrst
place for mission work out of purely sentimental reasons. The
Gospel had ﬁrst come from Jerusalem. Now they would send
it back. Barclay lived in Jerusalem for about 10 years but did
not accomplish much. The Jerusalem mission was closed.
The society decided to send a preacher to Africa.
Ephraim Smith, of Bourbon Co., KY, one day saw an old
Negro slave addressing a group of Negroes on the Bible. He
listened a while and conceived the idea of training the Negro
to preach and sending him to Africa. He presented this to the
society, the Negro’s freedom was purchased and he was sent
to Liberia, in Africa, as a missionary. The Liberian mission
was short-lived, too. The Negro, Alexander Cross, died of a
sunstroke not long after his arrival there.
So the society had a number of setbacks. The Civil War
came and a group of brethren, predominantly Northern men,
passed some resolutions favoring the Northern Army. After
that was done brethren in the South began to complain, and
for a while the society was intensely unpopular. Passing from
the missionary society, let us notice the second controversy—
instrumental music. Sometimes the question is raised, just
when was the ﬁrst instrument of music used in the worship
of the church? That is pretty hard to determine. Back as early
as 1844 the paper, Christian Teacher, carried an article stating that some of the churches were using instrumental music.
About ﬁve years later John Rogers, one of Kentucky’s pioneers, wrote Alexander Campbell that such a thing was happening. Campbell wrote an article saying that to any spiritualminded man, use of an instrument of music in the worship of
God was like a cow bell in a concert.
It is still impossible to say just who began to use instrumental music ﬁrst, but it is true that the instrument was used
once in a while back then. In the year 1859 several articles
appeared in the Christian Review, edited by Ben Franklin, in
which he deplored the congregations in some places using
instrumental music. L. L. Pinkerton, of Midway, KY, saw the
articles and wrote to Franklin complaining. Pinkerton said:
“As far as I know we are the only congregation anywhere
using instrumental music, so your articles must mean you are
attacking us.” That was in 1859, and the place Midway, KY,
so that is the ﬁrst accurate record we have of the use of instrumental music in the worship. There is an interesting little
story connected with that event.
It seems that the singing in the Midway congregation
was deplorable—bad enough to scare the rats away, accordContending for the Faith—April/2011

ing to Pinkerton. They decided to do something to improve
it, and they began meeting on Saturday night for practice.
Somebody brought along a melodian for accompaniment,
and they began to use it in their practice. Before long the
people decided it would be all right to use it in the worship,
and one Sunday morning one of the women in the congregation played the instrument as they sang.
That little old melodian is still in existence today. They
are rather proud of it. After the instrument was ﬁrst used by
the congregation one of the members, Adam Hibler, objected,
but rather than cause a disturbance he simply arranged with
one of his slaves to go by night and steal the instrument and
hide it in his attic. That melodian remained hidden until 15 or
20 years ago when it was discovered.
Attention was diverted from these issues during the civil
war and a controversy began over whether or not a Christian
should go to war. Then along toward the latter part of the
war, J. W. McGarvey introduced the music question again.
McGarvey thought it was time to put a stop to this digression,
before it spread further. So he began writing articles for the
religious papers. For a period of years the question raged in
the American Christian Review and the Millenial Harbinger,
and as time went on, use of the musical instrument spread. In
1867 Ben Franklin estimated that of 10,000 congregations,
no more than 10 were using instrumental music. But ﬁve
years later that number had multiplied greatly. In 1869 the
controversy raged in the St. Louis, Mo., church. Hiram Christopher, the brother-in-law of J. W. McGarvey was one of the
elders in that congregation. It was decided to have a committee study the matter of using an instrument in the worship and
their conclusion was that the instrument should not be used.
However, the advocates for the instrument withdrew from the
congregation and began to meet elsewhere.
Well, the mechanical instrument controversy is one that
has never ceased. The issues involved are much the same as
those involved in the missionary society question. Some argue
that the Bible does not say, “Thou shalt not use instrumental
music,” therefore, it is all right; it is a matter of expediency.
Even those who do not use the instrument sometimes hold
this idea. They say, “we counsel against it because we think it
unwise, but we do not think it is sinful.” Of course, there are
a lot of arguments about what constitutes expediency. Robert Richardson wrote a series of articles on this point in the
Christian Standard. He was very close to the Truth on most
points.
Let us notice now the rise of liberalism in the church.
I have often wondered, as has sometimes been quoted, if
there is anything new under the sun. Even in the restoration
movement times there were some of the attitudes that we ﬁnd
among brethren today. In the very ﬁrst issue of the Apostolic
Times Moses E. Lard, wrote that he deplored the trend among
preachers to become liberal, to preach sweet and pious sermons when denominational people were in the audience, but
to become critical and bitter when preaching to their own
Contending for the Faith—April/2011

brethren. He said they thought of themselves as scholarly, but
of their brethren as ignorant men. That is the way Moses E.
Lard described the rising generation of preachers of his own
day.
We see the same things among us today. We have some
preachers who cannot speak of a brother without making fun
of him. They ridicule them, call them unscholarly, but refer
to “Dr. So and So” of “Such and Such University” as a pious,
Godly, spiritual man—always bragging about inﬁdels and
modernists and being critical of their own brethren.
In the early days these modernists developed into what
is now represented as the Christian–Evangelist group. They
discredit parts of the Bible, ridicule such things as the virgin
birth, the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures and the miracles. Some of the statements of the early liberalists when put
beside those of our modernists are identical. The early forces
of liberalism were led by J. H. Garrison and W. T. Moore.
Moore was a son-in-law of R. N. Bishop, mayor of the city of
Cincinnati and an elder in the congregation there. Bishop had
a profound inﬂuence and the liberal spirit grew right in the
church there. A climax came on Dec. 2, 1889, in the St. Louis
church, when R. C. Cave preached on Sunday morning, making fun of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, saying they knew
less of God than modern man. “Any man is a Christian,” Cave
said, “who is honest with himself, whether he believes in the
virgin birth or the inspiration of the Bible.” At that a rebellion
arose among the brethren. And Garrison, who had been falling behind in popularity, decided that he should take offense
at this turn of events. He rebuked Cave for his modernism,
though everybody knew that Garrison was as bad as Cave.
There was a series of articles run by David Lipscomb
in the Gospel Advocate for two years called “Rationalism”
in which he tried to combat modernism. McGarvey began
work on his Christian Evidences about this time. Still trying
to restore himself, Garrison edited a book called Old Faith
Restated.
—Deceased

Those o don’t know hiﬆory are dtined to repeat it.
—Edmund Burke
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Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
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internet school, Truth Bible Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.

Ocoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Sauﬂey Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

Remembering Frank Carriger
Lynn Parker
“When a few years are
come, I shall go the way
whence I shall not return”
(Job 16:22). Our beloved
brother and valiant soldier of
the cross, Frank Carriger, departed this life December 23,
2010. Frank Dean Carriger
was born September 3, 1931
in Coleman, Texas and worked
some years in the oil field before turning his efforts toward
farming and ranching. Frank
and his faithful wife Grace
moved to Skidmore, Texas
and there they raised crops
and cattle on their farm/ranch
while they reared a son and
daughter. Today Grace continues to reside in their house on
the ranch.
Frank obeyed the Gospel
September 13, 1984. One of
Frank’s regrets, and he mentioned it several times, was
that he did not become a Christian until he was older and his
children were grown. He was
not at all reluctant to tell others about his later in life obedience to the Gospel so they
would not repeat his mistake.
Nevertheless, Frank was de-

Frank Dean Carriger
September 3, 1931 — December 23, 2010
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termined to spend the rest of
his days in service to God. We
believe that he rests, as do all
the faithful, from his labors as
one who died in the Lord (Rev.
14:13). Frank was frank (that
is, plain-spoken and one who
did not mince words), and there
was neither guile nor subterfuge to be found in his character or conduct. He was exactly
what you saw: a humble man
with a fervent desire to serve
God and to go to heaven. With
him there was no facade and no
hypocrisy—Frank Carriger was
genuine through and through.
Frank was evangelistic. He
taught inmates at the state prison. He taught scores through
correspondence courses. Frank
went on mission trips. He helped
to knock on many doors to contact people with the Gospel. He
was eager to teach anyone who
would listen.
Frank and Grace were
very generous with the worldly goods with which God had
blessed them. Thus, they supported good works and sound
preachers financially, as well
(Continued on Page 3)
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As far as secular literature is concerned the following
famous poem well states the disposition of mind that one
must possess, cultivate, and keep no matter the sacrifice, if
he is to be a man of integrity, conviction, and courage. How
much more so is this true for the man of biblical faith and
love who chooses to live the Christian life. That being the
case, we are most happy to dedicate Kipling’s poem ,“IF” to
the memory of our dear departed brother in the Lord, Frank
Carriger with whom, along with all the faithful, we expect
to be reunited when this age closes and eternity dawns. May
God’s richest blessings continue to be on Frank’s faithful
Christian widow, Grace.

IF
Rudyard Kipling

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too:
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or being hated don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;
If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim,
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same:
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build’em up with worn-out tools;
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings,
And never breathe a word about your loss:
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: “Hold on!”
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much:
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son!

Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
August 3, 1917-October 10, 2001
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as by their encouragement and
prayers. Often the phone rang
and it was Frank, checking on
our work and offering words of
support.
Frank would fight the good
fight. When false teachers arose
to spread damnable heresies, he
would oppose them. Frank Carriger was not cowardly when it
came to standing against error.
He saw many in the brotherhood swing toward the left and it
grieved him. Still, Frank would
be counted among voices that
objected to errors. When false
teaching came to his home congregation at Beeville, TX, Frank
did what he could to stem the
tide of apostasy. When it was
clear that he could do no more,
Frank had the courage and resolve to leave the congregation
rather than compromise and
hush his mouth about the errors
propagated.
Frank on the Restoration Tour in 1994, speaking at the
Frank preached the Gos- Cane Ridge Meeting House in Cane Ridge Kentucky.
pel. When he became so very
sick with cancer, he was helping the church in Bishop, Texas
by preaching periodically there.
adadadadadadadadadadadadadadada
He lamented, as the disease progressed, that he could no longer
preach. But in fact, Frank’s sercacac

mons—by life and mouth—
continue to bless others even
now.
I cannot recall just how
many days I have spent in the
Carriger house but I always
knew that we would find hospitality and spirituality in the
home. I hunted with Frank,
and we enjoyed the many instances of talking for hours in
a deer blind. You could not talk
to Frank long without the subject turning to the Bible. The
Carrigers helped us with youth
Bible camp. Frank had a great
sense of humor and kids loved
him.
The last time I talked with
Frank was by phone, a few days
before he died. He told me how
much he loved us, and told me
to keep standing for the Truth.
I appreciated his charge. I intend to do that very thing until
the end so that by the love and
grace of our kind God, I can see
Frank Carriger in a place where
there will be no more parting.
Our lives are richer for having known Frank Carriger. Our
prayers continue for Grace.
—1650 Gander Slough Road
Kingsbury, TX 78638
Frank loved to preach and
was always ready to do so. The
following Scripture was one
he often quoted. “...be ready
always to give an answer to
every man that asketh you a
reason of the hope that is in
you with meekness and fear”
(1 Peter 3:15). Thus, the family put it on his casket along
with his Bible, hat, rope, and
boots. These items were placed
among greenery and pine cones
from Carriger farm/ranch.

In charge of the meals for
the 1993 Summer Lectureship
in Beeville, TX, Frank rests
by leaning on a lectern as he
looks over the big crowd gathered for the meal on August 15.

In 2005 while visitng in Colorado, Frank took time
to read his Bible and relax in his and Grace’s motorhome.
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In 1995 Frank traveled with Joe
Cox, Jack McKinley, and Dick Stevens in an attempt to begin a school
China. It was to be a school where
English would be taught, using the
Bible as the textbook. However, the
flat (apartment) was so expensive the
needed money could not be raised to
purchase it.
The young man’s name standing with Frank is “Jackson”. This
picture was taken in the Republic
of Singapore while Jackson was in
school there. His father was a communist official whom I met along
with Jackson in a trip to the Orient
that involved a brief visit in China in
the early 1990s.
I do not believe I ever knew a man
who was any more ready unto every
good work as was Frank. He and
Grace were steadfast in their dedication to the Lord and in asking for the
Old Paths wherein is the good way.
—DPB
King David wrote “I have been young, and [now] am old...” (Psa. 37:27). The sentiments of David are true for those of us
whose youth has faded. As the pictures below clearly show the same was true of Frank. Personally, I always thought of Frank as
the typical atypical Texan. He was not afraid of hard work and, possessing the pioneer spirit of independence and self-reliance,
he stuck to his guns as it were, no matter the cost he and Grace had to pay in order for them to remain faithful to God. So, there
was far more to Frank Carriger than his Texas nature and heritage—it was his determination to do what he believed was right
without compromise. Although he was late in obeying the Gospel, he excelled in his service to the Lord far beyond others who
were members of the Lord’s church many years before he put on his Lord in baptism. To me he was a great example of the power
of the Gospel of Christ to convict people of their sins, convert them to Christ, and keep them saved. And, I know much of the
credit for Frank’s obedience to the Gospel at mid-life was due to Grace’s exemplary Christian life daily lived before him.
To know Frank was to know how much he was grieved at the apostasy of brethren. He lamented their cowardliness in their
failure to stand for the Truth and oppose all error. He was no fair weather friend or sunshine patriot. Frank was a stalwart soldier
of the cross of whom the world is not worthy. We, therefore, long for that eternal day when all of God’s faithful children are safely in their eternal home, never to bid farewell to one another again. “Precious memories how they linger.” —David P. Brown
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MAC DEAVER, WOODS, NICHOLS, AND
DIRECT HELP FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT
Gary W. Summers
Mac Deaver, the champion of “the direct help from
God” heresy, occasionally prompts the reader who is considering his 2007 book (The Holy Spirit) to laugh. He does
not intend to be humorous, but the reader cannot help but
chuckle at his tactics. In his first chapter, Mac tried to establish that Gus Nichols agreed with his position while at the
same time saying that in his oral debates he “never claimed
brother Nichols to be in agreement” with what he had publicly defended (11). It is confusing, then, to hear him say that
brother Nichols probably did agree with him (12). Anyone
who has read Gus Nichols’ book on the Holy Spirit knows
that he did not agree with Mac, despite Mac’s suspicions to
the contrary. Do these quotes of brother Nichols (from his
book, Lectures on the Holy Spirit, published in 1997), sound
like he believed that the Holy Spirit directly helped or influenced the Christian?
Question: Should we pray to God to give a preacher a
”ready recollection?” Is this providential, miraculous, or
what?
Answer [from brother Nichols, GWS]:
That’s all borrowed from the Apostles in John 14, when Jesus promised them that the Spirit would inspire them to reveal Christianity, to reveal the Gospel. He said, “He shall
bring to your remembrance all things whatsoever I have
said unto you.” (John 14:26) Jesus did not want them to go
out and preach without knowing exactly what he had taught,
without any perversion whatsoever. He would not let them
preach until they had received that power.
In Luke 24:48, he said, “Ye are witnesses of these things.”
And then in v. 49, “Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem until ye be endued with power from on high.” It is error for
a man to claim that same power tonight, when he is not an
apostle, not in the same class they were, when the world is
not in the same condition (Acts 1:8). They had no New Testament at that time, not a line of it. And I say again, it is a pity
for people to reason in circles and ignore the facts that make
a difference (151).

The reason that this quote is particularly pertinent is
that many of Mac’s supporters are constantly asking, “Don’t
you ask for the Holy Spirit to help you when you preach?”
or some variation of that sentiment. Brother Nichols, whom
Mac alleges to agree with him, utterly demolished that view.
Following is another comment that cannot be misunderstood.
Question: How does the Holy Spirit guide men today other

than through the Word?
Answer: Tonight I have been saying over and over that he
does not! The Holy Spirit’s guidance is in the written word
of God, and by it he does a thorough job guiding us. “Thou
shalt guide me with thy counsel.” (Psa. 73:24) (83).

Unlike Mac, brother Nichols believed that the Word
of God was sufficient and that we did not need direct help.
This next quote is equally clear.
Question: Does the Holy Spirit speak through men today in a
direct way? Does he motivate them to speak by “influence”
on their behavior?
Answer: The Holy Spirit now through the Bible influences
us to speak; but there is now no direct “independent of the
word” operation, or revelation, for us. Such ideas “make the
word of God of none effect” today because people will “turn
up their noses” to the word, and look forward to, or expect,
imaginary direct revelation. This is absolutely a “decoy” to
get people away from the word of God. The whole thing is
a work of Satan, who wants to belittle the “word” of God
and render it ineffective (82). [These and other quotes from
brother Nichols are also found in Studies in Luke edited by
Dub McClish (717-19) GWS.]

It is both comical and sad to see Mac Deaver trying
to get brother Nichols to agree with his position. His treatment of brother Woods is also both puzzling and humorous.
In chapter one of his book, Mac spent a good deal of time
trying to show that brother Warren utterly defeated Woods’
position on the Holy Spirit’s indwelling at a forum in 1967.
Then Deaver begins his third chapter by attacking what
Woods wrote concerning the Holy Spirit. But after doing so,
he then tries to convince the reader that this man with lame
arguments actually agrees with him (does that make Mac
equally lame?). In other words, if the man was so erroneous
in his Holy Spirit views, as Deaver alleges Woods was, then
why would he trumpet that Woods agrees with him? Mac
does not seem to be able to help it. Sooner or later, everyone
agrees with him.
It parallels the global warming enthusiasts. If it is hot,
that is evidence of global warming. If it is severely cold, that
is also evidence of global warming. If it is too wet or too dry,
guess what? It is just further proof of global warming. So
it is with Mac. If someone’s views are different from Mac’s,
he nevertheless agrees with him. Even if he plainly denies
what Mac believes, he still wrote a phrase or sentence that
could possibly be construed as agreeing with Mac. There
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is no escaping this irresistible conclusion—everyone agrees
with Mac!
James 1:5
Since this discussion focuses on James 1:5, let us see
what Mac says, what Woods says, and what the Scriptures
teach. To begin with, James 1:5 teaches: “If any of you
lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to all liberally and without reproach, and it will be given to him.”
The first thing that one studying the book of James would
notice is that this verse is not isolated but is part of a text.
The wisdom being sought here is probably that which will
enable the Christian to understand the reason for various
trials which must be endured in order to develop patience
(vv. 2-4). After this verse come three more that encourage
the seeker of wisdom to pray in faith; if he doubts, he will
not receive an answer because he is unstable and doubleminded.
Brother Woods kept this verse in its context; he wrote:
“The ability to see great blessings in sore trial is not an inherent one, and must, therefore be acquired” (40). Brother
Woods then elaborates on the means by which this wisdom
is and is not acquired. He made clear that this wisdom does
not come from:
1) a study of philosophy;
2) meditation;
3) consulting with wise men.
In other words, brother Woods differentiated between
a) knowledge obtained through study by the accumulation
of facts, and b) wisdom, which is the ability to apply the
knowledge one has learned. In that connection he wrote that
facts stored in the head “are obtained only through mental
effort” (40). Wisdom, on the other hand, can only be bestowed by God.
Whether the reader agrees or not with brother Woods,
the point is that this is what he taught in his commentary.
He closed this section by saying that the manner in which
God grants the wisdom prayed for is not dealt with in the
text, which is absolutely correct. James did not tell how God
would grant the wisdom—just that He would.
Everybody Agrees With Mac
Perhaps a television network would like to pick up the
above title as a religious sequel to the secular Everybody
Loves Raymond. Although brother Woods simply stated a
fact—that the manner of God’s granting the wisdom was
not specified—Mac immediately (and incorrectly) draws the
conclusion that therefore brother Woods believed it was a
direct infusion from God. He argues that, since the wisdom
can only come from God and not through mental effort or
study, that it must come direct from God’s mind to ours.
Mac concludes: “Now, will someone please explain to me
how it is that brother Woods did not imply direct help from

God!” (49).
Okay, Mac, read the following explanation carefully.
What are the ways in which God can grant His people wisdom? Of course, there is the direct method, which was actually done in the first century. Wisdom is one of the nine
spiritual gifts that Paul lists in 1 Corinthians 12; in fact, it
is the first one he mentions (v. 8). The second is knowledge.
In granting these gifts, God gave Christians the information
or the ability directly. Just as prophets were given the words
to speak, those with these gifts could communicate spiritual
knowledge they had not studied to obtain or impart wisdom
which usually came from observation and application of
principles. By the way, to say that God grants wisdom today
directly implies that these gifts are still operational. If it is
argued that even one of the gifts remains operational, how
can anyone shut the door to the other eight, which includes
speaking in tongues and the working of miracles? To suggest that brother Woods would have opened this door would
be a repudiation of everything that he ever taught on this
subject.
Although brother Woods affirmed that wisdom did not
come through mental effort, which studying would require,
he did not rule out thinking, period. Suppose, for example,
that the one praying for wisdom to understand why Christians face trials was brought face to face with a situation in
which a brother had suffered. God, through His providence,
might allow him to overhear a conversation in which a pagan was so impressed by the demeanor of the Christian in the
face of the trial that he was now considering the authenticity
of Christianity. Having heard of the benefit of a brother’s
suffering, he immediately achieved the understanding for
which he had prayed. Did this wisdom come from study or
meditation? No, he grasped the point in a moment, in a flash
(as it were). This sudden realization that came through God’s
providence required a minimum of mental activity—totally
unequal to that which is achieved through mental effort.
If Mac immediately rules out the explanation just provided for God giving wisdom through providence, he would
do so erroneously. Misapplying what Woods said about
knowledge requiring mental effort, Mac then concludes that
no mental effort is required in wisdom, either: “Thus, it has
nothing to do with reflection or any other mental activity at
all” (49). As already shown, the mental activity required in
studying and learning and the mental activity in coming to a
sudden realization are two entirely different matters.
Andrew Connally
Now the careful reader notices a bit of misinformation
in Mac’s book on the Holy Spirit. Below the quote from
brother Guy N. Woods is footnote 50, which begins on page
48 and finishes on page 49. Mac states that Connally quoted
the Woods’ passage and then drew the following conclusion:
“But God gives it, directly to us, and He gives it ‘liberally’”
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(49). The only problem is that Connally made that statement
before quoting the passage by Guy N. Woods. Whoops! All
right, it is only a technicality, but is it one that a man who
prayed for wisdom would make? Surely, Mac prayed for
wisdom in writing his book.
Connally was assigned James 1:1-12 for the ninth Annual Denton Lectureship book, which was published in
1990. The quotation cited above came before the Woods’
quote. Immediately after it, Connally wrote “Thus here is
something God does for the child of God personally and directly in response to believing prayer” (50). What Connally
meant by the word directly only he knew. In 1990 Mac did
not hold the position he currently advocates, let alone Andrew Connally. It could be the case that he was thinking
of God’s providence, in which God brings something about
apart from the Word rather than as a result of our studying
the Word.
Certainly brother McClish, who edited the book, did
not understand brother Connally to be saying that God infuses wisdom directly into our minds, just as He would have
a spiritual gift in the first century. As editor of the original
Gospel Journal, brother McClish devoted an entire issue
that dealt with the various aspects of Mac’s teaching. Mac
did not say that either Connally or McClish agreed with him
(which is surprising), but he did offer this comment in the
footnote 50 already alluded to: “Notice that Connally uses
the word “directly,” and please consider that this book was
edited by Dub McClish” (49). The reader is left to draw his
own conclusion, but the implication is that Connally agreed
with Mac and that McClish did not disagree. Had brother
McClish thought that brother Connally referred to anything
but providence, he would have spoken to him about it. Furthermore, of those who attended the lectures or read the
book not one asked even so much as a question about it, let
alone lodged a complaint. [This information was obtained
in a telephone conversation with brother McClish on May
7, 2011.]
Wisdom
James says to pray for wisdom, but Jesus had earlier
promised others that they would be granted miraculous wisdom. In Luke 12:11-12, He said that, when His disciples
were delivered up to authorities, they should “not worry
about how or what” they should answer. In other words, both
knowledge and the wisdom to use that knowledge would be
provided. Jesus added that the Holy Spirit would tell them
in that very hour what they should say. This same idea is
repeated in Luke 21:14-15 when Jesus told His disciples:
“Therefore settle it in your hearts not to meditate beforehand on what you will answer; for I will give you a
mouth and wisdom which all your adversaries will not
be able to contradict or resist.”
This means that God gave them the words directly and
8								

the ability to speak with wisdom. Again, this clearly indicates a miraculous ability. Do we still have this ability today? No, the promise was made to Jesus’ disciples in the
first century who did not have the Scriptures—not to us who
do have the opportunity to learn and use them properly. Stephen literally did what Jesus promised. As he faced his adversaries, “they were not able to resist the wisdom and the
Spirit by which he spoke” (Acts 6:10).
Of course, Jesus Himself set the standard. When He finished teaching on various matters, no one had anything else
to say. He perplexed those with His question on John’s baptism so that they admitted they did not know how to answer
Him (Mat. 21:23-27). When He gave His answer on taxes,
they marveled and left (Mat. 22:22). When He answered the
Sadducees concerning the woman married to seven husbands
“they were astonished at His teaching” (Mat. 22:23-33).
Jesus silenced His adversaries with His great wisdom.
Mac has silenced no one. Daniel Denham wrote 90 pages
of criticism of Mac’s book, which is included in Profiles in
Apostasy #2, recently published by Contending for the Faith
(Feb. 2011). He had at least three times that material which
he has accumulated on the subject, showing the fallacies
of Mac’s reasoning and positions. If Mac had a fraction of
the wisdom of Stephen, the apostles, or the Lord, no one
would be able to refute the positions set forth in his book,
but brother Denham, this writer, and others have shown that
Mac’s teachings do not reflect wisdom but rather folly.
Mac wrote on page 109 “that God in answering our
prayer would be increasing our personal capacity to grasp or
comprehend that wisdom provided in the Scriptures….” Really? And Mac knows that—how? Mac’s problem is that he
teaches that man, when he prays for wisdom, cannot receive
information; so he fancies instead that God will enhance his
“personal capacity to grasp or comprehend that wisdom provided in the Scriptures” (109). In other words, he alleges
that his comprehension skills of the revealed Word would
increase.
Brother Denham rightly says: “There you have it! Just
accept Mac’s doctrine and God will multiply your brain
cells, energize your cognitive functions, and/or juice up
your intellect” (Profiles in Apostasy #2 115). Once again,
we see that Mac’s case is built on assumptions that are only
conjectures. James is not teaching that our brain cells will be
supersized if we pray for wisdom. In some manner God will
grant our request, as brother Woods wrote. God is capable of
supplying wisdom in a way other than directly.
—5410 Lake Howell Road
Winter Park, FL 32792
ghghghghg

The Lord is never directing a man who
is headed in the wrong direction.
Contending for the Faith—May/2011

AN IGNORAMOUS PAR EXCELLENT
David P. Brown, Editor
An alleged Christian heard a certain sermon. He declared that he did not believe the preacher’s sermon example
was true. This same brother stated that unless the preacher
who gave said sermon example did not name names and
other specific facts pertinent to said sermon example, the
preacher’s failure to do so would mean that his sermon example was false and, therefore, the preacher who gave that
example in his sermon is a liar.
The following is the enumerated account of the previously referenced sermon example used by said faithful Gospel preacher.
1) Brethren who waited on the Lord’s table were offended by the immodest dress of certain females in the worship assembly.
2) At least some of the immodestly dressed females
were elders’ daughters and granddaughters.
3) These brethren who witnessed the immodest dress
of said females encouraged the preacher to preach a sermon
on Biblical modesty and he did.
4) The elders did not approve of said sermon on modesty because they recognized that it applied to their immodestly dressed daughters and granddaughters.
5) By said elders’ unwillingness to uphold said Biblical sermon on modesty, said elders were not concerned
about the souls of those in their flock, including their own
daughters and granddaughters.
6) Thus, the aforementioned elders fired the preacher
because he preached said sermon on modesty.
7) Therefore, said elders at least proved that they loved
sin more than righteousness.
This alleged Christian who heard the example in the
sermon by the aforenoted preacher denies that said sermon
example is true. He says that said preacher manufactured the
story because the preacher did not and will not name names
or give other specific facts in said example. Furthermore,
he does not believe that the seven points previously noted
could happen in a church of Christ.
Please consider the following concerning Jesus.
1) Although for 1500 years the Jews had been under
the Law of Moses (the schoolmaster to bring them unto
Christ—Gal. 3:24), the rulers of the Jews in Jesus’ day, who
should have been lovers of righteousness and should have
exemplified their love for the Truth of God’s Word before
the Jewish nation, rejected Jesus as the Son of God.
2) These same Jewish rulers, along with other Jews,
became offended when they perceived that some of Jesus’

teaching was directed toward their sins.
3) Said Jewish rulers rejected the adequate evidence
and credible witnesses that proved Christ was (is) the Son of
God (John 20:30, 31).
4) Said Jewish leaders were dishonest hypocrites.
5) Said rulers were not concerned about leading their
fellow Jews according to the Truth.
6) Said elders and rulers of the Jews loved sin more
than righteousness.
7) Thus, these said elders and leaders of the Jews
sought, requested, caused, and received the death of Jesus.
Does the alleged Christian who rejected said preacher’s
sermon example desire to attempt to deny the Truth of the
account of the Jewish elders and leaders who rejected and
crucified Christ on the same basis as he rejects as true said
preacher’s sermon example?
Did the reader notice that my first paragraph gave a
generic account of said “alleged Christian’s” opposition to
said preacher’s sermon example in the same manner that
said preacher delivered his sermon example? I did not name
names or site specifics that would tell anyone who the “alleged Christian” protestor was, or who the preacher was that
preached said sermon containing the example that said “alleged Christian” declared to be false, or where and when
said sermon example was given, or when and where said
“alleged Christian” made his said accusatorial protest, or to
whom and to how many it was made. Thus, according to the
“alleged Christian’s” lame logic the information contained
in my first paragraph of this report is false and I am a liar.
However, although a generic account of a truth this “alleged
Christian” knows that the first paragraph of this narrative is
a factual and accurate account of said matter revealed in the
first paragraph of this treatise. Moreover, the generic first
paragraph of this missive could well serve as a good sermon
example—if for nothing else than to reveal the absurdity
of the fermented thinking in which this “alleged Christian”
engaged in arriving at his moronic conclusion about said
preacher’s sermon example.
Remember, this “alleged Christian” took the erroneous
and extremely absurd position that, before an historical account of an action may be used as an example in a sermon,
all the details and specifics of that historical account must
be related to those hearing/reading the sermon. If the details
are not related in the sermon or article, the example must be
considered false and the preacher or writer labeled a liar.

ab
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THE CHILDREN ARE STARVING
Sonya West
While scanning through a popular magazine recently,
I observed an ad asking: “Can you see childhood hunger in
this photo?” The ad included a picture of six children sitting
arm-in-arm on a brick wall. The caption under the picture
stated: “1 in 6 kids in America is at risk of hunger.” The
advertisement implored help to end childhood hunger by
Americans holding bake sales in their communities.

taken the Biblical account of creation out of textbooks and
replaced it with the “theory of evolution,” that is presented
as a fact. These same institutions are allowing textbooks and
reading books to promote homosexuality as an “alternative
lifestyle,” abortion as a “woman’s right,” and any and every
other sin as permissible as long as it “feels right” to the perpetrator.

The popular reality show “Biggest Loser” boasts raising thousands of pounds of food by challenging those that
want to lose weight to log into the “Biggest Loser” web site
and record their weight loss progress. The sponsors of the
challenge pledge to donate to food banks across America
one pound of food for every pound of weight lost.

The link between the government and educational institutions is seen in the determination of what is taught within
the system. Some state and local educational boards still try
to remain loyal to the “little red school house”— emphasizing high academic standards and strong discipline procedures. However, most are threatened with the loss of federal funding if the “no child left behind” curriculum is not
implemented. On the surface this sounds like a wonderful
plan, but upon careful review it can be seen that this is just
one more way for the government and educational systems
to raise our children. Standards of academics are lowered to
keep children from being “left behind” instead of the children being required to study to reach the standard. Courses
on issues like homosexuality, sexual freedom, abortion, and
all manner of tolerance are required to be included in the
curriculum or public funding is stopped.

Are children in America hungry? Can starvation be possible in a country with the highest adolescent obesity rate in
the world? The debate is on. If there are those that do not
have, then those that do should be eager to help them. That is
the Christian way. “Therefore to him that knoweth to do
good, and doeth it not, to him it is sin” (Jam 4:17).
However, this study will not concentrate on the physical needs of America’s children—it will concentrate on
something far more urgent and important. The children of
America, and unfortunately the children of some who call
themselves Christians, are starving spiritually.
IN AMERICA
Children today are being bombarded with governmental
officials, educational institutions, and Hollywood superstars
telling them that spiritual matters are overrated. We live in a
time where children are overloaded with information. However, the information is coming from the wrong sources.
The federal government is attempting to pass laws in
a way to undermine the freedom to practice religion. Even
though our United States Constitution allows for religious
freedom, we are being told that this 223 year old document
is archaic and not “up with the times.” Foolishly, the youth
of our nation are being programmed to believe that the current federal government knows better than our forefathers.
Instead of the Biblical concept of parental responsibility of
rearing children (and interestingly enough the founding fathers’), we are being fed the idea that “it takes a village to
raise a child.” This “village” is not everyone working together within a community, as they want us to believe, but
the federal government and the United Nations making all
the decisions in EVERY aspect of a child’s life. Basically
this means, Americans can “birth the babies” but the government will take over from there.
Educational institutions, even on the lowest levels, have

Discipline is defined as “re-directing.” Instead of children receiving punishment for unacceptable behavior they
are “re-directed” in a way to get them away from the “undesired” behavior. Notice the words bad or wrong were not
used. The use of “negative” terms is not longer “politically
correct.” Under this curriculum and others, nothing is considered absolute. Therefore, there is nothing that is absolutely right or absolutely wrong. Everything is relative. No
boundaries or limits are put on the children in the classroom,
therefore allowing them to “explore” their own reality.
Then, the entertainment industry has decided that they
are the ambassadors for all political, moral and even religious matters. Movies, TV shows, videos and songs are no
longer for pure entertainment—they are to promote some
political or moral agenda. Children are exposed to this moral
decay even at the youngest ages. Children cannot watch a
cartoon or a “kid’s show” without seeing or hearing propaganda.
IN THE HOME
Good parents would not in any way let their child starve
for physical or emotional nourishment. Unfortunately, we
see Christian families putting more emphasis on worldly
matters and thus causing their children to starve for spiritual
food. More emphasis is put on whether the child is a good
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student in secular matters but very little, if any, encouragement is given for that same child to be a good student of
God’s Word. When teenagers are unable to find the books of
the Bible or cannot quote passages like John 3:16, parents
are failing to feed their children God’s Word. Children are
pushed to excel in sports activities, but they are not encouraged or pushed to excel in preparing themselves to run the
Christian race. Bible class lessons are not studied at home
and assigned memory verses are not learned. When Bible
class teachers question the parents, the teachers are told that
neither Johnny nor Susie have time for those matters. The
big turmoil comes when a Bible class teacher requires the
students to take tests or when he/she sends home progress
reports. How dare anyone evaluate spiritual knowledge?
Why would or could any Christian parents allow their children to continue to starve in these spiritual matters?
IN THE BIBLE CLASS
Unfortunately, we have reached a state in the church
where, in some congregations, there is little or no Bible being taught in the Bible classes. Instead of Johnny or Susie
being taught a lesson from the pages of God’s Word, they
are taught some “story” that resembles a Bible lesson, then
asked questions such as: “How does that make you feel?,”
or “Does that make you happy or sad?” The lesson is read
from a perversion of the Bible, then application stories are
discussed that pull the child so far away from the Biblical
Truth that the child has no idea what really has been taught.
Don’t mistake it—application for our lives should be drawn
from Biblical lessons but when the application story is emphasized over the Biblical Truth, then the whole point has
been missed.
Furthermore, how a child feels about a matter is really of no value when it comes to what God requires of His
children. The “me” generation has forced us to believe that
everything is about us and not about what God wants for us
or of us. This is even seen in the curriculum that requires,
as mentioned, for the teacher to ask such questions as listed
above. The point should be: how do our actions make God
feel?
There also seems to be more coloring than studying of
God’s Word in some Bible classes. Children are sponges and
they can absorb a lot of information. We sell them short when
we think coloring is the best they can do. Even the youngest
of children can memorize Scriptures, recite the Bible story
back after the teacher has taught the lesson, and a host of
other good activities that require them to study and learn.
IN THE ASSEMBLY
The same Christian parents that are spiritually starving

their children at home are also starving them during Bible
class and worship assemblies. The starvation actually starts
before they arrive at the church building. The children are
allowed to stay up too late on Saturday night and then are
dragged in late to Bible class on Sunday morning. When the
children arrive at the classroom, they are still so sleepy there
is no way they can absorb anything that is taught. Also, these
children are not required, by the parents, to bring their Bible
to class or to have prepared for the class in any way.
These same children are allowed to wear any fashion
attire they wish to the Bible class or worship services. One
might ask: “What does this have to do with starving children
spiritually?” It hinders spiritual nourishment! This can be
seen in several ways. The first way is in attitude. When one
dresses children in a sloppy or casual manner, it keeps children from realizing the serious and respectful way we should
approach the study of God’s Word and our worship to Him.
They see worship as the same as any other event. Secondly,
when a young lady is having to constantly “pull down” her
skirt because it is too short or “adjust” her shirt to cover the
appropriate areas, this distracts others who are looking at
the “uncovered parts.” It also distracts the young lady from
being able to listen effectively because she is spending all
her time “adjusting.” Parents should be very conscious of
what is worn at all times, but especially to Bible class and
worship.
Christian parents are also starving their children by the
way they let their children act during the worship assembly. The worship time is a Christian’s time to glorify the
Father in song, to talk to the Father in prayer, to observe
the death of our Savior in the Lord’s Supper, to give as we
have been prospered during the collection, and to study the
Word of God while listening to the sermon. Children should
be taught to respect and reverence every “act” of worship.
Faithful brethren do not advocate children having their own
service separate from the adults because it is not authorized
by God (Col. 3:17). These same brethren, however, are
treating their children in a way to separate them from this
time of worship. Children should be taught to sing, pray,
give, and listen to the sermon. It is understood that they cannot participate in the partaking of Lord’s Supper unless they
are Christians. However, we are doing everything to distract
them from learning how to participate in all the areas of worship. Parents are allowing children—who are old enough to
participate in worship—to play, draw, sleep, etc., instead of
teaching them to sit up, sing and take notes. If a child is
old enough to go to school, he is old enough to take notes
of the lesson, sing, and be quiet during the prayer. Younger
children can also do these things, but by the time a child is
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school age he is definitely old enough to participate.
Hosea 4:6 warned:
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because
thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that
thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten
the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.

God’s people would be destroyed or would starve because
they would not know God’s will for them. We scratch our
heads and wonder why the church as a whole is becoming so
weak. IT IS STARVING ITSELF TO DEATH. The children
are not being taught, thus allowing generations to arise that
do not know God.
WHAT DO WE DO?
The answer to this problem is as easy as it is for someone
that is starving physically. FEED THEM! We cannot control
the world but we can control what goes on in our homes and
in God’s congregations. Feed the children the Word of God
in the home, the Bible class, and in worship.

Bible class teachers need to be prepared to teach the
Bible lesson and teach it from God’s Word. Don’t underestimate the ability of the young to learn. Challenge them to
learn as much as they can. Repetition is a great tool; however, there is more to the Bible than just a few favorite “stories.” Challenge them with some “meat.” They will starve
if they stay with “milk” only.
Finally, children should be taught how to act in worship and learn how to participate. Again, they learn by example. If parents and other Christians do not take worship
seriously, how will the children learn to take it seriously?
Meal time and nap time—for those that are of age—should
not take place during worship. How are they going to learn
if they are not taught? Worship time should be a time for
teaching all children, even the toddlers, how to worship
God.
Let not another generation of our children starve to
death. They are “hungering and thirsting” after righteousness” (Mat. 5:6). FEED THEM!

In the home, children should be taught from birth how
important the Word of God is to our salvation. This can be
done through family devotionals, through them being taught
how to pray, and through them seeing how important it is
to be on time for Bible class and worship. They need to be
prepared by having studied the lesson and having learned the
memory work. They also need to be held responsible for having a Bible with them at Bible class and worship. If parents
are faithful Christians, the children will feed on this example
and will inevitably learn to be strong Christians. Children
should be exposed to every opportunity to receive Biblical
teaching. This can be accomplished not only by weekly Bible
classes but also by making sure they attend Vacation Bible
School, lectureships, and Bible camps. Deuteronomy 11:1819 states:
Therefore shall ye lay up these my words in your heart and
in your soul, and bind them for a sign upon your hand,
that they may be as frontlets between your eyes. And ye
shall teach them your children, speaking of them when
thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the
way, when thou liest down, and when thou risest up.

Israel was promised a blessing if they taught God’s
Word and lived it. The blessing of eternal life will be ours
and our children’s if we teach them the way of the Lord and
live it.
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Liberalism and Conservatism
L. L. Brigance, Freed-Hardeman College, 1941
Liberalism carries the idea of freedom from restraint; of not
being bound by established forms or doctrines; free to follow one’s
own opinion, judgment, or sense of expediency. In religious matters liberalism is opposed to a strict construction of God’s Word. It
permits the modification of the teaching of the Scriptures to suit the
circumstances and conditions of the times. It allows the exercise of
human judgment and wisdom in carrying out God’s commands. It
would condone the ignoring of some of God’s commandments and
the substitution of something else for others. In short, it does not
believe that we must have authority, from the Scriptures for all we
teach and practice, but that where they are silent we may do whatever we think to be good.
On the other hand, conservatism believes in conserving existing institutions; in preserving the status quo. It is “opposed to
change or innovation,” but believes in “letting well enough alone.”
In spiritual things it believes that God’s Word is supreme and sole
authority. It insists that God does not speak loosely or carelessly,
but that “he says what he means and means what he says.” It would,
therefore, put a strict construction upon the Word of God “taking it
at just what it means, adding nothing to it and taking nothing from
it. It believes that where the Scriptures are silent, we should be
also” believing nothing, teaching nothing, and practicing nothing.
Beyond the peradventure of a doubt, this is what Thomas Campbell
meant by his famous expression.
Who Are the Progressives? The liberals in the Restoration
Movement have always considered themselves the “progressive element”; in fact, they took pride in calling themselves the
“progressives,” and their conservative brethren they stigmatize as
“nonprogressives,” “old fogies,” “mossbacks,” “antis,” and other
complimentary and endearing terms. The writer of these lines is
a progressive, both by nature and by practice. He believes in that
“noble discontent” that is never satisfied this side of perfection.
Growth, development, improvement, greater usefulness, efficiency, success should be our aim in all things physical, mental, and
spiritual. I believe in religious progress. I think all Christians ought
to be “progressives.” But what is religious progress? And what
is a progessive Christian? Religious progress does not consist in
departing from the “beaten path” and introducing new “ways and
untried means.” It does not consist in abandoning old beliefs and
practices and substituting something modern and up to date.
God gave the world a perfect system of religion at the beginning of the Christian age, and it cannot be improved. It is fixed and
permanent. It is inflexible. It is perfectly adapted to the needs of
humanity in every age. To modify it is to impeach the wisdom of
God and to usurp his authority. It is the sin of presumption. Religious progress, then, consists in discovering just what this divine
system requires of man and conforming to it in all its particulars. It
is the complete subordination of man’s will to God’s will. It is that
course of self discipline and self-control that leads to perfect trust
in God and to perfect obedience of his every command. Religious
progress, to use the word of the beloved Larimore, is “to take God
at his word, believe what he says, do what he commands, and trust
him for the consequences.”A progressive Christian is one who is
coming nearer and nearer to the divine standard.
Yes, every Christian ought to be a “progressive.” But the fact

is that these self-styled “progressives” are really retrogressives
or digressives” maybe both. Instead of going forward toward the
perfect standard revealed in the New Testament, they have gone
away from it. They began their departures by the organization of
unscriptural societies to do the work of the church, and they have
come on down through various innovations, to downright infidelity
on the part of many of them. Not a few of their preachers and college professors are modernists, skeptics, infidels. R. C. Foster, in a
recent article in the Christian Standard, charges Dr. A. W. Fortune
preacher and a professor in the College of the Bible, Lexington,
Ky., with denying the resurrection of Christ and ridiculing anyone
who believes it. He quotes him as a saying to a class, presumably of
young preachers: “No one believes any more that Jesus was actually raised from the dead.” This is nothing but straight-out infidelity.
It is a rejection of the very foundation of Christianity; “if Christ
be not risen, then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also
vain; . . . ye are yet in your sin” (1 Cor. 15:14, 17).
Other Departures—Another innovation that followed soon
after the organization of unscriptural societies: the introduction of
instruments of music into the work of the church. From the beginning of the Restoration Movement till about 1860 no mechanical
instruments music was ever used in the churches of Christ. But
along with the agitation for a “higher order of literature,” “more
cultivated ministry,” “improved music,” the “settled pastor,” etc.,
there arose a demand for an organ in the worship. The first instance
of the use of such an instrument, so far as is known, was at Midway, Ky., in 1860. Dr. DeGroot says in his “Grounds of Divisions
Among Disciples of Christ”: “L. L. Pinkerton closed a sixteen-year
pastorate at Midway, Ky., in 1860, where he achieved the unique
distinction of being the first Midwest Disciple to introduce a melodeon into church worship.” The following quotation from J. W.
McGarvey suggests another time and place where instrumental
music was introduced and something of the evil it has wrought.
From a lengthy letter which he wrote in reply to a brother who had
asked some questions about what to do in a congregation that was
having trouble over the introduction of an organ, we quote one
paragraph as follows:
That a vast amount of evil has been occasioned by introduction of
instrumental music into Christian worship is undeniable. Beginning
with the first instance of it among us which I can remember, that
which caused schism in the church in St. Louis, in the year 1869,
progress has been attended by strife, alienation, and division, with
all their attendant evils, in hundreds of congregations. Before this
it had bred similar evils among the Methodist societies and Baptist
and Presbyterian Churches; for all of these bodies in their early days
knowing that the practice originated in the Roman Catholic Church,
regarded it as Romish corruption, and refused to tolerate it until it was
forced upon them by the spirit of innovation which characterizes the
present century.

Of all the immediate causes of the great division among the
disciples of Christ within the past century two things stand out preeminent “organized effort” and “instrumental music”, these two,
but the greatest of these is instrumental music. It has been our observation and experience that the organ has caused more strife, bitterness, division than any other single thing. It still remains as one
of the principal barriers to any reunion of the liberal and conservative groups. Thus we see how “liberalism” kept on growing and
adding one innovation after another until it brought instrumental
music into the churches which precipitated the division, but the
end is not yet. GOSPEL ADVOCATE, 3/27/1941. p. 294
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Moral Issues We Face
36th Annual Bellview Lectures
June 11-15, 2011
Saturday, June 11
Is There an Absolute Standard of Morality?
7:00 pm
Bruce Stuiting
Principles of Moral Decision-Making
7:45 pm
Dub McClish
Sunday, June 12
9:00 am
Comtemporary Music
Brad Green
Immodesty
David P. Brown
10:00 am
Lunch Break
2:00 pm
Stem Cell Research
Jimmie Gribble
Pornography
Johnny Oxendine
3:00 pm
Dinner Break
7:00 pm
Suicide
Terry Hightower
Television & Movies
David Hartbarger
7:45 pm
Monday, June 13
9:00 am
Medical Ethics
Michael Hatcher
10:00 am
Racism
Johnny Oxendine
Ken Chumbley
11:00 am
Impure Speech
Lunch Break
1:30 pm
Lying
Paul Vaughn
2:30 pm
Alcoholism
Jess Whitlock
3:30 pm
Open Forum
Dinner Break
Tim Cozad
7:00 pm
Materialism

Tuesday, June 14
9:00 am
Hate Crimes Laws
Lynn Parker
10:00 am
Stealing
Paul Vaughn
11:00 am
Gossip
Roelf Ruffner
Lunch Break
1:30 pm
Murder
David Hartbarger
Fornication & Adultery
2:30 pm
Dub McClish
3:30 pm
Open Forum
Dinner Break
Homosexuality
David P. Brown
7:00 pm
7:45 pm
Gambling & the Lottery
Jess Whitlock
Wednesday, June 15
9:00 am
Idolatry
Jimmie Gribble
Bruce Stulting
10:00 am
Illegal & Legal Drugs
Tim Cozad
11:00 am
Euthanasia
Lunch Break
1:30 pm
The Ecology
Terry Hightower
Abortion & Birth Control Ken Chumbley
2:30 pm
3:30 pm
Open Forum
Dinner Break
7:00 pm
Dancing
Brad Green
7:45 pm
Consequences of Amorality & Immorality
Lynn Parker

Bellview Lectures Information
Housing
The Microtel Inn & Suites (8001 Lavelle Way; Pensacola, FL 32526) is providing a special rate for those attending the Bellview Lectures. The price (tax not included)
is $57.99—1 to 4 people per room. Their phone number is
850/941-8902. Tell them you are attending the Bellview
Lectures when making your reservations. If you are planning on attending the lectureship you may want to make
your motel reservations early.

Meals

been determined. The book will contain 29 chapters. This
will be a soft-cover book. Everyone will want to purchase a
copy and perhaps additional copies for gifts.

Books-on-CD
The Bellview lectureship books (1975-1976, 1978,
1988-2005, 2007-2011) will be available on CD in Adobe
PDF. The price of the CD has not yet been determined. The
CD also includes the Defender (1970, 1972-2010), Beacon
(1972, 1974-2010), and other material.

Questions for Open Forum

The women of the Bellview Church of Christ will provide a free lunch Monday – Wednesday. For all other meals,
a list of restaurants will be available at the registration tables.

If you have questions for the open forum you may email
them to: mhatcher@gmail.com.

Books

View Lectures Live on the Internet

The lectureship book, Moral Issues We Face, will be
available for purchase. The price of the book has not yet

If you cannot attend the lectureship in person, please
view them live on the Internet: www.bellviewcoc.com.
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Directory of Churches...
-Alabama-

-South Carolina-

Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly Pond,
AL 35083, Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256)
507-1776, (256) 507-1778.

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.
org; e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00
a.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-England-

-Texas-

Cambridgeshire–Cambridge City Church of Christ, meeting at The Manor
Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge, CB4 2JF. Sun., Bible Study-10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible Study--7:30 p.m. www.
CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel Preacher. Contacts:
Keith Sisman [From USA, Toll Free: (281) 475-8247); By phone inside
the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge
contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing Address - PO
BOX 1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

Denton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr. (Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ, Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208. Email: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday
7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; tgjoriginal@verizon.net.

-Florida-

Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box 39,
Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last Sunday in February and the
internet school, Truth Bible Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.

Ocoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Office: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.

Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

-North Carolina-

New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.

Rocky Mount–Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

WHAT WILL THEY DO NOW?
Dub McClish
On May 15–18, 2011, brother Neal Pollard preached
in a Gospel meeting at the Sherman Drive Church of Christ
(formerly Pearl Street) in Denton, Texas. This meeting may
prove to be significant beyond the mere facts on the surface.
Some Background Notes
The Sherman Drive congregation is what is left of
the once mighty Pearl Street congregation that for almost
a quarter century enjoyed a spotless reputation for soundness and faithfulness. This reputation was known in many
nations, principally through its twenty-one consecutive Annual Denton Lectures programs (1982–2002).
Pearl Street apostatized in 2003, mainly through the influence of one of its elders, Joe Chism, who persuaded two
of his fellow elders to join him in the unholy Holy Spirit
errors of brethren Mac Deaver and Goebel Music. I was one
of the elders and Gary Summers was the preacher when this
issue arose. We fought it with all we had from its first appearance, but we did not prevail. The eldership fired Gary
in April 2003, and I resigned from the eldership and left in
May 2003, both departures precipitated by our opposition to
the Deaver error.
When questioned, those elders vehemently insisted
more than once (including written statements) that they had
not been infected with the Deaver virus. They soon demonstrated their unmitigated hypocrisy by their actions, however (Gary Summers and I knew all too well they were lying, from our face-to-face discussions with them between
November 2001–May 2003, attempting to salvage this con-

gregation for the Truth). In 2004 they furnished Mac Deaver
with funds and address lists for a special issue of his Biblical
Notes Quarterly. The church also allowed him to mail it on
the church’s mailing permit, which may not even be legal
(but why should breaking the law matter if lying does not [it
appears that Mac’s “Biblical ethical deceit” doctrine, along
with his Holy Spirit errors rubbed off on these elders]). In
2005 they further sealed their reputation as deceivers by
employing Deaver as their preacher. This apostasy so decimated the church’s numbers that it had no use for a 500-seat
auditorium and accompanying abundant classroom space. In
2007 they sold the Pearl Street property and bought a small
building on Sherman Drive, hence the church’s new name.
When Deaver joined Pearl Street in 2005, his principal
Holy Spirit contention was that He provides help to Christians in a direct manner (in addition to His Word), producing
in us spiritual fruit, giving us wisdom, and helping us understand Scripture. In 2006 he began publicly contending that
all sinners must undergo both water and Holy Spirit baptism
(we have yet to hear if he and all of his disciples [including
the Sherman Drive membership] have been re-baptized according to this strange doctrine).
Deaver moved from Sherman Drive in 2010. One might
have been tempted to speculate that his doctrinal evolution
into Holy Spirit baptism was more than even those derelict
elders could tolerate, and that perhaps they “encouraged”
him to leave when he “went public” with his novel doctrine.
Obviously, this was not so, for they immediately hired his
son, Weylan, a chip off the old block, doctrinally as well as
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Editorial...

“IT’S ONLY A DIFFERENCE IN
PERSONALITIES.”
David P. Brown, Editor and Publisher
dpbcftf@gmail.com
COMMUNICATIONS received by CONTENDING FOR
THE FAITH and/or its Editors are viewed as intended FOR
PUBLICATION unless otherwise stated. Whereas we respect
confidential information, so described, everything else sent
to us we feel free to publish without further permission being
necessary. Anything sent to us NOT for publication, please
indicate this clearly when you write. Please address such
letters directly to the Editor David P. Brown, P.O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383. Telephone: (281) 350-5516.
SUBSCRIPTIONS RATES
Single Subscriptions: One Year, $14.00; Two Years,
$24.00. Club Rate: Three One-Year Subscriptions, $36; Five
One-Year Subscriptions, $58.00. Whole Congregation Rate:
Any congregation entering each family of its entire membership with single copies being mailed directly to each home
receives a $3.00 discount off the Single Subscription Rate,
i.e., such whole congregation subscriptions are payable in
advance at the rate of $11.00 per year per family address.
Foreign Rate: One Year, $30. NO REFUNDS FOR CANCELATIONS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
ADVERTISING POLICY & RATES
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH was begun and continues
to exist to defend the gospel (Philippians 1:7,17) and refute
error (Jude 3). Therefore, we are interested in advertising
only those things that are in harmony with what the Bible
authorizes (Colossians 3:17). We will not knowingly advertise
anything to the contrary. Hence, we reserve the right to refuse
any offer to advertise in this paper.
All setups and layouts of advertisements will be done by
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH. A one-time setup and layout
fee for each advertisement will be charged if such setup or
layout is needful. Setup and layout fees are in addition to
the cost of the space purchased for advertisement. No major
changes will be made without customer approval.
All advertisements must be in our hands no later than
two (2) months preceding the publishing of the issue of the
journal in which you desire your advertisement to appear. To
avoid being charged for the following month, ads must be
canceled by the first of the month. We appreciate your understanding of and cooperation with our advertising policy.
MAIL ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADVERTISEMENTS AND
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, P. O. Box 2357, Spring,
Texas 77383-2357. COST OF SPACE FOR ADS: Back page,
$300.00; full page, $300.00; half page, $175.00; quarter page,
$90.00; less than quarter page, $18.00 per column-inch.
CLASSIFIED ADS: $2.00 per line per month. CHURCH DIRECTORY ADS: $30.00 per line per year. SETUP AND LAYOUT
FEES: Full page, $50.00; half page, $35.00; anything under
a half page, $20.00.
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH is published monthly.
P. O. Box 2357, Spring, Texas 77383-2357 Telephone: (281)
350-5516.

Over the years we have lost count of the times we have
heard certain brethren, including elders and preachers, strongly
and unfairly criticize those who oppose false doctrines and
the teachers of them with the statement that serves as the title
of this editorial. Who would not admit that personalities and
egos have, do, and will cause problems in every organization,
but with some brethren nearly every problem in the church
is chalked up to egos and/or a difference in personalities? It
would not surprise me that some simple minded church member attributed Paul’s opposition to Peter for the latter’s hypocrisy to Paul’s ego and the personality differences that may
have existed between the two apostles (Gal. 2:11). Of course,
anyone making such a charge would have sinned in making it
and the same is true of those who see almost all problems in
the church today to be rooted in and sustained by ego and/or
personality problems. Moreover, when such brethren always
attribute church troubles to personality clashes and/or bloated
egos, at least they prove that they do not have enough love and
concern for God’s Truth, the church, adequate evidence, credible witnesses and/or what is right and what is wrong to put
their “chief-seat-seeking-characters” at risk with their “youscratch-my-back-and-I’ll-scratch-yours”cadre of like-minded
preachers and their fellow travelers (1 Thes. 5:21).
Did Curtis Cates speak against and write his book in opposition to Mac Deaver’s Holy Spirit doctrine because of ego
and/or personality differences between Mac and him? Neal
Pollard is the preacher for the Bear Valley Church of Christ,
Denver, CO. Bear Valley Bible Institute of Denver (BV) is an
intregal part of this congregation. Was it because of the harmony of personalities and lack of ego problems between Neal
Pollard and Weylan Deaver, the preacher for the Sherman
Drive Church of Christ, Denton, TX, that the two men and the
churches they serve extended fellowship to one another when
Pollard preached a gospel meeting at the Sherman Dr. congregation in May of 2011? Incidentally, it was from BV that Weylan Deaver received his master’s degree in 2009. The Sherman
Drive church has and does spearhead, help finance, and promote Mac’s Holy Spirit doctrine that Weylan Deaver promotes.
Neal Pollard is in fellowship with the Memphis School of
Preaching (MSOP) and they are in fellowship with him. In the
past Jerry Martin of MSOP has taught at BV. Moreover, Brad
Harrub is an adjunct teacher in BV’s master’s program. Every
one of these men are in fellowship with each other. Thus, they
have no problem of bidding God’s speed to Mac and Weylan
Deaver and Sherman Drive’s Holy Spirit error as they practice
their own unity in diversity in obligatory matters. But 2 John
8-11 still says what it means and means what it says, the previous brethren notwithstanding!

Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
August 3, 1917-October 10, 2001
2									

—David P. Brown, Editor
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Mac Deaver

Weylan Deaver

Neal Pollard

Curtis Cates

Bear Valley

Forest Hill & MSOP

FELLOWSHIP

ook
is’ B
Curt

FELLOWSHIP

Sure, I’m in fellowship with
the Deaver’s and Sherman
Drive. They’re swell folks!

I’m in fellowship with Neal Pollard
but not with the Deaver’s. Have you
read my book exposing Mac’s doctrine? But Neal’s a swell guy. He
was on our lectureship recently.

FIGURIN’ OUT FELLOWSHIP
Lynn Parker
Now, I'm studying hard to figure out
This fellowship thing, you see
Curtis and crowd must have concluded–
It’s just a matter of degree.

Now Curtis must look in the mirror and say,
“I won’t fellowship Mac, but I really like Neal.
Mac’s son is not Mac, I’m surely OK,
Help, I’m sliding on this slippery peel!”

Now Curtis wrote a paperback book
A mighty rebuke some say
Of a direct operation of the Spirit
He does not operate that way.

So Curtis is now faced with a dilemma
Will he once again change the rule?
And fellowship those who fellowship Mac?
Ah, consistency, thou art such a jewel!

Curtis took aim at Mac Deaver
And with a missive he let fly
“Mac's view won’t be tolerated!
I’ll oppose it far, oppose it near, oppose it till I die.”

And Tommy Hicks, compromiser extrordinaire!
He opposes Sunset with a snarl and a frown.
But Sanders and Harrub fellowship them all,
And Tommy says, “Phil and Brad, Come on down!”

Our brother Cates drew a deep line in the sand,
Curtis can’t fellowship Mac or Mac’s son.
“They’ve hurt the church, they’ve taught damnable error.
Why just look at the harm they’ve done!”

Honest hearts looking at Cates and Hicks,
Can see their doctrinal vacillation.
Once they were strong, but their backbones’ now gone,
They now specialize in obfuscation.

By now Cates and crowd surely know
How Neal Pollard their friend from the west
Went down to Texas, preached at Sherman Drive,
And wished them all the best.

You must ignore God’s fellowship laws
To forge this new alliance!
It doesn’t matter what Christ has said,
You’ll proceed in your defiance.

Neal Pollard—that kind, loving soul,
Along with Curtis they hate agitators.
They ‘d rather bend, slapbacks, make people smile
And simply be doctrinal placaters.

And go where faithful brethren will not,
the wide path that you have trod
And in choosing this path, you go alone—
without the faithful and without God.

I read the Bible and it hasn’t changed
Don’t bid the false teacher God speed!
Or you fellowship him who’s not in fellowship with God,
And become a partaker of his evil deeds.

—1650 Gander Slough Road
Kingsbury, TX 78638
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(Continued From Page One)

physically.

Was Sherman Drive supportive of Mac’s and Weylan’s
Holy Spirit baptism heresy at the time of the Pollard meeting
there? No doubt about it, unless they ceased their support almost overnight. One month before the meeting, Mac mailed
another “Special Issue” of his Biblical Notes Quarterly (I
received mine on April 18). The entire “Special Issue” was
an attempt to defend his Holy Spirit baptism error in the face
of Daniel Denham’s withering refutation of it at the Spring
Church of Christ Contending for the Faith Lectures in February. In BNQ he credited the Sherman Drive secretary, Pam
Morse (wife of elder Randy Morse) for “help in getting
the material ready for print.” Deaver mailed it on Sherman
Drive’s mailing permit again, and it appears that he again
used mailing lists supplied by Sherman Drive. The point just
here is that there can be no doubt whatsoever that Sherman
Drive was still firmly in support of the entire Deaver Holy
Spirit schema at the time of the Pollard meeting.

you have here at Sherman Drive.” He further said of Weylan Deaver, “We respect the depth of spirituality and Bible
knowledge that is evident.” I don’t see much in those words
to indicate any doctrinal disagreements with the Sherman
Drive preacher.
Beyond that, however, at least two brethren (Daniel
Denham and Gary Summers), upon learning of his planned
trip to Denton, sought to contact Pollard by email messages
and telephone, informing him of Sherman Drive’s doctrinal
aberrations. Pollard ignored both of them. He came right on,
in spite of knowing what Sherman Drive is. Could he more
eloquently have expressed his sympathy for the Deaver errors than by doing so? At the very least, one must say that he
expressed utter lack of concern about them and the confusion and division among brethren they have wrought.
In a July 29, 2009, Denton Record-Chronicle article
Mac wrote:
A sinner must change his nature. Having become a natural
sinner or sinner by nature, he must become a partaker of the
divine nature. He has to be forgiven of his sins, and made
alive again. He must be born again of water and Spirit (John
3:3, 5). He must be regenerated or made spiritually alive
again. This happens when he is baptized into Christ (Tit. 3:5;
2 Pet. 1:40 [sic., he meant 1:4]). As his body is immersed in
water (Acts 8:38), his human spirit is immersed in the Holy
Spirit (1 Cor. 12:13).

Enter Neal Pollard
Neal Pollard is the preacher for the Bear Valley Church
of Christ in Denver, Colorado, that conducts the Bear Valley
Bible Institute of Denver (BV). He also teaches part-time in
this school. He became somewhat of a hero to the Miller/AP
defenders/endorsers/supporters after writing a sweet little
article in August 2005, titled, “Devil’s Disease: Illustration
of Gal. 5:15.” In it, he described brethren in such terms as
“Tasmanian Devils,” “heretic detectors,” and “fight-pickers” (and others), calling for their “eradication.” He left few
doubts that he was aiming at those rapscallions who were
determined to continue to oppose and expose brother Dave
Miller. I somehow thought those were rather biting words
from a brother who was accusing others of “biting and devouring one another,” all the while calling for “balance.”
I am not aware if he has ever expressed the slightest hint
of sympathy for the Deaver errors, much less having ever
taught them. Likewise, I am not aware of any such leanings
on the part of the church or school with which he works.
Yet, here he came to preach in a meeting series designed to
strengthen, encourage, and build up a congregation that is
perhaps more unabashedly eaten up with the Deaver errors
than any other.
Could he be so out of touch that he was not aware of
Sherman Drive’s devotion to Deaver and his errors (some
brethren pride themselves on their ignorance of who is
teaching what)? Even if I did not know better, I would doubt
it. lt is apparent that Neal Pollard and Weylan Deaver were
acquainted beyond mere knowledge about one another before Pollard arrived in Denton, otherwise they would not
have links to each other’s blogs (http://wdeaver.wordpress.
com/; http://preacherpollard.wordpress.com/). Pollard prefaced his closing sermon in the series by saying his visit at
Sherman Drive had “forged a bond that will continue to
grow.” He told the audience, “What a wonderful preacher…

The Sherman Drive elders obviously endorse Mac’s
“spirit-immersed-in-Spirit” gobbledy-gook as necessary
(not optional) for the sinner’s “nature change” in order for
him to be saved. Did they make their conviction clear to
Pollard? Did Pollard make this clear when he offered the
invitation at the end of each of his sermons so the poor sinners might know that their “sinful nature” was going to be
overhauled by the Holy Spirit and that they would thereby
be given a “divine nature”? I suppose an invitation by one
who subscribes to this error might go something like this:
“While we stand and sing, come and let us baptize your
body in water so your sins can be washed away and so your
spirit can be baptized in the Holy Spirit to change your ‘sinful nature.’”
The “Bigger Picture”
Brother Pollard’s blasé attitude about bidding Godspeed to a church given over to heresy concerning the Holy
Spirit is a small part of a much bigger picture. I am writing these words on June 6, 2011. Exactly six years ago the
packet of letters from Apologetics Press (AP), announcing
the forced resignation of its executive director, Bert Thompson, was hitting mailboxes. One of the letters announced the
appointment of brother Dave Miller to succeed the departed
Thompson. The packet further included a list of sixty men
who had permitted their names to be used in a statement of
support for AP and, by implication, for Dave Miller. These
documents began a series of ripples that continues to rock
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the ship of Zion.
Those who signed the statement to prop up AP could
hardly oppose its new executive director. Brother Miller’s
unrepented-of errors concerning elder reaffirmation/reconfirmation and marital intent were at least easily knowable,
if not widely known, before he joined Apologetics Press
in 2002. AP lost considerable financial support because of
Miller’s errors when Thompson hired him. At least some of
those who signed the support statement are on record as opposing Miller’s elder r/r error pre-June 2005. One of them
even told me he did not know Miller would be the next head
of AP at the time he signed the support document, implying
he would not have signed it had he known it. He quickly
joined the ranks of the Miller defenders, however.
Amazingly, several former opponents of his errors became defenders and endorsers of them and him in order to
continue support for AP. A new attitude concerning Truth
and error emerged among many of those long considered
unflinching in their defense and proclamation of the faith.
These brethren, whether or not they have ever faced it, have
rationalized their selective endorsement of error and its advocates. They are practicing situation ethics relating to Truth
and error. They have reached the point of choosing which
false teachers they still oppose and which it is permissible
to embrace and defend. I suppose those at Memphis School
of Preaching (MSOP), GBN/Southaven Church of Christ,
Southaven MS, Spiritual Sword/Getwell, The New Gospel
Journal, “Polishing the Pulpit,” Schertz, Lubbock, and others of their band still anathematize the late James D. Bales,
Rubel Shelly, and Mac Deaver (their errors are noxious, unacceptable, and damnable, you see). However, Dave Miller
need not fear, for his errors are completely palatable, harmless, and acceptable (never mind that they strike at the foundation of Scriptural congregational government and MDR).
(Does anyone with an ounce of honesty and objectivity believe for one moment that the Miller errors would have been
given a pass by most of these brethren six years ago had not
their support of AP demanded it?)
The Fellowship Fallout
The brethren who rationalized supporting a teacher of
error have triggered a massive fellowship realignment, both
exclusive and inclusive in its course. The first consequence
of their support-at-all-cost policy toward AP/Miller was exclusive in nature. In order to maintain their agenda, those
who cast their lot with AP/Miller had to marginalize those of
us who refused to “go along” with a false teacher and his institution in order to “get along.” Their means of accomplishing this aim initially was to malign, denounce, and demonize
all non-Millerites as merely loud-mouthed misfits, allegedly
disgruntled because we did not “get our way.” Their list of
pejoratives ranged everywhere from “Tasmanian Devils” to
members of a “toxic loyalty circle,” and thirty or more additional complimentary monikers thrown in just in case some

soul missed their point (have these brethren been studying
the tactics of the Democrat Party?). Never mind that they
spurned three invitations to join various ones of us in open,
public discussion of the issues dividing us. Some of us even
offered to come to their home ground for the same purpose,
but they spurned that, too. They made it very clear that they
considered us dispensable as far as their fellowship and their
future course were concerned.
The second consequence, and a corollary to the first,
has been inclusive in nature. Almost simultaneous with their
new policy of exclusion, the Miller/AP acolytes began a
new policy of unprecedented inclusion. While they pushed
us out the back door and slammed it, they opened wide the
front door to a new group of brethren. In place of their formerly beloved and respected brethren to whom they gave
the bum’s rush, they began almost feverishly to embrace
those whom they had formerly not only not included in their
work, but whom they criticized and scorned. Moreover, they
have left that front door open, and one wonders just whom
all it will eventually admit.
This phenomenon has revealed itself most glaringly in
the list of speakers at various lectureships. The “old” Tommy Hicks and the Southside Church in Lubbock, Texas, had
long opposed (and rightly so) its neighbor across town, Sunset International Bible Institute. However, although Brad
Harrub spoke on the Lake Tahoe Family Camp with Truitt
Adair, President of the school, earlier in the year, the “new”
Hicks saw no fellowship inconsistency with Harrub’s appearance on the 2006 Lubbock Lectures. Also, the “old”
Hicks previously had no use for BV, but the “new” Hicks
placed Mark Hanstein, a teacher and administrator in that
school, on the 2006 Lubbock Lectures. Although the “old”
Hicks is on record in print (July 2005) as being strongly opposed to both of the Miller errors, the “new” Hicks flooded
the 2006 Lubbock Lectures with no fewer than eleven men
who signed the AP statement of support, not counting other
Miller sympathizers—a strange way to oppose Miller’s errors.
The 2006 Lubbock Lectures typified what would become the new “fellowship” norm in other venues. The slate
of speakers on MSOP, Power, and Schertz lectureships followed Lubbock’s lead and took on a decidedly new fellowship hue compared with previous years. While director of
MSOP, the “old” Curtis Cates had spoken of East Tennessee
School of Preaching, Tri-Cities School of Preaching, and BV
only with contempt pre-June 2005. I think it a fair assumption that his successor, the “old” Bobby Liddell, agreed with
him. Since that time, the directors of each of those schools
has appeared on the MSOP Lectures, some of them more
than once.
The speakers lists in such places as MSOP and Lubbock
have also contained men who formerly would not have been
invited because of their perceived unwillingness to openly
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oppose such things as Balesism, Deaverism, and liberalism
in general (e.g., the late William Woodson, Dan Winkler,
Tom Holland, Jeff Jenkins, Phil Sanders, Roger Comstock,
et al.). Such men have also been known to have few scruples
about hobnobbing with known liberals. For example, Phil
Sanders preaches on the “Search” TV program, sponsored
by one of the most liberal churches in the Oklahoma City
area. Not only did that relationship not keep MSOP from
inviting him to speak in 2010, neither was it a problem to
MSOP that Sanders spoke at Sunset earlier in the year. Ah,
those plastic fellowship lines must be very convenient (at
least here on earth), not unlike the gerrymandering lines of
congressional districts, often drawn for political considerations—in both cases.
Perhaps that is too harsh. After all, these brethren really
do have a strict fellowship code: Those who do not oppose
Dave Miller and his errors (almost regardless of doctrinal/
fellowship compromises otherwise) are inside their new
(since June 2005) fellowship circle, and those who oppose
Dave Miller and his errors (regardless of their record of decades of doctrinal and moral uprightness) are outside of it. If
any had any doubts that Barry Grider, Forest Hill preacher
and part-time MSOP teacher, spoke for the eldership and for
the school it oversees when he wrote of drawing his fellowship “circle” much larger, the behavior of MSOP has surely
removed them all. Many of us are made to wonder just how
large it will eventually become.
The Pollard-Deaver-Bear Valley-MSOP Conundrum
I refer the reader to the opening paragraph in which I
announced the Neal Pollard meeting at the Deaver-infested
Sherman Drive Church in Denton, Texas. It is now time to
consider some of the implications of that meeting. They start
with MSOP’s long, well-known (and rightful) opposition to
the errors of Mac Deaver. When the Pearl Street Deaverdevotee elders were seeking to literally destroy me for daring to tell the truth about their convictions in 2003, no one
was more supportive and encouraging than Curtis A. Cates,
then director of MSOP. He confronted Harry Ledbetter, one
of the Pearl Street elders, with more than one strong letter. As far as I know, MSOP still stands in opposition to the
disastrous Deaver doctrines. We know MSOP regards Neal
Pollard highly, for he spoke on their 2007 and 2010 lectureships. My question to our beloved MSOP brethren now is,
how will they regard him henceforth, since he has given aid
and comfort to some of the most avid disciples of Deaver?
Will MSOP invite him back again? Will Pollard’s Denton
trip even make a difference to them? I believe I know what
the answer to all of these questions would have been preJune 2005.
But there is more. Jerry Martin, a teacher and dean of
students at MSOP, has taught on the BV “Master’s Faculty”
(yes, the same BV school with which Pollard is intimately associated). Connect the dots with me: Sherman Drive

is neck deep in Deaver’s errors. Pollard, an employee of
BV, is in fellowship with Sherman Drive. MSOP, through
Jerry Martin, is in fellowship with both Pollard and BV
(even apart from MSOP’s inclusion on its lectureship in
recent years of Pollard and Denny Petrillo, Director of the
BV school). When the MSOP, Martin, BV, Pollard circle is
completed, MSOP is in fellowship with Sherman Drive, and
therefore with Mac Deaver. The principle set forth in 2 John
9–11 allows no other conclusion.
Assuming Pollard is unwilling to repent of bidding
Godspeed to those enmeshed in error and that BV continues
Pollard’s employment, MSOP must make a choice:
1. They can do what 2 John 9–11 demands by ceasing
fellowship with Pollard and BV. This move would not only
mean no more MSOP invitations to BV personnel, but that
Jerry Martin would have to resign from the BV faculty. It
would likely also set a precedent for others who have issued
invitations to Pollard and/or other BV personnel.
2. They can ignore 2 John 9–11 (as they have done
in the Miller/AP situation and others, especially since June
2005) as if Pollard did nothing wrong. This choice will allow MSOP to continue using BV folk on their lectureship
and Jerry Martin to continue his place on the BV faculty.
However, if they make the latter choice, they will be
surrendering any basis for further opposition to Mac Deaver’s heresies. They may as well, in fact, invite him to speak
on their next lectureship and finish smoking the peace pipe
with him. (Why, it will almost make one feel sorry for Mac
if MSOP continues to give him the cold shoulder while they
ignore 2 John 9–11 in regard to Pollard.) After all, if they
can turn a blind eye to Dave Miller’s egregious errors, why
should they not do so to Mac Deaver’s (or Rubel Shelly’s)?
If I were Mac Deaver, I would drive this point home relentlessly. There is no way for MSOP or any other lectureship
that might be considering an invitation to Pollard to avoid
the significance of his willing sashay into a Deaver domain.
The Broader Implications
The fellowship implications are much more widespread
than with MSOP alone, however. Every other venue that
continues to use Pollard (or others from BV) and those who
are scheduled to speak beside him in a non-adversarial role
should take notice—if they have any scruples about Deaver’s errors. The upcoming “Polishing the Pulpit” (PTP) program will provide a significant fellowship “test case” for
a number of brethren scheduled to speak thereon. To my
knowledge, Allen Webster, the founder and director of PTP,
is not a Deaver sympathizer, but will it make any difference
to him that one of his speakers, Neal Pollard, has now revealed himself to be such?
Wesley Simons, director of Tri-Cities School of Preaching, has been outspoken against the Deaver errors and at one
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time sought to engage Mac Deaver in a debate regarding
them. He is on the PTP program. Will he fellowship a supporter of Deaver’s errors? The same can be said and asked
about B.J. Clarke, MSOP teacher and dean of admissions.
Will Robert R. Taylor, Jr., another very vocal opponent of
Deaver’s errors, have no problem joining hands with one
who has now joined hands with Deaver disciples?
What about Brad Harrub (Think! magazine), Gary
Hampton, Steve Higginbotham, Jody Apple, and James
Meadows (East Tennessee School of Preaching), Alan Highers (Spiritual Sword), Eddie Parrish (Brown Trail congregation, home of Brown Trail Preacher Training School), Kyle
Butt and Eric Lyons (AP), Wade Webster (Southaven/Power
Lectures/GBN), Rick Brumback (Southwest School of Bible Studies), and Jerry Martin (MSOP)? Will none of these
even give a second thought to the implications of speaking
with Pollard? As far as I know, the nearest any of these have
come to expressing unconcern about Mac Deaver’s errors is
Eddie Parrish of the Brown Trail Church, Bedford, Texas.
While he has indicated he sees no grave implications of the

Deaver direct-operation doctrine, I seriously doubt that he
would follow the Deavers in their Holy Spirit baptism aberration.
Given the gargantuan shift in fellowship lines and practices over the past six years, I will be greatly surprised if
hardly an eyebrow is raised by the implications of the Pollard trek to Denton, Texas. I expect the big network that has
come together to protect and defend AP and its impenitent
director will do nothing about this latest development. After
all, if one of its major players took a stand on this issue,
some of the others might feel the pressure to do the same
not only on this fellowship issue, but on others—and they
could not allow that. Because AP is “too big to fail,” so must
its director be, regardless of his grave errors. Can anyone
doubt what the repercussions of the Pollard visit would have
been in pre-June 2005 days? But, alas, those days—and the
convictions so many dear brethren then had—appear to be
gone, never to be reclaimed.
—908 Imperial Dr.
Denton, TX 76209

WHAT DID THE SAMARITANS RECEIVE IN ACTS 8?
Gary W. Summers
In Acts 8:14-19, the new Christians in Samaria received “the Holy Spirit.” But what did they receive? What
does this expression mean? Did they receive a spiritual gift?
Did they receive a non-miraculous indwelling of the Spirit?
Were they baptized in the Holy Spirit? These questions are
legitimate to ask, but the answer is not always easy because
of the way the term Holy Spirit is used in the New Testament. Further complications arise due to the fact that many
have written erroneously concerning the subject, often doing nothing more than making assertions.
For decades brethren have taught that spiritual gifts
were given only through the laying on of the apostles’ hands
(except with Cornelius), but Mac Deaver disagrees with
this doctrine (as he does with just about everything else that
brethren—his former self included—have taught concerning the Holy Spirit). In his Spring 2011 issue of Biblical
Notes Quarterly, he makes the following assertion (without
any proof):
…the laying on of apostolic hands does not mean that the
apostles were the source of the Spirit’s being given in the
sense that in Acts 8 and in Acts 19, their hands provided the
identification of those to receive the Holy Spirit from God….
The apostles could only give the Spirit in the sense of identifying, by the laying on of their hands, those to whom the
8								

Spirit was to be given by God (specifically by Jesus Christ—
Mt. 3:11) (6).

If this allegation makes no sense to the reader, he should
not fret unduly; it is a sign that he is normal and rational.
Why did those receiving the Holy Spirit need to be identified? For whom was the identification necessary? Certainly,
it was not for the Holy Spirit’s benefit. Can anyone imagine
God needing help identifying who would receive the Spirit?
The argument could never be made that the identification
was for the apostles’ edification, since they are the ones who
were performing the laying on of hands. Did those who had
just been baptized need to know who they were? Surely,
their memories could not be that dim. The only group left
would be observers, perhaps those who had heard Philip
preach but had not obeyed, but even they would know those
who had. What we are left with is an identification process
for no one in particular. What kind of sense does that make?
Philip
What do we know about Philip, who preached to the
Samaritans? He is not the Philip who is one of the apostles
mentioned in the gospel accounts and in Acts 1:13. This is
the Philip that was selected in Acts 6 to serve along with
Stephen and five other men (5-6) to make sure that none of
Contending for the Faith—July/2011

the widows were neglected in the daily distribution of food
(1). The reason for selecting these men to take care of the
matter was that the apostles wanted to devote themselves
“continually to prayer and to the ministry of the word”
(4). Philip the apostle would not have been chosen for serving tables in order to free himself up to do those other tasks.
After the death of Stephen someone named Philip went
down to Samaria to preach. Was it the apostle or the one
listed among the seven? The apostles, after Stephen’s death,
remained in Jerusalem (Acts 8:1). So it was the one the
Scriptures call Philip the evangelist who went to Samaria
(Acts 21:8). Also, if this had been Philip the apostle, then the
apostles would not have needed to send two apostles down
to Samaria, since one would have already been there (14).
When Philip went down to the city of Samaria, he
“preached Christ to them.” Later, when he met with the
queen’s treasurer from Ethiopia, the text says that he
“preached Jesus to him” (35). Obviously, Philip did the
same thing with both audiences, and they both responded
by being baptized. In the latter instance, we read that “both
Philip and the eunuch went down into the water, and he
baptized him” (38). In the former account, it is stated that,
“when they believed Philip as he preached the things
concerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus
Christ, both men and women were baptized” (12). This
action of theirs is also referred to as “Samaria had received
the word of God” (14) and “being baptized in the name of
the Lord Jesus” (16).
Simon the Sorcerer
One of those present in Samaria was a magician named
Simon who was so effective that he actually astonished the
people. He got away with saying that what he did was by the
great power of God (9). In fact, he convinced the people of
that notion (10). He had not merely done a trick or two but
managed to keep the people astonished “with his sorceries
for a long time” (11). The text makes a point of this ability
to convince the Samaritans for a reason—to serve as a contrast to the true power of God which Philip had. Simon saw
all the miracles and signs that Philip did, and it convinced
him to believe and be baptized (13). Certainly, a professional magician knows the difference between an illusion and
actual power from God.
Then something occurred which not only further intrigued Simon; it tempted him as well. The apostles appointed Peter and John to go to Samaria; when they arrived,
“they prayed for them that they might receive the Holy
Spirit” (15). Now the confusion starts. What is meant by
the Holy Spirit here? Is it the Holy Spirit Himself? Is it
the non-miraculous indwelling? Is it a spiritual gift? Is it
the baptism of the Holy Spirit? We know that, whatever it
was, they did not receive it until Peter and John “laid their
hands on them” (17). When that occurred, the text says that
“they received the Holy Spirit” (17). Simon had already

been amazed while he accompanied Philip (13), but now he
saw something that made him extremely excited. We read:
“Now when Simon saw that through the laying on of
the apostles’ hands the Holy Spirit was given, he offered
them money, saying, “Give me this power, that anyone
on whom I lay my hands may receive the Holy Spirit”
(18-19).
Will Mac seriously argue that Simon wanted the ability
to identify “those to whom the Spirit was to be given”?
How manifestly absurd is such a notion! The former sorcerer really desired to have the ability to give the Holy Spirit
to people.
What Did Simon Try To Buy?
Four times in verses 15-19 the giving or receiving of the
Holy Spirit is mentioned, but a further definition of it is lacking—except for the fact that Simon wanted to buy the power
to do the same thing the apostles did. Peter told him that his
money would perish along with him because he had thought
he could purchase “the gift of God” (20). To what does the
gift of God refer? It does not refer to the gift of salvation
which all receive (Eph. 2:8-9), nor does it refer to one of the
nine spiritual gifts enumerated later by Paul in 1 Corinthians
12. This gift is something that only the apostles could do—
impart the Holy Spirit (impart miraculous gifts–Editor) to
others. In all of the New Testament, no human being other
than an apostle ever imparted the Holy Spirit to another. If
anyone could have done so, then Philip would have already
done it. For that reason the apostles sent Peter and John because they knew that those who were not apostles did not
have the ability to give the Holy Spirit.
The Samaritans’ receiving the Holy Spirit was an event
that was observable, since Simon saw it. (Why can’t we see
what Simon saw?–Editor) It could not, therefore, have been
a non-miraculous indwelling of the Spirit. Simon did not
witness the Samaritans’ being baptized in the Holy Spirit
because Jesus imparted that, and the presence of Peter and
John would not have been required (Mt. 3:11). The only legitimate option remaining is that the Samaritans received a
spiritual gift, but how valid is such a view? It is the best and
only idea that fits all of the facts that we have.
Peter told Simon that he had neither part nor portion
in this matter (21). The word translated “portion” (NKJ)
or “lot” (KJV) in Acts 8:21 could have a special significance. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John used this word for
casting “lots” for Jesus’ clothes. Luke also uses it that way
in Acts 1:26, where they cast lots for Judas’ replacement
and the “lot” fell upon Matthias. Luke used the Greek word
twice prior to that verse. In 1:17 Peter mentioned that Judas
obtained a part in the ministry with the other apostles and
now it was appropriate to replace him. Again, the disciples
prayed in 1:25 and asked the Lord to show which of the two
men He had chosen to take part in this ministry and apostleship. Many think that Peter was telling Simon in Acts 8:21
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Brethren’s Comments

that he did not have a portion (part, lot) in that work.
The Evidence for the Holy Spirit’s Being a Spiritual
Gift:
1. First, it would have been visible and observable. In
Acts 19, when Paul laid his hands on the Ephesians, “they
spoke with tongues and prophesied” (Acts 19:6).
2. Heretofore, Simon had been amazed by the miracles
and signs that Philip did, but the text does not say that he
offered Philip money to do the same things he was doing.
Nor did he offer silver and gold for the apostles to give him
that gift; he coveted something even greater than that—the
ability to grant those powers and abilities to others. He was
looking at it from a worldly standpoint and thinking, “What
a marvelous thing to be able to do—to give the Holy Spirit to
whomever I desire.” He gives no indication that he planned
to receive money for that conferring power; he probably was
more interested in the prestige. He had been used to receiving admiration and saw this as a way to regain it.
3. The Holy Spirit can be used to designate that which
He gives. In fact, we have an example of such in the parallel accounts of Mt. 7:7-11 and Lk. 11:9-13. Both accounts
begin with the “ask, seek, knock” verses. Both continue by
explaining that parents do not give awful substitutes (such
as a serpent for fish) to their children. Then consider the parallel statement that follows:
If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to
your children, how much more will your Father who is in
heaven give good things to those who ask Him! (Mt. 7:11).
If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your
children, how much more will your heavenly Father give
the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him! (Lk. 11:13).

The only significant difference in these two verses is
that the former alludes to what is given (and thus received),
and the latter refers to the One giving good gifts—the Holy
Spirit. This is easily explained by the figurative language
that is often used in the Scriptures. This one is called metonymy of the cause (described in Dungan’s Hermeneutics
271), in which the cause (the Holy Spirit) is named instead
of the effect (the good things). Thus, in Acts 8:15-19, the
Holy Spirit is mentioned, but the astute Bible reader knows
that it is a spiritual gift given by Him that is intended.
One final observation on the proposed transaction is that
the idea of buying the power to be in charge of the things of
God is named after the Sorcerer and is therefore called simony. According to The American Heritage Dictionary of
the English Language, simony is defined as:
The buying or selling of ecclesiastical pardons, offices, or
emoluments. [Middle English simonie, from Old French,
from Late Latin, simonia, after Simon Magus, a Samaritan
who offered money to the Apostles Peter and John for the
power of conferring the Holy Spirit on whomever he wished.
Acts 8:18-19.] (1207).

Brethren have usually understood that the above explanation is the case—so much so that it is often assumed
that everyone already understands the point, thus making
long explanations for it unnecessary. Andrew Connally
says tersely in his 3rd major point: “The Imparting of The
Holy Spirit To Work Miracles Were [sic] by the Hands of
The Apostles Only (vs. 14-17)”; then he adds under point
A: “Exclusive power of the Apostles (vs. 18)” (57). J. W.
McGarvey wrote:
Third, Previous to the arrival of Peter and John, none of them
had received the miraculous gift of the Spirit. Fourth, Upon
the imposition of the hands by the two apostles, accompanied
with prayers, the Holy Spirit fell upon them, conferring miraculous gifts….
But the chief thing that they did was to confer the Holy Spirit;
hence, this was the chief object of their visit. If, however,
Philip could have conferred this gift, the mission, so far as
the chief object of it is concerned, would have been useless.
This affords strong evidence that the miraculous gift of the
Spirit was bestowed by no human hands except those of the
apostles (92).

Notice in the above quote that McGarvey himself uses
the Holy Spirit to stand for the miraculous gift conferred by
Him.
Others
Denominational writers often do not provide good interpretations of the Scriptures (such as erroneously affirming, like Mac, that the 120 were baptized in the Holy Spirit
on Pentecost instead of just the twelve), but in the case of
Simon, the Truth is so obvious that they often get it right.
Adam Clarke asks for what purpose the Holy Spirit was
given and answers: “It was the miraculous gifts of the Spirit
which were communicated…” (5:741). Barnes says of the
giving of the Holy Spirit: “It was something that was discernible by external effects; for Simon saw (ver. 18) that
this was done by the laying on of hands” (Acts –Rm., 141).
To be sure, many of these commentators mingle the
concepts of their traditions with the Truth, but they did understand what happened with Simon and the Samaritans.
The Pulpit Commentary (as do other commentaries) speaks
of the apostles laying hands on the Samaritans as a kind of
confirmation, which is not a Biblical but denominational
concept. But even in that error is their view of what occurred at Samaria made known. Consider these comments:
“In this case, as at Pentecost, the extraordinary gift of the
Holy Ghost was conferred. In confirmation, now that miracles have ceased, it is the ordinary and invisible grace of the
Holy Spirit that is to be looked for” (18:1:252).
Conclusion
Nearly everyone understands that the apostles were
needed to confer a spiritual gift upon the Samaritans (which
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is described as receiving the Holy Spirit). They were not the
source of the Spirit, but His instrument in providing spiritual
gifts. Mac’s idea that the apostles were only there to identify
the recipients is not only inadequate; it flies in the face of rationality. Peter and John did not impart Holy Spirit baptism
but rather a spiritual gift. The text speaks for itself and is
clear to all who do not have an agenda or are trying to fit the

information into a false system of Holy Spirit theology. All
of us must examine the text closely and think logically about
what it is saying; we can comprehend the Truth.
—5410 Lake Howell road
Winter Park, FL 32792

Avoiding Controversy
Dub Mowery
The Word of God certainly emphasizes the need to
avoid any controversy which is to no profit. For example,
the Apostle Paul reminded Timothy, an evangelist, “…that
thou mightest charge some that they teach no other doctrine, Neither give heed to fables and endless genealogies, which minister questions, rather than godly edifying which is in faith: so do” (1 Tim. 1:3-4). But this does
not mean we should ignore controversy which could be detrimental to our spiritual welfare. Many brethren do not want
to be informed of controversy within the brotherhood. They
are apt to say, “There is no need to preach on any of those
issues because we’re not bothered by them in our congregation.” With such an attitude those brethren will be an easy
target of those who promote false doctrines and practices of
which they are not informed.
The Apostle Paul exhorted the elders of the church at
Ephesus:
Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock,
over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers,
to feed the church of God, which he hath purchased with
his own blood. For I know this, that after my departing
shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing
the flock. Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them.
Therefore watch, and remember, that by the space of
three years I ceased not to warn every one night and day
with tears (Acts 20:28-31).

Many brethren are reluctant to face controversy headon. If courageous brethren of the past had not confronted
and defeated those upholding false doctrine and practices,
we would now be completely overcome by them. More than
a hundred years ago, brethren like David Lipscomb confronted and defeated those who promoted the use of me-

chanical instrumental music in the worship of God. Even at
that, a host of brethren were led off into a major division in
the church of our Lord. These apostates became known as
Disciples of Christ or Christian Church. During the past century, some brethren contended for the use of only one cup in
the Lord’s Supper. Faithful brethren opposed their contention and showed its foolishness. A few uninformed brethren
swallowed the “one cup” doctrine, hook, line, and sinker.
During that same period of time, what became known as
the anti-class controversy troubled the church. The “antilocated-preachers” doctrine, championed by the late W. Carl
Ketcherside, had a small following. Brethren such as G.
K. Wallace met and defeated him in debate, time and time
again. Being defeated in the “anti-located-preacher” doctrine, brother Ketcherside then turned to a liberal position
of fellowshipping everyone who professed Christ. In the
1950s the anti corporation/anti orphan home issue divided
many congregations. It is now by some referred to as “the
non-institutional” issue. Faithful brethren such as Guy N.
Woods confronted and defeated in formal debates the erring brethren who were at the forefront of defending the socalled “Non-institutional” doctrine.
As previously noted W. Carl Ketcherside in 1957 had a
change of heart concerning his legalistic doctrine of “antilocated-preacher” to a very liberal position on fellowship.
He pioneered the move to unite with the Independent Christian Church. Many who followed his lead reached the point
of looking at any who professed belief in Christ as their
spiritual brethren. This is contrary to the will of the Lord
(Lk 6:46; Mt. 7:21-23; 2 John 9-11).
By the time of the 1960s, many of our brethren begin
to move away from a “thus saith the Lord” to a more liberal
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outlook. In the 1980s, several of our preachers, including
some who had previously been considered conservative, had
several meetings with the religious group known as the Independent Christian Church (sometimes called the “Conservative Christian Church”). They certainly were not conservative when it came to worship in that they use mechanical
instrument of music as well as other errors. The collective
result of those meetings were compromises by some preachers and others in the church of Christ. Those of the Independent Christian Church were not ready to renounce their use
of mechanical instrumental music in worship or any of their
many other errors. More recently, several churches of Christ
have digressed by adding mechanical instruments of music
to their worship of God.
Several innovations among digressive churches of
Christ have since been introduced, including special dedication services of babies. That unauthorized practice could very
well lead to baptizing infants. Once brethren deviate from a
“thus saith the Lord” and start down the path of adding false
doctrines and unauthorized practices, then they have the tendency to open the flood gates of departure. We are not to add
to, subtract from, or modify the inspired Word of God (Rev.
22:18-19; Gal. 1:6-9).
Toward the latter part of the Twentieth Century, additional unscriptural practices such as the Re-evaluation/Reaffirmation of elders was introduced into what were previously considered sound congregations. It was an unscriptural
means of getting rid of elders by a vote of a local church’s
membership. Some used an arbitrary number of 75 percent
approval of those members voitng for a brother to remain
as an elder. This is contrary to the Scripture (1 Tim. 5:1920). In 1990 brother Dave Miller presented a sermon on that
topic to the Brown Trail church of Christ in Bedford, Texas.
The Brown Trail brethren then used that procedure, using
an arbitrary percentage that a brother must have in order to
remain as an elder. Sound brethren throughout the brother-

hood, including Dub McClish and David Brown spoke out
against this unscriptural practice. The Brown Trail brethren
promised to never use that procedure again. However, in
July of 2002 those brethren again used that same procedure.
Brother Maxie Boren, their preacher at that time (with the
consent of some of their elders), motivated the church to
use that procedure a second time. I personally met with
Maxie and Dave Miller in brother Boren’s office on the
Wednesday morning of July 17, 2002 concerning this matter. They both defended the use of it. I urged the two of them
to use their influence to encourage that congregation to stop
the Re-evaluation/Reaffirmation of their eldership. Maxie
said that it was too late; it was already in process. I left
in a congenial way, hoping that other brethren could influence them against the use of that procedure. The following
night I called one of their elders, brother Bobby Watts, and
pleaded with him not to go through with the re-evaluation
procedure. He simply said words to this effect: “Everything
will be settled this coming Sunday night.” Brother Watts
was referring to the Sunday night of July 21, 2002. Their
practice in 2002 of the R&R of elders brought about a division of the Brown Trail Church of Christ over this matter.
Some ultra liberal brethren are now toying with the
concept of pluralism; which is to recognize all religions as
being equal. The so-called Emerging Church Movement is
pursuing the liberal views of fellowship championed by the
late Carl W. Ketcherside, a giant step forward in digression.
The apostate change agents such as Fred Peatross are attempting to lead the church of our Lord into the Emerging
Church Movement.
These and many other false doctrines and unscriptural
practices are now found among many churches of Christ.
This is why we cannot afford to ignore such controversy.
— 179 C. R. 4164
Pittsburg, TX 75686

FREE CD AVAILABLE
Contending for the Faith is making available a CD-ROM free of charge. Why is this CD
important? ANSWER: It contains an abundance of evidentiary information pertaining to
Dave Miller’s doctrine and practice concerning the re-evaluation/reaffirmation of elders,
MDR, and other relevant and important materials and documents directly or indirectly relating to the Brown Trail Church of Christ, Apologetics Press, Gospel Broadcasting Network,
MSOP, and more.
To receive your free CD contact us at Contending for the Faith, P. O. Box 2357, Spring,
TX 77383-2357, or email us at dpbcftf@gmail.com.
If you desire to have a part in the distribution of this important CD you may make
your financial contributions to the Spring Church of Christ, P. O. Box 39, Spring, TX
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DIGRESSING BEYOND THE GOSPEL
Roelf L. Ruffner
With a heavy heart I have witnessed the accelerated slide of
Abilene Christian University (ACU) into an ever deepening pit of
apostasy. Space does not permit me to expound fully on the spiritual digression I have observed in this institution since I graduated in
1976. They have reached such a point of departure from the Truth
that it is difficult for me to call them “brethren”. If I or any other
faithful preacher were granted the opportunity to speak unmuffled
at their annual “Summit” (formerly “Bible Lectureship”) and attempted to preach “of righteousness, temperance and judgment
to come” (Act 24:15), rather than tremble like Governor Felix, the
audience would probably laugh and mock us as the Northern tribes
did the messengers of King Hezekiah (cf. 2 Chrn.20:10).
Yet the Bible shows us that, like water, digression always
seeks its lowest level. So the apostates at ACU are not satisfied
with religious liberalism and pluralism. They are now drinking
deeply from the polluted wells of the Emerging Church Movement
(Though I imagine the acceptance of the homosexual agenda by
some leaders in this movement may have squelched their adoration a bit). This heretical movement seeks to cobble together elements of liberal “Evangelicalism”, Buddhism, New Ageism, and
pop psychology into some hideous contemporary, conflicting, religious mass. As far as I can tell, this movement has captured the
faculty of the College of the Bible.
They are also dabbling in the old heresy of the “social gospel”. This refers to a term coined in the late 19th Century when
religion was seen as a vehicle to cure societal ills such as poverty,
hunger and illiteracy. Today denominations such as the Episcopal
Church of America and the Disciples of Christ/Christian Church
have added to it the Marxist concept of “social justice”. They want
to end wars, racism, sexism, ageism, climate change, pollution,
capitalism and “homophobia” all done in the name of Christ.

uttered by brethren A.B. Barret, H.C. Darden, R.L. Whiteside,
James R. Cox, Jesse P. Sewell, Batsell Baxter or Don H. Morris in
their inaugural addresses. One often draws phrases from what one
has been reading. This was evident when he quoted from a new
book (“Outlive Your Life”) by an ACU alumnus Max Lucado
which he admitted “impacted me deeply”. Imagine deeply drinking from the smooth spiritual strychnine offered by this marked
false teacher (Rom.16:17, 18)!

How did Max’s book affect him deeply?
It reminded me of people like Blake Mycoskie, the founder and
CEO of TOMS Shoes – he’s definitely living the “Outlive Your
Life” principle. Blake will be on campus in just a few weeks to
share how his passion fuels his profession, and how a simple pair of
shoes is changing the lives of needy children all around the world.
We used to buy shoes because of what they did for our feet. But
TOMS’ kind of purposeful philanthropy does good things for our
heart. I know; that’s why I’m wearing a pair of TOMS this morning
(ACU Today, Spring 2011, p. 26).

Blake Mycoskie practices “social entrepreneurship”. His
shoes are made in third world countries under labor friendly
conditions. TOMS is not your typical capitalistic venture but a
non-profit company. For example, they have a “One for One” program—for every pair of shoes you buy, they send a pair to a needy
child in a third world country. They also encourage young people
to go barefoot in groups to teach others the need to shoe the world.
Dr. Schubert made TOMS philosophy his own philosophy.

When we humble ourselves and allow ourselves to become God’s
hands and feet in this world, we can move mountains, eliminate disease, feed the hungry, put shoes on feet and clothes on backs, educate and enlighten, build houses, and fund nonprofits, make movies,
write books, comfort mourners, and save souls. We can outlive our
lives (Page 26).

Increasingly one sees the social gospel making inroads in
the Lord’s church. Brethren flock to the banners of the so called
Churches of Christ Disaster Relief and Manna International, to
name a few. It is not hard to get brethren to empty their pockets
and give of their time to these para-church organizations, though
none has a scrap of scriptural authority to exist. Other brethren are
drawn to all sorts of busy work and do-goodery done in the name
of Christ while neglecting personal or public evangelism, Bible
study and even true benevolence. For example, is easier to get
brethren to help in a Habitat for Humanity project than to attend a
Gospel Meeting.

Please notice where “save souls” comes in this “to do” list
(perhaps unconsciously) at the end. Brother A.B. Barret and the
early presidents of Abilene Christian College (ACC), who fought
sin and digression, would not have put it at the end of their list of
priorities. The goal of the founders of ACC was to educate young
men and women to follow the “old paths” (cf. Jer. 6:16), to be
faithful followers of the Bible. These faithful brethren did not consider digressives, denominationalists or sectarians as fellow heirs
of the kingdom. To them such folk were spiritually “lost” and in
need of salvation, however loudly they proclaimed “Lord, Lord”
(Mt.7:21) and engaged in good works.

The continued drift by ACU to the social gospel was evident
to me after reading in ACU Today the inaugural address of their
twelfth President, Dr. Phil Schubert, on August 23, 2010. In the
beginning of his speech Dr. Schubert tried to tie himself to his predecessors, including the first President, brother A.B. Barret. But
Dr. Schubert used terms that brother Barret nor any of the early
Presidents would ever use. Notice the following Ashdodic phrases
he used:

Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? And in thy name have cast out devils? And in
thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess
unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity (Mt.7:22, 23 – Emphasis mine - RLR).

“To follow God’s call,” “a pastor” (an elder?), “heard the
call,” “empowered by the Spirit” (speaking of himself and others
at ACU), “have ears to hear God,” and “We have history and the
Holy Spirit on our side”. None of these phrases would have been

Less any reader conclude that I am a cheapskate curmudgeon, let me state that “good works” should play an important role
in the life of the individual Christian and in the work of the local
church. The brethren of Christ are “created in Christ Jesus unto
good works, which God hath before ordained that we should
walk in them” (Eph.2:10). Our generosity should be well known.
“Give, and it shall be given unto you…” (Lk.6:38). “It is more
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blessed to give than to receive” (Acts 20:35). The early church
was involved in benevolence (cf. Acts 6:1, 11:27-30; Gal. 2:10,
6:10; 1 Tim. 5:8-16; James 1:27; Eph. 4:28; to name a few passages).
Yet was benevolence the main concern of Jesus Christ while
He was on this earth? Though he talked about the poor and their
care, as witnessed by the feeding of the 4,000 and the 5,000, His
life shows us the proper role of benevolence in the Christian’s life.
One incident involved Mary of Bethany’s act of worship of Jesus
by lovingly anointing his feet with the costly ointment spikenard.
Judas Iscariot, with greedy motives, (and the other disciples— Mt.
26:8) pointed out that the ointment could have been sold and the
money given to the poor. Jesus rebuked him and said, “Let her
alone: against the day of my burying hath she kept this. For
the poor always ye have with you; but me ye have not always”
(John 12:7, 8). Brother Guy N. Woods, commenting on these verses, wrote,
There is in this interesting narrative a rebuke to those who urge that
benevolence to others is the only real test of faith and that those
who are generous and unselfish in their giving to others enjoy, in
so doing, the approbation of the Lord, though remiss in personal
devotion. Jesus teaches here that worship is no less our responsibility than doing good to others, the later being no substitute for
the former (A Commentary on The Gospel According to John, pp.
255-256).

This was not his aim. But He did strive to always feed the spiritually hungry and to heal the sin sick soul by the gospel. “I am the
bread of life: he that cometh to me shall never hunger; and
he that believeth on me shall never thirst…For I came down
from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of him that
sent me” (John 6:35, 38). “As we therefore have opportunity, let
us do good unto all men, especially unto them who are of the
household of faith” (Emphasis mine – RLR Gal. 6:10).
The social gospel is just another in a long series of false gospels (cf. Gal. 1:6-9). Liberalism, as with all other “isms,” loses its
way. It no longer sees the Great Commission as all that great since
there are “many ways to God”, and soon every person is spiritually safe. False philosophy and false doctrine have weakened their
minds to the Bible and its absolutes (Mt. 7:13, 14). So they replace
God’s ordained work for the Christian and the church with the
social gospel’s aim of solving societal ills. In their zeal to compensate for supposed failures by the church in these areas, they have
overcompensated, forgetting the essence of obedience to our Lord.
“Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For ye pay
tithe of mint and anise and cumin, and omitted the weightier
matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith: these ought
ye to have done, and not to leave the others undone” (Emphasis
mine—RLR Mt. 23:23). As someone once wrote, The road to Hell
is paved with good intentions.

Jesus did not heal every sick, maimed person in Palestine
during His ministry. He did heal those who came to Him. He also
did not cure all the social ills (poverty, hunger, oppression) either.

—2530 Moore Court
Columbia, TN 38401
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Denison, TX 75020-3054

A book on marriage and the home:
designed to be used in Bible classes.

BOTH BOOKS IN
PAPERBACK

COST: $12.00 for two
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Postpaid.
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A commentary on the book of
Revelation. Tarbet shows the relationship between Mt. 24 and Revelation. A clear and concise study.
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Moral Issues We Face

2011 — 36th Annual Bellview Church of Christ Lectureship
Principles of Moral Decision-Making
Dub McClish
Hate Crimes Laws
Lynn Parker
Brad Green
Stealing
Paul Vaughn
Comtemporary Music
Immodesty
David P. Brown
Gossip
Roelf Ruffner
Murder
David Hartbarger
Stem Cell Research
Jimmie Gribble
Pornography
Johnny Oxendine Fornication & Adultery
Dub McClish
Suicide
Terry Hightower
Homosexuality
David P. Brown
Gambling & the Lottery
Jess Whitlock
Television & Movies
David Hartbarger
Medical Ethics
Michael Hatcher
Idolatry
Jimmie Gribble
Bruce Stulting
Racism
Johnny Oxendine Illegal & Legal Drugs
Impure Speech
Ken Chumbley
Euthanasia
Tim Cozad
The Ecology
Lying
Paul Vaughn
Terry Hightower
Alcoholism
Jess Whitlock
Abortion & Birth Control
Ken Chumbley
Materialism
Tim Cozad
Dancing
Brad Green
Lasciviousness
Roelf Ruffner
Consequences of Amorality & Immorality Lynn Parker
Is There an Absolute Standard of Morality? Bruce Stulting

The book has an attractive soft-cover, containing 29 chapters. As noted above, each chapter is a study of
an important topic pertaining to Godly living that applies to all members of the church. Every writer upholds
the Truth on the topic studied as well as exposing and refuting the error involved with it. It is a book that
would serve well for Bible class study as well as an excellent gift for any age. The price is $10.00 per book
plus P&H. It may be ordered from the Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road, Pensacola, FL
32526.
The Bellview lectureship books (1975-1976, 1978, 1988-2005 are available on CD in Adobe PDF. The
CD also includes the Defender (1970, 1972-2010, Beacon (1972, 1974-2010), and other material. The cost is
$35.00 plus P&H.

“If you have an important point
to make, don’t try to be subtle or
clever. Use a pile driver. Hit the point
once. Then come back and hit it again.
Then hit it a third time — a tremendous whack.”
—Winston Churchill
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Directory of Churches...
-Alabama-

-South Carolina-

Holly Pond-Church of Christ, 10221 Hwy 278, Holly Pond, AL 35083,
Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256) 507-1776,
(256) 507-1778.

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.org;
e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-England-

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-Texas-

Cambridgeshire–Cambridge City Church of Christ, meeting at The
Manor Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge, CB4 2JF. Sun., Bible
Study--10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible Study--7:30 p.m. www.
CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel Preacher. Contacts:
Keith Sisman [From USA, Toll Free: (281) 475-8247); By phone inside
the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge
contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing Address - PO
BOX 1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

Denton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr.
(Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ,
Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208.
E-mail: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday 7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; tgjoriginal@verizon.net.

-Florida-

Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box
39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00
p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring
Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last Sunday in February
and the internet school, Truth Bible Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.

Ocoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Office: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.

Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

-North Carolina-

New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.

Rocky Mount–Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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BARRY GRIDER AND THE FOREST HILL NEWS HAVE
DONE IT AGAIN
Charles Pogue
After more than two years, while some of us are still
shaking our heads in amazement at the February 10, 2009,
bulletin from the Forest Hill Church of Christ (FH), 3950
Forest Hill-Irene Rd, Memphis, TN 38125, Barry Grider has
once again shown a lack of judgment, his liberal leanings,
or both.
The July 12, 2011, Forest Hill News (FHN)was almost
totally given to an article by Rob Hatchet [this is the way the
name appeared in FHN and Think, however the actual name
of the author is Rob Hatchett] titled, “Where Are the Future
Leaders?” (A fitting name for the article, given the hatchet job he does to the Truth.) [Hatchett’s article with Barry
Grider’s remarks about it begin on page 13—Editor]All of
us are surely concerned with that question, and while there
are a few good things said in the article, overall it is totally
shocking and incredible to believe that a congregation of the
churches of Christ, that even claims to be sound and conservative, would print an article so expressing the sentiments,
if not the very tactics, of typical self-declared change agents.
The third paragraph in the article’s introduction is full of
overblown arrogance and replete with unfairness to brethren
who are both concerned with losing many of our youth to the
world, and with seeking to find solutions to the problem that
are in accordance with New Testament doctrine. The author
states:
A few years back, the church I was attending held a congregational meeting after a number of young families with children
had left. I spoke up at this meeting and asked, “Are we going to evaluate why these people left and see if there are any
changes/improvements we need to make?” That question was
quickly met with the response, “Worship is not entertainment,
and we don’t come here to be entertained.” If I’ve heard this
response once, I’ve heard it a thousand times. This has become a generic response to try to doctrinally avoid any discussion of improvements in various aspects of our congregations.

Obviously, the author of this statement leaves out a good
deal of background information, such as, why the brethren
responded to the query in the manner they did. When we
examine some of the subsequent statements in the article
,the possibility certainly exists that they responded that way
because they suspected Hatchett was not all too concerned
about retaining doctrinal soundness in order to make changes/improvements.
The balance of the article asks three questions in response to which we will briefly comment.
1. “Does your church have a system to track the kids
that have graduated from your youth group over the past ten
years?” Let me say first, I do not have a church! The Lord
does, and I am a member of it, but I neither have nor am I
authorized to have my own church.
The author asserts that most children who leave home
for college do not place membership in a congregation in
the city where they attend school. Whether that is true or
not, I could not say, but when the author goes on to tell us
that congregations should keep a list of every former youth
group member, which list includes information on addresses, emails, and phone numbers, if one wishes to drive away
young people, this is as good an approach as any one could
imagine. These lists, we are told should cover the past ten
(Continued on page 10)
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This is not only my editorial for the August issue of
CFTF, but it also serves to introduce the timely article by
brother Dub McClish that immediately follows. The question serving as the title of this editorial is that used by brother
McClish for his excellent front page article in the July 2011
CFTF. When it comes to those who fellowship Dave Miller
of Apologetics Press in his re-evaluation/reaffirmation of
elders error, his false “marriage intent” doctrine, and the
marriage, divorce, and remarriage errors of Stan Crowley,
the preacher for the Schertz, Texas Church of Christ, et al.,
do these brethren have an absolute objective stopping point
as to whom they will and will not fellowship? In answering
the preceding question, let us review some pertinent history
these matters that should help introduce brother McClish’s
article as it reviews some events dealing with whom all may
be included in their ever growing fellowship circle.
Our readers will remember that in 2005 the elders and
preachers of the Forest Hill (FH) Church of Christ, along
with the faculty of the Memphis School of Preacher (MSOP),
endorsed the fellowship of Dave Miller and Stan Crowley
in their errors. The Southwest Church of Christ (SW) and
its work, the Southwest School of Bible Studies (SWSBS),
did the same. Several other brethren and brotherhood works,
such as The Gospel Broadcasting Network (GBN) followed
suit. (It was recently announced that GBN is now under the
oversight of the Southaven Church of Christ, Southaven,
MS, the home of the annual Power Lectureship, and also
that GBN would build new facilities near the MSOP. Thus,
they are looking for a couple of million dollars to build their
new home).
In February of 2009 brother Barry Grider, preacher for
the FH congregation wrote an article entitled I Got Used To
It. In it Grider defends the concept of certain elements of
change using as an example of becoming reconditioned to
accept the singing of the song Sweet, Sweet Spirit. This specific song advocates a direct influence of the Holy Spirit on
Christians today. In that same bulletin (February 10, 2009)
Grider printed an article written by brother Tyler Young, entitled: Binding Where God Has Not. In it Young attempted
to defend canceling or else rescheduling the evening worship assembly of a local church to accommodate those
who wanted to view the Super Bowl and those who absent
themselves from the local church’s assemblies convened for
religious devotion in order for brethren to participate in a
sporting event. Young also attempted to defend the willful
absenting of brethren from Sunday evening assemblies of
worship while traveling. Further, he argued for substituting small group meetings on Sunday evening for the whole
church assembling in one place for worship. Do Tyler Young
and Barry Grider value the Community Church model over
the New Testament pattern found in the authority of the New
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Testament (Col. 3:17; Heb. 8:5)? Clearly, in certain matters
they do respect some pattern (authority) more than the New
Testament pattern (authority), whatever loud protests they
may make to the contrary notwithstanding.
In the same bulletin with Young’s article Grider printed
the old worn out article “I Drew My Circle Again.” The article makes light of recognizing fellowship restrictions. It
has long been used by those brethren who teach doctrines
that when believed and practiced loose the church from the
obligations that God in His Word has bound on it. Further,
various and sundry denominations of every description have
long employed it in their efforts to fellowship whomever
suited them. My first exposure to it came from a teacher on
the Bible faculty of the then Harding College in 1967 while I
was a student there. It implies that we should make no judgment in the matter of whom to and whom not to fellowship.
But, as is usually the case with those who write such articles,
they contradict themselves in at least one area—it urges its
reader to exercise one’s judgmental powers to conclude that
one should not use those same powers in judging what persons ought to be fellowshipped and what persons ought not
to be fellowshipped. The article completely ignores God’s
Truth as the only standard for determining to whom fellowship is to be extended and from whom it is to be withdrawn
(1 Cor. 1:10; Col. 3:17; James 1:25; Phil. 3:16b). Therein
lies the fundamental reason that Grider, the FH elders, and
the MSOP, et al., some time ago arbitrarily chose to withdraw their fellowship from brother Dub McClish and me.
Grider cannot conceive of a fellowship circle big enough to
include the likes of McClish and me. However, as predicted,
he continues to draw his fellowship circle larger and larger
to include brethren who teach doctrines that in time past
were strongly opposed by said church, elders, and school as
shall be clearly shown. With little to no thought on his part
of allowing the Truth of God’s Word to be the only standard
of measurement used in determining the boundaries of his
fellowship circle, he draws his fellowship circle larger and
larger.
As a case in point, McClish’s July article referenced
the Sherman Drive (formerly Pearl Street) Church of Christ,
Denton, TX. This is the congregation where brother Mac
Deaver preached for several years. Sherman Drive is one of
Mac’s longtime and preeminent supporters in propagating
his erroneous doctrines of (1) the direct work of the Holy
Spirit on the inward man of the Christian for the purpose of
supplying divine wisdom directly to the mind of one and divine strength to the Christian’s inward man when his human
strength in insufficient and (2) that one must be baptized in
the Holy Spirit while under the water being baptized for the
remission of sins. Mac erroneously teaches Holy Spirit baptism is essential because the very essence of one’s human
spirit was contaminated by the sins that alienated one from
God. Thus, the human spirit must be made holy and a fit
place for the Holy Spirit to directly indwell and work when
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one is raised from water baptism for the remission of sins.
Mac Deaver was succeeded as the preacher for the Sherman Drive congregation by his son, brother Weylan Deaver,
who continues in that capacity and believes the same as his
father does regarding the Baptism of the Holy Spirit and the
Holy Spirit’s direct work on the saved human spirit. Incidentally, Weylan received his master’s degree in 2009 from
the Bear Valley Bible Institutye (BV). He is also the son-inlaw of Rudy Cain, founder, president, and director of World
Video Bible School, Maxwell, TX.
In said July article McClish cited brother Neal Pollard’s
May 2011 Gospel meeting with the Sherman Drive Church
of Christ, Denton, TX, as to how far said brethren will go
in fellowshipping error. Pollard is the preacher for the Bear
Valley Church of Christ, Denver, CO, the church that is directly involved with the BV. He also works with BV. In his
last appearance before the Sherman Drive church during his
recent Gospel meeting with them, Pollard said that his time
with them had “forged a bond that will continue to grow.”
Concerning Weylan Deaver, Pollard also remarked to the audience, “What a wonderful preacher...you have here at Sherman Drive...We respect the depth of spirituality and Bible
knowledge that is evident.”
In my July 2011 editorial I pointed out the following:
Neal Pollard is in fellowship with the Memphis School of
Preaching (MSOP) and they are in fellowship with him. In the
past Jerry Martin of MSOP has taught at BV. Moreover, Brad
Harrub, one of the editors of Think magazine, is an adjunct
teacher in BV’s master’s program. Every one of these men is
in fellowship with each other. Thus, they have no problem of
bidding God’s speed to Mac and Weylan Deaver and Sherman Drive’s Holy Spirit error as they practice their own unity
in diversity in obligatory matters. But 2 John 8-11 still says
what it means and means what it says, the previous brethren
notwithstanding (p. 2)!

Which one of the faculty members at the MSOP or the
SWSBS will publicly declare that he is not in fellowship
with Neal Pollard or Brad Harrub? But Neal Pollard is in full
fellowship with the Deavers. And, Curtis Cates wrote a book
condemning the Deaver doctrine regarding the direct work
of the Holy Spirit.
In his July 2011 article brother McClish wrote of Pollard
and other brethren who continue to fellowship Dave Miller,
et al., in their errors:
These brethren, whether or not they have ever faced it, have
rationalized their selective endorsement of error and its advocates. They are practicing situation ethics relating to Truth
and error. They have reached the point of choosing which false
teachers they still oppose and which it is permissible to embrace and defend (Italics mine, Editor). ...
In order to maintain their agenda, those who cast their lot with
AP/Miller had to marginalize those of us who refused to “go
along” with a false teacher and his institution in order to “get
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along.”...

whom all it will eventually admit (p. 5. Italics Mine, Editor).

Almost simultaneous with their new policy of exclusion, the
Miller/AP acolytes began a new policy of unprecedented inclusion. While they pushed us out the back door and slammed
it, they opened wide the front door to a new group of brethren. Almost simultaneously...they began almost feverishly to
embrace those whom they had formerly not only not included
in their work, but whom they criticized and scorned. Moreover, they have left that front door open, and one wonders just

In the following article brother McClish clearly shows
that the church was not left long to wonder concerning
whom Grider and friends would admit through their own
fellowship front door.
—David P. Brown, Editor
fgfgfgfgfgfgfgfg

“NEXT TIME” HAS ARRIVED
Dub McClish
After various signals of a growing spirit of compromise
on the part of the Forest Hill (FH) congregation (Memphis,
TN), it was predictable that others would follow. While
brother Barry Grider, FH preacher, has been the “point man”
in these indicators, the conference table in the FH elders’
meeting room nonetheless bears the sign—figuratively if
not actually—“The Buck Stops Here.” Whatever happens
in the congregation or in the Memphis School of Preaching
(MSOP), which it operates, is ultimately their charge.
They have apparently given their preacher carte blanche
to forge ahead with his agenda. Said agenda has manifestly
included enlarged fellowship boundaries, as evidenced by
invitations to several speakers who were formerly (pre2006) out of favor (and rightly so) with FH/MSOP, but who
have magically come into favor since.
Then there was the disgracefully compromising edition
of the Forest Hill News (FHN) (2/10/09) in which brother
Grider wrote an article, published a separate article by Tyler
Young, and printed the silly, touchy-feely, loosey-goosey
“fellowship circle” article—all three of which announced
boldly to perceptive readers that he (Grider) was “pushing the envelope” on fellowship. In reality, he pushed a bit
beyond the theme of broader fellowship in that material,
advocating the use of practices that Bible-loving brethren
cannot abide (see the April 2009 edition of Contending for
the Faith for coverage of the 2/10/09 issue of FHN).
With no public repudiation of this material from either
the FH elders or any of the MSOP faculty, what could the
FH preacher (and all brethren who read what he wrote and
printed) conclude but that his elders and fellow MSOP instructors agreed with the material and that he should forge
ahead, and go even further next time? In brother Grider, we
have the change agent modus operandi on display:
1. Push the boundaries until there is resistance
2. Ease up until resistance subsides
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3. Push the boundaries further next time
4. Keep repeating the process
“Next time” arrived with the July 12, 2011 issue of
FHN, in which he published an article—without editorial
comment—by Rob Hatchett, titled, “Where Are the Future Leaders?” (see: http://www.foresthillcofc.org/Bulletins/2011/July_12_2011.pdf). It originally appeared in the
June issue of Think magazine (edited by Brad Harrub, Glenn
Colley, David Longley, and David Shannon), from which
Barry Grider obtained it (incidentally, both Think and FHN
misspelled Hatchett’s name as “Hatchet”). Both the article’s
content and those who have endorsed it by publishing it raise
some significant considerations.
The Author of the Article
Some Internet research reveals that Rob Hatchett lives
in the Chattanooga, Tennessee, area and is a member (but
not one of the “ministers”) of the Clear Creek Church of
Christ in nearby Hixson. He is a Freed-Hardeman University
alumnus. The Clear Creek Website reveals a church in the
advanced stages of acute liberalitis, a deadly spiritual malignancy, complicated by raging social gospelitis. It lists various liberal speakers who have been there recently or who
will be coming (e.g., Randy Lowry [pres. of Lipscomb U.],
Johnathan Storment [Richland Hills], Randy Harris [ACU],
Tim Woodroof, et al.). Books by denominational authors are
the bases for at least some of their “Bible studies,” including
one by Francis Chan, who is involved in the universalistic
Emerging Church movement.
This congregation is at least refreshingly honest about
its gymnasium; it calls it a “gym,” bypassing the family-lifecenter subterfuge of most congregations that have joined the
entertainment/recreation craze. Clear Creek also fields teams
in basketball, softball, and flag football. It openly solicits
funds indiscriminately (from members and non-members
alike). Among its seven “ministers,” three are women, and,
of course, how can a liberal church exist without its “ChilContending for the Faith—August/2011

dren’s Bible Hour”?
The Content of the Article
From the title of the article (i.e., “Where Are the Future
Leaders”?), one might expect it to address the problem of
leadership failure in the Lord’s church. (Had congregations
and schools had the strong, Scripturally-qualified leaders
the Lord intended, the church would not be in its present
sad state of apostasy and compromise—as exemplified by
Clear Creek.) However, incredibly (given the article’s title),
Hatchett never even gives a wave of the hand to that important subject, but launches immediately into the typical nonthinking/liberal blame game for the loss of so many young
people when they reach college age and young adulthood:
“Where did the church go wrong?”
He tells of being in a previous congregation from which
several young families with children departed. He implies
that the congregation was at fault for not making its worship
“entertaining” enough to keep the defectors from leaving.
When he was told that worship is not for the purpose of entertaining, Hatchett retorts, “If I’ve heard this response once,
I’ve heard it a thousand times” (a bit of a hyperbole, perhaps?). In Clear Creek, brother Hatchett has found himself
a congregation that appears to major in the entertainment
field.
He proposes three questions for “self-evaluation” of
“your church.” Question 1: “Does your church have a system
to track the kids that have graduated from your youth group
over the past 10 years?” Imagine how that would go over
with “kids,” especially when they get to their mid-twenties,
are married, and perhaps have started their families. I concur with his claim that congregations far too often segregate “youth groups” from adults—which is almost the very
purpose of the hired “youth director” or “youth minister”
and the “Children’s Bible Hour” program (all very visible at
Clear Creek). Many of us have been opposing this mentality
and setup for decades, and it’s surprising to hear a liberal
agree with it (did he slip up without realizing it?).
Question 2: “Is your congregation ‘relevant’ to Christians in their 20s?” He defines “relevance” as (among other things) singing “newer songs” and using “technology”
(I suppose he means such things as Power Point sermons,
projected announcements/songs, and podcasts). Then he asserts that we should compete with “relevant” “community/
non-denominational churches” (notice he refers to denominations as “non-denominational,” a description that fits only
the church of the New Testament).
The article gets more interesting: Per Hatchett, congregations need to learn from the McDonalds hamburger chain
the way to attract young folks (they’re spiffying-up some
of their stores to make them “trendy/modern/relevant” [his
words] with two-way fireplaces, stone exteriors, and granite
countertops). Since he advises “conservative” congregations
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to heed Hatchett or die, would the FH preacher have the least
objection to replacing the pews at FH with recliners and inviting Starbucks to set up shop in the foyer? In this context,
Hatchett feels the need to deny he is calling for a change
in the Gospel, but he is contending precisely for that. The
Gospel is not about superficial appeals to the flesh. Furthermore, congregations that have implemented his approach are
unrecognizable as churches of Christ—and Hatchett’s Clear
Creek “Church of Christ” is “Exhibit A” in proof thereof.
Hatchett then makes another of several sweeping generalizations (all of which are devoid of any research/documentation):
Those leaving the church in their 20s are consistently
saying it’s because the congregation where they worship,
though doctrinally sound, is out of touch with what they face
and their needs in their Christian walk of life.
So it is clear that being “doctrinally sound” is secondary
to being “relevant” (as perceived by today’s typical 20-somethings). Brother Hatchett then delivers this liberal chestnut:
“The greatest need for people today in their 20s is the need
for social interaction and social connection.” Silly me, but I
thought the greatest need for people, whether they are 15 or
115 years old, was for salvation, spiritual development, and
faithfulness to the Lord every day (which are available only
through knowledge and practice of Biblical doctrine [Mat.
4:4; John 6:26–27; Acts 20:32; 2 Tim. 3:15–17; Heb. 5:12–
14; Jam. 2:22–25; 2 Pet. 1:5–11; 3:18; et al.]).
At Clear Creek, when they greet a visitor or approach a
“20s person,” they invite him to play basketball, take a mission trip, play on one of the church’s three softball teams,
meet with the young professionals on Thursday night for
dinner, or do chores for the widows (note the implied equivalency of playing basketball and softball with a mission trip
and helping widows).
Question 3: “Does your congregation put more focus on
simply filling a pew on Sunday or on being a Christian?”
Brother Hatchett reports to us that being “the most doctrinally correct church” is a downer for the 20s crowd. Skip that
old fogey stuff. They want a church that will help members
“truly develop a relationship with God.” Talk about liberal-speak, here we have it on display. This nonsense is not
only an unscriptural (i.e., false) dichotomy between doctrinal soundness and creating/maintaining a “relationship with
God,” it is an anti-Scriptural one. There is no right relationship with God apart from doctrinal soundness: “And hereby
we know that we know him, if we keep his commandments”
(1 John 2:3, emph. DM). But he’s not through: “Those leaving the church are saying that women’s role, musical instruments, denominations, baptism, etc., were forced on them so
much that they never learned how to truly develop a relationship with God….” Remember, to brother Grider, it’s follow
the Hatchett program, or perish for “conservative congregations.”
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Brother Hatchett may think he has come up with something new and revolutionary in his three questions. Not so.
Liberal change agents have been urging these failed inanities
for four decades or more, assuming that social and entertainment activities will develop spiritual growth and maturity
in young people—and the change agents got them from the
denominations in the first place. He further implies without
warrant that elders and/or congregations have the responsibility to teach, train, and rear children and, if children go
astray, it is the fault of the elders, the church, or (gasp!) even
the preacher. While congregational activities can and should
be supportive, the last time I checked Ephesians 6:1–4, that
responsibility still belonged to parents.
The Original Place of Publication and Its Editors
As previously mentioned, Think magazine originally
published the Hatchett article. Brother Brad Harrub began
this publication and the company that publishes it a few
years ago after leaving Apologetics Press. I am acquainted
with only two of the four editors of Think—brethren Harrub and Colley. They represent themselves as being “conservative” relative to the Scriptures. However they have both
confuted that representation by their willingness to consort
repeatedly with rank liberals on such the Lake Tahoe Family
Encampment and other venues in recent years. That aside,
their publication of this article is sufficient to discredit any
serious claims of “conservatism” for themselves or for their
magazine.
Editors have choices when they receive an article for
publication:
1. Reject it outright (because its content, poor quality
of writing, etc., render it unacceptable)
2. Return it to the author for suggested changes
3. Publish it either with editorial disclaimer or rebuttal
(if the editor disagrees with the content)
4. Publish it as submitted, implying full endorsement
by the editor(s)
It obviously was not rejected outright. It may have been
returned to the author for suggested changes (but if so, one
must wonder how even more blatantly anti-Biblical the original submission was). The Think editors published it with no
disclaimer or rebuttal. Therefore, this article represents the
convictions of the editors of Think magazine (I can’t resist
asking what these “conservative” “thinkers” were “thinking”).
Additionally, the editors either (1) did no “vetting” of
Rob Hatchett’s background or congregational affiliation, or
(2) if they did so, they cared not that he represented an offthe-wall liberal church that wears the designation Church
of Christ in sacrilege—to which they gave an implied approving nod. Either option leaves the Think editors grossly
inexcusable and culpable. The defenders of Brad Harrub's
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and Glenn Colley’s “conservatism” in the face of numerous
fellowship compromises over the past 6 years—and now
this—have some more egg to wipe off their faces.
The Secondary Place of Publication and Its Editor
It was only mildly surprising that this doctrinally offcolor article appeared in Think. Its appearance in FHN,
however, may (and should) raise the eyebrows of discerning brethren far and wide. Due to various statements and actions of brother Grider (editor of FHN) over the past several
years, at least some of us did not doubt that he holds such
convictions as set forth by the liberal Hatchett. My source
of surprise is in the brazenness of his moving this fast and
this openly to advance the next phase of his liberal agenda.
He compounded his bold publication of the sorry article
by orally endorsing it in a preface to his July 17 evening
sermon (see: http://oabs.org/archives/foresthill/2011/asx.
asx?link=5&mon=july). (His compulsion to mount the pulpit and defend the article’s content raises the question of how
much criticism he has received over the article. Perhaps “the
[gentleman] doth protest too much, methinks” [with apologies to Shakespeare’s Hamlet].)
Publication and endorsement of this liberalism-laced
article in FHN reveals far more about Barry Grider than it
does about Rob Hatchett. The errant Hatchett is apparently
not pretending to be something he is not—he obviously and
openly embraces the liberal milieu of which he is a part. At
this point, our brother Grider is still putting up a “conservative” facade, but it is slipping increasingly with each of his
stunts. As in politics, so in the church: When one embraces
liberalism, he just can’t seem to keep himself from moving
ever more leftward and seeking to drag others into the same
maelstrom.
By publishing—and orally commending—this article,
warning “so-called conservative churches of Christ” and
“every congregation, conservative in nature” to take heed
or face doom’s day, brother Grider has implicitly stated his
agreement with the following:
1. Entertainment should be a significant factor in determining the character of our worship assemblies
2. Faithful congregations are to blame when entertainment-seekers depart
3. Elders should track young people for 10 years when
they leave home for college
4. Congregations must become “relevant” to the
“needs” of the 20-year-old crowd
5. “Relevant” worship assemblies include “newer
songs” and using “technology”
6. Congregations must see what “community/non-denominational” churches are doing and compete with them to
reach the 20s crowd
7. Congregations must ape McDonalds restaurants to
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learn the way to be “relevant”
8. “Relevance” is more important than being “doctrinally sound”
9. “Social interaction and social connection” are the
greatest needs of the 20s crowd
10. Congregations should organize/sponsor football,
basketball, and softball teams
11. Congregations should build gymnasiums to attract/
hold young people
12. Being a “doctrinally correct church” will not help
members “truly develop a relationship with God”
13. Elders who “force” such subjects as “women’s role,”
“musical instruments,” “denominations,” and “baptism” on
young people are “completely out of touch”
14. Doctrinal sermons and learning the way “to truly develop a relationship with God” are incompatible
15. We are doomed to lose all of our young people if
we fail to provide entertainment, recreation, “social interaction,” “newer” songs, and “technology”
16. If congregations will follow the Hatchett prescription, they will produce mature, stable, spiritual, and above
all, Scripturally-sound leaders
17. Faithful brethren should learn—from a member of
an ultra-liberal church and from that church’s programs—
the way to interest, attract, and hold young people
Brother Grider did not commend brother Hatchett’s liberal advice and “wisdom” in a personal “white paper” or
publish it as an independent personal opinion on his personal Website. Rather, he advanced his unseemly convictions
through the principal publication (FHN) of the congregation
for which he preaches. As much as its pulpit, FHN is a public
representative of a congregation whose reputation for faithfulness and soundness was unquestioned until a few years
ago. Moreover, the July 12, 2011, edition of FHN carrying
the Hatchett article and Grider’s July 17 oral commendation of it are both on the FH Website, accessible universally.
Grider’s “Hatchett edition” of FHN and his oral commendation publicly represent the position of the FH elders and
congregation until the FH elders tell us otherwise.
It is no coincidence that these untoward tendencies by
the FH church and MSOP began appearing within a couple
of years of brother Grider’s employment by the FH elders.
The earliest of these signs of which I am aware (2004) was
the appearance of some Grider-suggested speakers on the
MSOP Lectures that so alarmed and disgusted some of the
alumni that they boycotted the assemblies when these men
spoke.
How Many Will “Go Along To Get Along”?
I earlier observed that, although Barry Grider has been
the leader of FH’s leftward tilt, “the buck stops” with the
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FH elders. Brother Grider has been able to do and say what
he has pleased only because his elders have so permitted.
While it hardly seems possible that these men have no concern about the slipping level of confidence in them and the
congregation’s already tarnished image, what can one conclude when/if they allow such mayhem to go unchecked?
It is precisely by this means that hundreds of congregations have been lost to apostasy over the past forty-fifty
years. Elders hire a preacher whom they trust. Unknown to
them, he has some “strange” ideas (Lev. 10:1–2). As he gradually introduces them, the elders, perhaps fearing a rift in the
congregation because of brethren afflicted with preacheritis,
do nothing. “After all,” they tell themselves, “these changes
are very minor and are matters of opinion.” Then, after ignoring a few such changes (as the preacher is gaining an
even greater “fan-base”), the elders themselves become so
desensitized by the “small” changes that they are blind to the
fact that they have allowed some not-small changes to occur. They then end up defending the very things (and worse)
that once disturbed them, aggressively denying any suggestion that their preacher has led them down error’s primrose
path—and giving him even further liberties.
Just as elders could and should have prevented liberalism’s capture of many hundreds of congregations over the
years, so only the FH elders can put a stop to the direction
in which their preacher is leading them. Their responsibilities of overseeing and guarding the flock demand no less
(Acts 20:28–31). This latest move by their preacher, if unaddressed—and publicly so—by the FH elders, can mean only
one thing: They are in full agreement with their preacher’s
liberal agenda. In response to their preacher’s previous adventures in compromise, their response has been two-fold:
(1) Utter silence regarding the errors brother Grider has
promoted, implying their support, and (2) “marking” as unworthy of fellowship two of the many brethren who have
dared publicly to hold them accountable for their behavior.
Will these men continue to “go along to get along” with their
preacher and his admirers?
Where is the MSOP full-time faculty in all of this? Are
they one with the FH preacher (and their fellow MSOP instructor) who holds forth in the building across the driveway from their own domain where others and I were once
so cordially welcomed? It was my high privilege to be invited to deliver the MSOP graduation sermon several years
ago (1998, I believe). From the FH pulpit, I addressed my
challenge not only to the graduates, but also to the elders. I
praised them highly (and deservedly), but I also challenged
them to “take heed unto themselves” to remain faithful, emphasizing the weighty responsibility on their shoulders, both
for the congregation and for MSOP. I stressed that, if they
faltered, both the church and the school would be lost to the
Cause. I distinctly remember the “amens” that were uttered
to that challenge. The FH elders commended my sermon
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highly. I particularly recall the fact that long-time/full-time
MSOP instructor, Keith Mosher, enthusiastically told me my
remarks were the best he had heard delivered to any of their
graduating classes. The Lord knows I do not relate these
matters to boast, but to underscore the significance of the
very phenomenon I described that is unfolding concerning
this very influential eldership, church, and school.
How can brethren Liddell, Elkins, Mosher, Bland, Martin, Cates (father and son), and Clarke be in agreement with
the untoward words and deeds of brother Grider? (If they
are still warning their students about change agents and the
way to recognize them, a good beginning illustration can
be found across the driveway from their classrooms.) Have
these once-stalwart men so invested their support and defense of one impenitent false teacher (brother Dave Miller)
that it has caused them to ignore and muffle their opposition
to error right under their noses? I dearly love and once respected these men who formerly so openly and impartially
stood for the Truth and opposed error and its champions such
as Rubel Shelly and Mac Deaver. It is bad enough that they
embraced the multiple Miller errors, but that their voices
have fallen silent on the error in their own house is beyond
amazing—and disgraceful.
I find it hard to believe that none of these men had any
concern over the February 10, 2009, edition of FHN. If any
of them expressed any disapproval of that material privately,
it had little effect (as evidenced by the latest Grider propaganda piece). Do they not lose any sleep over the fact that the
elders under whom they work apparently have given their
softy preacher license to take the once-stalwart FH church
where he wants it to go (dragging the school with it)? Who
would have thought 6 years ago that even one of the MSOP
men would put up with what brother Grider is increasingly
advocating next door? Observe it, read about it, reflect on it,
pray over it, and weep because of it.
Until these men tell us otherwise, I have no choice but to
assume they subscribe to the 17 points of the Hatchett-Grider plan listed above. They need to realize that their personal
reputations are on the line in these matters. If the FH elders
allow Barry Grider to destroy this congregation, once known
worldwide for its soundness, MSOP—and its faculty—will
go down in flames with it. The MSOP faculty may be the
only force with sufficient influence on the FH elders to effect
a course-correction, but if it has any such intention, it needs
to move quickly. Will these men continue to “go along to get
along” with elders who are seemingly complacent/complicit
regarding their preacher’s errors?
Do the new Gospel Journal and its board (Ken Ratcliff,
Tommy Hicks, John Moore, Paul Sain, Curtis Cates) subscribe to the Grider-Hatchett plan for salvaging young people? Its editor, brother Curtis Cates, is still intimately associated with FH by means of MSOP, of which he is “Director
Emeritus.” I know from personal conversation with him in
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March 2005 that he was not happy with the Grider influence
on the FH elders that caused them to spend a considerable
sum on equipment that would allow them to broadcast over
the fledgling Gospel Broadcasting Network. It would appear
that this Grider-led non-doctrinal matter was of greater concern to brother Cates than Grider’s subsequent dangerous
doctrinal moves have been. Until he announces otherwise,
we must assume that he and his fellow board members of the
new Gospel Journal have no problems with the publication
of the Hatchett article in the FHN. Will brother Cates and his
new Gospel Journal associates continue to “go along to get
along”?
The MSOP alumni are also “on the spot” because of
brother Grider’s latest exploits. The vast MSOP Alumni Association once so esteemed me that it awarded me honorary
membership, and I once wore my pin very proudly. MSOP
directors and teachers helped these students to understand
the Truth and instilled in them the Scriptural obligation to
defend it and to oppose error without fear or favor. I am now
wondering how long and to what degree this great body of
alumni will tolerate what they see happening in the church
that oversees their alma mater, and which must affect their
school if unimpeded. Doubtless, MSOP faculty members
have correctly emphasized to their students the danger, error, and folly of loyalty to a school that surpasses loyalty to
the Word of God. I pray that a large number of MSOP alumni
will rise up and say, “This far, and no further.” A sufficient
number of alumni could very well encourage the eldership to
reconsider its course. Will the bulk of the alumni “go along
to get along”?
Yet another group must seriously contemplate the uncertain sounds emanating from the FH preacher, and (by implication of their silence), from the MSOP faculty. I refer to
the financial supporters of the school. It takes large amounts
of money to operate an enterprise as large as MSOP has become. Accordingly, the appeals for support have been and
continue to be many, and Truth-loving brethren have generously responded over the years. I would be greatly surprised
if all of those who have contributed or who are now contributing to MSOP agree with the 17-point Hatchett-Grider
program. In fact, I would be surprised if some support has
not already dried up at the latest Grider-inspired incident. By
his own admission, a threat of financial loss for the school
in 2005 heavily influenced the decision of brother Cates, director of MSOP at the time, in reference to the editorship
of The Gospel Journal. Perhaps it will take a similar threat
to influence MSOP’s current director and the eldership that
oversees it. Will the financial supporters of MSOP “go along
to get along,” or will they make their objections to the Grider
agenda known?
I am not unconscious of the predicament and conundrum in which both the FH elders and the MSOP faculty
find themselves:
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1. They decided 6 years ago to give one prominent
false teacher (brother Dave Miller) a pass, embracing, endorsing, and defending him and his errors
2. They have been called to account repeatedly for
choosing which (and whose) errors to ignore and which (and
whose) errors to oppose
3. They have resisted and vilified those who have
sought their repentance, attempting to destroy their reputations and to marginalize their influence
4. They have allowed various acts and statements of
compromise by their preacher/fellow instructor to go unopposed over the past few years
5. These acts and statements have now become so blatant that even these men must recognize that they are undeniably subversive to the Truth
6. These acts and statements now pose a real threat to
the FH church and MSOP
7. However, if these men now admit and deal with this
genuine problem, they will expose once more their partiality in opposing error in one of their own while continuing to
ignore it in brother Miller
8. Further, admitting the doctrinal problems of their
preacher/fellow instructor will constitute a bitter admission
that the several warnings concerning him were valid and that
their “marking” of two brethren who tried to tell them so was
unjustified (not to mention unscriptural)
9. However, if they harden their resistance and rally
behind brother Grider, they risk further tarnishing their reputation and losing support of alumni and contributors, to say
nothing of signaling “full speed ahead” to brother Grider in
his departures
It is evident that FH elders have painted themselves into
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an unenviable corner. It will take humble and spirituallymature men to do what needs to be done to preserve the
congregation and the school for the Truth. I pray that they
will understand, however, that putting the brakes on their
preacher is only part of what they need to do to remove all
doubts. Whoever advised the elders to rally behind brother
Miller and pretend his errors are of no consequence gave
them atrocious and anti-Scriptural advice indeed. I implore
them to correct that original misstep, which I believe to have
been the initial compromise that has led them to their present
predicament.
I have no personal axes to grind with any of these brethren, including brother Grider. The FH eldership was for decades as steady and predictable as Gibraltar in its stand upon
and for the Truth. These men have overseen a great congregation and an outstanding school for those years. Through
its graduates, MSOP has made an impact for the Truth on the
world and the church in general that only eternity will reveal.
They had no more enthusiastic promoter and admirer than I
was for many years. Some of my most cherished memories
involve associations with the FH elders, the church, and the
school (faculty, alumni, and lectureship). I cannot fully express how deeply it grieves me to say it, but someone simply
must do so: The eldership, the congregation, and the school
are on the verge of squandering and forfeiting that immense
brotherhood trust it has taken many years and lives to create. I ask readers to join me in praying that these elders will
heed the Lord’s warning to the Ephesian church: Remember therefore whence thou art fallen, and repent and do
the first works; or else I come to thee, and will move thy
candlestick out of its place, except thou repent (Rev. 2:5).
—908 Imperial Dr.
Denton, TX 76209
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(Continued from page 1)

years. In other words, an individual who is almost thirty years of age, may have a family, and live in a different
town, is still presumed to be under the oversight of his home
congregation! One person who read this commented that it
smacks of Catholicism. Whether it does or not, those who
have been gone for ten years and who no longer live in the
area would likely consider such activity an invasion of privacy. Who could blame them? Regardless of that, there is no
scriptural authority for an eldership to retain its oversight
over those who are no longer members of the congregations
in which they serve in the eldership.

other things, we learn that what the young people need is
to play basketball on Tuesday night, and have three softball
teams at the church. Hatchett must not have thought of the
pool table and video games. Perhaps Barry Grider will.

The first question is the most innocuous portion of the
article. The writing goes downhill with the speed of a bullet
from a high-powered rifle in question two.

3. Does your congregation put more focus on simply
filling a pew on Sunday or on being a Christian? Hatchett
laments he has heard from people who formerly attended the
church that the congregations were more concerned about
doctrinal correctness than with helping members truly develop a relationship with God. This brother, and I neither
know him nor had heard of him until this article ran, needs
(and perhaps Barry Grider does too) a good healthy dose of
studying the Scriptures. The words of Jesus would be good
for a starter. “If a man love me, he will keep my words:
and my Father will love him, and we will come unto him,
and make our abode (John 14:23). There is no way to have
a relationship with the Father other than by keeping His
commands: doctrinal correctness, if you please.

2. Is your congregation “relevant” to Christians in their
20s? In a sermon that Rubel Shelly preached at the Missouri
Street Church of Christ in West Memphis, Arkansas, in April
of 1990, he said, “My children will not stay with the church I
grew up in. They will not be a part of an irrelevance.” In this
writer’s two years at MSOP (1993-1995), I heard that statement of Shelly’s referred to frequently. Back then the sentiment was sometimes put in the form of a question: “How
could anyone refer to the church as an irrelevance?” Now,
sixteen years later, to think the FH elders would allow an article with such a question raised is inconceivable. The author
of the article makes the same point Shelly was making, the
church must change or, at least to the younger people, it will
be an irrelevance. Thus, the same worn-out liberal message,
the church must change.
Hatchett goes on to opine his belief that we have for so
long heard in the church that we are not “consumers,” that it
has become an excuse for not attempting to be attractive to
the younger generations. With all due respect, the church is
to be adorned as a bride for her husband, who is Christ (Rev.
21:2), not adorned to appeal to any generation of human beings, including the younger one!
Hatchett then writes:
Have you seen one of the new buildings that McDonalds is building for their restaurants? It is much more trendy/
modern/relevant than its older buildings. They have two way
fireplaces, stone exteriors, and granite countertops throughout. However, it’s still serving the same burgers, fries, and
McNuggets that McDonalds has always served. The product
is the same—the look and feel of the restaurant is just more
relevant to today’s society.

Hatchett goes on to admit that while we cannot change
the Gospel, he feels his way to the conclusion that those in
their twenties, who are leaving the church, are doing so because it is out of touch with what they face and their needs in
the Christian walk of life.
Are we to suppose if we had fancier buildings the young
people would stay? While we are at it, maybe a pool table,
a jukebox, and a video arcade would help. But no, among
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The author concludes his discussion of this question with
this jewel: “By fulfilling the relevant social needs, it will
give more opportunities to develop relations, and share the
Gospel through Bible study and service projects.” Knock,
knock. Who’s there? Social Gospel. Social Gospel, who?
The social gospel that seems to be replacing the Gospel of
Jesus Christ at FH!

One of the most appalling statements in the whole sad
writing then followed.
When discussing with one elder the topic of losing our
youth, he told me the reason we have lost so many is because
they didn’t hear enough sermons about things like “Women’s Role in the Church.” I told him that he just proved he
was completely out of touch.”
We have to quit preaching, Hatchett claims, so much on
the subjects of instrumental music, denominationalism, and
baptism, because these subjects prevent the young people
from truly developing a relationship with God through worship, prayer, service, and meditation. Pardon my asking, but,
why? Isn’t it ironic that three of the biggest problems we
have in the church today are instrumental music, compromise with denominationalism, and denials of the essentiality
of baptism? Add to those three that many congregations are
insisting on an expanded role for our women, and we would
ask just who is it that is out of touch? I would affirm that
Hatchett, for writing such tripe, and Grider, for printing it,
are the ones who are out of touch.
Hatchett closes his article by making the claim that we
can answer questions about doctrine well, but we are not
able to give a reason for the hope that we have. He tells us he
learned this reality by asking questions in a class. The first
week he asked about the doctrinal questions, and next week
about reason for the hope they have.
I was raised on a ranch in Central Texas. My daddy had
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a large metal syringe that had a cup-like attachment on the
business end that held medicinal pills about half the size of a
Ballpark Frank. This syringe filled with one of the pills was
inserted deep in the throat of a sick cow, and the pill, by the
use of the plunger, was forced down the animal’s throat. That
is the difficulty any faithful Christian would have in swallowing this latest rubbish that Barry Grider is all too willing
to print in FH’s church bulletin.

drivel emanates from FH with the apparent approval of the
elders, how long will it be before more people wake up to
the changes that are taking place at this once bulwark of the
faith congregation and join those of us who pray that they
will make an about-face and return to the close walk in the
old paths they once were so careful to follow.
–—P.O. Box 592
Granby MO 64844

Over and over many of us ask ourselves, when such

dcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcd
The following letter was first written privately to brother Elkins. After it became clear that Elkins was not going to
answer it, brother Pogue decided to submit it for publication in CFTF as an open letter. We thought it would fit well following Pogue’s excellent article dealing with the same subject.
The brother Elkins we knew thirty years ago would have had no problem answering it, but at some point between
then and now the man we once knew ceased to be. Whatever afflicted brother Elkins seems to have infected a number
of brethren. In some ways some brethren remind us of King Saul, starting out so well, but coming to a sad end—all of it
accomplished by their own hand. —Editor

OPEN LETTER TO GARLAND ELKINS
FROM CHARLES POGUE
Dear brother Garland:
When I was a young man I heard many good things said
about a brother in Christ by the name of Garland Elkins. He
was, I was assured, a Gospel preacher who loved the truth,
preached the truth, defended the truth, and had a vast amount
of the scripture committed to his memory. This man, Garland Elkins, I was told, was one who hated error in any form
and would never fellowship it in anyway, either directly or
indirectly.
It was finally my privilege to study under this man at the
Memphis School of Preaching for two years. It was my impression that all I had heard about this Christian gentleman
and preacher was entirely true. I appreciated studying under
you, brother Elkins.
During the week of July 17-23, 2011, I went to the website of the Forest Hill Church of Christ, as I occasionally do,
and opened the link to the July 12 bulletin. I found it consisting mostly of an article by one Rob Hatchett. The article was
entitled, “Where Are the Future Leaders?” I strongly recommend you read it if you have not done so. I read the article,
and when I finished, I sat in sadness and dismay that such
an article would be printed with obvious endorsement in the
Forest Hill News. I immediately wrote an article in response
to its attack upon the church. If/where followed, such an
approach will change the New Testament church into little
more than a religious country club practicing a neo-form of
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the social gospel. My article is scheduled for publication in
the August Issue of Contending For The Faith. Other information concerning the Forest Hill News article by Hatchett
will also appear in the same edition.
This past Saturday, along with some other deeply concerned brethren, we traced down the identity of Rob Hatchett. We discovered that the congregation of which he is a
member is the Clear Creek Church of Christ in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. He has confirmed to us that he is the author of the
article. Garland, having visited the website of that congregation, I hesitate even to call it a congregation of the Lord’s
blood-bought body. I have no hesitation in saying it is more
like a denomination than a congregation of the church of
Christ.
Brother Garland, I would like to ask you to do one thing
as a favor to me. Please visit the website of that congregation,
and navigate to the sermon page on the site (the link is: http://
www.clearcreekcoc.org/sermons). You need watch no more
than ten or fifteen minutes of the “sermon” for 12/19/2010,
“Silent Night.” If, brother Elkins, you can observe the rubbish that is there, keeping in mind that Rob Hatchett’s hatchet-job on the truth was printed, with approval, in the Forest
Hill Bulletin, and not be willing to admit that grave and seriously damaging changes are occurring in the matter of fellowship at Forest Hill, my heart will be broken. It is not the
heinousness of the condition of the Clear Creek church that
provokes my concern over the article. Rather, I found the
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writing to be offensive, a derogatory attack upon the church,
and an attempt to compromise unwavering preaching of the
truth by utilizing a pragmatic approach to achieve what the
author assumes to be a desirable and utilitarian goal. Indeed,
if we retain our young people through the tactics he endorses
and advances, they will not be qualified to lead their own
souls in the direction of heaven, much less the souls of others! Most of all, I was deeply grieved and alarmed that this
erroneous material was fed to all who receive the Forest Hill
News.
When the Forest Hill Bulletin of February 10, 2009, appeared, containing (1) the “I Drew My Circle Again” (really,
I grew my circle again) article, (2) the excerpted material
from Tyler Young’s 2008 Lubbock lecture (that was so bad
Tommy Hicks refused to print in the lectureship book and
the Lubbock elders excised from the CDs before circulation), and (3) Barry Grider’s article, “I Got Used to It,” endorsing both of the above, I was sickened. But the illness I
felt from that issue of the bulletin in no way compares with
my shock and dismay over the July 12, 2011, issue.
I would be interested in knowing if you or any of your
fellow instructors endorse the material in the Hatchett article, and if you do not, will any of you be willing to speak
respectfully to the Forest Hill elders over any concerns you
might—and should—have concerning brother Grider’s repeated publication and endorsement of unsound material
in the Forest Hill News? Additionally, will anyone associated with Forest Hill or MSOP contact Rob Hatchett and
point out to him the numerous errors in what he has written?
(Of course, if you did so, his embarrassing question would
doubtless be, “Why did Barry Grider publish it with approbation in the Forest Hill News if it was so filled with error?”)
It may be that only a handful of alumni are very concerned with the direction that both Forest Hill and MSOP
have taken in recent years. Nevertheless, I am thoroughly
convinced our concerns are well founded. I greatly fear that
unless someone puts a stop to this unseemly tendency soon,
the congregation and the school will eventually move so far
to the left they cannot be salvaged. Moreover, their consider-

able influence will doubtless drag hundreds of congregations
along with them, jeopardizing not only their own souls, but
also the souls of many once faithful brethren.
I pray that at least one individual directly associated
with MSOP, preferably from the faculty, will find the courage to distance himself from his devotion to the school and
the congregation long enough to take a close and objective
look at the path which both began travelling a few years ago.
Brother Garland, will you be the one to take this stand for
the truth, perhaps admittedly at great cost? If such material
as mentioned above in the Forest Hill News is any indication, movement down this path of fellowship compromise is
accelerating. And if the Forest Hill elders see nothing wrong
with such material as the Hatchett article, one wonders what
programs and/or compromises may be in the planning stages
behind closed doors.
These conspicuous changes in direction and emphasis
began surfacing in earnest with the Dave Miller/Apologetics
Press/Gospel Journal/GBN situations (the recent announcement of the MSOP-GBN alliance also being troublesome).
However, they have since spread like cancer to involve, explicitly or implicitly, fellowship with Mac Deaver, Sunset,
Lake Tahoe encampment, Bear Valley, and other questionable works and brethren. Since I, through distance and circumstances, never had a real opportunity to maintain a close
connection with MSOP, I believe I have been able to make an
unbiased assessment of the situation that exists with the Forest Hill church and the school. The assessment I am forced
to make weighs heavy upon my heart, and I will continue to
pray about and do whatever else I can do to encourage others
to look at the situation through unprejudiced eyes. If they do,
I am convinced they will share my concerns.
I write this note with respect, considering myself lest
I also be tempted or fail to grasp my own weaknesses and
shortcomings.
Your brother,
Charles Pogue
Class of 1995
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ANSWER: It contains an abundance of evidentiary information pertaining to Dave Miller’s doctrine and
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[EDITORIAL STATEMENT—The quoted comments from brother Barry Grider immediately following these remarks prefaced
his Sunday evening sermon on “Motivation” delivered at the Forest Hill Church of Christ (FH) on July 17, 2011. As may be seen in his
quoted preface, Grider refers to “so-called conservative churches of Christ” and to “every congregation, conservative in nature”. Although not the only term whereby the Holy Spirit in the New Testament references the church of our Lord, in Rm. 16:16 the Spirit clearly
referred to the largest and smallest organized entity of those saved from their sins when He employs the term churches of Christ. I do
not fully know what Grider means by “so-called conservative churches of Christ” and “every congregation, conservative in nature”
because he did not explicitly (in so many words) define his terms. I know that to use the terms “conservative” and “conservative in
nature” when referencing a church of Christ is one way of describing a faithful congregation. Furthermore, when defined in the light of
the totality of the Bible’s teaching bearing on the subject (in this case the Lord’s church), the term conservative is in harmony with the
apostle Peter’s directive of, “If any man speak, let him speak as the oracles of God” (1 Peter 4:11). I also know that “every church,
conservative in nature”, beginning with her elders, is a church that conserves New Testament authority by believing and practicing
only what is authorized by the New Testament, leaving undone that for which there is no New Testament authority, and that which
is expressly forbidden (Col. 3:17). Moreover, I know that no congregation of the Lord’s people is conservative (faithful to the Lord in
word and deed in conserving the authority of the Lord as revealed in the words of the New Testament) if it does not conduct its affairs
according to Paul’s apostolic directive found in Col. 3:17. And, when such is the case with a church or a church member, I also know
that said church or member is not walking by faith, but by their own human councel (2 Cor. 5:7). Further, I know that a church of Christ
is not in submission to the precept set out by the apostle Paul in Col. 3:17 when her elders lead the church, and the church follows them,
in extending fellowship to one or more unrepentant false teachers and those who fellowship brethren who extend their fellowship to false
teachers. I also know that a church of Christ is not conservative when her elders lead the church they oversee in withdrawing fellowship
from brethren who in doctrine and practice abide by Rm. 16:17, 18; Col. 3:17; 2 John 8-11; 2 Tim. 4:2-4; Jude 3, et al.
In using Rob Hachett’s article, included in its entirety following Grider’s quoted remarks about it, Grider has to a certain extent by
implication defined for us his understanding of what a “conservative” congregation is. That is the case with Grider unless he wants to
confess that he used a liberal brother’s article to teach FH, a church Grider thinks is “conservative in nature”, how to better serve God.
Hachett is an active member of the liberal Clear Creek Church of Christ, Chattanooga, TN. The proof that the Clear Creek Church of
Christ is liberal is found in the articles in this issue of CFTF. (By liberal I mean those who in word and deed practice and teach that
which looses men from what God has bound on them in His authoritative New Testament.)
1. Does Barry Grider, consider the Clear Creek Church of Christ, Chattanooga, TN a church that is “conservative in nature”?
2. Do the FH elders consider the Clear Creek Church of Christ, Chattanooga, TN a church that is “conservative in nature”?
3. Does the MSOP faculty consider the Clear Creek Church of Christ, Chattanooga, TN a church that is “conservative in nature”?
The FH elders would do well to understand that doing only what is authorized by the New Testament of Jesus Christ is that with
which they ought to be concerned than anything else before it’s too late.—DPB]

JULY 17, 2011 GRIDER STATEMENT ABOUT ROB HATCHETT’S ARTICLE
Each week the congregation produces a bulletin and sister Sanders and I do our best to get that bulletin out on time and
others come in and help us with that and I know you appreciate your bulletin and I know that you enjoy getting that and
from time to time many of you tell me so. And I just want you to know I really appreciate all of the positive feedback that
I’ve received concerning the article this past week, not one that I wrote, it was a guest article. It presents a very, very
serious problem for so-called conservative churches of Christ and I would urge all of you, if you have not already read
the article, to do so. It’s something that every congregation, conservative in nature, needs to consider before it’s too late,
but I appreciate those of you who commented.”
dadadadadadaddadadadadad

Where Are the Future Leaders?
Rob Hatchet (sic)
It’s never easy to do a self-evaluation when you know
there’s an area that needs improvement. It’s like going to
the dentist when you know you have a cavity. Sometimes,
though, we need to ask and answer some tough questions in
order to begin making positive changes.

youth groups but not remained faithful to the New Testament
church? We take pride in huge youth groups and record enrollments at Christian universities, but there’s a clear drop
off in commitment to the church family when the young
adult years roll around.

Here’s the main question as we start this self-evaluation: Why have so many young people been in our church

Unfortunately, I’ve realized that many churches are reluctant to ask the question “Why?” A few years back, the
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church I was attending held a congregational meeting after
a number of young families with children had left. I spoke
up at this meeting and asked, “Are we even going to evaluate why these people left and see if there are any changes/
improvements we need to make?” That question was quickly
met with the response, “Worship is not entertainment, and
we don’t come here to be entertained.” If I’ve heard this response once, I’ve heard it a thousand times. This has become
a generic response to try to doctrinally avoid any discussion
of improvements we can make in various aspects of our congregations.
So, the point of this article is to force us to ask and
answer the questions: Why are we losing so many young
Christians? How can we stop losing them?
The self-evaluation starts now…
Question #1: Does your church have a system to track
the kids that have graduated from your youth group over the
past 10 years?
Most college kids never “place membership” at a church
during college so they don’t have an eldership looking our
(sic) for their spiritual lives during the years they need shepherding the most! Unfortunately, I have found that most elderships don’t have a plan in place to track their kids after
high school. A continued support system from their childhood church family will help many young people as they
face the temptations of becoming adults.
If I could give each congregation one homework assignment, it would be to create a list of every youth group member over the past 10 years. Start searching for each one’s
current address, email, and phone number. From there, begin
staying in touch with them on a regular basis, even if they
may not live in your immediate area.
While we’re on youth groups, what type of spiritual interaction does your church youth have with other generations
in your church? We have segregated youth groups so much
from the rest of the congregation with their own devotionals,
service projects, classes, and mission trips that many teens
never get a real picture of what it’s like to be a Christian
adult. Often youth only see adults engaged in spiritual activities within the regularly scheduled worship services. And
even at these services, watch a family arrive at church...they
disperse to separate parts of the building, sometimes never to
reunite due to the age-segregated worship and classes.
We must make sure we paint a better picture of what it’s
like to be a Christian adult. This is done through cross-generational activities. Young men need to see older men praying
together, serving together, and discussing life as Christians
in activities outside the regularly scheduled meeting times.
They need to see Christianity play out in real life. As you
begin to invite your former youth group members back to
church, make sure you have spiritual activities in which they
can participate with other adults outside of worship services
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and regular classes.
Question #2: Is your congregation “relevant” to Christians in their 20s?
Put yourself in the shoes of a 20-year old who visits
your congregation. How would you feel after visiting your
church? Did you sing newer songs? Did you use technology
in the service? Was there a class for your age? Did you feel
welcomed?
While I realize these type questions have caused division among congregations, we have to face the fact that our
youth are being drawn especially to community/non-demoninational (sic) churches that are focused on being “relevant”
to today’s world.
I’ve heard all my life that we aren’t “consumers” in
church that have to be entertained. Unfortunately, I think
we’ve said that so many times that it’s become an excuse for
not attempting to be attractive to the younger generations. In
doing so, congregations have often lost a sense of relevance
to today’s society.
Have you seen one of the new buildings that McDonalds is building for their restaurants? It is much more trendy/
modern/relevant than its older buildings. They have two-way
fireplaces, stone exteriors, and granite countertops throughout. However, it’s still serving the same burgers, fries, and
McNuggets that McDonalds has always served. The product
is the same—the look and feel of the restaurant is just more
relevant to today’s society.
Just like McDonalds hasn’t changed what it serves, we
don’t have to change the Gospel that we are serving. We cannot change! However, we have to realize that those leaving
the church in their 20s are consistently saying it’s because
the congregation where they worship, though doctrinally
sound, is out of touch with what they face and their needs
in their Christian walk of life. Jesus’ ministry consisted of
meeting people’s needs and then sharing the Gospel with
them. The greatest need for people today in their 20s is the
need for social interaction and social connection. This is essentially true for those that are not married.
Here’s the thing we know: The world (through Satan) is
very good at meeting social needs. Very good! The church
needs to be very good as well. The men’s ministry in our
congregation always has scheduled events we can invite any
male visitor or person in the community in their 20s. When
we meet someone, our next statement is usually:
“Would you like to play basketball with us Tuesday
night?”
“The 20s will take a short term mission trip to West Virginia, will you help?”
“Do you play softball? We’ve got 3 teams at the church”
“Our Young Professionals meet every Thursday night
for dinner. Would love to have you join us.”
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“Saturday the 20s are going to clean gutters and windows for the widows. Can you help?”
By fulfilling the relevant social needs, it will give more
opportunities to develop relationships and share the Gospel
through Bible study and service projects.
Question #3: Does your congregation put more focus on
simply filling a pew on Sunday or on being a Christian?
Something I hear over and over from people in their
20s who formerly attended the Church is that the congregation they attended was more concerned about it being “the
most doctrinally correct church” than they were about helping members truly develop a relationship with God. While
that may come across as judgmental, this is a very real perception, and it is something that each congregation should
evaluate.
When discussing with one elder the topic of losing our
youth, he told me the reason we have lost so many is because
they didn’t hear enough sermons about things like “Women’s Role in the Church.” I told him that he just proved he
was completely out of touch. Those leaving the church are
saying that women’s role, musical instruments, denominations, baptism, etc. were forced on them so much that they
never learned how to truly develop a relationship with God
through worship, prayer, service, and meditation because every class or lesson always turned to doctrine.

I taught a 2-week series in a Wednesday night adult
class. The first week I asked typical doctrinal questions and
asked for all responses to be Scripture. Questions were asked
like “Why don’t we use instruments?”. “Why do we take the
Lord’s Supper each Sunday?”, and “Why aren’t women in
leadership roles?” People were very enthusiastically answering every question and had every verse memorized.
The next week I started by quoting 1 Peter 3:15: “Always be ready to give a defense to everyone who asks you a
reason for the hope that is in you, with meekness and fear.”
I then asked everyone to share with us their “reason” for the
hope they have.
Silence.
More Silence.
These same participants were answering enthusiastically the week before when it came to the doctrinal questions.
But when it came to a basic question regarding their hope in
Christ, it was as if they had never thought about that question and for sure had never shared with others. Hence, the
need for congregations to ask Question #3.
Satan is very good at making the world’s desires attractive, and he is going to give it his all to win our youth and
young adults. For the future of our congregations, we have
to make sure we are Striving to teach the Truth to all ages.
(Forest Hills News, July 12, 2011 via Think, June, 2011)
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Directory of Churches...
-Alabama-

-South Carolina-

Holly Pond-Church of Christ, 10221 Hwy 278, Holly Pond, AL 35083,
Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256) 507-1776,
(256) 507-1778.

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.org;
e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-England-

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-Texas-

Cambridgeshire–Cambridge City Church of Christ, meeting at The
Manor Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge, CB4 2JF. Sun.,
Bible Study--10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible Study--7:30
p.m. www.CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel Preacher.
Contacts: Keith Sisman [By phone inside USA (281) 475-8247); Inside
the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge
contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing Address - PO BOX
1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

Denton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr.
(Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ,
Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208.
E-mail: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday 7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; tgjoriginal@verizon.net.

-Florida-

Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box
39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00
p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring
Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last Sunday in February
and the internet school, Truth Bible Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.

Ocoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Office: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.

Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

-North Carolina-

New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.

Rocky Mount–Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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SLIDING DOWN THE SLIPPERY SLOPE
Dub McClish
In February 1998, as part of an evangelistic effort, three other
brethren and I spent two weeks above the Arctic Circle in Murmansk, Russia. Every departure from our flat was an adventure
because of the ever-present snow and ice. On one excursion, walking on a downward-sloping sidewalk (by necessity, not by choice),
I slipped on the ice. That slippery slope sent me sliding several
feet—and I didn’t slide upward. I came to rest only after I crashed
into some brethren below, wiping some of them out in my descent.
Once one takes a step onto an ice-covered slope, he will find it very
hard to keep his feet. When he loses his feet, he will slide until
something interrupts his descent.

above). Soon after he became a co-editor, an issue of the paper
contained numerous statements calling for “balance” and castigating the despicable imbalance of “certain” unnamed brethren.

Sliding Down the Doctrinal Slope

By late 2009, pressure had become so great on the FH elders
and MSOP (to a large degree because of the continual slips of
brother Grider down the compromise slope) that the FH elders felt
the need to respond. They could have a heart-to-heart talk with
their slipping preacher and tell him they would tolerate no more of
his “slips,” or they could do something about those pesky brethren
who kept reminding them they were supporting a compromiser.
They chose the latter and simply announced on page 4 of the December 1, 2009, FH News that they had marked brother David
Brown and me for “sowing discord” and “telling outright lies” regarding the FH elders, brother Grider, and MSOP. (The FH elders
have scrupulously ignored the pleas of both the Spring elders and
of David and me for specifics of their charges).

For some years now, it has been obvious that brother Barry
Grider, preacher for the Forest Hill (FH) congregation in Memphis, Tennessee, has been on a doctrinal “slippery slope.” Unlike
my experience noted above, anyone who ventures upon such a
doctrinal “slope” does so by choice, not by necessity. While I am
unable to discern when he first ventured openly on to the slope,
he likely did so in his mind sometime before taking that first step.
(Some of his classmates at Memphis School of Preaching [MSOP]
confess to having seen some indicators of his tendency toward this
slope many years ago.) My first hint of brother Grider’s “slippery
slope” convictions was in 2003. He refused to reword some comments in his article for The Gospel Journal (TGJ) (which I edited
at the time) that could have been considered compromising. Ken
Ratcliff, TGJ board member, felt so strongly opposed to the Grider
wording that he felt we should run a disclaimer, which he worded,
in the next issue.
We saw further evidence of brother Grider’s slippage as some
speakers, previously strangers to the MSOP Lectures, began appearing at his recommendation. In mid-2005 came the Thompson/
Apologetics Press/Dave Miller drama in which brother Grider
made himself a major player. The Grider descent has become increasingly evident in more recent events. Related to the Miller/
Apologetics Press affair, the board of TGJ elected to change editors, and in mid-2005, appointed brother Grider as a co-editor of
the reborn Gospel Journal. The “kinder, gentler” board doubtless
knew he would guide it in a “kinder, gentler” direction (despite the
earlier objection of Ken Ratcliff to Grider’s convictions, as noted

Brother Grider made a major slip down the slope on February
10, 2009. He wrote a compromising article, titled, “I Got Used to
It,” published an even more compromising article by Tyler Young,
and then reproduced the silly denominational ditty abut enlarging
one’s fellowship circle—all in the same issue of the FH News.
Various brethren called attention to the massive implications of his
material (e.g., see my article, “Is This What They Mean by Balance?” Contending for the Faith, April 2009).

This marking provided a temptation to brother Grider to slip a
little further down the slope, which he did in his editorial comments
on the “marking” (his keyboard must have been smoking when he
finished his verbal tarring and feathering of those marked). But he

(Continued on page 3)
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ONLY ONE PERSON SINNED—
WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL?
David P. Brown, Editor and Publisher
dpbcftf@gmail.com
COMMUNICATIONS received by CONTENDING FOR
THE FAITH and/or its Editors are viewed as intended FOR
PUBLICATION unless otherwise stated. Whereas we respect
confidential information, so described, everything else sent
to us we feel free to publish without further permission being
necessary. Anything sent to us NOT for publication, please
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ADVERTISING POLICY & RATES
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH was begun and continues
to exist to defend the gospel (Philippians 1:7,17) and refute
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authorizes (Colossians 3:17). We will not knowingly advertise anything to the contrary. Hence, we reserve the right to
refuse any offer to advertise in this paper.
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CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH. A one-time setup and layout
fee for each advertisement will be charged if such setup or
layout is needful. Setup and layout fees are in addition to
the cost of the space purchased for advertisement. No major
changes will be made without customer approval.
All advertisements must be in our hands no later than
two (2) months preceding the publishing of the issue of the
journal in which you desire your advertisement to appear.
To avoid being charged for the following month, ads must
be canceled by the first of the month. We appreciate your
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FEES: Full page, $50.00; half page, $35.00; anything under
a half page, $20.00.

Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
August 3, 1917-October 10, 2001
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When is the last time you heard a sermon entitled “There
is Sin in the Camp”, the text for it being Joshua 6: 18-21;7:1,
20-26? Such sermons are not preached regularly through out
the churches of Christ today as they were in yesteryear. Sadly and to the church’s hurt they have not been that common
for many years. And, in many churches they are not tolerated. However, this sermon is representative of the kind of
sermons that was the “stock and trade” of the faithful Gospel
preacher many years ago. And, in those by-gone days that is
one reason the church held far greater respect and reverence
for the Word of God than it does today. Further, most brethren of that long ago day expected preachers to preach such
sermons in plain language, drawing a sharp line of separation between the world and the church in so doing.
The historical setting for the sermon, “There is Sin in the
Camp”, are the events prior to, during, and after the overthrow of Jericho, the first city to be attacked by the children of Israel after they entered the land of Canaan. Of such
Old Testament events the apostle Paul declared in the New
Testament that these accounts were recorded for our learning, that Christians through patience and comfort of the Old
Testament Scriptures might have hope (Rom. 15:4; Also see
8:24). Paul also pointed out the value of these Old Testament accounts to Christians when he wrote that they “were
our examples, to the intent we should not lust after evil
things, as they also lusted” (1 Cor. 10:7-11).
In Joshua 6:18-19 God forbade the Israelites when they
overcame Jericho to take any of the silver, gold, brass, iron
or anything else from the city for themselves, all of it belonged to the God. But one man disobeyed God. However,
when the sin is first reported the inspired account reads,
“But the children of Israel committed a trespass in the
accursed thing.” Then, inspiration states, “for Achan, the
son of Carmi, ... took of the accursed thing”. But after
identifying the guilty party the Scripture tells us, “and the
anger of the LORD was kindled against the children of
Israel” (Joshua 7:1). Since Achan was the Israelite who was
guilty of sin, why does the inspired account say that “the
children of Israel committed a trespass” and “the anger
of the LORD was kindled against the children of Israel”?
If ever the Truth that no man lives to himself and no man
dies to himself (Rom. 14:7) was taught it is in Achan’s case.
How we conduct our lives for good or bad influences and
impacts other people, our brethren, and especially those who
are weak in their knowledge of God’s will and thus, weak
in their faith (Rom. 10:17; 2 Cor. 5:7). The fellowship and
unity of God’s people have always been based upon, nourished, and strengthened by the authority of God’s Word (Col.
3:17). When one child of God sins it impacts the whole fam-

(Continued at the Bottom of Page 10)
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was not through. He slipped a little further in his December 22,
2009, article in FH News, titled, “Let Them Alone.” This time he
likened brother Brown and me to the Pharisees described in Matthew 15, and again named our offenses (in very general terms, of
course). (For someone admonishing others to let us alone, brother
Grider surely seems to give us an abundance of attention.)
Brother Grider took another tumble down the slope on July 12,
2011, when he reprinted, without comment, an article by a brother
named Rob Hatchett. The article itself is a disgrace because of the
unapologetic “social gospel-community church” approach it takes
to making the church “relevant” to those in their 20s. It turns out
that Hatchett is a full-fledged change agent with membership in
the ultra-liberal Clear Creek Church of Christ in Hixson, Tennessee. Printing the article with implied endorsement was a big slip in
itself, but that was not enough. On July 17, brother Grider prefaced
his evening sermon with a defense of the article (see my article,
“’Next Time’ Has Arrived,” CFTF, August 2011).
The Latest Slip Down the Slope
Brother Grider does not seem to be able to find a place to stop
his slide (the great risk of venturing on to any slippery slope). He
took another step on it in the August 9, 2011, FH News, by publishing an article by brother Cecil May, Jr., titled, “Gentleness.” There
are admittedly some good thoughts in the article (because they are
Scriptural), and it is not my intent to detract from them or lessen
their impact. It basically urges kindness and gentleness in dealing
with one another, particularly with brethren who go astray. However, Biblical illiterates might readily infer from this article that
gentleness is the exclusive Scriptural demeanor one may employ
in dealing with those who are in error, whether doctrinal or moral.
One might even get the impression that brother May has never
read the strident words of our Lord in Matthew 15:1–14 and Matthew 23. Did brother May forget Paul’s “gentleness” with Elymas
(Acts 13:8–11)? A host of passages flood the mind involving not
only Paul, but James, Peter, Jude, and John in which their words
describing and/or dealing with those in error could hardly be
termed “gentle” (e.g., Rom. 16:16–18; 1 Cor. 5:1–5; 2 Cor. 13:1–
2, 10; Gal. 1:6–7; 2:11–14; 2 The. 3:10–15; 1 Tim. 1:19–20; Tit.
1:10–14; Jam. 4:4; 2 Pet. 2:1–22; 1 John 2:18–23; 3 John 9–10;
Jude 4–19; et al.).
Reading brother May’s article took me back to 1984 and the
“Restoration Summit” (later renamed “Unity Forum I”), jointly
planned by some of our liberal brethren and men in the Independent Christian Church. It was a by-invitation-only affair, and a major criterion for being one of the 50 who were invited was that one
must have an “irenic spirit.”
I find it interesting that an article by brother May, Dean of
Faulkner University’s College of Biblical Studies, would appear in
the FH News. It has not been that many years ago since brethren
Curtis Cates and Garland Elkins were expressing earnest criticism
of brother May’s fellowship practices, and rightly so. He has a history of embracing those in his fellowship whom the MSOP faculty
would not embrace in days of yore (e.g., Alonzo Welch, long-time
supporter and defender of Chuck Lucas of Crossroads infamy).
Since coming to Faulkner, he has placed such notables on the lectureship as Buster “All-of Life-Is-Worship” Dobbs, Jim “stay-inyour-adulterous-marriage” McGuiggan, and Paul “Change Agent”
Faulkner (no relation to the Faulkner for whom the school is
named, incidentally).
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Clearly, brother May has not changed his approach to fellowship, so now for brother Grider to extend the olive branch to him
is but another indication that our Memphis brethren (led by brother Grider) have changed theirs. (Come to think of it, maybe the
planners of the MSOP Lectures have been taking notes on brother
May’s approach to fellowship, given various speakers they have
invited in recent years. Should this be the case, it is only fitting that
the FH News carries his article.) It will doubtless not be long before brother May will be appearing on MSOP Lectures and brother
Grider (or other MSOP faculty) speaking at Faulkner.
Inconsistency, Thou Art a Rhinestone
It appears that brother Grider is using the Cecil May article to
state his own idea of the way brethren should treat one another, especially those who have gone astray. Expressing one’s convictions
through the words of another is altogether legitimate, but let us
test the sincerity of his “gentleness” approach, especially to fallen
brethren. Surely, brother Brown and I would qualify as “fallen
brethren,” according to him and the FH elders. After all, the elders
opined that we had sufficiently misbehaved that we deserved being
marked as unfit for fellowship by the faithful.
One might expect that both the elders and brother Grider (given their spiritual maturity and Biblical knowledge) would have approached brother Brown and me, laying their grievances and our
sins gently and kindly before us, urging us to repent. After all, Paul
said that a “factious man” (“heretick,” KJV) (one of their accusations) deserved a “first and second admonition” before being
refused fellowship (Tit. 3:10). Instead of following this Scriptural
mandate, they gave us not even one admonition—gentle or otherwise.
It is appropriate to review briefly some illustrations of brother
Grider’s concept of kindness and gentleness toward the wayward.
In the edition of the FH News in which the FH elders “marked”
brother Brown and me (December 1, 2009), brother Grider addressed our being marked. The reader may judge the kindness and
gentleness of his spirit:
On page four of this bulletin you will read where our elders
have publicly marked brethren David P. Brown and H.W.
(Dub) McClish. These two brethren in recent years together
have been on a vendetta attacking faithful brethren throughout
the Lord's church through their venomous articles…. These
brethren would have us believe they are protectors of truth
when in fact they have no respect for truth whatsoever….
They cannot love the church for which Jesus died and behave
as they do. They are rude and crude. They are hateful and
haughty. Furthermore, to be so preoccupied with the affairs
of others is not normal. In reality, they behave like spoiled
children who don't get their way…. The fact is, however, no
one pays them much attention nor should they. The two have
been isolated and marked, as they should be….
Three weeks later, the kind and gentle Barry Grider compared
“certain brethren” (whom could he have had in mind, hmmm?) to
the anti-Christ Pharisees:
Yes, sometimes certain brethren have to be marked because
they engage in lies, innuendo, evil surmisings, and divisive conduct. Do you get down in the dirt and wallow in it with them? No!
We must follow the admonition of the Lord, who said of the Pharisees, “LET THEM ALONE: They be blind leaders of the blind.
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And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch”
(Mat. 15:14–Caps mine DM).
I must say that, if the foregoing constitutes “gentleness” and
“kindness,” may I not be in earshot if he ever decides to be harsh
and unkind. From the statements above, one might suspect that
brother Grider was doing a homework assignment for a class on
“How To Demonize Unappreciated Brethren”—taught by brother
Frank Chesser. Perhaps publication of the May article is a signal
that brother Grider has come to a better understanding of the noble
trait of gentleness.
What we see in the publication of the May article is a prime
example of brother Grider’s preaching to others (perhaps particularly to his perceived enemies) that which he is unable or unwilling to practice. To put it another way, he practices his gentleness
very selectively. He can be gentle and kind to (yea, can endorse) a
brother who tinkers with the Divine arrangement of the eldership
or of marriage (Dave Miller), one who chooses sports activities
over the church (Tyler Young), or even one who urges “relevancy”
above Gospel to attract young adults (Rob Hatchett), but he cannot
come up with a civil word for those who dare call his fellowship
compromises to his attention.
We have seen samples of brother Grider’s inconsistency between his profession and practice regarding gentleness. It would
seem that at least some of his fellow-instructors at MSOP share in
the same profession and selective practice of gentility. In a 2006
public forum brother Keith Mosher, Dean of Academics, described
those who dared criticize MSOP’s defense of brother Dave Miller
and his errors as “…people [who] are as vile a group—and I do
mean vile—as I have ever read after in my life” and “…brethren
[who] are lying to you.” I have difficulty seeing the gentility in
these terms.
Brother Bobby Liddell, MSOP Director, wrote an excellent
article on “Longsuffering” in the December 2009 issue of Yokefellow. In describing the opposite of this Biblical trait, he wrote:
Haughty, egotistical men are not longsuffering, but sin in their
anger and haste to accuse, and unwillingness to forgive. Such
men destroy their own brethren (cf. Acts 9:4) by sowing discord and dividing congregations through malicious words and
evil surmising, all the while claiming they are the only faithful
ones, and assuring their deceived followers that they are ever
on guard for the latest supposed heresy and heretics. Their
attitudes are so disagreeable and so distasteful (to those who
refuse to be gullible enough to follow them blindly) that they
end up meeting with a handful in their own homes, or if they
do stay with a church for any length of time, they decimate
the congregation by their disagreeable hypocrisy and arrogance….
Hateful, self-serving men will not patiently endure with
others, nor will they be slow to anger. They will not extend
mercy, but will seek opportunity to advance themselves, or to
avenge themselves, at the cost of others and the church. They
ruin peace and rob men of hope.
He proceeded to call such behavior “devilish.”
I do not know (for sure) the identity of those he described,
but it seems certain that they were brethren who, in his mind, had
fallen from grace and were unworthy of fellowship. I learn from
brother Liddell’s words just how to practice longsuffering (a first
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cousin to gentleness): (1) Countenance with kindness and longsuffering false teachers whom one finds it convenient to defend
and endorse, and (2) vilify and verbally pummel brethren one
perceives to be brotherhood menaces. One might say that brother
Liddell was a bit short on longsuffering in his description of those
he deems to be his sinful brethren. While I heartily commend all
that brother Liddell stated (assuming it is accurately applied), I
am amazed that he failed to see his self-contradiction: By his unlongsuffering (shortsuffering?) description of certain brethren, he
hanged himself on his own “longsuffering” gallows.
Statements as strong (or stronger) could be cited from practically all of the MSOP faculty that demonstrate their ability to employ what some might describe as rather “ungentle” terminology,
all the while urging a gentle and longsuffering demeanor. It takes
a certain degree of brass to preach something openly on one hand
while repudiating it just as openly on the other.
Conclusion
I would have all—including brother Grider—who read these
words to know that I am not his enemy on any personal level whatsoever. I am also not the enemy of the FH elders, the FH church, or
MSOP. Anyone who thinks otherwise is simply wrong. Rush Limbaugh stated early in the Obama presidency, “I hope he fails.” By
this he meant that he hoped the president failed in implementing
his disastrous ideological policies and agenda. This desire sprang
not from personal hatred or partisanship, but from loyalty to the
Constitution and love of country. In the same vein, I say of brother
Grider, “I hope he fails.” Again, I express this desire not because
of any personal animus toward him, but because of his ideology
and agenda. His ideology and agenda are spiritually dangerous and
deadly. My desire that he fail springs from love of the Lord, His
Truth, and His church.
Only the imperceptive or the my-school-right-or-wrong folks
will deny that the unblemished reputation the Forest Hill church
(and previously the Knight Arnold church) and MSOP enjoyed
among faithful brethren for decades has suffered in recent years.
Some alumni were disappointed when the elders brought brother
Grider to the FH pulpit almost ten years ago, concerned about the
depth of his commitment to the old paths. Their concerns began to
be justified six or seven years ago as subtle, but palpable changes
began to occur in the types of some of the speakers on the MSOP
lectures—some of whom I know first-hand were brother Grider’s
choices. Then brother Grider took a leading part in FH’s and
MSOP’s defense of Dave Miller in 2005. In the intervening years
he has written and/or published a number of articles in the FH
News that are bellwethers of the acceleration of a new direction for
this storied congregation and its MSOP appendage.
From an outsider looking in, the major factor responsible for
the directional changes in the FH church and the MSOP centers
on one man: brother Barry Grider. Brethren have long observed
that congregations reflect the personality and convictions of their
respective preachers when they have been there a few years. I fully
realize that he could not have had the unfortunate influence he has
had without being allowed to do so by a complicit eldership and
MSOP faculty. One thing that may have contributed to such complicity has been the passing of some of the “old guard” elders, tried
and true, and the appointment of other men, who may or may not
have had the strong convictions of their predecessors.
I am unable to believe that MSOP faculty members have not
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had anxious discussions among themselves about emphases and
FH News articles from across the driveway, some of which have
been the antithesis of what these men have openly proclaimed for
decades. But rather than “rock the boat” by evincing any sign of
disunity, they have gradually swallowed more and increasingly
worse tasting doses of drift. As brother Grider wrote, “They Got
Used to It.” Another factor that might be in play is that any admission of opposition to what has occurred and is occurring would
equal an admission that some of us outside observers have been/
are right.
Nor can I believe that the MSOP faculty and the FH elders
have not heard voices of concern from more than a few MSOP
alumni (especially since July 12 and the publication of the Hatchett article in the FH News) expressing concern over their alma mater and its host congregation. Most of those men were taught to
resist and expose the very things brother Grider has been promoting, especially over the last two or three years.
As sad as it is to contemplate, it may be with this situation as
many of us have long stated concerning the “Christian Universities”: All of the concerns expressed by letter, telephone, or in person to the administration will make little or no difference to alter
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When Will Barry Grider, The Forest Hill Church of Christ, MSOP
and Other Dave Miller Supporters Practice What They Preach?
John West
In the August 9, 2011 bulletin of the Forest Hill Church
of Christ (FH) appeared an article by brother Cecil May, Jr.
titled “Gentleness.” May begins his article by describing the
“epitome of gentleness” of a loving mother who “caresses, inspects and cuddles” her newborn infant “close to her
breast.” According to this article, this same kind of “gentleness” should carry over in one’s treatment of others. In his
first point titled “In Correction,” he describes how Christians
should deal with those who need “exhorting and correcting.”
He writes: “virtually every passage that requires responding
to or correcting those in error emphasizes the gentle attitude
in which it should be done.”
He further writes:
In no way do these passages (referring to Gal. 6:1; 1 Pet.
3:15-16–JW) say not to correct others. Rather, they direct the
proper attitude in which correction should be done. Gentleness makes the correction more likely to be received and also
keeps the corrector from lapsing into sinful strife.

He concludes this section of the article by writing, “Being gentle has to do with demeanor, tone of voice, and choice
words. It involves including some compliments with whatever correctives are needed.” Since brother Barry Grider put
this in The Forest Hill News (FHN), surely he agrees with
what May wrote. Otherwise, why run such an article? If he
does agree with the article (and he should), then why does he
not practice what he in essence preaches? It also makes me
wonder if the elders of FH and the faculty of the Memphis
School of Preaching (MSOP) agree with this article. If so,
when will they practice what they preach?
In the December 1, 2009 FHN, Barry Grider took over
half of his article, “From the Preacher,” to praise the elders
for marking David Brown and Dub McClish. Now, dear
reader, notice the “gentleness” used by Grider to describe
his feeling of Brown and McClish. He wrote, “These two
brethren in recent years together have been on a vendetta attacking faithful brethren through the Lord’s church through
their venomous articles.” He accused Brown of “outlandish
comments” which were “filled with evil surmisings.” He
further accused him of writing an article which was a “total
fabrication built upon nothing but lies.” He then turns his
rants toward both Brown and McClish and says that “These
brethren would have us believe they are protectors of truth
when in fact they have not respect for truth whatsoever.” I
wish Grider, in his “gentleness” would tell us what he really
thinks about these brethren. He further writes that they have
an “attitude” that is “devoid of anything Christ like.” He
accuses them of violating “the clear teachings of our Lord
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concerning love, kindness, truthfulness, and forgiveness.”
Barry, when are you personally going to follow what you
think the Lord teaches in these areas (and others)? In view of
Grider’s own concept of “gentleness,” do his previous comments about brethren McClish and Brown display “love,
kindness, truthfulness, and forgiveness?” Grider further accuses these brethren of being “rude and crude,” “hateful and
haughty.” He goes as far as to say they “behave like spoiled
children” and that they “must pitch a fit in order to be heard.”
Do Grider’s previous words fit his concept of “gentleness”
that he thinks one should exhibit? By the way, does Grider’s use of such words to describe the conduct of McClish
and Brown indicate that he too wants to be heard? Thus, he
had to “pitch a fit” too? If Grider does not watch out his
strong desire to be heard will have him “throwing a hissy”.
Of course, the only thing one may engage in after “pitching
a fit” and “throwing a hissy” is to have a “hissy-fit”. Brother
Grider ends this tirade with further accusations against McClish and Brown by accusing them of “lies, innuendo, and
evil surmisings.” Grider is nothing but a hypocrite and his
words in 2009 coupled with this recent article by Cecil May,
Jr. prove it. He is like every other “loving liberal” in the
brotherhood. He believes in “kindness” and “gentleness” until he is attacked for his liberalism and foolishness. Then his
claws come out and he goes on the attack.
In the same bulletin (December 1, 2009), the elders
of FH marked Brown and McClish. On page four, under
“From the Elders,” they write that they are marking them
for “sowing discord among brethren and for their outright
lies....” First, they never mention how they are sowing discord. Second, they do not list any “lies” told about the “elders, evangelist, the Memphis School of Preaching and this
congregation.” Third, they did not contact these brethren to
correct them before marking them. Is this their concept of
the pathway to “gentleness” as described by brother May in
his article that Grider printed in the FH News? Brother May
addresses elders’ responsibility in “gentleness.” He writes,
“Both elders and preachers are to manifest the qualities of
gentleness … for gentleness is a fruit of the Spirit….” That
being the case, why did the elders of FH fail to follow “gentleness” in dealing with Brown and McClish? The legs of the
lame are not equal!
In the December 2009 issue of the Yokefellow, brother
Bobby Liddell, Director of MSOP, wrote an article entitled
“Longsuffering.” Surely one would think with that title Liddell’s article exude “gentleness” as he begged all brethren to
practice it in their dealing with one another. In his article he
wrote:
Contending for the Faith—September/2011

Haughty, egotistical men are not longsuffering, but sin in
their anger and haste to accuse, and unwillingness to forgive. Such men destroy their own brethren (cf. Acts 9:4)
by sowing discord and dividing congregations through
malicious words and evil surmising, all the while claiming they are the only faithful ones, and assuring their
deceived followers that they are ever on guard for the
latest supposed heresy and heretics. Their attitudes are
so disagreeable and so distasteful (to those who refuse to
be gullible enough to follow them blindly) that they end
up meeting with a handful in their own homes, or if they
do stay with a church for any length of time, they decimate the congregation by their disagreeable hypocrisy
and arrogance. What a difference longsuffering would
make! Let us all learn from their ungodly lack of bearing
fruit, and be patient with one another, willing to forbear,
as taught by the Holy Spirit (Liddell 1-2).
It does not take a rocket scientist to figure out that he is
referring to Brown, McClish, Michael Hatcher, this writer
and anyone else who opposes their actions as the previous
men have done. Liddell’s article appeared in the Yokefellow
the SAME month in which Grider vented his spleen in his
FH News tirade and in which the FH elders marked Brown
and McClish. Does it sound like Liddell is following “gentleness” when dealing with those with whom he disagrees
and opposes? His hypocrisy is as blatant as Grider’s. Liddel further describes those, who in his opinion are without
longsuffering, as “hateful,” “self-serving,” that they “will
not patiently endure with others,” and “will not extend mercy,” “but will seek opportunity to advance themselves, or to
avenge themselves, at the cost of others and the church.” He
further states: “They ruin peace and rob men of hope” and
accuse them of having “devilish behavior.” Does Liddell really believe that the previous terms that he with premeditation and forethought chose to use to describe his brethren
truly exemplify the “gentleness” about which May wrote
and Grider published in the August 9, 2011 FH News from
which brethren are to learn “gentleness”?
Then, there is Keith Mosher, who while speaking on
the open forum of the 2006 West Kentucky Bible Lectures
boldly brayed the following “gentle” words:
I’ve been preaching for 42 years, brethren and I stand right
where I stood 42 years ago. And my friends will believe that,
and my enemies won’t, but these people are as vile a group,
and I do mean vile, as I have ever read after in my life I have
never seen the kind of attitude they have. They want to destroy
about nine good works in the brotherhood just to prove a point
(Emphasis mine – JW).

The above comments were made to a question concerning brother Dave Miller. Mosher further stated: “If you’re
going to believe some of these publications you’re going to
have a problem because those brethren are lying to you.”
Why did Mosher not follow after “gentleness” when he
made those statements in 2006? Do those statements reflect
Contending for the Faith—September/2011

the tenor of Cecil May, Jr’s article brother Grider printed in
the FH News? Mosher is a member of FH. Does he read the
bulletin? If so, I wonder if he agreed with the article? It also
makes me wonder if he “repented” of not having “gentleness” back in 2006? Then again, to Mosher, his 2006 West
Kentucky Bible Lectures comments him have been “gentle.”
Over the course of the last twenty years, faithful brethren exposed Dave Miller’s false doctrine of the elder re-evaluation/reaffirmation doctrine. Many, even those at MSOP,
applauded articles condemning that heresy. It was not until
2005 (after Miller went to Apologetics Press (AP) in 2002,)
that a change took place with MSOP, et al. In 2005 Dub McClish sent his “Summation of Information Relating to the
Apologetics Press Scandal” to a select and limited group of
brethren. (This missive referenced the then director of AP,
brother Bert Thompson’s sinful conduct, which sinful conduct he confessed to the brethren and asked for their forgiveness). Regarding McClish’s comments about Thompson,
there was one person, in particular, who was stirred enough
by McClish remarks concerning Thompson to write his own
“gentle” thoughts to Dub McClish. In a letter, dated June
17, 2005, Frank Chesser, the preacher for the Panama Street
Church of Christ, wrote a scathing letter to Dub McClish.
He accused Dub of writing “fodder” for Internet talebearing and gossip.” He also accused Dub of having “ignoble
conduct” words “clothed in ice” with “not one shred of compassion” to Bert Thompson. Dub did not write this to make
light of Thompson’s sins, but that is not the way Chesser
saw it. In all of his “gentleness,” Chesser asked Dub, “were
your words full of ‘grace and seasoned with salt’? (Col.
4:6).” After reading Chesser’s tirade, it made me wonder
the same about brother Chesser. However, we all have to
remember that Miller supporters all have a strange kind of
“gentleness” when dealing with those of us who disagree
with them. Chesser further accused Dub of being “unethical” and “shameful” in what he wrote. He also assumed that
Dub sent the email out to hundreds of people, so Chesser,
in “gentleness” sent his out to a multiplicity of people. Did
Chesser engage in evil surmising in thinking that Dub sent
his email to a great number of people and then conduct himself as if brother McClish had done as he surmised? Hmmmmm! What he did not know was that Dub only sent it to a
few select people (just over twenty if memory serves me correctly). I did not receive a copy of Dub’s “summation” until
after Chesser wrote his “gentle” answer and broadcast it all
over the brotherhood. Chesser’s over-reaction and crude letter shows that he and his sect only are “gentle” when they
want to be and it serves their purpose. But, Chesser thinks
that those who oppose him and his sect are not gentle when
they employ the same words he used to describe McClish.
After reading the Cecil May, Jr. article in the FHNews,
it causes me wonder if anyone at FH or MSOP has a clue
concerning consistency, objectivity, and fairness. These
hypocrites call for “gentleness” when dealing with their own
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errors and sins, but will not extend the same “gentleness”
when dealing with others whom they perceive to be in error.
They have shown this same kind of hypocrisy since 2005
and it is only getting worse. Barry Grider, the FH elders,
Bobby Liddell, Keith Mosher, Frank Chesser and all others
of their stripe need to take heed to themselves and start practicing what they preach.
The previous quotations I have given are only some of
what the previous named men and their cohorts have used
in opposing certain brethren. But has Cates, Elkins, other
faculty members, alumni, and supporters used the same kind
of “gentleness” in their disagreements with many of us? NO!

Miller and related matters. They will hide in their dark corners,
spew their venom, and accuse us of being unloving and unkind.
But they while trumpet themselves to the brotherhood as beacons
of love, kindness, and “gentleness.” I pray that more brethren will
open their eyes to the hypocrisy of MSOP, the liberalism of Barry
Grider, and the namby pamby FH eldership that sanctions, supports, and promotes such hypocrisy. I also pray that the events surrounding Grider and MSOP are a wake-up call to the alumni of the
MSOP to FINALLY start taking a stand against the errors being
propagated from the pulpit of FH (once a sound church) their bulletin, and MSOP.
—22823 Red Leo Lane
Spring, TX 77389

However, many of them will not speak publicly or write about
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A REVIEW OF
THE ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION
Paul Vaughn
There are a number of different translations of the Holy
Bible. Some are extremely accurate, but most are not as accurate as they should, could, and ought to be in rendering the
original languages into the living languages of today. The
original languages in which the Bible was written were Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. There are very few people who
can read and understand these languages. Therefore, most
people must rely on a translation of the Bible into their own
languages in order for them to read and understand it.
Because of the need to have the Word of God in one’s
own language, the selling of Bibles has become a big business. A constant stream of new translations are pouring off
the presses. In 1969, it was estimated that there were 360 different translations of the Word of God. Today, it is believed
that there are over 1,000 translations.
Which translation shall I use? This is a very important
question and must be answered in all honesty. This is the
case because one’s salvation from sin depends on arriving
at the correct answer. It is a sign of the times that warnings
must be given about the Bibles Christians are using in their
study of the Word of God. The written word is the method
that God chose to educate mankind about His will. It is written, “All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and
is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may
be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work”
(2 Tim. 3:16,17). Therefore, the Scriptures are the inerrant
truth in all moral and spiritual matters, for the world and
especially for the church to follow. Jesus said, “He who rejects Me, and does not receive My words, has that which
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judges him--the word that I have spoken will judge him
in the last day” (John 12:48). Thus, if anyone distorts the
Scriptures, they are changing the what the Bible actually
says and that men must look to in order know His will and
be obedient to God. Therefore, the need is impressed upon
everyone to seek out an accurate translation of the Holy
Writ. We must be careful to chose wisely!
Any sound translation will have basic characteristics to
help mankind know God’s will. It must be accurately translated because it is the Word of God and not a human document with which one may trifle. A translation must be readable. People need to understand in their own language the
wonderful words of God (Acts 2:5-11). All should seek a
translation that is accurate and readable.
Warnings must be given about poor translations that
twist the Word of God. There are two fundamental ways
men may twist the Scriptures. First, they mistranslate God’s
Word. The New International Version (NIV) and Revised
Standard Version are two examples of “Bibles” into which
men have inserted fatal error. The translators cease translating and incorporate their denominational dogmas into the
translation in order to justify their teachings. Second, they
twist God’s Word not by mistranslating or inserting false
doctrine into the text of a good translation, but by placing
erroneous doctrine in the notes at the end of the page, calling
it a study Bible. Error is error, whether one twists the Scriptures or gives a perverted commentary about the passage.
This article is a review of the English Standard Version
(ESV) of the Bible. How does the ESV hold up when it come
to accuracy in rendering the original language into English?
Contending for the Faith—September/2011

HOW DID THE TRANSLATION
COME INTO EXISTENCE?
The ESV is a revision of the Revised Standard Version
(RSV). In the preface of the ESV the editors claim the RSV
provides “the starting point for our work.” The ESV was
published in 2001 by Crossway Bible, a division of the Good
News Publishers. The ESV is based on the Masoretic Text
(MT) of the Hebrew Bible for the Old Testament. For the
New Testament it is based on 1993 edition of The Greek New
Testament (TGNT) published by the United Bible Societies,
edited by Nestle and Aland. There is a raging debate (it has
been going on for many years) as to the reliability of the
text they used to translate the ESV. The King James Version
(KJV) was translated from the Textus Receptus (TR) and the
New King James Version (NKJV) was translated from The
Majority Text (MJT). Most Biblical scholars agree that the
TR and the MT are very reliable.
“Trinity Evangelical Divinity School professor Wayne Grudem and Crossway President Lane Dennis entered into negotiations with the National Council of churches to use the 1971
revision of the RSV as the basis for the New Translation.”1

The agreement to agreement to modify the RSV was reached
in 1998.
The publishing team had over one hundred people on a
translation committee. Of that group, fifty biblical scholars
served as translation review experts. The translation oversight committee included leaders from many denominations
throughout the world. There were only fourteen translators
to work on the text. It is plainly seen that some of the “scholars” translated fatal error into the ESV.
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF
THE ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION
The ESV is easy to read, making it easy to understand. In
the preface the publisher said,
The ESV is an “essentially literal” translation that seeks as
far as possible to capture the precise wording of the original
text and the personal style of each Bible writer. As such, its
emphasis is on ‘word-for-word correspondence.

in Romans 12:1 accurately as “reasonable” and the Greek
word “leitourgia” as “service”. Please note how they read:
I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God,
that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service (Rom.
12:1, KJV).
I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God,
that you present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your reasonable service (Rom.
12:1, NKJV).

To show the inconsistency of the translators of the ESV
in Paul’s letter to the Philippians, the Greek word “leitourgia” is used twice (Phil. 2:17,30). In verse 17 they fail to
translate the word and in verse 30 they translate it correctly
as “service.” Again, in 2 Cor. the Greek word is translated
correctly as “service” and not “worship” (2 Cor. 9:12).
MONOGENES
The translators choose not to translate the Greek word
monogenes, “only begotten,” in John 1:14, 3:16; 3:18.
“And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we
have seen his glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full of grace and truth” (John 1:14).
“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son,
that whoever believes in him should not perish but have
eternal life” (John 3:16).
“Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever
does not believe is condemned already, because he has not
believed in the name of the only Son of God” (John 3:18).

Translating monogenes as “only” is not a correct translation of the word. This makes Jesus the only Son of God. The
Scriptures teach plainly that Christians are God’s children
(Rom. 8:16; Phil. 2:15; 1 John 3:1,2,10; 5:2). They failed to
accurately translate monogenes in Heb. 11:17, making Isaac,
Abraham’s “Only son.” Why would they not want to translate monogenes correctly? Failing accurately to translate
monogenes changes the meaning completely from what the
original Greek says.
ITALICS

A word-for-word translation approach is the only way
to render as accurately as possible into English what the
inspired writers penned in the original languages. The NIV
allows for “thought-for-thought” rather than word-for-word
translation which a reliable translation is based on.

In the KJV and the NKJV translators used italics to show
that a particular word was not found in the original languages, but they judged needed for clarity in the English language. The ESV translators chose not to use italics to show
when a word was supplied to make a sentence more clear.

In the ESV, the translators at times chose to give an interpretation of the text and not a translation of it. An example
is Rom. 12:11. The ESV changes the English words, “reasonable” to “spiritual” and “service” to “worship” making
all of life worship which is fatal error. Please note the text. “I
appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God,
to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship” (ESV).
The KJV and the NKJV translate the Greek word “logikos”

A good example of how italics help the student of the
Bible to gain a more complete understanding of the text is
found John 8:24.
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Therefore I said to you that you will die in your sins; for if
you do not believe that I am He, you will die in your sins
(NKJV).
I told you that you would die in your sins, for unless you
believe that I am he you will die in your sins (ESV).
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The verse was chosen because it would be easier to understand that Jesus was teaching that He is Deity, if the word
“He” was not supplied by the translators. A student studying
from ESV would not know that a word was supplied by the
translators.
VERSES LEFT OUT OF ESV
In the New Testament the ESV has left out a number of
verses and parts of others. The following verses not in the
ESV, Matt. 23:14; Mark 9:44; 9:46; John 5:4; and Acts 8:37.
There is even a larger number of verses that they did not
completely translated, leaving words, and sometimes sentences, out. They are: Matt. 23:15; 25:13; 27:35; Mark 6:11;
14:27; Luke 4:8; 4:18; 11:2,4, 53; John 4:20; 17:21; Acts 10:
5, 43; Rom. 14:9; 1 Cor. 6:20; Eph. 1:5; 2:1; 3:9; 3:10; Phil.
1:15; Col. 3:6; 1 Tim. 2:7; and Rev. 1:8, 11; 2:13.
In 3 John ESV translators divided verse 14, making an
extra verse. This would cause much confusion in a Bible
class. Why would they do that? The translators of the ESV
need to explain why they left out so many verses. The Greek
text they chose to translate from is not as reliable as the TR
used by translators of KJV and the MT used by the translators NKJV.
MIS-TRANSLATION OF THE
GREEK WORD “PARTHENOS”
The ESV translated the Greek word “parthenos” as
“betrothed.” The correct translation is always important.
The correct translation of the word “parthenos” is “virgin.”
They change the meaning by giving an interpretation of the
word and not accurately translating it (1 Cor. 7:25, 34-38).

CONCLUSION
The translation you select to use can effect your eternal
destiny. May we all select one that is true to the original
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek. God does not give man the
liberty to trifle with His Words. It is written, “You shall not
add to the word which I command you, nor take anything from it, that you may keep the commandments of
the LORD your God which I command you” (Deut. 4:2).
“Do not add to His words, Lest He rebuke you, and you
be found a liar” (Prov. 30:6). And,
For I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If anyone adds to these things, God will
add to him the plagues that are written in this book; and
if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this
prophecy, God shall take away his part from the Book of
Life, from the holy city, and from the things which are
written in this book (Rev. 22:18,19).

The ESV has a number of problems, as previously documented. Therefore, I cannot recommend it. With many
translations there are a number of scholars on the translation
committee. And, it appears that some of these “translators”
are more concerned with expressing their opinion rather than
carefully and accurately translating the original languages
of the Bible into the living languages of today. The ESV has
many problems and should not be used, even though it is
easy to read.
END NOTE: .html www.bible-researcher.com/esv.html.

— P.O. Box 38
Cloverport, KY 40111

dcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdcd
(Continued from page 2)

ily of God—“Know ye not that a little leaven leaveneth
the whole lump? Purge out therefore the old leaven, that
ye may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened” (1 Cor. 5:6).
In the case of Achan’s impact for evil on Israel, the whole
nation had to rid itself of the one man and his family who
aided and abetted him in his sin, before they could expect
God to be with them in the work he had commanded them to
do. While the sinners remained in the camp Israel could not
overthrow the smallest of towns (Josh. 7:1-4). What a sense
of unity that Achan had with all his Israelite brethren and
they with him—and all of their fellowship and unity with
one another hinged on their obedience to God’s Word.
In contrast to what this Old Testament account teaches,
in recent years some of us have been castigated unmercifully because we have strongly and publicly opposed fellowshipping a modern day Achan in spiritual Israel—the Lord’s
church. They have made no effort to follow the teaching of
the New Testament ridding themselves of the old leaven of
sin in their midst. To this hour these same brethren who pride
themselves in their love, mercy, kindness, balance, etc. rush
to defend, advocate, and promote fellowship with a modern
10

day Achan and those who fellowship him.
Biblically authorized unity exists in spiritual Israel in
the same way and on the same basis as it existed in fleshly
Israel. And, it does not allow for sin to remain in the camp.
Notice Joshua’s words to Achan immediately prior to his and
his families’ stoning, followed by the description of their
punishment.
And Joshua said, Why hast thou troubled us? The LORD
shall trouble thee this day. And all Israel stoned him with
stones, and burned them with fire, after they had stoned
them with stones. And they raised over him a great heap of
stones unto this day. So the LORD turned from the fierceness of his anger. Wherefore the name of that place was
called, The valley of Achor, unto this day (Joshua 7:25-26).

One sin committed by one Israelite was enough to trouble
fleshly Israel—SIN, THEREBY, WAS IN THE CAMP. Today some brethren who think they are stalwart soldiers of the
cross are in reality campaigning to justify sin in God’s camp.
But God did not turn a blind eye to sin in the camp of fleshly
Israel and He will not ignore it in spiritual Israel either.
—David P. Brown, Editor
Contending for the Faith—September/2011

UNSCRIPTURAL WORK OF WOMEN
Darrell Debo
For several decades now the sectarian world has been “ordaining” women to serve in their pulpits and to serve in various
aspects of their ministries. This relatively recent practice in
the span of time, however, has not been without controversy
and some opposition by more conservative religionists in the
so-called more liberal “mainstream” denominations. The final
acceptance of women ministers is not surprising with the passing of time since the denominations have long ago rejected the
inerrant Word of God as the supreme authority in religion. When
the Bible is rejected as authoritative, a vote by a denominational
body such as a synod, conference, convention, etc., can change
the beliefs and practices of a religious people from one whim
to another they like better. They argue, “We must change with
the times,” ignoring the truth that the laws of God change not.
More than half a century ago when I was yet among the
digressive group, women were being ushered into positions of
authority, teaching mixed classes, serving on church “boards”
and committees, and even being elected officers at conventions.
The ultra liberal Disciples of Christ denomination now has
many women preachers--just like the other denominations. In
fact, here in my hometown the Methodists, Presbyterians, and
First Christian Church all have women preachers. When the
Christian church folk cracked the door of divine truth more than
a hundred years ago by introducing the unscriptural mechanical
instruments into the worship of the church, they might as well
have taken an axe and “busted the door down”! One departure
from the Truth of God simply leads to many more, according
to the likes and desires of those digressing. This is in tragic
evidence today even among our own brethren who once stood
foursquare for the Gospel Truth.
Oh, how I remember years ago various ones saying, “The
only difference between the church of Christ and the Christian
church is the instrument.” Brethren, it was not so then, and it
“ain’t so” now! It was the attitude toward the Scriptures then,
and it is the same today. The liberals among us today, who
are advocating and practicing fellowship with the Christian
church and calling their members brethren, might as well be
fellowshipping the Holy Rollers or any other error-filled bunch
as to extend fellowship to the digressives. They may call them
the “Conservative” Christian Church, but in many areas they
are anything but conservative and engage in many unscriptural
practices. According to the pontifications of the liberal brethren,
I might as well have stayed in the Christian church lo those many
years ago than to leave it behind with all its errors to step out
into the glorious sunlight of God’s immutable Truth!
Now cometh the apostates among the churches of Christ,
declaring we must be like the sects about us and have women
usurping authority over men in the church. It seems like I
remember some other people long ago who had to be like the
nations about them and cried out for a king. Samuel commu-
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nicated their desire to the Lord, who replied, “. . . they have
not rejected thee, but they have rejected me, that I should
not reign over them. . . . they have served other gods, so do
they also unto thee.” (1 Sam. 8:7, 8) Change, to accommodate
modern cultural attitudes and practices, seems, therefore, to be
the main focus and desire of many today rather than submission
to the will of almighty God.
Two ACU professors have been studying the “gender inclusivity among churches of Christ.” Stephen Johnson, who teaches
in the Graduate School of Theology at ACU, and Lynette Sharp
Penya, who is in the communication department, claim they have
identified some 105 congregations claiming to be Churches of
Christ as being “gender Inclusive.” About 14 of that number, it
is claimed, are perfectly content to allow women to preach in the
assembly of the church. Johnson has preached for the Buffalo
Gap Church of Christ near Abilene for the last several years,
and we wonder if that congregation allows women preaching?
The Abilene college, it seems, is trotting right along the new
cultural adjustment by offering a program preparing women
for “ministry” positions among the churches. It is wondered
if the propounders of women speaking over men would just
claim that the Apostle Paul was prejudiced against women in
his prohibitions of 1 Cor. 14:33-34 and 1 Tim. 2:11-12. If so,
that’s old tripe that I heard among the digressives years ago, and
“it won’t wash”! It denies that Paul was inspired of the Holy
Spirit by God; and yet the apostle said, “God hath revealed
them unto us [apostles] by his Spirit . . . which things we
speak, not in the words which man’s wisdom teacheth, but
which the Holy Spirit teacheth. . .” (1 Cor. 2:10, 13) Would
our liberal friends defend the position that Paul and thousands
upon thousands of teachers and preachers since apostolic days
were in error when they taught that women should not fill the
role of preacher or teacher over men in the church? And are all
churches of Christ in error on this issue except the tiny element
following this path of departure from Truth? Are there other
plainly uttered commands and prohibitions in the covenant of
Jesus Christ that can be ignored with impunity? If so, which
ones are they and who decides?
How tragic it is in our time to see this pathetic miniscule
of congregations trying to claim to be churches of Christ, and
practice a form of godliness by discountenancing and ignoring
the commandments of God, thus denying the power thereof. And
even sadder still is there are some sisters in Christ who would
jeopardize their soul’s eternal salvation by defying the plain
gospel truth and flaunting their own aspirations and will above
God’s. Faithful brethren need to remember in their prayers those
who teach the error as well as those who practice it that they
will repent of this their wickedness and pray God’s forgiveness
of their rebellion against His divine will.
— P. O. Box 66
Burnet, TX 78611
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NEW COLUMN

We have invited brother Roelf Ruffner to write a new column in CFTF and he has agreed to do so. He will be writing
under the heading of DEPARTURES FROM THE TRUTH. The column will not only report those instances wherein members of the church of Christ have departed from Biblical Truth, but also departures from spiritual and moral truth throughout the United States and the world.
Brother Ruffner is a native Texan. He and his wife Janice have four children and ten grandchildren. He graduated from
ACU, University of Texas Permian Basin, and the Brown Trail School of Preaching. Before he began preaching, he worked
for the New Mexico Health & Environment Department. He has preached for congregations in Texas, New Mexico, and
Wyoming. He presently serves as an evangelist with the Hill Town Church of Christ near Santa Fe, TN. He is also an instructor in United States history in a local community college. —Editor
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health, success in school and life prospects.”
The program centers on GLSEN’s “Safe Space Kit,”
which includes stickers identifying offices or places within
the school building where students will find “an adult’s unwavering support” for their safety. Each kit contains ten “Safe
Space” stickers.
The kit includes two posters and a 42-page “Guide to
Being an Ally to LGBT Students.” Among other things, the
guide offers specific strategies for supporting LGBT students,
including how to educate students about anti-LGBT bias and
teaching respect for all people.
The kit also explains how to “advocate for change inside
the school.”
“GLSEN strives to ensure that every school in America is safe for all students, regardless of sexual orientation
or gender identity/expression. We want a Safe Space Kit to
be used in the more than 100,000 middle and high schools
across America to provide all students a safe place to learn,”
the news release said.
GLSEN has become increasingly influential in the U.S.
public education system over the past 15 years, said Linda
Harvey, the founder of Mission America, a Christian, profamily group that monitors homosexual advocacy organizations such as GLSEN.
She said parents “need to be alerted to the fact that now
we may have GLSEN coming into schools.”
Harvey noted that many Christian and conservative parents “have not bought in to the idea that homosexuality is intrinsic,” but the CDC has “legitimized this view” by offering
GLSEN a federal grant.
Social conservatives have attacked the Safe Space Kits
for providing a list of sexually graphic books.
According to Focus on the Family, one of the books recommended for grades 7-12 titled Rainbow Boy includes a description of high school boys looking at male pornography.
Another book, What If Someone I Know is Gay, explains
that “sometimes it does take a sexual and/or emotional experience for someone to understand and recognize what their
true feelings are.”
Candi Cushman, an education analyst for CitizenLink.
com, told CNSNews.com that the kit also encourages educators to “whenever possible, give examples of same-sex
couples.”
Cushman said the federal grant for GLSEN threatens
parental choice. “What’s disturbing about that is that it just
seems that the federal government is now funding a homosexual activist group that, by engaging in these campaigns
in public schools, conflicts with the deeply held values and
beliefs of so many families.”
Cushman said it seems “undemocratic at its roots to now
force those families to fund these groups with their taxpayer
money.”
GLSEN says the CDC grant is the latest example of the
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federal government partnering with GLSEN to “improve
school climate and culture.”
GLSEN say its work with the federal government dates
back to a meeting with President Clinton in the late 1990s,
and continued under President Bush as GLSEN contributed
to the development and launch of the “Stop Bullying Now”
campaign at the Department of Health and Human Services
in 2004.
GLSEN says it has worked closely with a number of
other agencies, including the Department of Justice and the
Department of Education.
“We are proud to contribute to federal efforts to support
safe, healthy and respectful learning environments for all students,” Byard said. “This grant is an exciting new element of
GLSEN’s long-standing partnership with federal agencies in
the common project of improving U.S. schools”
(http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/taxpayer-moneywill-help-homosexual-acti).
[Please understand that the term “Christian” is used in this
article and the article that follows it to include members of
denominations. This should be expected from one who is not a
New Testament Christian. The New Testament does not define
or use the term in that way. Neither brother Ruffner nor CFTF
approve of this unscriptural usage of it—Editor]
fhfhfhfhfhfhfhfhfhfhf

A BRAVE WOMAN
[The following article was written before the New York law
approving so called homosexual marriages came into effect
on July 24, 2011. It is from the Family Research Council.
When this law came before the New York State Senate only
ONE State Senator spoke against it. I wish the woman about
which the article is concerned really was a “Christian”! We
need brave people like her. At the time of this writing the full
story could be found online at the following Internet address.
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/13/nyregion/gay-marriagesettled-in-albany-but-not-for-opponents.html—Roelf]
Although same-sex “marriage” isn’t officially legal in
New York until July 24, some couples are already heading
to local offices to apply for “marriage licenses.” When they
do, there will be at least one less clerk willing to help them.
Laura Fotusky, a committed Christian from Barker said that
she “looked at her Bible” when the law passed “and knew
what she had to do.” On July 21, Laura will be cleaning out
her office--another victim of the clash over homosexual “marriage.” “I believe that there is a higher law than the law of the
land,” she wrote in her resignation letter. “It is the law of God
in the Bible. The Bible clearly teaches that God created marriage between male and female as a divine gift that preserves
families and cultures... I cannot put my signature on something that is against God.” Like so many others in the war for
marriage, Laura was forced to choose between her faith and
her job. Even if it meant losing her livelihood, she chose faith.
What a courageous and principled stand! And what an embarrassment that New York leaders were too spineless to share it.
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OUTRAGES & ODDITIES
Roelf L. Ruffner
“As also in all his epistles, speaking in them of these
things; in which are some things hard to be understood,
which they wrest, as they do also the other scriptures, unto
their own destruction” (2 Peter 3:16).
Here Peter rebukes those who misuse the writings of Paul
as they also “wrest” (“twist”–NKJV) the rest of the Scriptures. This was certainly the case with pop star Miley Cyrus
this recently. Miley had an “equal” sign tattooed on her ring
finger to represent “marriage equality” or her support of homosexual pseudo–marriage. One of her fans got upset with
her and defended traditional marriage as between a man and a
woman. Miley, probably influenced by the intolerance of the
homosexual movement for anyone opposing their so called
“right” said, “Where does it say in the Bible to judge others?
Oh right. It doesn’t. GOD is the only judge honey. GOD is
love.”
Miley represents many in our sin-sick culture who know
only one verse in the Bible—“Judge not, that ye be not
judged” (Matt.7:1). They want to frame everyone who rebukes them as “hypocrites”. “Judge” in this passage means
to condemn someone without cause. It is hypocritical to condemn without cause those who are scripturally judging your
actions. We judge every day between right and wrong using
the Bible. This is why the Lord said, “Judge not according
to appearance, but judge righteous judgment” (John 7:24).
Gotcha Miley! (http://m.ibtimes.com/fossil-gigantic-birddiscovery-dinosaurs-royal-biology-letters-giant-bird-195711.
html)
gggggggggggggggggg
Los Angeles Councilwoman and Democrat Janice Hahn
won a special election for the U.S. Congress in California
recently. She graduated from ACU in 1974. She chided her
Republican opponent for his “radical social views”. She has
some of her own “radical” social views (radical to God and
the Bible) being a Democrat office holder–pro-abortion rights,
pro-same sex marriage. Yet that didn’t stop ACU from praising
her election, along with Minority Leader Rep. Nancy Pelosi.
“We are proud of Janice’s accomplishment and the way she
and her family continue to serve the citizens of California,”
says ACU president Dr. Phil Schubert. “ACU’s history is replete with students, staff, faculty and graduates who embrace
the selfless nature of public service, and who have done great
things in the process of advancing the communities in which
they live.”

My Grandfather Langley used to say of such comments,
“He’ll ride any man’s horse!”
(http://www.acu.edu/news/2011/110713-hahn-elected.html)
ghghghghghghghghghg
I looked at the programming on my cable TV schedule
for Sunday, August 7, 2011. I noticed this simultaneous listing on SIX cable channels:
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CURIOSITY
“Did God create the Universe? Professor Stephen Hawkings poses this question: How was the world created and can
the laws of nature coexist equally with a belief in God?” Animal Planet, The Learning Channel, Discovery, Green Channel, Science and ID—Why was this avowed atheist and enemy of monotheism allowed space on six channels?
During the show the professor tried to prove the impossible. He claimed that something can come from nothing without a “grand designer’s” help. He also denied the scientific
Law of Cause and Effect. So once again we see the irrationality of atheism. (http://www.christianpost.com/news/stephenhawking-explains-creation-big-bang-sans-god-53589/ )
ccccccccccccccccc
Unfortunately, many modern day translators of the Bible
do not aim at accuracy but literary appeal or “readability”.
Such is the case with the new child of the United Methodist
Church—the Common English Bible. Notice their pathetic attempts to make God’s word “readable”:
“Son of Man” replaced with “Human One” (Gender neutral.).
“Alien” become “immigrant” (Politically correct.)
“Sackcloth” to “funeral clothing” (Translation lost!).
“Repent” to “change your heart and lives” (Let’s not offend anyone!).
“In the Beginning” to “When God began to create the
heavens and the earth” (Sounds like make-room-for-evolution?).
Is this the best that 120 “scholars” could come up with?
Folks, save your money and stick with a readable yet reliable version like the King James, New King James or the
American Standard (1901). (http://www.umportal.org/article.
asp?id=8081)
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Supporters of the God-less theory of evolution remind me
of dog chasing its tail. He never does catch it but he continues
none the less. Recently in the news it was reported that scientist have found fossils of giant birds “dated” to the supposed
geologic time period once reserved exclusively to dinosaurs
– the Cretaceous. One bird skull was twelve inches in length.
These findings cause distress to another pet theory of some
evolutionists – birds evolved over millions of years from dinosaurs. Some have even exclaimed that modern day birds
are “living dinosaurs”. These discoveries cause evolutionist
to tear their hair out. According to their theory this coexistence is impossible. The truth is that the “theory” of macro
evolution is impossible. Not in a million years or even a trillion years could one species evolve into another species. God
spoke them all into existence on our young earth
—2530 Moore Court
Columbia, TN 38401
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Contending for the Faith Spring Church of Christ Lectureship Books
A RESEARCHABLE CD WITH THE LECTURESHIP BOOKS
FROM 1994 —2011 ARE AVAILABLE FOR $50.00
A CD FOR INDIVIDUAL AN BOOK COST $5.00
2011
Profiles in Apostasy #2
$20.00
2002 * The Jehovah’s Witnesses		
2010 * Profiles in Apostasy #1				2001 * Mormonism
2009 * Religion & Morality—From God or Man

2000

* Catholicism

2008

Unity—From God or Man

$17.00

1999

* Pentecostalism

2007

Fellowship—From God or Man $17.00

1998

* Calvinism

2006

Anti-ism—From God or Man

$17.00

1997

Premillenialism		

$14.00

2005

Morals—From God or Man

$17.00

1996

Isaiah (Vol. 2)

$12.00

2004

Judaism—From God or Man

$17.00

1995

Isaiah (Vol. 1)

$12.00

2003

* Islam—From God or Man			
1994
* OUT OF PRINT

The Ch. Enters the 21st Cent. $12.00

ORDER FROM: Contending for the Faith w P.O. 2357 w Spring, TX 77383–2357
Email: dpbcftf@gmail.com or (281) 350-5515
Texas Residents Add 7.25 % Tax w $3.00 S&H

BOOKS
BY

DON
TARBET
ORDER FROM:
Don Tarbet
215 W. Sears St.
Denison, TX 75020-3054

A book on marriage and the home:
designed to be used in Bible classes.
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BOTH BOOKS IN
PAPERBACK
COST: $12.00 for two books—
mix or match.
Postpaid.

A commentary on the book of Revelation. Tarbet shows the relationship
between Mt. 24 and Revelation. A
clear and concise study.
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Directory of Churches...
-Alabama-

-South Carolina-

Holly Pond-Church of Christ, 10221 Hwy 278, Holly Pond, AL 35083,
Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256) 507-1776,
(256) 507-1778.

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.org;
e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-England-

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-Texas-

Cambridgeshire–Cambridge City Church of Christ, meeting at The
Manor Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge, CB4 2JF. Sun.,
Bible Study--10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible Study--7:30
p.m. www.CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel Preacher.
Contacts: Keith Sisman [By phone inside USA (281) 475-8247); Inside
the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge
contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing Address - PO BOX
1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

Denton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr.
(Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ,
Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208.
E-mail: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday 7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; tgjoriginal@verizon.net.

-Florida-

Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box
39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00
p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring
Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last Sunday in February
and the internet school, Truth Bible Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.

Ocoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Office: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.

Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

-North Carolina-

New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.

Rocky Mount–Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR
The letter to the
right of this column
is the first of several
printed in the October CFTF. (See the
Editorial for more
about said letters.)
They reveal the
continued efforts of
certain brethren to
justify fellowshiping an unrepentent
brother and his
supporters as they
go about persecuting faithful brethren for refusing to
fellowship these unrepentent brethren.
We commend the
Galimuyod Church
of Christ and the
brethren who stand
with them in the
Philippines as they
contend for the
Truth of the Gospel
regarding Christian
fellowship.
—Editor
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Galimuyod Church of Christ
Rubio, Galimuyod, Ilocos Sur, 2709 PHILIPPINES
Emails: firstsamsr@yahoo.com.ph – reyjunguerrero@yahoo.com.ph
June 26, 2011
To Whom It May Concern:
This is to inform you that we, the members of the Galimuyod church of Christ, have withdrawn
our fellowship from the Capitol City church of Christ/Metro Manila School of Preaching (CCCC/
MMSOP) with address at 31 Tomas Morato Ave., Quezon City, Philippines because of their association (they are in fellowship) with those who are fellowshipping a marked false teacher, Dave Miller,
which is a clear violation of the Biblical principle on fellowship (2 John 9-11). We want to emphasize
that our withdrawal of fellowship was neither because we are “seeking bigger funds or support” as
our preachers, brothers Samuel A. Bagsangi and Reynaldo A. Guerrero have been accused of, nor we
blindly follow the dictates of American brethren who have “divisive teachings.” We have come to this
decision after studying the documented materials about brother Dave Miller and his doctrine, provided to us by faithful brethren upon our request. (We are pleased to share or provide those who desire
with sincere heart and motive, a copy of this material, in CD. This is on a first come, first serve basis
due to limited copies we have). Since fellowshipping false teacher is sin and fellowshipping those
who fellowship false teacher is sin and Dave Miller is a marked false teacher, and CCCC/MMSOP is
fellowshipping those who fellowship Dave Miller, a marked false teacher, therefore, CCCC/MMSOP
is in sin as those whom they fellowship. Thus, restoration of fellowship between Galimuyod church
of Christ and the CCCC/MMSOP can only be done if CCCC/MMSOP acknowledges and repents of
their sin and stop fellowshipping those who fellowship marked false teacher, Dave Miller. We also
want to accentuate that we love the CCCC and her work MMSOP. We pray for them to bring to an
end their having fellowship with those who fellowship a marked false teacher and repent and return
to sound Biblical fellowship. Some (if not all) may ask, “Who are those fellowship Dave Miller?” We
will let the documents speak and answer you. (contact us now for a copy or if you reside outside the
Philippines, you may contact: Contending For The Faith, P.O. Box 2357, Spring, TX 77383-2357 or
email at: cftfdpb@gmail.com).
This also serves as light to the brethren who are sincere, honest and having good motive in asking
why Galimuyod church of Christ no longer in fellowship with CCCC/MMSOP that they may know
our stand and where we stand.
Brotherly,
The Men of Galimuyod Church of Christ

Editorial...
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The letters printed in this issue of CFTF speak for themselves. Some of them were originally written in the Philippine
brethren’s native language and then they translated them into
English.
We only changed the appearance of the letters in order to
fit them to the pages of the paper. We made no changes in the
punctuation, grammar, spelling, syntax, idioms, etc. of the English of the letters. Neither has the content of the letters been altered at all. We think that the letters are very readable for those
interested enough to take the time to read them.
We have known brother Gideon Rodriguez, the preacher
for the Capitol City Church of Christ (CCCC) and director of
the Metro Manila School of Preaching (MMSOP) for many
years. Gideon graduated from the Memphis School of Preaching (MSOP) many years ago. In academics he is very scholarly
and has been a diligent worker. His financial support for the
most part comes from the U.S. and he is exceedingly close to
the MSOP. He was a student in MSOP with Barry Grider, the
preacher for the Forest Hill (FH) congregation. Brother Rodriguez is tied closely to MSOP and his U.S. financial support.
Brother Samuel A. Bagsangi is a faithful Gospel preacher,
a graduate of MMSOP, and has taught in the school. As is made
clear in the letters herein printed, brethren Bagsangi and Rodriguez, along with other Philippine brethren, were given the
proof of brother Miller’s errors of which he (Miller) has not
repented.
Brethren Bagsangi, Reynaldo Guerrero, and other faithful
brethren chose to study the Miller matter closely. They made
their decisions based on what the Bible teaches and the facts
in evidence (Col. 3:17; 1 The. 5:21; John 12:48). They reached
their conclusions without regard to loss of funds and friends.
But, by taking the stand for the Truth, which stand put them in
direct opposition to other brethren in the Philippines, Gideon
being one of them, they have certainly lost monetary support.
Nevertheless, they continue to stand for the Truth of the Gospel
on the matters discussed in said letters (1 Cor. 15:58; Jude 3).
Gideon had the same opportunity to study these matters
as did Samuel and Reynaldo, et al., but he chose to ignore the
facts regarding Miller, et al., as well as the Truth bearing on
said case. Further, Gideon chose to keep the Philippine brethren associated with him ignorant of the “Miller Mess.” Thus
far Gideon is walking hand in hand with MSOP, et al., through
the wide gate and down the broad way—the blind leading the
blind to destruction. We were persuaded better things of Gideon
than this, but he has disappointed us as have certain American
preachers and brethren.
We continue to plead with Gideon, the CCCC, and other
brethren in and out of the Philippines to repent and stand with
the faithful regarding the Biblical doctrine of Christian fellowship and opposition to all fatal false doctrine. The Bible has the
solution to these and all other spiritual problems, if men will
but only abide by them.
—David P. Brown , Editor
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HOME OF THE METRO MANILA SCHOOL OF PREACHING

37 Tomas Morato Ave., near corner E. Rodriguez Sr. Ave., Quezon City, Metro Manila, Philippines
August 7, 2011
To concerned brethren:
This is in response to the letter sent out by the Galimuyod Church of Christ (GCC), dated June 26, 2011, announcing their
withdrawal of fellowship from the Capitol City Church of Christ (CCCC) and the Metro Manila School of Preaching (MMSOP). The
letter asserts that the action taken against the CCCC/MMSOP is “because of their association (they are in fellowship) with those who
are fellowshipping a marked false teacher—Dave Miller which is a clear violation of the Biblical principle on fellowship (2 John 9-11).”
Based on the assertions contained in the letter itself, we declare that Galimuyod Church of Christ is guilty of committing an
action that is unscriptural, unchristian, unjust and hypocritical.
The action taken by the Galimuyod Church of Christ is unscriptural because they have totally ignored clear scriptural
guidelines and principles pertaining to withdrawal of fellowship. The Scriptures provide that prior to any punitive action, such as
withdrawal of fellowship, ample warning and admonition must be given to the erring one. This is clearly set forth in Matt. 18:1517, II Thess. 3:6, 12, 14, 15; Titus 3:10. Let it be known by all concerned that none of the Galimuyod members ever gave any prior
admonition or warning to any of the members of the Capitol City congregation. The members of GCC themselves admit that “We
have come to this decision after studying the documented materials about brother Dave Miller and his doctrine, provided to us by
faithful brethren upon request.” Notice that GCC members are not saying, “We have come to this decision after giving admonition and
warning to the Capitol City brethren, but they have refused to listen to us.” This should have been the scriptural thing to do, but GCC
did not and obviously would not follow scriptural procedure. Notice also that based on their own statement, the GCC has decided to
withdraw fellowship from the CCCC based on the “documented materials” from USA, in other words, they have pronounced us
guilty of sin based on what is happening in USA and not on what is happening here. Where in the Bible does it say a congregation
may be withdrawn from fellowship based on what people thousand miles away are doing? What Scripture teaches that a
congregation may be withdrawn from fellowship based on evidence of which said congregation has never been informed?
The action taken by the Galimuyod Church of Christ is unchristian because a true Christian simply would not do such
a dastardly act. A true Christian would follow the example of Christ. The example of Christ shows that He would not withdraw
fellowship from any of His blood-bought congregations without prior admonition and warning. This we see in Revelation chapters 2
& 3. Five of the seven churches whom Christ had found sinning or lacking in fidelity, received words of warning before they would
receive any form of punitive discipline (e.g., Rev. 2:5, 16; 3:2, 3). Jesus even gave Jezebel “space (or ample time) to repent of her
fornication” prior to her being cast into her punishment (Rev. 2:21-23). The men of GCC have arrogated upon themselves authority
that is higher than that of Christ, the head of the church! Even Christ would not do what GCC has done.
That the GCC’s action is unjust is already established in its being unscriptural and unchristian, because God’s Word would
prescribe only that which is just and a Christian would only do that which is fair to his fellowmen (Phil. 4:8). But their being unjust is
even magnified by their claim that their action against CCCC is based on what they found out from some “documented
materials.” If fairness is in their vocabulary, why have they not furnished CCCC those “documented materials” to this very day? They
accuse us of sinning and are asking us to repent based on “documented materials” which they have never shown us. They even
say, “We are pleased to share or provide those who desire with sincere heart and motive a copy of this material in CD.” How come—
they are pleased to share it with others, but they would not share it with us first whom they accused as guilty of the sin dealt with in
the CD? Or they have already judged us of not having a “sincere heart and motive,” hence, undeserving of a copy of this material? If
so, what is the basis of such judgment?
In a special men’s meeting on July 17, 2011 to discuss the Galimuyod letter, the men of Capitol City church were asked
about Dave Miller. Of the 14 present, 11 replied that they have not even heard of Dave Miller. The rest said they know of him via
some brotherhood journals. If Galimuyod men believe in fairness, they should have asked us first about Dave Miller and what is our
knowledge of him. And if having some knowledge about Dave Miller is already a sin, Galimuyod should have withdrawn fellowship
from only 2 or 3 individuals and not the whole congregation. Again, Galimuyod church does not follow the example of Christ who
would take punitive action only against the guilty within the congregation and not the entire congregation. Galimuyod members fail
to abide by the words of Christ in Rev. 2:24; 3:4.
If Galimuyod church believes in fairness, they should have also announced their withdrawal of fellowship form other
congregations who are in fellowship with CCCC/MMSOP. Why withdraw fellowship only from CCCC? Why don’t they withdraw also
from all congregations who have fellowship with CCCC? We challenge them to do exactly this, because until they do this, they
themselves are guilty of the sin of which they accuse us. And to be consistent with their practice, Galimuyod church should
withdraw fellowship from the other congregations, and that without giving them any prior notice as they (GCC) did to us.
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The Galimuyod congregation claims, “We also want to accentuate that we love CCCC and her work MMSOP.” This statement
is nothing but hypocritical. This is hardly loving “in deed and in truth” (I John 3:18), because genuine love causes one to be patient
and longsuffering (I Cor. 13:4; Eph. 4:2). Galimuyod church did not have any patience nor was longsuffering to their brethren, if
they had these, they could have easily called our attention to the sin they are accusing us of doing. They could have asked us for a
dialogue about the “documented materials” they have been provided by those whom they call “faithful brethren.” With patience
and longsuffering (elements of love), they should have exhausted all the means within their power and within the bounds of the
Scriptures to enlighten us about the cause for which they say they stand.
One of their preachers, bro. Samuel Bagsangi, Sr., had all the opportunity to approach any of the MMSOP faculty members
or any of the men of the Capitol City congregation within the two years he was in the school. The school director, bro. Gideon
Rodriguez and other teachers, bros. Roger Agustin and Clay Balgua have treated him as a brother and a friend. He could have
talked with any of them, any time about the Dave Miller issue. Instead bro. Bagsangi took the path of treachery and dishonesty,
in fact, he lied to the director and to the student body when he asked for a leave of absence in October 2010. He stated as the
reason for his leave was that his children were getting sick and that he needed to attend to them personally. We at the Capitol City
church sympathized with him and prayed for him and his family in all of our services. Yet, it was found out sometime in the first
week of December 2010, by a brother who was browsing the internet that during the dates bro. Bagsangi was not teaching in
MMSOP, he was actually busy traveling with a visiting American preacher and also hosting a 4-day lectureship (Oct. 14-17, 2010)
in Galimuyod which featured the said American, Danny Douglas. (See article Work in the Phillipines by Danny Douglas, Defender
magazine, Vol. XXXIX, No. 11, November 2010, http://www.bellviewcoc.com). Take note also that in the same article, Danny Douglas
is raising funds for Bagsangi, et al.
In their letter, Galimuyod men state, “We want to emphasize that our withdrawal of fellowship was neither because we are
‘seeking biger funds or support’ as our preachers, brothers Samuel A. Bagsangi and Reynoldo A. Guerrero have been accused of...”
Bro. Bagsangi’s dishonesty about his real reason for his leave of absence and the accompanying fund raising effort by Danny Douglas
for him and for Rey Guerrero blatantly belie their above-mentioned statement. Thus, we declare without any fear of contradiction
that their action against us is indeed because they are “seeking bigger funds or support,” an expression that came from their very
own letter. By the way, let it be known by all that during the time that Bagsangi has already been working with and in fellowship
closely with Danny Douglas (who denounces Dave Miller to high heaven), he was still receiving support from MMSOP. He
received his support in October 2010 because the MMSOP director wired him money believing that his children were sick. He
continued to receive financial support from MMSOP until December 2010. This two-timing, moon-lighting activity of bro. Bagsangi
clearly demonstrates his dishonesty and lack of integrity.
Galimuyod church members say they love CCCC and MMSOP. Then why did they not invite even one member of the CCCC
or a faculty member of MMSOP to attend their lectureship in October 2010 in which the issue on Dave Miller was discussed (as we
were later informed)? If that lectureshp was really a forum  for the truth, why would Bagsangi exclude CCCC adn MMSOP to which at
the time of the lectureship he was still connected and from whom he was still receiving support? Should he not be concerned for the
congregation and the school that were so genuinely concerned about him? Such behavior is nothing but dishonesty in partnership
with ingratitude. This ingratitude is also displayed by bro. Reynaldo Guerrero. He was supported by the Capitol City church since he
graduated from MMSOP in 2004 to 2010. Grateful heart, if he had it, should have compelled him to admonish even one of us of the
issue that could (and that already did) negatively affect our fellowship. Indeed, “perilous times” come with perilous people such as
the “unthankful” (II Tim. 3:1, 2).
Having proven that the action taken by the Galimuyod church against the Capitol City church of Christ is unscriptural,
unchristian, and unjust and is characterized by hypocrisy, dishonesty, and ingratitude, we earnestly call upon all truth-loving and
faithful brethren not to honor the said action. The attitude displayed by the Galimuyod church would only sow discord among
brethren. This attitude, of course, is an abomination unto the Lord (Prov. 6:16-19). It is the Galimuyod church that needs repentance
before God. With the Lord, we stand ready to forgive them if they will repent and yield “fruits meet for repentance” (Matt. 3:8).
Your brethren in Christ,
CAPITOL CITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Represented by the men and heads of families:
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Samuel A. Bagsangi’s Reply to CCCC’s “response to the
letter sent out by the Galimuyod Church of Christ”
THE CAPITOL CITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
(Represented by the men and heads of families)
37 Tomas Morato Ave., near corner E. Rodriguez Ave., Quezon City
Metro Manila, Philippines
Brethren,
This is in response to your letter dated August 7, 2011 which you described as “response to the letter sent out by the
Galimuyod Church of Christ (GCC), dated June 26, 2011.” We are saddened because you have totally and willfully ignored
the real issue and cause of our withdrawal of fellowship from you. Instead you made different appeals to cloud your sinful
practice, that is, fellowshipping those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher, Dave Miller. You are correct in
quoting that our withdrawal of fellowship from Capitol city Church of Christ/Metro Manila School of Preaching (CCCC/
MMSOP) is because of your association (you are in fellowship) with those who fellowship and support a marked false
teacher, Dave Miller. Our question for you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) is this, Are you
denying the fact that you are fellowshipping those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher, Dave Miller? Your
final statement in the first paragraph of your letter is far from your preceding quotation.
Your second and third paragraphs are nothing but an Appeal for Admonition from us in order that our withdrawal of
fellowship from you would be Scriptural. Restating the two paragraphs would say, “Admonish us first of our sin, being in
fellowship with those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher, Dave Miller, before you withdraw fellowship from
us.” Your repeated appeal for admonition proves your ignorance of the sin you are continuously committing, that is, fellowshipping those who fellowship a marked false teacher. Well, maybe most of you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) are truly ignorant of your sin but is brother Gideon Rodriguez also ignorant of it? Is he also ignorant of
Dave Miller being marked as false teacher? Is he also ignorant that he and the CCCC whom he works with are fellowshipping those who fellowship a marked false teacher, Dave Miller? If so, brother Danny Douglas is correct when he wrote “…it
has to be a willful ignorance …” (refer to his attached reply to you, paragraph 8). And you want us to say to you “We have
come to this decision after giving admonition and warning to the Capitol City brethren, but they refused to listen to us.” This
is foolishness, brethren (men and head of families, representatives of CCCC). You failed (or willfully failed) to grasp what
we mean when we say, “We have come to this decision after studying the documented materials about brother Dave Miller
and his doctrine, provided to us by faithful brethren upon our request.” These documented materials prove that brother Dave
Miller is a false teacher. These documented materials also prove that MSOP, Forest Hill COC, Barry Grider and others (all
are in close fellowship with CCCC/MMSOP, especially to brother Gideon Rodriguez) are in support and in close fellowship
with Dave Miller, a marked false teacher. If some or most of you brethren (men and head of families, representatives of
CCCC) are ignorant of these facts, brother Gideon Rodriguez is NOT but if he insist that he is, then “it has to be a willful
ignorance.” Within your appeal for admonition, is your “distance argument” saying “they have pronounced us guilty of sin
based on what is happening in the USA and not on what is happening here.” Our question regarding this brethren (men and
heads of families, representatives of CCCC), Is your fellowshipping with MSOP, Forest Hill, Barry Grider, Curtis Cates and
others “happening in the USA?” You are good in slanting statements to appear that you really need admonition, brethren
(men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC). Maybe you want to complain also about the distance from where the
Bible originates, Heaven, which is immeasurable in distance from the earth.
You are correct in saying that “A true Christian would follow the example of Christ.” However, you used this statement
in a way to support your appeal for admonition saying, “The example of Christ shows that He would not withdraw fellowship
from His own blood-bought congregation without prior admonition and warning” (emphasis mine). A more logical statement should be “Christ did never fellowship false teacher. Therefore, as true Christian following Christ, I will not fellowship
a false teacher.” But you are doing otherwise. Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), you are being
continuously admonished (even to this day). The documents there at MMSOP library, namely, the 1997 Bellview lectureship
(particularly pp. 83-103); Fellowship – From God or From Man and the scores of copies of Contending for the Faith magazine are shouting their admonition to you. Sadly, one of the copies of the book, Fellowship – From God or From Man was
hidden and locked by somebody (was it not you brother Gideon Rodriguez who hid it?) inside the closet of the podium at
the CCCC worship hall. But the good news is that a copy of this book was incidentally displayed in the bookshelf of brother
Edward Manimtim there also at MMSOP library. If the books were not there “admonishing” not only you brethren (men and
heads of families, representatives of CCCC) but every member of CCCC whom you are representing, then ask the DirecContending for the Faith—October/2011
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tor of MMSOP: Where are these materials? And where are the materials left by brother Danny Douglas to brother Gideon
(one of the men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC where he preaches) sometime in 2007 (refer to brother
Danny’s reply paragraph 7)? Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), you have ample time to study
those materials but your preacher (who is also one of you) chose to be “willful ignorant” and keep silent of the real issue
because according to him what was happening in the brotherhood thousand miles away does not affect the brethren here in
the Philippines. However, when dollar devalued because of the economic crisis USA is facing, brother Gideon (one of the
men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) said the fund of the school was affected and we are affected; but when
the brethren in the same place were being rocked by the entrance of false teaching in the church, brother Gideon said we are
not affected because they are “thousands of miles away.” Now, who is interested only in dollars, brethren (men and heads of
families, representatives of CCCC)? One time brother Gideon Rodriguez told me and Roger Agustin that our support was
affected by the financial crisis in America. Why is it that when it comes to dollars, brother Gideon and you brethren (men and
heads of families, representatives of CCCC) and the MMSOP are concerned but when it comes to problems of false teacher
and false teaching rocking the brotherhood in America where the bulk of dollars Gideon and MMSOP are receiving comes
from, you, brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) are unconcerned? What a disgusting attitude!
Then you keep on mocking at us saying, “Ang problema nila sa America ay problema ng Galimuyod church” (The problem
in America is also a problem to the Galimuyod church the nearest translation I know).
Paragraph 4 through 6 of your letter points only to your Appeal to Ignorance in your bid to vindicate yourselves from
guilt by association. This is very clear as seen from your very statements. Note the following statements from you brethren
(men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC):
1. Why have they not furnished CCCC those “documented materials” this very day?
2. They accuse us of sinning and are asking us to repent based on “documented materials” which they have never
shown us.
3. How come they are pleased to share it with others, but they would not share with us first whom they accuse as guilty
of the sin dealt with in the CD? (We have a question for you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC)
regarding this statement: who accused you of the sin that is being dealt with in the CD?
4. If the Galimuyod men believe in fairness, they should have asked us first about Dave Miller and what is our knowledge of him.
Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), your claimed ignorance does not excuse you from
guilt by association. As earlier pointed out, you have ample time to study the materials you have. Brother Danny Douglas
is correct when he wrote you concerning brother Gideon, “As a gospel preacher and director of a preaching school, surely
one such as yourself would be expected to be capable and willing to know of error being taught in the brotherhood and to
defend the truth against it, while informing the membership and students of dangers facing the Lord’s church.” (see brother
Danny’s reply to your letter paragraph 11). You complained of having not the CD “first” then posted question saying, “Or
they have already judged us of not having a ‘sincere heart and motive,’ hence undeserving of a copy of this material? If so,
what is the basis of such judgment?” Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), you have judged yourselves and the basis of that judgment is that “you did not desire to have a copy of the CD.” The favorite expression of brother
Gideon applies to you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC): YOU HAVE NOT BECAUSE YOU
ASKED NOT. Now, ask him about that.
In paragraph 5 of your letter, you asserted your appeal to ignorance but this will not help you, brethren (men and heads
of families, representatives of CCCC) because again, you have ample time to study the materials within your compound,
within your library as earlier noted in this letter. But you willfully ignored the “admonition” shouted by these materials that
Dave Miller is a false teacher and fellowshipping a false teacher is sin. Out of the 14 men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC, 5 were former students (4 are alumni), 2 are members of MMSOP faculty (the other is the director). It is
very strange these 7 men are included in the 11 who claimed to “have not even heard of a Dave Miller.” I was also a former
student and former member of MMSOP faculty and I know that every old student heard and have knowledge about Dave
Miller. The fact is, there is liar (are liars) among you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), if your
statement that “Out of the fourteen present, 11 replied that they have not even heard of a Dave Miller” is true; and if it is
false, you all brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) lied. Examine yourselves, brethren (men and
heads of families, representatives of CCCC). Prove yourselves and you will find out that either you lied or there is a liar (are
liars) in your camp!
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One more thing brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), in our (me and the director Gideon
Rodriguez) conversation last December 2010, we have touched en passing the Dave Miller issue and I asked him about it.
He answered me “it is irrelevant to us” then he stated his favorite expression “what is happening in America is not our problem.” Note that he uttered that statement in the context of Dave Miller issue and not any other event. When I asked what is
wrong with brother Danny Douglas, he answered saying that brother Douglas is bringing in “divisive teaching” but he did
not elaborate what he meant. By saying that the Dave Miller issue is irrelevant proves that he is not ignorant of it. He knows
the real issue but pretends he does not know.
Your “challenge” in paragraph 6 of your letter cannot help you. This paragraph only reflects how narrow your understanding about what Biblical fellowship is. There is no need for the Galimuyod church to issue withdrawal of fellowship letter to those who will and will not fellowship you because we have furnished a copy of our withdrawal letter those individuals
and churches who have email address on our record. If they have the same understanding on Biblical fellowship as yours,
then they will ask us to send them withdrawal of fellowship letter. And we will send them. But we appreciate very much if
you provide us email addresses of churches whom you have fellowship with and further appreciation is given if you would
provide us email addresses of the members of CCCC so we can send the withdrawal of fellowship letter. We will wait. Our
letter of withdrawal of fellowship from you serves as admonition to them. Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), our withdrawal from those who fellowship you (as you begged us to do) does not alter the fact that you are
fellowshipping those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher. That is the real issue you should address.
The first four paragraphs of the second page of your hardly read letter only demonstrate your Appeal to Emotion or
Feeling. In the first paragraph you accused us of not showing patience and longsuffering to you brethren (men and heads of
families, representatives of CCCC). You are wrong! We have suffered you and exercise patience in having fellowship with
you in the past years only to find out that you, brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) and MMSOP
are fellowshipping those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher. And now that we have known that and have
withdrawn our fellowship from you, you Appeal for Admonition, then to your (willful) Ignorance and now to Emotion that
others might sympathize with and believe you but the truth of the matter is that you are fellowshipping those who fellowship
and support a marked false teacher. We are certain that you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC)
know that action is sin. Had we discovered this earlier, we would have withdrawn our fellowship from you earlier than we
did.
The first three sentences of the second paragraph of the second page of your letter assert the ignorance of the director
and the two faculty members of MMSOP about the Dave Miller issue. I slightly believe that brother Clay Balgua knows
less about Dave Miller issue but asserting that the director Gideon Rodriguez and MMSOP Dean of Student Affairs Roger
Agustin know nothing about Dave Miller issue is but a comical claim. The errors of Dave Miller was still in a hot (or hottest)
stage of discussion during the time brother Agustin was studying in MSOP while the director of MMSOP is in close association with the MSOP. In fact during our (me and the director) last conversation, brother Gideon told me that “we cannot leave
MSOP because two of the faculty members of MMSOP are alumni of MSOP especially the director.” Brother Gideon wants
me to believe that their being alumni of MSOP is the main reason why they cannot leave MSOP. I believe the main reason
is FUND because if Gideon will leave MSOP, part of the bulk or the entire bulk of dollars he is receiving will be gone!
The remaining part of the second paragraph of your letter is another demonstration of your Appeal to Emotion spiced
with lies. You, brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) wrote, “Instead bro. Bagsangi took the path
of treachery and dishonesty. In fact, he lied to the director and to the student body when he asked for a leave in October
2010. He stated as the reason for his leave was that his children were getting sick and that he needed to attend to them personally. We at the Capitol City church sympathized with him and prayed for him and his family in all of our services. Yet it
was found sometime in the first week of Dec. 2010, by a brother who was browsing the internet that during the dates when
bro. Bagsangi was not teaching in MMSOP, he was actually busy travelling with a visiting American preacher and also
hosting a 4-day lectureship (Oct. 14-17, 2010) in Galimuyod which featured the said American, Danny Douglas” (emphasis
yours). Your source brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) in judging me that I lied was “a brother
who was browsing the internet.” How could that “brother” know that my children were getting sick by “browsing the internet?” You, brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) are fond of funny reasoning. Then you mentioned
our 4-day lectures to prove that I lied. I have question for you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC)
regarding this: Did the hosting of the Oct. 14-17, 2010 lectures by the Galimuyod church prove that my children were not
getting sick? Did the hosting of the Oct. 14-17, 2010 lectures prove that I was not with my family? I refer you brethren (men
and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) to the attached letter from brother Reynaldo Guerrero who knows better (if
not best) than your source who was a brother “browsing the internet.” Your claim that when I was not teaching in MMSOP, I
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was actually busy travelling with a visiting American preacher because it was reported to you by a brother who was browsing the internet is a pure lie. I am certain that you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) know what
will happen to those who believe lies. Now, who lied? By the way I have herein attached the Defender November 2010 issue
Further Appeal to Emotion is seen in the third and fourth paragraph of the second page of your letter by means of
continuing attack and denigration of the credibility of the preachers of Galimuyod church apparently to gain the sympathy
of the other readers especially your cohorts. But this act has nothing to do with your sin, that is, fellowshipping those who
fellowship and support a marked false teacher. In the third paragraph of your letter, you stated “we declare without any fear
of contradiction that their action against us is indeed because they are seeking bigger funds or support…” Your reason for
this declaration is your claimed “bro. Bagsangi’s dishonesty about his real reason for his leave of absence and the accompanying fund raising effort of Danny Douglas…” These assertions were answered in the preceding paragraph of this letter and
by brother Douglas himself (please refer to brother Danny’s attached letter). You mentioned also my receiving of “support”
from MMSOP. I would rather term that as salary. I worked full time with even the most time (mostly 12 hours a week compared to either the director-Gideon Rodriguez or dean of students-Roger Agustin who have mostly 9 hours a week each) of
teaching in that school. I finished and ended my teaching there November 2010. In fact, I have worked double time during
my last days at MMSOP at almost 6 hours daily to replenish the days of my leave of absence. Is that not worth receiving
a salary? Is it not the responsibility of MMSOP to give my salary? In fact, that was the offer given to me by the director,
Gideon Rodriguez when he talked with me to teach at MMSOP. And that my support (as preacher for the Galimuyod church)
will be transferred to brother Christopher Borromeo. Your complaint actually is the December support which the director,
Gideon Rodriguez, gave me after our talk last December 2010. He was to be questioned not me. Before leaving the MMSOP
library where we had a talk (actually he was then at the door), he asked me, “Paano yung support mo ngayong December?”
(What about your support this December?). I answered him, “Kung para sa akin yon, pwede ko bang makuha?” (If it is really for me, can I take it?). And he said, “Sige, punta ka na lang mamaya 5pm.” (Okay, just come at 5pm). Brother Danny
Douglas’ effort in raising for the work here in the Philippines is very commendable. No American brethren, not even those
allied to MMSOP where I worked attempted or planned to do such. Brother Danny Douglas’ response to this is sufficient to
quash your moonlighting accusation (refer to his attached letter, paragraph 16). Also in our conversation with the MMSOP
director, Gideon Rodriguez last December 2010, I told him face to face that I have never sought and have never had regular
support from outside the MMSOP during my stay at that school, neither I sought sideline jobs that might affect my teaching. Unlike the MMSOP director Gideon Rodriguez who has other job that needs for him to attend with to the extent of not
attending his regular class at MMSOP but, instead, he gives his students workbooks downloaded from the website of David
Padfield. His additional work outside his work as Preacher of CCCC and director of MMSOP gives him additional money.
Now, tell me brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), who is “seeking bigger funds.” Further, he
permitted his wife to work in a Language School just opposite MMSOP few years back which mean additional fund for his
family. Who is “seeking bigger funds?” Or were these dual acts of working by the husband and wife (Gideon and Angie)
not a manifestation of discontentment despite the fact that the director, Gideon Rodriguez is receiving bulk of dollars from
his supporters?
Your complaints in paragraph 4 of the second page of your letter are but exemplification of your appeal to emotion and
do not alter the fact that you are in sin for fellowshipping those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher. Being not
invited does not mean being unloved. When we held the 1st Ilokano Christian Youth Camp, we did not invite you brethren
(men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) and your youth but you did not complain. The exclusion of CCCC/
MMSOP from the 1st Ilocos Bible Lectures and Forum does not mean the forum is not for the Truth. The fact is that the
forum is not for CCCC/MMSOP but for the faithful churches at Ilocos. Because of your exclusion from the 1st Ilocos Bible
Forum, you charged me of “dishonesty in partnership with ingratitude.” Thus, if Galimuyod church invited you, I am not
guilty of “dishonesty in partnership with ingratitude.” That is another ludicrous logic. Then you accused brother Reynaldo
Guerrero of being “ingratitude” and “unthankful.” This is nothing but to defame his character and credibility as you have
been doing to me. Your accusation against him arose when he was not compelled to admonish even one of you of the “issue
that could (and that already did) negatively affect our fellowship.” Is it not funny that you brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) who have all the means and capabilities to hear, know and study the materials you have and
those materials provided by brother Danny Douglas to the MMSOP director Gideon Rodriguez, are now accusing a brother
who have no means and capability as you have, of being “ingratitude” and “unthankful?” You, brethren (men and heads
of families, representatives of CCCC) are the ones who are hypocrites. You pretend not to have heard brother Reynaldo’s
expressed gratitude in all support you have extended to him. For your mind to be refreshed, please read his attached letter.
The final paragraph of your letter brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) is but an another appeal. This time an Appeal for Support. You claimed to have proven something you have not proved. Then, you appeal to
8
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“truth-loving and faithful brethren not to honor” our withdrawal of fellowship from you. If those whom you appealed to are
really truth-loving and faithful brethren, meaning they are determined not to have fellowship with those who fellowship and
support a marked false teacher, I believe they will honor our withdrawal of fellowship from you because you are fellowshipping those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher. Nearly at the end of your letter you wrote, “The attitude
displayed by the Galimuyod church would only sow discord among brethren.” The attitude we have displayed toward those
(such as CCCC/MMSOP) who are in fellowship with those who fellowship and support a marked false teacher is that we
have withdrawn our fellowship from them. Would that attitude “sow discord among brethren?” Is that attitude an abomination unto the Lord? Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), you are really fond of comical claims.
Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC), in the first part of your letter you cry for admonition but
we proved that tremendous materials as brother Danny Douglas described it within your reach have been admonishing you
but you (willfully) ignored. Your appeals cannot help you and do not alter the fact that you are fellowshipping those who
fellowship and support a marked false teacher. But it is not yet late for you brethren, we admonish you to repent and bring
forth fruit of repentance. We pray that you will do this before it will be eternally late!
Brotherly,
SAMUEL A. BAGSANGI
Preacher, Galimuyod Church of Christ
Rubio, Galimuyod, Ilocos Sur
2709 PHILIPPINES
Mobile no: +639052894889
Email: firstsamsr@yahoo.com.ph
P.S.
Brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC) what is your agenda or purpose of sending secretly (but
was revealed to me by his son, bro. Paul) a separate copy of your letter delivered personally by Oscar Locaberte, one of the
students of MMSOP, to brother Baltazar Gambon, one of the members of Galimuyod church of Christ (GCOC), last Aug.
14 where in fact you have already sent me and brother Reynaldo copies of your letter? You are the ones sowing discord to
Galimuyod church, brethren (men and heads of families, representatives of CCCC). Please stop your traitorous activity
dadadadadadaddadadadadad

When the report went around that Rudyard Kipling was getting a shilling a word for his writings, some Oxford students decided to play a joke on him. They sent him a shilling, accompanied
by this message:
“Please send us one of your best words.” And right back came the unexpected answer:
“Thanks.”

2011 CFTF SPRING CHURCH OF
CHRIST LECTURESHIP BOOK
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$20.00 PLUS $3.00 S&H
SEND ALL ORDERS WITH
PAYMENT TO:

Contending for the Faith

P.O. Box 2357
Spring, Texas 77383-2357
Texas residents add 7.25% tax
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Do you know of an individual or a church that needs to be
made aware of the false doctrines and teachers that are
troubling the Lord’s church today? If you do, why not give
them a subscription to CFTF?
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Single subs., One Year, $14.00; Two Years, $24.00; Five
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with single copies being mailed directly to each home
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Reynaldo A. Guerrero’S Reply to the
Capitol City Church of Christ’s Personal Accusations
August 15, 2011
To: The men and heads of families representing CCCC and all sincere and faithful brethren,
The Capitol City Church of Christ did not face and answer the real issue about their association and fellowshipping
a marked false teacher and other compromising preachers. They diverted the real issue by attacking and destroying our
credibility as well as the Galimuyod Church of Christ. In our withdrawal letter there is none any word indicating that I am
denying that Capitol City Church of Christ supported me since I graduated from MMSOP in 2004 until 2010. However, in
2010, I received support only for 9 months. I have not received support in May 2010 and the last the last two months of the
same year.
I am not ingratitude as you have accused me. Beginning from the first time I receive support from CCCC, I always express my gratitude to brother Gideon and to the Capitol Church through cell phone text. Brother Gideon always answer in
this way, “UR WELCOME BRO” (06-26-2010, 11:24am); “UR WELCOME BRO. GOD BLES UR WORK N FAMILY”
(08-15-2010, 3:41pm). The problem is he didn’t relay my gratitude to the CCCC.
I wonder why CCCC have also forgotten that not only once I expressed my gratitude to them personally. When I was
given the opportunity to deliver a message sometime in July 15, 2009, I expressed first my gratitude for all the support that
the CCCC have given to me. When I attend a forum hosted by CCCC in February 27, 2010, I have again expressed first
my gratitude to CCCC for all the support, monetary and spiritual, they have extended to me and my family. Did the entire
membership of CCCC who were present in that forum including the director, Gideon Rodriguez never hear my expressed
gratitude? Where were they at that time? Brethren, it is clear that your definition of “gratitude” and “gratefulness” is remaining to be in fellowship with you regardless of whom you have fellowship with (like those who fellowship and support a
marked false teacher). We preferred to withdraw fellowship from you and stay in fellowship with Christ.
Concerning the accusation of CCCC against brother Samuel A. Bagsangi that he lied when he reasoned for a leave during his last quarter of teaching in MMSOP that his children were getting sick, the Galimuyod Church of Christ members are
living witnesses that his family was then suffering sickness especially his kids. I wonder why brother Gideon believed easily
in a false report given to him by his liar “agent” whoever he is. The Galimuyod Church is ready to face his liar “agent” to
prove that his report was false. Brethren, do not make stories just for you to destroy us. Have a little shame on yourselves.
CCCC seems to forget the principle of local autonomy. That this involves autonomy in decision making. Thus, no other
autonomous congregation can dictate Galimuyod church as to whom she would invite to attend and speak in a forum or
lectureship she organized or hosts.
Bear in your mind that solution for SIN is forgiveness and FORGIVENESS demands REPENTANCE. Sinning
willfully is violation of Heb.10:26; Exo.32:22; neglecting responsibility and the opportunity to help and the is violation of
Gal.6:10; Efe.2:4; Witnessing and approving false witness is violation of Exo.20:16; Fellowshipping and associating with
false teacher is violation of 2Jn.9-11; Rom.16:17; 2Tes.3:13-16; Efe.5:11.
My earnest prayer is that the Capitol City church of Christ would come to repentance.
In Christ,
Reynaldo A. Guerrero

Preacher, Galimuyod Church of Christ
Rubio, Galimuyod, Ilocos Sur

FREE CD AVAILABLE—Contending for the Faith is making available a CD-ROM free of charge. Why is this
CD important? ANSWER: It contains an abundance of evidentiary information pertaining to Dave Miller’s doctrine and practice
concerning the re-evaluation/reaffirmation of elders, MDR, and other relevant and important materials and documents directly
or indirectly relating to the Brown Trail Church of Christ, Apologetics Press, Gospel Broadcasting Network, MSOP, and more.
To receive your free CD or make a financial contribution toward this important CD’s distribution you can reach us at
Contending for the Faith, P. O. Box 2357, Spring, TX 77383-2357, or request the CD by emailing us at dpbcftf@gmail.com.
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DANNY DOUGLAS’ REPLY TO GIDEON RODRIGUEZ
August 10, 2011
Dear brother Gideon Rodriguez,
As you can see, I am sending this reply to all known recipients of your: “Reply to Galimuyod church’s action against
CCCC.”
Brother Gideon, I do not propose to answer for brother Bagsangi and the Galimuyod brethren, because they are fully
capable of answering for themselves. Furthermore, I do not know everything that was said or done in connection with brother
Bagsangi and MMSOP or the Capitol City congregation.
In fact, I have not even been in communication at all with brother Bagsangi, brother Guerrero, or any of the other Galimuyod brethren since receiving your “reply” late last night.
However, it is my sincere conviction that it is needful for me at this time to answer your message with certain factual
information which I do know.
First of all, before the letter from the Galimuyod church of Christ was sent to you and the brethren at Capitol City, efforts
were made on your part to visit the members of the Galimuyod congregation. In fact, you were in contact with one brother
in that congregation and had revealed your plans to come and talk to members of the congregation as you did in at least one
other place in the northern Philippines, contradicting various things that faithful brethren had been teaching. Efforts such
as visiting the houses of the members of the Galimuyod congregation, which you had indicated in your plans, instead of
approaching the leadership of the congregation, would be a work of division. It is interesting that you would travel several
hours journey to the Candon City area from Manila, for such an effort. Who can blame the faithful brethren of the Galimuyod
congregation for opposing such efforts on your part?
Everyone needs to know to begin with, that such efforts of your part, which could have endangered the spiritual welfare
of the Lord’s church at Galimuyod, occasioned the prompt response of the leadership of the Galimuyod church of Christ.
This you did not include in your reply.
Secondly, brother Gideon, I am surprised and disappointed in your statements regarding the ignorance of the Capitol
City brethren concerning brother Dave Miller. I know for a fact that you and the brethren there were given documented
information regarding his errors, and also the compromises of the Memphis School of Preaching, over four years ago, back
in April of 2007. I know this because I myself delivered this documentation to you and the Metro Manila School of Preaching, of which you are the director.
As to any ignorance on your part in this matter, it has to be a willful ignorance, in that, when I tried to speak with you of
these matters over four years ago, you did not want to discuss it. Moreover, I left plenty of documented information at the
school for you and the other brethren back in April of 2007.
The proof of this is brother Bagsangi himself, in that, it was through those materials which were left at Metro Manila
School of Preaching, that he came to recognize the error of brother Miller and the guilt by association practiced by the
Memphis School of Preaching.
Therefore, if MMSOP and the Capitol City congregation are unaware of the errors of brother Miller, it is because there
has been an intentional effort on your part to keep it hidden from them, and / or the fact that brethren there were unwilling to
investigate the evidence. The apostle Peter speaks of those who “willingly are ignorant” (2 Pet. 3:5). We know that ignorance
is no excuse, and in this case, the opportunity to be informed was abundant.
As a gospel preacher and director of a preaching school, surely one such as yourself would be expected to be capable
and willing to know of error being taught in the brotherhood and to defend the truth against it, while informing the membership and students of dangers facing the Lord’s church. This is especially true when it involves error that, if followed, would
destroy the organization of the church (re: Miller’s re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders doctrine), and the foundation of
marriage (re: Miller’s marriage intent doctrine), which error must be opposed if we are to please God in heaven. Does (sic)
not the Scriptures say: “And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them” (Eph. 5:11)?
I know that you are capable of knowing such things, but sadly, you are not willing to either know or act upon these matters, which are causing division in the Lord’s church, and which, in fact, have caused more division among sound brethren
than any false teaching has for decades. I include in this, not only brother Miller’s errors, but the error of denying guilt by
association. Moreover, error cannot be confined to America or any other geographic region, as you imply. Given the many
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communications and connections between Filipino churches of Christ and those in America, how could you pretend that
doctrinal problems in the USA would not (a)ffect congregations in the Philippines? Just as the gospel knows no geographical
bounds (cf. Mark 16:15), error does not either.
Moreover, we are to: “Love the brotherhood” (1 Pet. 2:17). This includes not only the brotherhood in our native land
but all over the world. To warn the Lord’s church of false doctrine in another land is to express this love. “Am I therefore
become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” (Gal. 4;16).
How sad it is, that a few of your students were/are willing to deal with this error, but you as their teacher have not lifted
a finger to do so. Like David who took his sling and faced the giant Goliath while king Saul refused to put on his armor, you
have stayed in your tent with your sword in its sheath, while a few of your former students have gone out with the “sword
of the Spirit” (Eph. 6:17), and done battle for the truth and against error. Just as king Saul would eventually pursue one courageous enough to do battle for God, in like manner, there are those today who refuse to oppose the “Philistines,” but will
oppose faithful brethren who are willing to address the error of a popular brotherhood teacher, but nonetheless, a teacher
who is in grave error. Goliath fell and so did king Saul, who pursued the one willing to render courageous service for God.
I pray that this will not be so with you.
Thirdly, your message implies a denial of the doctrine of guilt by association, a doctrine which you, no doubt, have
taught and practiced in times past, but one which has become exceedingly inconvenient for you to uphold. Your close ties
to the Memphis School of Preaching and her supporters, and their close connections with certain brethren who uphold and
even promote brother Dave Miller, and as well as the compromise and liberalism of MSOP faculty member and Forrest Hill
preacher, Barry Grider, are causing tremendous problems for those who cannot bear parting ways with MSOP, but who also
purport to stand for the truth. (If you are unaware of Grider’s errors, it only proves that you either do not read Grider’s writings and articles in the Forrest Hill bulletin, or that ou agree with them.) You plead total innocence and distance from Miller,
but at the same time maintain a close association with those who uphold him and Barry Grider! Brother Gideon, you are one
who is fully capable of making this connection and to say otherwise, speaks of dishonesty. Those bringing false doctrine
are to be marked: “17 Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them. 18 For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and
by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple” (Rom. 16:17-18).
As to the motive of brother Bagsangi in receiving “bigger support,” it is a fact that he suffered financially and underwent
personal sacrifice after departing from MMSOP. He did this without even a promise of regular support from congregations
in America. In fact, not until 2011, after departing from MMSOP, did he begin to receive regular support from churches of
Christ in America. Thus, the charge that he did the things he did for “bigger support” is to judge his motives unfairly and
without evidence (cf. Matt. 7:1). Brethren who make such charges need to be careful that they are not mirroring their own
motivations.
Brother Gideon, I say these things to you in love. However, your “reply” to make faithful brethren, such as brother
Bagsangi and brother Guerrero and others, look hypocritical and unlike Christ will not work.
My prayer is for your repentance and that of others involved in compromise. Moreover, those who refuse to practice the
teaching of the Scriptures regarding those who uphold brethren who bring another doctrine than the doctrine of Christ, are
denying the doctrine of Christ themselves: “Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath
not God. He that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. If there come any unto you,
and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds” (2 John 9-11).
In Christ,
Danny Douglas



Nothing in this lost and ruined world bears the meek impress of the Son of God so surely as forgiveness.—Alice Cary

It is easier for the generous to 
forgive, than for the offender to ask forgiveness.—Thomson

Those 
who forgive most, shall be most forgiven.—Bailey


Take heed to yourselves: If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke him; and if he repent, forgive him. And if he trespass against thee
seven
times in a day, and seven times in a day turn again to thee, saying, I repent; thou shalt forgive him (Luke 17:3). Then came Peter to

him,
 and said, Lord, how oft shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive him? till seven times? Jesus saith unto him, I say not unto thee,
Until seven times: but, Until seventy times seven (Matthew 18:21, 22) —Jesus Christ, the Only Begotten Son of God
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“Mediocre Men”
Roelf L. Ruffner
A once esteemed preacher on the West Coast recently
pronounced that preachers, who chose NOT to follow the
banner of Apologetics Press/Gospel Broadcasting Network
and the Memphis School of Preaching by fellowshipping a
marked false teacher, Dave Miller, were “mediocre men”. I
believe I am correct in assuming that this brother looks upon
brethren (such as myself) in a condescending manner and
considers us untalented, intellectual bantam weights and unpolished speakers. For him we are below his notice and off
the brotherhood radar screen because we dare to point out
the errors of Elder Re-evaluation/Reaffirmation, the Marriage Intent Doctrine, and no longer fellowship those who
promote these false doctrines.
Yet, I respectfully adjure this brother to blow the dust off
his Bible and examine Christian men of the New Testament.
All of the men chosen by the Lord to be His apostles would
be considered “mediocre” at first glance. (Some believe that
Judas Iscariot was the only one that might be considered an
“intellectual.”) Most were Galileans, considered by many
Jews to be rough and boorish. “Now when they saw the
boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that they were
unlearned and ignorant men, they marveled; and they
took knowledge of them, that they had been with Jesus”
(Acts 4:13). But their teachings became the foundation of
the early church (Eph. 2:20).
But who is really “mediocre” (“indifferent; ordinary;
common place”—Webster)? Mediocre men overlook the
sins of others; especially their friends. I have noticed that in
the last few years that friendship or “buddyship” has become
more important for many than the condemnation of sin in
the church. This has long been a trait of religious liberals.
Now some self-professed conservatives have crossed this
hypocritical line of fellowshipping sin (2 John 9-11; Eph.
5:11). Years ago they stood tall in the saddle and actively
denounced those in error, friend or not. But “filthy lucre”
(jobs, positions, financial support, etc.) seems more important to them than the approval of their Lord and Master.
Mediocre men will not defend “all the counsel of God”
(Acts 20:27); only selected parts. For example, they will debate those who teach error on marriage, divorce and remarriage (or Atheists—Editor) as taught in Matthew 19:9 and
other passages, but not those who oppose Elder Re-evaluation/Reaffirmation and Marriage Intent. They will castigate
those who oppose these false doctrines as “mean spirited”
and “divisive” yet will not meet them on the polemic platform. If they believe these doctrines are from God—defend
them! I thank God that Paul, Barnabas, Peter and James were
not mediocre men; they defended the Truth (cf. Acts 15:131).
Contending for the Faith—October/2011

Mediocre men seek to silence those they cannot answer.
Repeatedly, the supporters of Dave Miller have used intimidation to try to silence their opponents. Although they continue to hold that his teachings are not a fellowship issue
for them, their actions show otherwise. They blackball their
opponents, shun them and seek to sully their reputations.
Others have been denied employment as preachers and
some have been fired. Two brothers-in-Christ were publicly
“marked” (Rom.16:17, 18) by an eldership in Tennessee
with no prior attempts at reconciliation or even notification
of the marking. These two brethren were marked for two
things: 1) having opposed a preacher who at the direction of
his elders helped divide a church by publicly teaching that
which was and is contrary to sound doctrine 2) for declaring and continuing to declare that such an urepentent brother
ought not to be fellowshipped by faithful brethren. It is a
tragedy that these mediocre men have sought and continue
to seek to do this in the name of Christ, but fail to love their
brethren as He commanded. “My little children, let us not
love in word, neither in tongue; but in deed and in truth”
(1 John 4:18). “Marking” was not meant to be a political
weapon to use against our enemies. It is to be used when all
attempts at reconciliation have failed. These mediocre men
have not even tried to be reconciled to their brethren.
Mediocre men extol the virtues of the past but fail to
live up to them. They beat their breasts and refer to the brave
brethren of the past who fought tooth and toenail against
the missionary society, unauthorized worship, modernism,
Premillenialism, Pentecostalism, anti-ism, and religious
liberalism. (All paid the price for the faithfulness by being shunned, disfellowshipped, ridiculed, and despised by
their opponents.) They scurry to identify themselves with
such spiritual giants as Lipscomb, Larimore, Boles, Wallace,
Woods, and Warren. But they will not lift the proverbial finger to fight the latest threat to the bride of Christ—compromise!
Woe unto you, scribes, and Pharisees, hypocrites! Because ye build the tombs of the prophets, and garnish
the sepulchers of the righteous, and say, If we had
been in the days of our fathers, we would not have
been partakers with them of the blood of the prophets” (Mat.23:29, 30).

Woe to all mediocre men!
— 2530 Moore Court
Columbia, TN 38401
dbdbdbdbdbdbdbd
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Law And Liberty
Charles Pogue
In his 1940 book, Smoke Screen, former congressman
Samuel B. Pettengill, a dissenting voice against the creeping
in of National Socialism, and a man who switched from the
Democrats to eventually become the chairman of the Republican National Finance Committee, quoted a line from
the case of “Kesavanada Bharti V. the State of Kerala, and
others,” in which the Supreme Court of India weighed the
issues of liberty and law. Pettengill, wrote:
Liberty under law remains the hope of the world. It is not liberty alone, nor law alone. An excess of liberty is anarchy, from
which all men revolt. An excess of law is despotism, from
which free men revolt. It is our great task “to combine that degree of liberty, without which law is tyranny, with that degree
of law without which liberty becomes license.”

In our day the pendulum in all three branches of our
federal government has on the one hand swung to the side
of excess liberty, licensing the sins of abortion and homosexuality. On the other hand, and simultaneously, it has
swung to the excess of law, mandating restrictions on the
free practice of religion and the right to bear arms, while
forcing Americans to purchase commodities such as health
insurance and government endorsed light bulbs. Where there

is liberty there should be law, and where there is law, there
should be liberty. When those in government, and those who
elect them to government do not know truth, or when they
embrace a “subjective truth,” the results are at best inconsistent, and at worst, tyrannical. In the case of the voters, it is a
welcome mat to both anarchy and tyranny.
Except men return to the understanding that civil law
must have its basis in divine law, the fate of America lies in
the frailty and infirmity of the human will in abject disconnect from the enduring wisdom which descends from above
(Dan. 2:20-22; 4:17, 32; 5:21; Jer. 18:5-11; Rom. 13). If that
dichotomy continues what was once known as the “shining
city upon the hill” will be reduced to only a faintly flickering
memory in the desperate hearts of a once free people.
All is not lost. It must not be lost! All men who love
both freedom and the temperance bound by heaven’s decree
upon those who love righteousness, must, in companionship
with their prayers, raise their collective voices at city hall, in
the halls of congress, and in the voting booth in order that a
government of the people, by the people, and for the people
vanish not from the face of the earth.
—P. O. Box 592
Granby, MO 64844
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Brother Roelf Ruffner drew our attention
to the recently concluded 2011 Abilene
Christian University Summit. We used
some of his remarks and added some of
our own. —Editor
The theme of the 2011 Abilene Christian University
(ACU) Summit is “Enough.” For example: Dating Jesus:
The Role of Women in the Church by Susan Campbell of
East Haven, CT, one of several in the “Women in Ministry” category. The Lost Recordings of W. Carl Ketcherside (I wish they had stayed “lost”!). It’s God’s Work (Not
Yours): Stories of a Modern Monk (I wonder if he wears a
hair shirt?). Islands, Feelings and Cell Phones, Discover
the Practice of Echoing, and, of all things this title, Wolf in
Sheep’s Clothes—How would ACU and friends determine
the difference between a sheep and a wolf? The strangeness
does not end there. As to activities availble to those in attendance at the “Summit” are: Iron Pour and Exhibit: Spirit
Laden Iron (I wonder if they lay hands on the molten iron?).
And, Come to the Quiet—A Taize worship (so called) service. One does not have to read all of the list of lecture titles
to conclude that the “Summit” is far more than enough. Regarding ACU, it is as “Popeye” said, “Enough is too much!”
One of the “Featured Guest Speakers” at ACU’s 2011

Summit is Rachel Held Evans. She lives in Dayton, TN,
home of the infamous “Scopes Monkey Trial.” She says she
is a recovering “funadmentalist.” Notice this quote from a
review of the book:
Using the highly controversial (at least to most evangelical Christians) theory of evolution, Evans draws parallels to
her own journey of faith. “Spiritual evolution explains why
Christianity has thrived while other ancient religions have
perished,” she says, later adding, “I’m an evolutionist because
I believe that the best way to reclaim the gospel in times of
change is not to cling more tightly to our convictions but to
hold them with an open hand.”

On her blog Evans has the following to say about herself.
I’m a writer, skeptic, and Christ-follower from Dayton, Tennessee—home of the famous Scopes Monkey Trial of 1925.
My first book, a spiritual memoir entitled Evolving in Monkey
Town, released with Zondervan in July of 2010. My second
book, an experimental memoir (tentatively) titled A Year of
Biblical Womanhood will be released by Thomas Nelson in
2012 (at the earliest).
I enjoy speaking, blogging, traveling, playing poker, and talking theology over coffee (http://rachelheldevans.com/about).

I wonder, is she skeptical about her poker playing, belief
in evolution, or theology, or, maybe, all three? The truth of
the matter is this—these people would not know New Testament Christianity if it jumped up, bit them on the end of the
nose, and did not let go—2 John 9-11. fh
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A book on marriage and the home:
designed to be used in Bible classes.
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A commentary on the book of Revelation. Tarbet shows the relationship
between Mt. 24 and Revelation. A
clear and concise study.
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Directory of Churches...
-Alabama-

-South Carolina-

Holly Pond-Church of Christ, 10221 Hwy 278, Holly Pond, AL 35083,
Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256) 507-1776,
(256) 507-1778.

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.org;
e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-England-

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-Texas-

Cambridgeshire–Cambridge City Church of Christ, meeting at The
Manor Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge, CB4 2JF. Sun.,
Bible Study--10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible Study--7:30
p.m. www.CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel Preacher.
Contacts: Keith Sisman [By phone inside USA (281) 475-8247); Inside
the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge
contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing Address - PO BOX
1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

Denton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr.
(Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ,
Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208.
E-mail: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday 7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; tgjoriginal@verizon.net.

-Florida-

Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box
39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00
p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring
Contending for the Faith Lectures, and the internet school, Truth Bible
Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.

Ocoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Office: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.

Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

-North Carolina-

New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.

Rocky Mount–Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

A LETTER TO GIDEON RODRIGUEZ
September 13, 2011
Dear brother Rodriguez:
We greet you in the name of our Lord as brethren who have memories of pleasant associations with you in years past.
We have been made privy to the letter of withdrawal issued to the Capitol Cities congregation and the Metro Manila School of
Preaching by the Galimuyod congregation. We have also read your response thereto, the Galimuyod and Danny Douglas responses to
you, and the correspondence between brethren Palomar and Bagsangi. Since our names have come up in some of the documentation and
the letters, we believe it is appropriate for us to offer some observations, comments, and responses, at least some of which may be new
information to you. To begin with, we beg you to consider:
1. We assure you that it always saddens us when division among brethren occurs, whether because of selfish and inconsequential
matters or because of issues that involve the Truth of God’s Word.
2. The cause of the withdrawal by the Galimuyod brethren involves the Truth of God’s Word rather than selfish and inconsequential
matters. These issues have been a source of heart-breaking division among American brethren over several years now.
3. Many of us in the USA have been opposing brother Dave Miller’s elder reevaluation/reaffirmation error since he first taught and
practiced it in 1990 and also his more recent (2000) MDR “intent” error. Brother Miller also refuses to disavow his belief in Mac
Deaver’s direct operation-of-the-Holy Spirit and modern-day baptism-in-the-Holy Spirit heresies.
4. Before June 2005, by far most of the brethren considered sound in the faith in the USA opposed brother Miller’s errors, including
brother Cates and all of the MSOP faculty.
5. When the Apologetics Press (AP) crisis arose because of Bert Thompson’s sins and Dave Miller was appointed to succeed him
(June 2005), brother Cates and his faculty (and some other well-known brethren) immediately reversed their former position and
began defending brother Miller in spite of his errors in order to continue to support AP.
6. Brethren who have remained steadfast in their opposition to Dave Miller’s errors have invited him and his supporters (including
brother Cates) numerous times (beginning in February 2006) to meet with us and discuss this grievous cause of division among
those who worked so closely together for so long. We have offered to host such meetings and have offered to attend such if Forest
Hill would host one, but they have refused each invitation—often not even dignifying our invitations with a response. Additionally,
innumerable brethren have written brother Miller to ask him to clarify his doctrine (since he has claimed he has been “misrepresented”), begging him to repent, or at least to discuss these matters with concerned brethren. He has simply refused to respond to
any who he believes are challenging him (he can somehow find time to respond to those who he knows support him, such as brother
Palomar).
7. Since we cannot fellowship brother Miller because of his errors, neither can we fellowship those who are bidding him Godspeed,
thereby partaking in his error (2 John 10–11). With profound regret we must say that these include, but are not limited to, the Forest
Hill church and MSOP.
We believe it is important for you to know that we have done all that we know to do to resolve this controversy. Neither brother

(Continued on page 3)
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Editorial...
“Persecuted, But Not Forsaken; Cast
Down, But Not Destroyed” (2 Cor. 4:9)
David P. Brown, Editor and Publisher
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Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
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The previous verse appears in the midst of Paul’s comments
about the privation and suffering he and the other apostles underwent because they faithfully discharged their duties to Christ (2
Cor. 4; Also see 1 Cor. 11:23-31). During His earthly ministry our
Lord warned the apostles they would be persecuted as He was,
pointing out that persecution for righteousness’ sake was cause for
rejoicing rather than an occasion for sorrow (Mat. 5:10-12; John
15:20; Also see Acts 16:23-27). To the Ephesian elders Paul declared that the Holy Spirit forewarned him, “that in every city
bonds and afflictions abide me,” but such persecutions would not
stop him from faithfully discharging his obligations to God (Acts
20:22-24). Paul reminded Timothy that among the things he had
personally witnessed in the apostle’s life were the “persecutions”
and “afflictions” he “endured...” The great apostle then affirmed,
“Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer
persecution” (2 Tim. 3:10-12; 1 Cor. 15:58; Rev. 2:10). To one
extent or another, in one form or another, and at one time or another, all faithful children of God will be persecuted because they
are godly. Therefore, we have no biblical reason to be surprised
or anxious when we are persecuted for our faithful service to the
Lord. To the contrary, as did Paul, we too should accept it; knowing fully the reason for it.
In the same context wherein Paul wrote to Timothy about persecutions, the apostle described the attitudes and actions of those
who persecute the saints. Of them the apostle wrote:
This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come.
For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters,
proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy,
Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, Traitors, heady,
highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from
such turn away. For of this sort are they which creep into houses,
and lead captive silly women laden with sins, led away with divers lusts, Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge
of the truth. Now as Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses, so do
these also resist the truth: men of corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the faith (2 Tim. 3:1-8; Also see Exo. 7:8-13).

Earlier Paul pointed out that error would enter the church via
elders teaching “perverse things” to gain a following, and through
other brethren “speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron.” Then, he informed Timothy that
false teachers would be sought and welcomed by worldly church
members who “will not endure sound doctrine; but after their
own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; and they shall turn away their ears from the truth,
and shall be turned unto fables” (Acts 20:29-32; 2 Tim. 4: 3, 4).
As 2011 draws to a close, CFTF recognizes that today’s persecutors of the godly are of the same wicked stripe as their ancient partners in evil. However, we are thankful to God that He has
equipped us with all that is necessary to defeat Satan’s servants (2
Pet. 1:2-13). We are also thankful to all those brethren who support
our work in CFTF. To you we extend seasons greetings and pray
that God will richly bless you with a safe and prosperous 2012.
—David P. Brown, Editor
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(Continued from page 1)

Miller nor his defenders will talk to us. His defenders apparently hoped that, by their ignoring us long enough, we would grow weary
and cease our opposition to and exposure of his errors. However, we cannot afford to do so because of the weighty doctrinal issues at
stake. Neither distance nor the passing of time render sin and error less sinful and erroneous, and the Truth remains the Truth. If we don’t
stand for it, we are condemned by it.
The first major complaint in your response to the withdrawal letter (August 7) is that the Galimuyod brethren did not follow Scriptural procedure. Particularly, your letter charged them with not giving CC and MMSOP any “prior admonition or warning.” We now
respectfully cite a case in which some brethren were truly given no warning before they were marked. Those “some brethren” are the
ones who are addressing you in this letter (i.e., David P. Brown and Dub McClish). Since the events of June 2005, both of us have written and/or published several articles and have openly discussed these matters orally in various lectureships in an effort to expose brother
Miller’s errors and to arouse brethren to join us in obeying Romans 16:17–18, Ephesians 5:11, 2 John 10–11, and other such passages
until he repents. As part of that exposure, we have pointedly called attention to the involvement of various ones, including the Forest
Hill elders and preacher and the MSOP faculty as supporters of brother Miller. Not only so, but we have also exposed the increasingly
liberal direction of Barry Grider, as indicated by material he has printed in the Forest Hill News. Some of the articles we have written/
published have been sent to most of the Forest Hill members in an effort to alert them to what is occurring (we have attached some of
these documents, which we trust you will read in interest of pursuing true and factual information).
Without any “prior admonition or warning,” the Forest Hill elders notified us by an announcement on the back page of the December 1, 2009, Forest Hill News (they didn’t even bother to mail it in an envelope) that they had marked us as unworthy of fellowship,
accusing us of unspecified lies and of sowing discord (see attachment). In spite of pleas to them from us and from the Spring, Texas,
elders for specifics of the charges, they have completely ignored us to this day (as they have for 6 years ignored our pleas for discussion
of these matters). Of course, you already know about our being marked if you have been receiving The Forest Hill News for the past two
years. Now you know the circumstances.
We think you have far less cause to cry “foul” over the withdrawal announcement by the Galimuyod brethren than do we over the
marking by the Forest Hill elders. Will you hold the Forest Hill elders to the same standard as you hold the Galimuyod church?
In connection with your complaint about the withdrawal, you state that the Galimuyod brethren should have withdrawn from the
other congregations in fellowship with you. Please note that the Forest Hill elders did not mark any of the many other brethren who have
been exposing and continue to expose Forest Hill/MSOP’s fellowship with and defense of a false teacher and their additional doctrinal
compromises. (Actually some of your fellow-MSOP alumni wrote the Forest Hill elders and asked them to include them in the marking.)
Since you condemn the Galimuyod brethren for singling out CC/MMSOP in their letter, will you now be consistent and condemn the
Forest Hill elders for singling the two of us out and ignoring the many others who are in fellowship with us? The truth of the matter is
that, in principle and by implication, the Forest Hill elders did mark all who are opposed to their endorsement of Dave Miller and their
other compromises. Likewise, in principle and by implication, the Galimuyod brethren have marked all of those who continue to take
your compromising position on these weighty doctrinal issues.
If it is true that you were planning a trip to visit personally with the Galimuyod members about the Dave Miller doctrines (and we
have no reason not to believe it to be so), two things become evident:
(1) You were not so ignorant about these matters, as you claimed. How could you have thought yourself in a position to contradict charges against Dave Miller and related matters unless you had familiarized yourself with them? This planned trip is simply
not consistent with your claim of ignorance. (2) Your behavior in this regard smacks of a paternalism on the part of CC/MMSOP
that seeks to control the thinking of brethren in other congregations, rather than letting them evaluate evidence and reach their own
conclusions. (3) The leadership of the Galimuyod church was justified in the withdrawal action as a matter of self-defense, if nothing else.
We hardly see how your complaint of having no warning of the withdrawal is justified. Both brother Bagsangi and brother
Danny Douglas make it clear in their letters to you that since 2007 you have had the material that indicts brother Miller. Just here
we hope you will answer some pertinent true/false questions:
True or False: I have discussed with brother Curtis Cates and/or other MSOP faculty in some detail the matters pertaining to
Dave Miller since June 2005.
True or False: I have regularly received The Forest Hill News at least since December 1, 2009.
True or False: I have received at least some copies of Contending for the Faith since September 2005.
You stated that of 14 men of the CC church, only 11 had even heard of Dave Miller. This claim is not so much an indictment
the Galimuyod brethren as it is of you and your apparent determination to shield the CC members and MMSOP students from
knowledge of some very dangerous doctrines. Furthermore, you had a reminder of these matters as recently as January when brother
Delbert Goins visited with you and expressed his concern about the doctrinal and fellowship controversy revolving around brother
Miller. According to him, you told him at the time that you “had heard something about this problem.” When you received this material in 2007, you had several options. We will appreciate it if you will tell us which option(s) you chose. Did you:
1. Because of involvement in other matters, neglect to read it after you received it, and then forget about it?
2. Consciously decide not even to read it because of the Forest Hill/MSOP involvement in the issues it raised (“the less I know
about this, the better”), thus making you derelict in your responsibility to be well informed, both as a Gospel preacher and as one
who is training others to preach?
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3. Read it, but were unable to comprehend the gravity of brother Miller’s errors (we believe you are far too intelligent not to
grasp the gravity of those errors if you read the material)?
4. Read it, become concerned about it and its implications, but decide to withhold it from your brethren at CC and from your
students, lest they be disturbed by it and raise uncomfortable questions relating to Forest Hill/MSOP?
5. Read it and grasp the seriousness of the errors, but upon contacting the MSOP faculty about the “Miller mess” find it “convenient to accept their claim, in spite of the objective evidence in your possession, that the charges are false and that only a handful
of trouble-makers continue to press them?
6. Recognize that if you chose to pursue your concerns about the Miller errors, you would be forced to oppose Forest Hill/
MSOP’s support of a false teacher, thereby endangering their financial support of your work?
Gideon, we know this is a hard matter for you emotionally because of your intimate ties with Forest Hill and MSOP. However,
we assure you that it was no pleasant or convenient matter for us to oppose those with whom we had so long and closely worked. We
remind you that we were closely related with the brethren at Forest Hill/MSOP before you were. We were both speakers on the MSOP
Lectures and invited various faculty members to speak on lectureships we directed many years in succession. We were both made honorary alumni of the school a few years ago. One of us even accepted the invitation to deliver the commencement address for the graduates
in 1998. Do not think these are not hard matters for us (and for many others), as well. However, Truth is Truth and error is error, and
our first loyalty must ever be to the Truth rather than to men or to schools operated by men. If God and the kingdom are not first, we are
only playing at religion (Mat. 6:33). We must not only obey God rather than men (Acts 5:29), we must also be loyal to God rather than
to men (or schools or congregations) when they are in conflict with God’s Word.
We also know that this is a hard matter for you to be objective about because of the financial support that would be affected by your
standing with the Truth in these matters. We assure you that it would have been more “convenient” in some ways for us to remain silent,
but conscience would not allow it. You need to know that several of us here have suffered financially because we would not bow the knee
on this affair. We have good, solid, veteran, capable Gospel preachers who cannot find congregations that can/will support them because
of their unwillingness to compromise on this issue. They have had to take secular jobs to support their families, which leaves them little
time or energy for the work they did so capably in the kingdom for so many years.
It was inevitable that these matters would make their way to other parts of the world. Your idea that you should not be concerned
in your nation with errors in our nation is beneath your intelligence; surely, you did not think this quibble through. What is 1,000 miles
(your figure) in today’s world of instant communication? Is that which is a doctrinal error in the USA not a doctrinal error in another
nation? Did not Paul teach “the same thing everywhere in every church” (1 Cor. 4:17)? Did he not oppose the Judaizing teachers everywhere, though they originated “1,000 miles away” in Jerusalem (Acts 15:1–2)? Do you not receive financial support from brethren who
are “1,000 miles [and more] away” from you? These matters of fellowship should be of great concern to you regardless of where they
originated because we are all bound to the Lord through faithfulness to His Word. Besides, that which constitutes error in the USA is just
as erroneous in the Philippines, and vice versa.
Gideon, we pray that you will seriously reconsider your reaction to the evidence relating to the errors of brother Miller and his
steadfast refusal to admit his errors. The principal issue in the disruption of fellowship signaled by the withdrawal statement is actually
not the withdrawal itself. The principal issue relates to whether or not Dave Miller is an impenitent false teacher (which the evidence
clearly reveals him to be). That being so, the issue then becomes one of fellowship. The Galimuyod brethren are on the right side of that
issue, and those who continue to defend, endorse, and promote brother Miller (including Forest Hill/MSOP) are continuing in sin by so
doing (Rom. 16:17–18; Eph. 5:11).
Furthermore, those who fellowship brother Miller’s defenders, endorsers, and promoters are as culpable as his defenders, endorsers,
and promoters (2 John 10–11).
Some have asked the Galimuyod brethren why they didn’t give you and your CC brethren and MMSOP faculty a chance to present
their “side.” The truth is, as already explained, you had since 2007 possessed ample documentation of the other “side.” Now we ask you
frankly if, when you talked to brethren in Memphis about these matters (as we are convinced you have done), why did you not contact us
to hear our “side”? We assume that, before talking with those in Memphis, you valued us as capable, mature, respectable, knowledgeable
preachers of the Word in whom you had confidence (at least in the past we believe you so considered us). Were we just “throw-aways”
upon the word of your Memphis mentors? Did it not occur to you that it might be wise and worthwhile to contact us about these matters
(of course, we were not financially supporting you)? Actually, the only “side” that matters is the Truth’s. The evidence—still in your
possession, if you have not destroyed it—shouts that we are on the side of Truth and that you are at present opposed to the Truth in this
whole affair. We have not opposed Dave Miller’s errors since 1990 because we decided we didn’t like his looks or the way he dressed,
but because he was in error. Nor did we whimsically begin opposing those who support him (including FH/MSOP) because we decided
we didn’t like those brethren anymore, but because they did a 180 degree turn in their attitude toward Miller and his errors. We then had
no choice but to oppose them, whatever the cost. We beseech you to stand for the Truth (as you had always previously done) at whatever
cost of human loyalties, financial support, or other sacrifices that may result therefrom. At the Judgment, you will be glad a thousand
times over that you have done so.
Your concerned brethren,
/s/David P. Brown					
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/s/Dub McClish
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2012 SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST CFTF LECTURESHIP
The New Testament Church and Counterfeit Churches

Wednesday, February 22—Sunday, February 26 • David P. Brown, Lectureship Director
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22

6:30 PM CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 PM David P. Brown: What is the New Testament Church?
8:00 PM John West: What is the Independent Christian Church?

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23
9:00 AM Michael Hatcher: What is the Salvation Army?
10:00 AM John Rose: What is the Lutheran Church?
11:00 AM Johnny Oxendine: What is the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints (Mormons)?
LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM John West: What are the Pentecostal/Charismatic Churches?
2:30 PM Daniel Denham: What is Dispensationalism?
3:30 PM Open Forum
DINNER BREAK
6:30 PM CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 PM Dub McClish: What is the Restoration Principle and is it Scriptural?
8:00 PM Roelf Ruffner: One Can Know One Is a Member of the Lord's Church? (Identifying Marks of the Church)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24
9:00 AM Danny Douglas: What is the Baptist Church?
10:00 AM John Rose: What is the Unitarian/Universalist Church?
11:00 AM Wayne Blake: What is the Organization and Work of the New Testament Church?
LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM Gene Hill: What is the Methodist Church?
2:30 PM Jess Whitlock: What Makes JWs, Mormons, Christian Scientists, and Seventh Day Adventists Different from Other Denominations?
3:30 PM Open Forum
DINNER BREAK
6:30 PM CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 PM Bruce Stulting: Are Faithful Children of God Found in the Denominations?

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25
9:00 AM Jess Whitlock: What is Christian Science?
10:00 AM Geoff Litke: Are Pious Un-Immersed Persons Christians?
10:00 AM Sonya West: Give Your Daughters To Husbands (Choosing a Husband)—LADIES ONLY
11:00 AM Daniel Denham: What is the Emerging Church?
LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM Danny Douglas: What is the Community Church?
1:30 PM Sonya West: Thy Desire Shall be to Thy Husband (Having a Successful Marriage)—LADIES ONLY
2:30 PM Gene Hill: What is the Organization and Work of the New Testament Church?
3:30 PM Bruce Stulting: Does the New Testament Authorize the Church Revealed on its Pages to Fellowship Denominational Churches?
4:30 PM Roelf Ruffner: Is the New Testament Church a Denomination?

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26
9:30 AM Terry Hightower: The Apostasy of the First Century Church
10:30 AM Johnny Oxendine: What is the Worship of the New Testament Church?
NOON MEAL PROVIDED BY THE SPRING CONGREGATION
1:30 PM Terry Hightower: The Emergence of Catholicism from the Apostate Church
2:30 PM Michael Hatcher: What is the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)?
3:30 PM Dub McClish: Has the New Testament Church Been Restored? —LECTURESHIP ENDS

Lunch Provided by the Spring Church • Book of Lectureship Available • RV Hook-Ups • Video & Audio Recording • Approved Displays

Elders: Kenneth D. Cohn, Buddy Roth, and Jack Stephens
Spring Church Secretary: Sonya West
E-mail: sonyacwest@gmail.com ~ Phone: (281) 353-2707
SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST ~ PO BOX 39 (Mailing address) ~ 1327 SPRING CYPRESS ROAD, SPRING, TX 77383
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“WHO HATH BELIEVED OUR REPORT?”
Brock Hartwigsen
When I was in high school, an elephant at a neighborhood carnival was spooked by some firecrackers thrown by
some troublemakers. As the authorities chased it through
town, it ran by the local high school football stadium, where
a game was in progress. Needless to say, a lot of students
joined in the chase. The authorities eventually caught the
elephant. Elephants, however, are fast and this chase took
place about nine in the evening. The elephant actually lost
the authorities and the crowds a few times as it ran through
backyards and down side streets. The next few days the local paper was full with stories about what happened on that
strange night.
One story took place during one of the times the authorities lost track of the elephant and it wandered into a
backyard. It was quite upset as it crashed through a fence,
trampled a flower garden and then tore down a clothes line
with its trunk. A preschooler who lived there, and who had
already been put to bed for the night, heard the noise, looked
out her window and saw the elephant. She went and told her
mother that there was an elephant in their backyard making
a big mess. Her mother, who had not heard anything, simply
told the little girl “That’s nice, honey.” She told her to go
back to her room and look at the elephant for a little while,
but then she had to go back to bed. So, the little girl did.
The next morning there was one shocked mother when she
looked out into her backyard and heard the morning news
about the rogue elephant which had run loose the night before.
Have you ever reported what you witnessed or that you
did something and no one would believe you? In essence,
they just told you, “That’s nice, honey. Now you just go back
to bed.”
In the 24th chapter of Luke, we read the account of the
women visiting Jesus’ tomb early Sunday morning. They
found the stone rolled away, the tomb empty and two men
in shining garments who told them that Jesus had risen from
the grave. They quickly went and told the apostles. Then in
verse 11, we read that “their words seemed to them as idle
tales, and they believed them not.” “Idle tales” is translated from the Greek word lerous which means nonsense or
foolishness. This is the only place in the Bible where it is
used. It was commonly used by medical writers to describe
the wild talk of people who were delirious or hysterical.
Imagine how these women must have felt when they honestly reported what they saw and heard and were considered
as nothing but a bunch of hysterical women.
How could the apostles not have believed their report?
Matthew Henry in his commentary asked this same question.
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One would be amazed at the stupidity of these disciples,
who had themselves so often professed that they believed
Christ to be the Son of God and the true Messiah, had been
so often told that he must die, and raise again, and then enter
his glory, had seem him more than once raise the dead, that
they should be so backward (as to not) to believe his raising
himself.
We should not be surprised when we try to teach the gospel of the empty tomb and people think we are crazy. After
all, Christ’s very own apostles thought those women were!
In 1 Corinthians 1:23 we find this statement “but we preach
Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling block, and
unto the Greeks foolishness.” In Romans 10:16 after Paul
pointed out how not everyone will believe the preaching of
the gospel, he wrote, “For Esaias saith, Lord, who hath
believed our report?”
There will be many who will think us delirious, think
our message foolishness and will not believe our report.
But, we must still press on proclaiming the good news of the
empty tomb.
It would be bad enough if those who believed not our report were simply limited to those outside the Lord’s church.
But, sadly, they are not. There are brethren who will not believe our report when we warn them about “false prophets,
which come to” them “in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly
they are ravening wolves” (Mat. 7:15). They will not believe us when we warn them about these “grievous wolves”
who have entered “in among them not sparing the flock”
(Acts 20:29). They will say, “That’s OK, honey. Now, you
just go back to bed.” Others will verbally take us to the
woodshed for spreading “idle tales,” for being delirious or
hysterical, for being judgmental and for not having a loving
spirit.
There will be many who will think us delirious, think
our message is foolishness and who will not believe our report. But, we must still press on warning “every night and
day with tears” (Acts 20:32).
Whether the world chooses to believe or not, whether
our brethren choose to believe or not, we must press on with
the truth.
— 189 Brookside Dr.
Stanton, KY 40380
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Honesty and Truth have nothing
to fear from open investigation.
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Departures From The Truth
Roelf L. Ruffner
Outrages and Oddities
Recently the ABC network outraged some viewers by
its choice of contestants for its program, “Dancing With The
Stars.” Although in the past this show’s trumpeting of lasciviousness (dancing) makes it unwatchable by the Christian, this time they have gone even farther. They chose
“Chaz” Bono as a contestant. Chaz (formerly Chasity) has
attempted to change her gender from female to male by surgery and chemicals (yet her lack of a Y or male chromosome does not lie!). She has also legally changed her name.
She is the daughter of the late Sonny Bono and Cher. For
many years she identified herself as a lesbian. Now she has
mutilated herself to pass as a man. Apparently the homosexual agenda is being followed by the producers of this
show. Not only do they want homosexuals accepted by society but all other sexual deviants as well. If one objects they
are quickly shouted down as a “bigot” and a “religious nut.”
This is one more reason NOT to watch this show or to support its commercial sponsors (http://tv.msn.com/tv/article.
aspx?news=666994&gt1=28103).

un-shod, for example, even takes precedence over teaching
the lost the Biblical doctrine of authorized worship (cf. John
4:24; Col. 3:16,17). And, all this is “legitimized” by the use
of a marked false teacher who has done great damage to
the cause of Christ and helped shipwreck the faith of many,
while making a tidy profit (cf. Rom. 16:17,18) [www.acu.
edu].

Pat Robertson’s Antics

The media knows no bounds of decency anymore. They
keep “pushing the envelope” when it comes to sexuality.
Recently, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC/BBC
America) did this in its popular science fiction television
series “Torchwood”. This show not only has a homosexual
character and a bisexual character (called “omni-sexual”), it
now has introduced a pedophile character. This sexual pervert escaped arrest on a technicality, according to the show’s
byline. When God and decency are thrown out the window,
anything goes (http://www.christianpost.com/news/torchwood-pedophilia-and-a-dying-culture-54500/)!

Ole Bre’r Rabbit Pat Robertson is at it again! This false
teacher/businessman/politician was asked during his television program, the 700 Club, if it was all right to divorce
one’s spouse if that person had Alzheimer’s disease. Robertson answered in the affirmative. When his co-host wondered aloud about the “in sickness and health, till death do
us part” section of the marriage vow, Robertson exclaimed,
“If you respect that vow, you say ‘til death do us part.’ This
is a kind of death.” Though he has taken up the mantle of
preacher and teacher of the Bible, he is neither. His antics
through the years have proven time and time again that he
is a false teacher “whose God is their belly, who glory is
in their shame, who mind earthly things” (Phi. 3:19). Yes,
that spouse’s mind may be shattered by disease, but what
separates this spouse from a monkey or a cockroach is that
person’s soul. A person is a human being at conception, during life in the flesh on earth and when one departs the body
to return to God in eternity—we are made in the image of
God. As such Christ’s marriage law still applies—the marriage vow stands until death (Rom. 7:1-3). “Fornication” on
the part of a spouse is the only scriptural grounds whereby
the innocent spouse has authority from God to divorce the
spouse that is guilty of the sin of fornication (Mat. 19:9).
“Have you not read…?” (Mat. 19:4) [http://www.usato-

ACU’s Continuing Apostasy

Pink Soldiers

Abilene Christian University recently added a new promotional film clip entitled “Outlive Your Life” to its website.
It begins with President Schubert walking into his office and
grabbing a book from the shelf (right next to a volume entitled “Servant/Leaders”). It is entitled “Outlive Your Life” by
apostate and ACU alumnus Max Lucado. Schubert speaks
glowingly of Max’s book and how it reflects the philosophy
of ACU. He speaks proudly of Max as an ACU Alumnus as
he introduces the accounts of students at ACU who exhibit
this philosophy.

Obama to the Troops: Don’t Quit Your Gay Job!

Anything Goes

This is yet another example of ACU’s headlong jump
into the old Social Gospel heresy in which good works replace obedience to the gospel of Jesus Christ. Shoeing the
Contending for the Faith—November/December/2011

President Obama may not have created a lot of jobs for
America, but he is creating plenty of them for his homosexual base. Recently, the radical Left celebrated one of President Obama’s signature legislative accomplishments: the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” a 1993 law that codified the
longstanding prohibition of homosexual conduct in the military. With the completion of the training and “certification”
process, the day has come when service members actively
engaged in homosexual conduct are now free to proclaim
that preference.
Family Research Council will continue to monitor the
7

consequences of this reversal of 236 years of American military policy, limit the damage, and demand that the Defense
Department do the same. As the homosexual groups rejoiced
over their victory, homosexuals and their fellow travelers have fawned over their victory, declaring that it did not
cause “the sky to fall.” That is only because there will be no
press releases from the new victims of sexual harassment or
assault, the soldiers exposed to HIV-tainted blood, the thousands of servicemembers who choose not to re-enlist rather
than forfeit their freedom of speech and religion, and the
untold number of citizens who choose never to join the military. It is clear this President is more interested in appeasing
perverted sexual revolutionaries than in fighting America’s
enemies.

“Conservatives” Continue to Compromise
Recently the Christian Chronicle had a full page ad
about Sunset’s “Year of Jubilee” Workshop, slated for January 2012. Two of their keynote speakers (besides Truitt
Adair, Sunset director) will be Phil Sanders and Jim McGuiggan. Here is one more example of the fellowship compromises of MSOP, the Southside Church of Christ, Lubbock, TX, et al., all of them having used Sanders recently.
By the way, the “Worship Leader” at this Sunset “Jubilee”
will be Keith Lancaster, founder of Acappella, and associated with the Madison, TN, church after it went hopelessly
liberal a few years ago.
—2530 Moore Court
Columbia, TN 38401
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A REVIEW OF THE NIV
GARY W. SUMMERS
The top-selling Bible across the country is the New International Version (NIV). According to the Bookstore Journal
(September, 1994), the King James is second, followed by
the New King James, with The Living Bible in fourth place,
the New American Standard in sixth, and the New Revised
Standard Version in tenth. One recent full-page aggressive
advertisement in a magazine pictures Jesus teaching several
people by a lakeside with one of the people in silhouette. An
arrow points to this person with the words: “You are here.”
The caption reads: “Reading the NIV is the next best thing
to being there.” The text underneath declared the NIV to be:
“unparalleled in its accuracy.”
Solomon observed that: “the race is not too the swift,
nor the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise,
nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet favor to
men of skill” (Ecc. 11:9). It could similarly (and successfully) be added: “nor favor to a translation of accuracy.” The
NIV is more popular than precise. Two of the others on the
list (produced in the latter half of the twentieth century) and
better: the New King James and the New American Standard.
Yet they are outsold. The reasons for that phenomenal success will be dealt with later; first various preliminaries must
be dealt with.
TEXTS
“The New International Version is a completely new
translation of the Holy Bible made by over a hundred scholars
working directly from the best Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek
texts” begins the Preface to the NIV, written by “The Committee on Bible Translation.” The reader may wonder how
they define the word “best” in view of what they think constitutes the most reliable manuscripts prior to Mark 16:9-20.
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For the Old Testament the translators used “the standard
Hebrew text, the Masoretic Text as published in the latest editions of Biblia Hebraica.” However, they also consulted the
Dead Sea Scrolls, the Samaritan Pentateuch, “ancient scribal
traditions relating to textual changes,” variant Hebrew readings found it the margin of the Masoretic text, and important
early versions. Jack Lewis points out that the NIV’s choice
of the phrase, “all the wild animals” (found in Gen. 1:25 and
8:1), comes from one of those “early versions,” the Syriac.
No other translation injects the word “wild.”
The NIV admits to using a eclectic text for the New Testament, which means that they did not rely on one major manuscript family, such as the Textus Receptus. Theoretically, they
compiled a text based upon the best manuscript evidence,
which in itself is not objectionable. But the translators’ reluctance to accept Mark 16:9-20 (they imply strongly that the
passage does not belong in the Bible) demonstrates that their
judgment in weighing texts is flawed.
However, their inconclusion and exclusion of certain
portions of Scripture do no differ substantially from the New
American Standard. Both of them, for example, omit “in letters of Greek and Latin and Hebrew” from Luke 23:38 and
“according to the flesh, He would raise up Christ” from Acts
2:30 without even a footnote. And while both versions omit
the following portions of Matthew 27:35—“that it might be
fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, They parted
my garments among them, and upon my vesture did they
cast lots”—the NIV footnotes it while the NAS ignores it
completely.
Many have unfairly criticized the NIV for omitting portions of the text with which we are all familiar. Some have
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implied that they did so on the basis of whim or capriciously; such is not the case. While they may be blamed for other
facets of their work, they do not appear to show any bias in
the use of texts—except for Mark 16:9-20. And while it is
perfectly proper to disagree with their final decisions and the
worthiness of a text; nevertheless, the ones they omitted are
legitimately disputed.
PHILOSOPHY OF TRANSLATION
Those undertaking the task of translation deserve a large
helping of tolerance and understanding. Anyone who has ever
studied a foreign language is familiar with problems of translation. Idiomatic phrases and certain grammatical constructions pose problems. Although some words carry with them a
primary meaning, others are so versatile that the context must
determine the definition. The first three definitions for ago in
the Latin are “drive, do, discuss.” Besides beginning with the
letter b, what exactly do these definitions have in common?
Both the noun and the verb forms of “drive” in the English
have multiple definitions, many of which seem unrelated. All
who seek to change the Bible from one language to another
face these problems; so a little latitude must be granted.
Generally speaking, two translation philosophies over
the centuries have been used: literal and paraphrase. A literal
translation, such as the American Standard Version of 1901,
strove to be as accurate as possible. It ended up being so literal that it made for choppy reading. Paraphrases, such as The
Living Bible or Good News For Modern Man, are too loose,
but they read very smoothly. A third method, Dynamic Equivalence, falls somewhere in between the other two; it has been
called a “scientific paraphrase.”
According to the Preface of the NIV, the goals of the
translators included providing “an accurate translation and
one that would have clarity and literary quality...” How successful were they? To make use of a popular song title: “Two
Out of Three Ain’t Bad.” The NIV’s clarity and literary quality
have no doubt made it the popular success that it is, but its
accuracy must be challenged. The translators must be commended for being “united in their commitment to the authority and infallibility of the Bible as God’s Word in written
form,” but unfortunately their approach to translating allows
biases to enter in.

think the passage means. The NIV adds (as does the NKJV)
the words “with passion” to 1 Corinthians 7:9 from what most
interpreters believe “to burn” means and fail to distinguish
such as an addition. The NKJV puts “with passion” in italics,
for the possibility exists that it means to burn in Gehenna because of falling into fornication. The KJV and ASV quite properly left it open. The NIV translators’ personal understanding
of the text may be correct or incorrect. Those using the Dynamic Equivalence approach must likewise assume that they
know precisely what the message is before they can translate
it, which opens the door to subjectivity. If the translators are
primarily Calvinists, for example, they might select “sinful
nature” for the Greek word sarx, meaning “flesh.” Or they
might have David transfer the sinful action of his mother to
himself in Psalm 51:5.
WHEEL OF GRAMMAR
In their one explanation of Dynamic Equivalence, the
translators make the following comment in their Preface:
“Because thought patterns and syntax differ from language to
language, faithful communication of the meaning of the writers of the Bible demands frequent modifications in sentence
structure and constant regard for the contextual meaning of
words.”
In the abstract these words sound lofty and reasonable; in
reality one wonders if all the changes they made were indeed
justifiable. Although the above explanation makes sense, anyone comparing their translation to the Greek or other accurate, literal translations must wonder if there was not a huge
wheel being spun with the parts of speech on it instead of
dollar amounts like the television program, Wheel of Fortune.
Suppose in the Greek a word is a verb. Spin the wheel
and make it an adjective. What about this noun, which is the
subject of the sentence? Give the wheel a spin; hey, it’s a verb
now. What will we do with this adjective? Spin the wheel and
—all right, a special prize—an early lunch break. Not only is
this fun, but with a few endorsements from denominational
heavyweights, this thing will be a best seller.

Jack Lewis identifies their operating philosophy as “Dynamic Equivalence.” Their own description of it is set forth
in the Preface: “The first concern of the translators has been
the accuracy of the translation and its fidelity to the thought
of the Biblical writers.” A close consideration of that sentence
prompts the question: “How can the NIV translators be sure
they know the thought of the Biblical writers?” Would it not
be easy for their theology to skew their view of what the Biblical writers thought? It not only could, it does, as will be
demonstrated later on.

Of course, this is a bit of an exaggeration. But consider
a few examples. Part of Luke 24:49 reads (correctly) in the
Interlinear: “I send the promise of My Father upon you.”
The KJV, NAS, and the NKJV all keep promise as a noun,
the direct object of the sentence. The NIV translators must
have spun the wheel at this juncture and decide that “promise
“should be made into a verb. They complicate a simple sentence by rendering it: “I am going to send you what my Father
has promised.” Although this involves no great theological
significance, grammatically speaking you has been made an
indirect object, and the direct object (consisting of one word)
has been replaced by a noun clause which changes a former
noun into a verb. (Don’t trust these fellows to figure your income tax!)

Paraphrases may be highly readable, but they are more
like commentaries in that they contain what the paraphrasers

Consider 2 Corinthians 5:11. Literally, the first part of the
verse reads: “Knowing therefore the terror of the Lord, we
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persuade men,” which is exactly how the KJV and the NKJV
render it. The NAS is only slightly different with its “Therefore knowing the fear of the Lord, we persuade men.” None
of these translations found it necessary to make any structural
change in the sentence. And the NIV?: “Since, then, we know
what it is to fear the Lord, we try to persuade men.” This time
the wheel came up with “noun-into-verb.” “Terror” or “fear”
is a noun, but the NIV makes it part of an infinitive phrase!
and although the focus of attention here is to notice changes
in parts of speech, one cannot but help wonder where did “we
try to persuade” come from? Paul did not say we try to persuade men, thus weakening the force of the verse, he said we
persuade men!
Most Bible students are familiar with Matthew 5:28. The
KJV records: “whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her...” Literally, the verse is “everyone that looks on a
woman to lust after her...” The NKJV and the NAS say “to
lust for her,” but substantially they are the same. To lust remains an infinitive phrase. The NIV renders the verse: “anyone who looks at a woman lustfully.” An aorist infinitive has
been changed into an adverb.
This kind of handling is the way “Dynamic Equivalence”
works. It can become as loose as the translators see fit. Upon
a whim they can change nouns into verbs, verbs into nouns,
infinitives into adverbs, etc. Nor are these isolated examples.
One can read literal translations side-by-side with the NIV and
see that the NIV’s translators can scarcely string a dozen verses together without rearranging the grammar and sentence
structure. To look at the NIV renderings of Ephesians 5:19
(i.e. “make music in your hear”), Ephesians 4:13 (i.e. “until
we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the
Son of God and become mature”; cf. 1 Cor. 13:10), and Acts
2:31 (i.e. “that he was not abandoned to the grave”) is to see
just how seriously translation principles can affect meaning.
Study closely the NIV’s change of “takes” and “sees her nakedness” to “marries” and “they have sexual relations” in Leviticus 20:17. “Takes” does not necessarily involve marriage,
and isn’t it possible to “see” a person’s nakedness without
having “sexual relations” with that person? Should anyone
think this is an unimportant point, he should perhaps be asked
by the single Christian (or non-Christian): “Just how far can I
go sexually before I get married?” For my part, I plan to stay
with the more Form or Content Oriented translations like the
ASV, KJV, and NKJV!
Again, numerous reviewers have noticed the NIV’s almost freehand altering of sentence structure. That is not to
say that occasionally any translation might not change a verb
into a noun—if it is a difficult passage to comprehend; the
complaint against the NIV is that they do so needlessly. Many
of the verses they tamper with are plain passages of Scripture
which translate easily into English. The NIV committee altered them because they wanted to, not because they needed
to.
MEANINGFUL ALTERATIONS
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In the example cited above it might be argued that even
through the grammatical changes are unneeded and unjustifiable, they do not really harm anything. The problem is that
when a loose approach becomes the overriding philosophy,
alterations in meaning will eventually follow. In James D.
Price’s Complete Equivalence in Bible Translation, this point
is demonstrated.
The NIV changes the Hebrew grammatical structure of preposition
and noun (“for good”) to an adjective modifying the previous noun
“hand”:
The hand of our God is upon all those seeking Him for good (wordfor-word translation of Hebrew word order).
The gracious hand of our God is on everyone who looks to him
(NIV).
The word “good” is changed to “gracious” and transposed from its
adverbial function (explaining the purpose of God’s hand upon the
people) to an adjectival function (defining the quality of God’s hand).
This produces a simpler, more natural expression, but obscures the
purpose involved. Obviously God’s hand is good and gracious, but it
is not always upon a person “for good”(34-35).
Price points out that the NIV’s use of looking to God in the above
verse does not “capture the full force of meaning contained in the vocabulary of the original language,” as seeking does. In other words,
Dynamic Equivalence does not always convey an equivalent meaning.

DYNAMIC ABSENCE
In fact, sometimes words are left out altogether. Price includes a section on what are called “particles,” which consist
of a single word or a brief expression, used for emphasis. One
example cited is Nehemiah 1:5, in which Nehemiah petitions
God with the words: “I pray.” The NIV leaves out this particle entirely. It is not replaced with something else; the words
have just disappeared. Evidently the translators did not think
they were necessary, despite the fact that such interjections as
“behold” dramatically call attention to a spectacular scene or
an even of profound importance.
Price does not discuss the New Testament, but the reader
does not have to travel very far into the book of Matthew
before he realizes something is missing. Count the number of
times the word behold or its equivalent appears in the first two
chapters of Matthew in the King James Version. Although the
Holy Spirit inspired Matthew to use the particle six times
(1:20, 1:23, 2:1, 2:9, 2:13, and 2:19), the NIV translators removed it. God put it in; the NIV “translators” took it out! Nor
is this a fluke. Consider the extent of this situation. The word
idou is used 213 times in the New Testament. On 107 of those
times (50%), the reader will find no equivalent of the word in
the NIV. It is not that it is an obscure word or part of another
word. They simply deleted it from the pages of the New Testament. Why?
How do other translations treat the word? In the King
James Version idou is translated “lo” 29 times, “see” 3 times,
and “behold” 181 times. Notice it is not omitted even once.
The NASB omits the word five times, but textual variation is
the reason four of those times. No explanation is given for
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its omission by them in Mark 5:22, but they translate it the
other 208 times. They chose “behold” all but eighteen times.
The NKJV uses a variety of words to translate idou, such as
“suddenly,” “indeed,” “look,” and “see” in addition to “to”
(twice) and “behold,” which appears with the greatest frequency. They occasionally use a phrase such as “at once,”
“think of it,” “here am I,” or “at that very moment”but they do
so sparingly (fewer than ten times); they never fail to translate
the Greek word.
But the NIV omits the word 50% of the time. They never
use “lo,” and if you desire to see “behold,” you must wait
until arriving at Revelation 1:18. They included it three more
times in that book (16:15, 22:97, and 22:12). Using “look”
or “see” as a more modern equivalent is acceptable, but then
why use “behold” at all? If the thinking is that such a word
is too obsolete for today’s reading public, why insert it even
four times (out of 213)?
Following are some of the passages that the NIV translators decided that no word (to call attention to what follows)
was needed. The NIV rendering will be given; the place in
which the words “lo” or “behold” belong will be inserted in
brackets to show where it has been omitted.
“[Behold,] the virgin will be with child” (Mat. 1:23).
“After they had heard the king, they went on their way,
and [lo] the star they had seen in the east went ahead of
them” (Mat.2:9). “after Herod died, [behold] an angel of
the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph in Egypt” (Mat.
2:19). “[And, behold] Two men, Moses and Elijah” (Luke
9:30). “Go! [Behold] I am sending you out like lambs
among wolves” (Luke 10:3). “And [behold] I am going to
send you what my Father has promised” (Luke 24:49).
Others include John 4:35, Acts 2:7, and 2 Cor. 5:17, all of
which are familiar verses to many students of the world.
Dynamic Equivalence allows the translators a little freedom that those compiling a literal translation do not have. The
question is: “How responsibly is that freedom used?” When
words are omitted or the meaning of the verses is altered, the
answer must be: “Not very.”
“HOW LOOSE THOU ART”
Surely most people would not think that liberty of expression would include some of the following, but the NIV
translators thought so. In Matthew 18:22 they put “seventyseven times” for “seventy times seven.” The KJV, NKJV, NAS,
the Interlinear, and the Linguistic Key to the Greek New Testament all have “seventy times seven”; why change what is
so familiar to readers when it is not a textual variation and
everyone else has been perfectly consistent in this matter?
True, they mention the usual rendering in a footnote, but that
scarcely justifies the decision.
In Mark 14:6, when Mary anointed Jesus, He proclaimed
that she had done a “good work,” which the KJV, NKJV, and
Interlinear record; the NAS is virtually the same with “good
deed.” The NIV dynamically unnecessarily substituted “beau-
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tiful thing.” Jesus asks in Mark 14:48: “Have you come out
with swords and clubs to arrest Me, as though I were a
robber?” For some reason the NIV (in place of robber) put:
“Am I leading a rebellion?”
In Luke 12:25 the NIV translators have Jesus asking:
“Who of you by worrying can add a single hour to his life?”
Although they do add a footnote saying “or single cubit to his
height,” there is no explanation for the change. Is adding an
hour to one’s life supposed to be more relevant than adding
eighteen inches to one’s height? The NIV strangely changed
“strange flesh” (a literal rendering) in Jude 7 to “perversion”;
the other translations do not.
Most translations have the church in Philadelphia (Rev.
3:8) receiving an “open door” because they have demonstrated a little strength. The NIV alters this idea to: “I know
that you have little strength, yet you have kept my word and
have not denied my name.” The traditional translation seeks
to build on the strength they have; the latter rewards them in
spite of themselves and seems inconsistent with the point of
the passage.
Another questionable change is the use of the word
“warn” in Revelation 22:18 in place of “testify,” the literal
meaning of the word summartureo wherever it is found in the
New Testament. Once again, the NIV stands alone; no other
translation will join it in this variation.
One cannot help wonder if some of the changes in the
NIV were for change sake rather than a grammatical compulsion or reasons of clarity. Consider, for example, Exodus
20:7. Following are the renderings of the four translations
made use of in this study.
KJV: “Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy
God in vain.”
NKJV: “You shall not take the name of the Lord your
God in vain.”
NAS: “You shall not take the name of the Lord your
God in vain.
NIV: “You shall not misuse the name of the Lord your
God.”
Is “misuse” the “dynamic” equivalent of not taking the
name of the Lord in vain, let alone the equivalent? What reason warranted this change? For centuries youngsters have
been taught not to take the name of the Lord in vain; with the
popularity of this translation, they will be memorizing not to
misuse it instead.
What happened to “certainly” in Exodus 3:12? For most
people studying this passage “certainly” conveys a sense of
emphatic comfort. Moses has just asked God: “Who am I,
that I should go unto Pharaoh, and that I should bring
forth the children of Israel?” “Certainly I will be with
thee,” answers God in the King James Version. But alas! certainly is one of those “pesky particles” which the NIV takes
delight in omitting.
Why is Manoah’s lament “We shall surely die” in Judg-
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es 13:22, changed to the melodramatic: “We are doomed to
die!”? The NIV left Genesis 2:17 intact: “You shall surely
die.” If God was not made to say: “You will be doomed to
die,” why put such words in Manoah’s mouth?
Another familiar passage is Deuteronomy 6:7 in which
Israel is exhorted to teach diligently God’s precepts to their
children. The NIV for some reason thought “impress on” was
a better equivalent than the rendering the KJV, NKJV, and
NAS decided upon. “Teach” is more accurate.
Psalm 119:160 has been oft quoted from translators newer than the King James Version because it states: “The sum
of Thy word is truth” (NAS) or “the entirety of your word
is truth” (NKJV). It sets forth an important principle about
how to read and study God’s Word. One passage should not
be taken out of context because another passage may reveal
a different aspect on the subject (e.g., faith and works). The
KJV has: “Thy word is true from the beginning,” but newer translations have all been in accord with the thought expressed above. The NIV just about returns to the KJV on this
verse with a weak: “All your words are true.”
DYNAMIC VULGARITY
Most translations have refrained from using common
or vulgar equivalents; the NIV at times seems to express the
“Roseanne” mentality. Genesis 31:35 in most versions renders Rachel’s words as “the manner” or “the custom of
women is upon me” as her excuse for not arising. These are
literal renderings and not too difficult to understand. But the
NIV translators evidently felt that people would not grasp the
situation, so they used: “I’m having my period.” They did get
the thought this time, but is it not the purpose of commentaries to do this work?
In Genesis 38:26 Judah never “knew” Tamar again; in
the NIV he never “slept” with her again. That is more modern,
isn’t it? In Genesis 4:1 the NIV used a better choice of words:
“Adam lay with his wife Eve.” The NIV renders this verb
more respectfully in each of the other passages in which it is
found; it is especially refreshing to notice that the translators
refrained from saying that Joseph did not “sleep” with Mary
until after Jesus was born.
The NIV has Samson saying: “With a donkey’s jawbone
I have made donkeys of them” instead of “heaps upon
heaps.” A little coarse humor there? Not that it would be
out of character for Samson, but is this justified? [The NASB
points out that heaps and donkeys come from the same Hebrew root word.] Despite these few instances of poor taste, at
least they did not follow the vulgar path of Kenneth Taylor
in 1 Samuel 20:30; they left it: “You son of a perverse and
rebellious woman!”
DOCTRINAL BIAS
Proving that someone’s theology has affected their translation is difficult at best. More passages arouse suspicion than
can be dealt with here, but three areas of doctrine will be considered: the role of women, Calvinism, and salvation.
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The role of women. In the latter half of the twentieth century the role of women has expanded tremendously in most
denominations. While some continue to hold out, most have
surrendered to the pressures of groups like the National Organization of Women. If Romans 16 is not a concession to
the NOW-type feminists, one is at a loss to understand the
motivation behind it.
Most reliable translations use the word “servant” in Romans 16:1 for a simple reason—it’s accurate; the NIV follows
suit. But they cannot resist putting in a footnote (as does the
NASB), adding “or deaconess.” For them to suggest that diakonon can equally be translated into “deaconess” is a theological decision, not one of vocabulary. It presumes that there
is such an office rather than leaving it in the realm of interpretation where it belongs.
Although the NASB and the NIV are alike on Romans
16:1, the NIV goes even further in verse 12 to make sure the
reader knows what gender some of the workers are: “Great
Tryphena and Tryphosa, those women who work hard in
the Lord. Greet my dear friend Persis, another woman
who has worked very hard in the Lord.” The Greek text
contains neither “those women” nor “another woman.” If the
translators felt compelled to inform the reader of the gender
of these workers, they could have cited in a footnote rather
than include it as part of the text. Their decision here reflects
a bias in favor of an expanded role of women.
Calvinism. Part of this doctrine teaches that men are born
sinners. They believe all mankind is depraved because of the
results of the fall of Adam and Eve. All human beings have
thereafter been tainted by sin and can of their own accord do
nothing good or righteous. Many brethren have written on
numerous occasions concerning the NIV’s bias in this direction. In the Old Testament, Psalm 51:5 has been more than
mishandled; the NIV brutally assaulted the passage, as the following comparison shows.
KJV: “Behold, I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did
my mother conceive me.”
NKJV: “Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, and in
sin did my mother conceive me.”
NAS: “Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, and in
sin my mother conceived me.”
NIV: “Surely I was sinful at birth, sinful from the time
my mother conceived me.”
Notice the shift of focus away from the sinfulness of the
mother to the sinfulness of the child. The child became wicked even in the womb. Such a philosophy harmonizes well
with Calvinism. They cling to this doctrine despite the fact
that no one can inherit anyone else’s sins (Eze. 18:20) and
regardless of the fact that Jesus illustrated what the kingdom
of heaven is like by using the purity and innocence of a child
(Mat. 18:4). What was He saying: “Become like this little
child who has been sinful from birth, even from conception”?
As brother Taylor points out: when David praised God for being “fearfully and wonderfully made” (Psa. 139:14), was he
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thanking God for creating him a depraved sinner? Even those
enamored with the NIV will agree that this is an unfortunate
rendering.
“SINFUL NATURE”
Equally horrendous is the arbitrary translation of sarx in
the New Testament as “sinful nature.” Of the 151 times sarx
is used in the New Testament, the King James Version translates it as “flesh” 148 times and “carnal” or “carnally” the
other three times (Rom. 8:6-7 and Heb. 9:10). According to
Vine, Kittel, and others, sarx does have different shades of
meaning, depending on the context. “Sinful nature,” however,
does not appear among the definitions, although some may
seem close to it. But even if some lexicographer did define
the word as “sinful nature,” would that prove that it is so?
No! No more than the NIV’s using such a definition proves
them correct.
How do we know that “sinful nature” is an incorrect
translation? One reason is that the other major translations
never chose to use that phrase. The KJV, NKJV, ASV, NAS,
and the RSV all use “flesh.” Some of these are as literal as
they can be; only “dynamic equivalence” could produce such
a misconception, which underscores what has been pointed
out throughout this chapter: the translating committee has
complete liberty to use what they “think, feel, or imagine” are
equivalents to the words in the Greek text.
The NIV enjoys using about any word but “flesh” to define sarx. In fact, they must have considered it the most versatile word in the New Testament. They translate it “flesh” 33
time, “body” 25, “sinful nature” 25 times, “one” five times,
“man” four times, “mankind” (Luke 3:6), “people” (John
17:2; Acts 2:17), “human standards” (John 8:15), “physical”
(Rom. 2:28), “in this matter” (Rom. 4:1), “natural selves”
(Rom. 6:19), “natural descent” (John 1:13), “external” (Heb.
9:10), “worldly point of view” (2 Cor. 5:16), “worldly manner” (2 Cor. 1:7), “life” (1 Cor. 7:28), “natural” (Rom. 9:8),
“race” (Rom. 9:3), “life on earth” (Heb. 5:7), “nature” (Rom.
8:5; Gal. 6:8), “sinful mind” (Rom. 8:7), “sinful man” (Rom.
8:3,6), “outwardly” (Heb. 9:13), “personally” (Col. 2:1), “unspiritual mind” (Col. 2:18), “ordinary way” (Gal. 4:23,29),
“another” (1 Cor. 15:29), “human ancestry” (Rom. 9:5), “in
this matter” (Rom 4:1), “standards of the world” (2 Cor. 10:2),
“good impression outwardly” (Gal. 6:12), “birth” (Eph. 2:11),
“evil human desires” (1 Pet. 4:2), “illness” (Gal. 4:13-14),
and about a dozen other ways.
When “sinful nature” is used, the translators do add a
footnote which provides the alternative “flesh,” but such is
not exceedingly helpful. First of all, when a text is read publicly as a Scripture reading or as part of the text of a sermon, nobody bothers to say “or flesh.” Secondly, when young
people memorize a passage of Scripture (and Rom. 8:1 is a
good one), they will not likely add “or flesh” when quoting
the verse. Even if they did, however, it would still not be helpful because they are not equivalents, dynamic or otherwise!
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF A “SINFUL NATURE”
Why protest this unfortunate rendering of “sinful nature”? It has long been held a matter of logic that any teaching which implies a false doctrine is itself false. What ideas
does “a sinful nature” suggest? If man has a “sinful nature,”
where did he get it? The first choice is that God created us that
way. If so, then He can hardly expect us to do anything other
than sin. If we all possess an uncontrollable urge to sin, and
God put it there, how can He accuse us of choosing wrongly?
Does anyone condemn a crippled man for not walking or a
blind man for not seeing? Likewise, if God put within us an
unfailing desire to sin, how then can we be justly blamed and
condemned?
The Bible teaches that when God finished the Creation
(including man), it was very good (Gen. 1:31). Such could
not be said if man were created with a “sinful nature.” In such
a case, sin would have been waiting for a chance to express
itself. Rather, we were created with free will, which allows
sin to be an option, but not a necessity.
That we have free will is the reason we are encouraged
to make the right decision. God calls for us to obey (Mat.
11:28-30; Rev. 22:17). We still have the choice to obey or disobey—even as God’s people. Joshua commanded the people
to choose whom they would serve (Jos. 24:14-15). If we fail
to please God, it will be our fault. Freedom of choice is that
which allows God to hold us accountable. Animals will not
be judged; they cannot help being what they are; human beings can.
The second way that man might have obtained a sinful
nature is through the “fall.” Somehow, when man sinned, he
became depraved and incapable of doing good. The nature of
man changed at that moment, Calvinists say. But there are a
few problems with this theory. The first is that hereditary total
depravity is unnecessary to explain why people sin today. Ask
a Calvinist for the reason, and he will answer: “Depravity.”
Then ask: “Is that why Adam sinned?” “Oh, no. Adam was
made in the image of God. Mankind only became depraved
after the ‘fall.’” If Adam did not need depravity in order to
sin, why do we? Free will explains both situations; depravity
explains neither.
Also, the “fall” rationale carries with it the same basic
problems the first theory has. How is mankind benefited if
Adam was not created depraved, but we are? We still would
not be able to help it; our sinfulness would not be our fault.
God could still not hold us accountable. Besides, God told
even Cain (after the “fall”) that he had a choice: he could do
well or give in to sin (free will).
Somebody could perform a real service by polling the
NIV translators. It would be interesting to find out how many
of them believe in the tenets of Calvinism and how many of
them think that man is born in a depraved condition. Where
else would they get the idea of “sinful nature”? Their repeated
use of this phrase disqualifies the NIV as a reliable, accurate,
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or unbiased translation.
Salvation. Needless to say, the prevailing philosophy towards salvation amongst those in the denominational world
is that people are saved by grace through faith, period. Most
deny that baptism is an integral element of the salvation process and are happy to dispense with it altogether unless it be
in some incidental sense. Although they cannot, of course, remove the numerous verses that show that baptism is essential
to salvation, they can do the next best thing: co-opt a popular
verse in their favor.
They have done exactly that with their “dynamic” reconstruction of Romans 10:9-10. Instead of:
“That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and
shalt believe in thy heart that God hath raised Him from the
dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto
righteousness, and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation” (KJV),

the NIV has:
That if you confess with your mouth, “Jesus is Lord,” and believe
in your heart that God has raised him from the dead, you will be
saved. For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified,
and it is with your mouth that you confess and are saved.

How about teaching these memory verses to young children? Who can read these verses without concluding that faith
and saying: “Jesus is Lord,” is enough to save someone? Instead of confession bringing a person unto salvation, confession “saves” him.
MARK 16:9-20
The most flagrant bias against baptism, however, is
in connection with Mark 16:9-20. No doubt the translators
would affirm that their theology had no direct bearing on their
treatment of this text, but since brethren have been debating
denominational preachers for over a century on the subject
of baptism, it is no secret that they would prefer this passage
were absent from the pages of divine inspiration. Most editions of the King James Version include it without comment.
Other translations have added qualifying notes. Compare the
statements of other translations about this text with the one
made by the NIV.
RSV: “Some of the most ancient authorities bring the
book to a close at the end of verse 8.”
NEB: “At this point some of the most ancient witnesses
bring this book to a close.”
NAS: “Some of the oldest mss. omit v. 9 through 20.”
NKJV: “Vv. 9-20 are bracketed in NU as not in the original text. They are lacking in Codex Sinaiticus and Codex Vaticanus, although nearly all other mss. of Mark contain them.”
ASV: “The two oldest Greek manuscripts, and some authorities, omit from ver. 9 to the end.”
NIV (1978): “The two most reliable early manuscripts do
not have Mark 16:9-20.”
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NIV (1984): “The most reliable early manuscripts and
other ancient witnesses do not have Mark 16:9-20.”
The first four above assessments of these disputed Scriptures are correct; the last three are erroneous. The ASV of 1901
should have added the word “complete” to modify “Greek
manuscripts.” The NIV’s statements, however, are false and
deliberately worded to deceive readers into thinking Mark
never wrote these words. In fact, there is no way to read that
statement and conclude that this ending belongs in the New
Testament. People who use the NIV are drawing exactly that
conclusion—whenever someone mentions Mark 16:16.
The NIV translators have done at least as much damage as
the RSV did when they first put the passage in as a footnote.
The NIV avoids that, but the effect is the same. By adding the
word “reliable,” they have rendered a verdict upon the quality
of two manuscripts, which judgment everyone does not share.
FROST ON HER BIKINI
In Peoria, Illinois, the Uniroyal Tire Company found a
rather unusual way of catching the public’s attention. On the
curb in front of the store stands a fiberglass figure of a shapely
woman 17 and 1/2 feet tall, standing on a metal frame. Her
hair is black, her face resembles that of the late Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis, and her body clad only in a red bikini. It
is not one of the major tourist attractions, but anyone driving
down Washington Street cannot help but notice her.
In the winter an interesting anomaly occurs. When weather conditions are just right, motorists will notice a humorous
incongruity—frost on the stately lady’s bikini. Of course, a
real woman would not be standing on the street corner dressed
that way in freezing temperatures. This mixture of the two
most opposite seasons is ridiculous. Frost on her bikini!
Equally absurd (though not funny at all) is the devotion of
some of our church members to the NIV! Not only do preachers often use it, but many recommend it to members. It has
been estimated that the NIV is used by 90% of our young
people, which is tragic. No wonder that at some of our youth
meetings speakers have begun to allude to our “sinful nature.”
What can elders be thinking of?
Churches of Christ have long put a premium upon the
Word of God—its authority and accuracy. Yet many are apparently willing to sacrifice all of that on the alter of “Readability.” Such actions might be excusable if the NIV were the
only modern translation and sufficient warnings and safeguards were issued concerning its use. Neither, however, is
the case. The New King James Version is easy to read and immensely more accurate than the NIV. Why do not more elders
and Bible school teachers insist on its use?
For the church of our Lord that has for two hundred years
displayed such a commitment to the truth, urged a respect for
the authoritative Word of God, and fought battles over the
accuracy of proper translation, to embrace a version of the
Scriptures that is scarcely better than a paraphrase, replete
with doctrinal bias, and arbitrary in its renderings is as ludi-
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crous as the image of the woman with frost on her bikini.
WAS THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
INVOLVED IN THIS TRANSLATION?
One more matter should be dealt with from the Preface of
the NIV. They proudly proclaim the following.
The fact that participants from the United States, Great Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand worked together gave the project its
international scope. That they were from many denominations—including Anglican, Assemblies of God, Baptist, Brethren, Christian
Reformed, Church of Christ, Evangelical Free, Lutheran, Mennonite,
Methodist, Nazarene, Presbyterian, Wesleyan, an other churches—
helped to safeguard the translation from sectarian bias.

It has already been demonstrated that they failed with regard to keeping out bias. But the reader may well wonder
what is meant by including “Church of Christ” among the
denominations, since we are not now nor have we ever been
one.
Jack Lewis sets forth his knowledge of the matter in his
book Questions You’ve Asked About Bible Translations. Of
the New Testament brother Lewis makes known that he not
only played no role in its translation, he did not even see it
until it was published and available to the general public.
He further suggests that since the Cincinnati Bible Society
people refer to their congregations as “churches of Christ,”
possible the Preface of the NIV was referring to them. Finally,
he explains the rather insignificant role he played in the Old

Testament translation as follows:
Each of twenty teams had a translator, a co-translator, two consultants, and one English Stylist. Dr. Clyde T. Francisco and Dr. Marvin
Tate of Southern Baptist Seminary, Louisville, were the translators
on Team Four. The other consultant and stylist I have not yet met. A
translation consultant is about as essential as a second-string quarterback behind Joe Montana. With the passage of time, Dr. Tate sent me
the first chapters of a trial translation of Exodus. I compared them
with the Hebrew text and with the wording of the RSV. I marked
up the copy, fussed about the freedom with which he had changed
the traditional wording, mailed it back, and heard no more about it.
Eventually, some other sections came and a few chapters from some
of the other books, such as Joshua, were sent out from translation
headquarters for general criticism. I wrote the editor, Dr. Edwin J.
Palmer, and told him I thought the translations were too free and
that change was being made for the sake of change where none was
actually needed.

What more needs to be added to that final observation
except—AMEN!
—5410 Lake Howell Road
Winter Park, FL 32792
“Failure to do what God said is sin. Also, when we do
what He said, but not in the way He said to do it, we
sin. And, to do what God said, in the way He said do
it, but not for the reason or reasons He said to do it,
we also sin. We must know what complete obedience
to God is before we can know we have fully obeyed
Him” (Ecc. 12: 13, 14; John 12:48).
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Directory of Churches...
-Alabama-

-South Carolina-

Holly Pond-Church of Christ, 10221 Hwy 278, Holly Pond, AL 35083,
Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., (256) 507-1776,
(256) 507-1778.

Belvedere (Greater Augusta, Georgia Area)–Church of Christ, 535
Clearwater Road, Belvedere, SC 29841, www.belvederechurchofchrist.org;
e-mail belvecoc@gmail.com, (803) 442-6388, Sun.: 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Evangelist: Ken Chumbley (803) 279-8663.

-ColoradoDenver–Piedmont Church of Christ, 1602 S. Parker Rd. Ste. 109, Denver,
CO 80231, Sunday: 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. www.piedmontcoc.
net, Lester Kamp, evangelist. (720) 535-5807.

-England-

-OklahomaPorum– Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner exit.
Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evangelist, email:
lawson@starnetok.net.

-Texas-

Cambridgeshire–Cambridge City Church of Christ, meeting at The
Manor Community College, Arbury Rd., Cambridge, CB4 2JF. Sun.,
Bible Study--10:30 a.m., Worship-- 11:30 a.m.; Tue. Bible Study--7:30
p.m. www.CambridgeCityCoC.org.uk. Keith Sisman, Gospel Preacher.
Contacts: Keith Sisman [By phone inside USA (281) 475-8247); Inside
the U.K.: Cambridge (England): 01223-911243]; Alternative Cambridge
contacts: Joan Moulton - 01223-210101; Postal/mailing Address - PO BOX
1, Ramsey Huntingdon, PE26 2YZ United Kingdom

Denton area–Northpoint Church of Christ, 5101 E. University Dr.
(Greenbelt Business Park). Mailing address: Northpoint Church of Christ,
Greenbelt Business Park, 5101 E. University Dr., Box 6, Denton, TX 76208.
E-mail: northpointcoc@hotmail.com. Sunday: 9:30, 10:30, 1:00; Wednesday 7:00. Contact: Dub McClish: 940.387.1429; dubmcclish@gmail.com.

-Florida-

Houston area–Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O. Box
39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home of the Spring
Contending for the Faith Lectures, and the internet school, Truth Bible
Institute. www.churchesofchrist.com.

Ocoee–Ocoee Church of Christ, 2 East Magnolia Street, Ocoee, FL 34761.
Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. David Hartbarger,
Evangelist, (407) 656-2516,
Pensacola–Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road, Pensacola,
FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Michael
Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Evant–Evant Church of Christ, 310 West Brooks Drive, Evant, TX 76525.
Office: (254) 471-5705; Jess Whitlock, evangelist (254) 471-5717.

Huntsville–1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9 a. m.,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

-North Carolina-

New Braunfels–225 Saenger Halle Rd. Sun: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist. (830) 625-9367. www.
nbchurchofchrist.com.

Rocky Mount–Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield Dr.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

Richwood–1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.
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